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TITLES OF THE REGULATIONS.

PASSED IN THE YEAR

1794.

REGULATION.

I.

A REGULATION for extending the penalties prescribed by Regulation LI, 1793, for the illicit manufacture or vend of intoxicating liquors or drugs, to all other intoxicating articles, for the making or vending of which a license is required to be taken out; and for giving to informers one moiety of the amount of the penalties which may be levied from persons convicted of making or selling any such articles without a license; and prescribing rules for the speedy apprehension and trial of persons charged with such offences. Passed on the 24th January, 1794.

II.

A REGULATION for postponing the operation of section LXI, Regulation VIII, 1793, in the zillah of Bogleapore, to the end of Kautic 1201 Bengal era. Passed on the 14th March, 1794.

III.

A REGULATION for exempting proprietors of land (with certain exceptions) from being confined for arrears of revenue; and for prescribing the process by which tehsildars are to demand payment of arrears; and for enabling the collecters to recover from native officers employed under them, public money or papers which they may embezzle or retain; and for expediting the trial of causes relating to the public revenue or the rents of individuals. Passed on the 14th March, 1794.

IV.

A REGULATION for exempting the part of the zillah of Ramgur included in the soubah of Behar, from the operation of the rules in Regulation VIII, 1793, regarding the appointment of patwaris, and the delivery of pollahs to the ryots; and for postponing the operation of section LXI, Regulation VIII, 1793, in the zillah of Rajeshahy, Purneah, and the unnamed of Nuddea; and for providing for cases in which ryots may omit or refuse to take out the prescribed pollahs when tendered to them; and for determining any disputes that may arise between the proprietors and farmers of land regarding the rates of pollahs that are to be granted pursuant to Regulation VIII, 1793, or the rates at which pollahs expiring or becoming cancelled under Regulation XLIV, 1793, are to be renewed. Passed on the 27th March, 1794.

V.
REGULATION.

V.
A REGULATION for restricting the Sudder Dewanny Adawlat, and the provincial courts of appeal, from admitting appeals from decisions passed by any of the courts of dewanny adawlat, herefore denominated courts of mofussil dewanny adawlat, between the 6th April 1781, and the 1st May 1799, that were declared to be final by the Regulations for the administration of justice which existed during that period. Passed on the 30th May, 1794.

VI.
A REGULATION for postponing to the 10th April 1795, the operation of such parts of sections XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXIII, Regulation XXXV, 1793, as regard the silver coin. Passed on the 30th May, 1794.

VII.
A REGULATION for enabling one judge of circuit, to hold the courts for the half yearly and monthly jail deliveries; and for empowering one of the judges of the provincial courts of appeal in each division, to remain at the sudder station to transact certain parts of the business of the court, whilst the other judges are making the circuits; and for providing against the absence or indisposition of the judges or their law officers, and against vacancies in the judicial and law appointments. Passed on the 11th October, 1794.

VIII.
A REGULATION for extending and defining the powers given by section VI, Regulation XIII, 1793, to the registers of the zillah and city courts, to try and decide causes referred to them by the judges of their respective courts, and for empowering the zillah and city courts in certain cases, to refer rent and revenue accounts to the collectors for report. Passed on the 14th November, 1794.

TITLES OF THE REGULATIONS.

PASSED IN THE YEAR

1795.

REGULATION.

I.
A REGULATION for fixing in perpetuity the revenue assessed on the lands in the province of Benares; for the more general restoration of the ancient zemindars; and for extending to the province of Benares the rules prescribed in Regulation XLII, 1793. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

II.
A REGULATION for re-enacting with modifications and amendments, the rules regarding the temporary and permanent settlements of the revenue, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

III.
REGULATION.

III.

A REGULATION for re-enacting with modifications and amendments, the rules for the collection of the customs in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

IV.

A REGULATION for prohibiting the collection of internal duties, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

V.

A REGULATION prescribing rules for the conduct of the collector of the public revenue, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

VI.

A REGULATION prescribing the process by which the collector, and the tehsildars, are to realize the public revenue payable from the lands in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

VII.

A REGULATION for establishing a court of deewanee adawlat, or court of judicature for trying civil suits in the first instance, at the city of Benares, and at Mirzapore, Ghazipore, and Juanpore, in the province of Benares, and for defining the jurisdiction and powers of those courts. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

VIII.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, with alterations and modifications, Regulation IV, 1793, entitled a Regulation for receiving, trying, and deciding, suits or complaints declared cognizable in the courts of deewanee adawlat, established in the several zillahs, and in the cities of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshepubad; and for exempting the Rajah of Benares, and the baboos of his family, and certain bankers, when defendants, from giving the security required from other defendants. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

IX.

A REGULATION for establishing a provincial court of appeal in the province of Benares, for hearing appeals from decisions passed in the city court, and the zillah courts in that province, and defining its powers and duties, and prescribing rules for receiving and deciding upon appeals, and other causes of which it is declared to have cognizance. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

X.

A REGULATION for empowering the Sudder Deewanee Adawlat, to receive and decide upon appeals from decisions of the provincial court of appeal established in the province of Benares; and for defining the jurisdiction, powers, and authorities, of the Sudder Deewanee Adawlat in that province. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XI.

A REGULATION for extending with modifications, to the province of Benares, Regulation XII, 1793, entitled, a Regulation for the appointment of the Hindu and Mahomedan law officers of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, and for appointing a pundit or pundits, to the provincial court of circuit for the division of Benares, to try the Hindu law in certain cases cognizable by that court. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XII.
REGULATION.

XII.

REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XIII, 1793, entitled a Regulation for the appointment of the ministerial officers of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, and prescribing their respective duties. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XIII.

REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation VII, 1793, entitled a Regulation for the appointment of vaqueels or native pashers, in the courts of civil judicature in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, with an alteration, exempting the rajah of Benares, and the Nabob of his family, and certain bankars, when plaintiffs or defentants, from giving the security for the payment of the fees of the vaqueels required from other plaintiffs and defendants. Passed on the 21st March, 1795.

XIV.

REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XLIX, 1793, entitled a Regulation for preventing affrays respecting disputed boundaries, and for applying the rules in that Regulation, to disputes regarding tanks, or reservoirs, wells and water courses, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 21st March, 1795.

XV.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XVI, 1793, entitled a Regulation for referring suits to arbitration, and submitting certain cases to the decision of the nazim, with the exception of sect. i X; and for referring certain cases to the decision of the rajah of Benares. Passed on the 21st March, 1795.

XVI.

A REGULATION for the apprehension and trial of persons charged with crimes or misdemeanors in the province of Benares; for enabling one of the judges, in his capacity of judge of the provincial court of appeal, to transact certain parts of the business of that court, whilst the other two judges, as judges of circuit, are making the circuits; and for providing against the absence or indisposition of any of the judges, or their lieu officers, and against vacancies in the judicial or law appointments. Passed on the 21st March, 1795.

XVII.

A REGULATION for the establishment of an efficient police in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XVIII.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XVIII, 1793, entitled a Regulation for preserving complete, the records of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, and requiring the zillah and city courts, to transmit monthly reports of the suits decided by them, to the provincial courts of appeal, and directing the provincial courts of appeal, to submit monthly reports of the appeals and causes decided by them, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XIX.

A REGULATION for forming a quinquennial register of the landed estates in Benares, subject to the payment of revenue to Government, and of the amount of the fixed annual revenue payable to Government, from each estate. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XX.

A REGULATION for disposing of malgussarry and lalhorro lands, at public sale, pursuant to decrees of the courts of justice. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXI.
REGULATION.

XXI.
A REGULATION for preventing brumins in the province of Benares establishing koophs, wounding or killing their female relations, or children, or sitting dhurnah; and for preventing the tribe of Raujkoopars in that province killing their female children. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXII.
A REGULATION for preserving the record of the principal rules regarding the administration of justice, and the police, in the province of Benares, passed between the year 1781, and the period of the abolition of the officer of resident in 1795; and for determining what part of those rules are to be considered still in force; and for transferring the causes depending in the courts of judicature abolished on this date, to the courts established in lieu of them. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXIII.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XLVI, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for admitting persons of certain descriptions, to sue in the courts of civil judicature as pappers. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXIV.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXVIII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for prohibiting British subjects, (excepting King's officers serving under the presidency of Fort William, and civil esquimalt servants of the Company, and their military officers,) residing at a greater distance from Calcutta than ten miles, unless they render themselves amenable to the courts of drawny adwawut, in civil suits which may be instituted against them, by any of the descriptions of persons mentioned in section VII, Regulation III, 1793, and for enabling British subjects to recover any demands, receevable under the Regulations, which they may have upon such persons. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXV.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XLVII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for providing for differences of opinion between the judges of the provincial courts of appeal, and courts of circuit, and prescribing rules regarding other matters connected with their official situations. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXVI.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, with alterations, Regulation XXV, 1793 entitled, A Regulation for the division of estates paying revenue to government, and for allowing two or more proprietors of shares of an estate, to hold their shares as a joint undivided estate. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXVII.
A REGULATION declaratory of certain reservations made by government, and of rights preserved to the proprietors of landed estates, under the permanent settlement of the land revenue made in the province of Benares; for allowing of the transfer or division of entire estates, or portions of estates, and prescribing rules for apportioning the fixed jumma on the several shares of estates which may be divided, or portions of estates which may be transferred; and for continuing the putteraries in the discharge of their ancient functions. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXVIII.
REGULATION.

XXVIII.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXXVI, 1798, entitled, A Regulation for establishing a registry for wills and deeds, for the transfer or mortgage of real property. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXIX.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XX, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for empowering the zillah and city courts, the provincial courts of appeal, and the Sudder Demeanny Adawlut, and the Nizamut Adawlut, to propose regulations regarding matters coming within their cognizance. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXX.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXI, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for establishing in each zillah, an office for keeping the records in the native languages which relate to the public revenue, and prescribing rules for the conduct of the keepers of the records. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXI.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, with modifications, Regulation XXI, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for granting commissions to natives, to hear and decide civil suits for sums of money, or personal property of a value, not exceeding fifty sicca rupees, and prescribing rules for the trial of the suits, and enforcing the decisions which may be passed upon them. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXII.
A REGULATION for enacting into a Regulation, the terms of the contract concluded for the provision of opium on account of government in the province of Benares, from the 1st September 1793, to the 31st August 1797, and for preventing illicit trade in that article. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXIII.
A REGULATION for enacting into a Regulation, the rules passed relative to the cultivation and manufacture of indigo, on behalf of, or by, natural born British subjects, and other Europeans, having the permission of government to reside in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXIV.
A REGULATION for re-enacting with modifications, the rules respecting the pensions payable from the government and moobly treasuries in the province of Benares. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXV.
A REGULATION for better enabling individuals to recover arrears of rent or revenue due to them. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXVI.
A REGULATION for repealing section VII, Regulation VIII, 1794, and empowering the judges of the zillah and city courts to hear appeals from decisions which may be passed by their registrars under that regulation, and rendering final the decisions of the judges.
REGULATION.

judges in all such appeals where the suit may be for money or personal property; for making final the decrees of the judges of the zillah and city courts, in appeals from decisions passed by the native commissioners appointed under Regulation XL, 1793; for rendering serberakars or managers of joint undivided estates, eligible to the office of commissioner for hearing and deciding suits under Regulation XI, 1793; for providing against the loss or miscarriage of the proceedings in trials referred by the judges of circuit to the Nizamat Adawlut, or the sentences or orders of that court on such trials; and for establishing another court of zillah adawlut in the districts now comprised in the zillah of Burdwan. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXVII.

A REGULATION for better enabling the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut to judge of the progress made by the zillah and city courts, and the provincial courts of appeal, in determining the suits now depending before them, and also of the expdition with which suits hereafter filed may be decided. Passed on the 27th March, 1795.

XXXVIII.

A REGULATION for prescribing the payment of certain fees on the institution and trial of suits in the courts of civil judicature, and on petitions presented to those courts, and on the institution of suits before the moonsifs under clause sixth, section V, Regulation XL, 1793; and for the appropriation of the fees so collected. Passed on the 10th April, 1795.

XXXIX.

A REGULATION for abolishing the Calcutta customs, or town duties, collected under the several sections of Regulation XLII, 1793, from section XXI, to the conclusion of the said regulation; and for revising with alterations, the government customs formerly levied at the port of Calcutta, and discontinued on the 20th June 1788; and prescribing to what courts individuals considering themselves aggrieved under the regulations respecting the government customs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, or Orissa, by the act of any collector of the said customs, or his officers, or by any act or order of the Board of Trade, or the Governor General in Council, are to apply in the first instance for redress. Passed on the 22d May, 1795.

XL.

A REGULATION for modifying such parts of section III, and clause third, section VIII, and section I X, Regulation XXX, 1793; as relate to the rewards payable on information being given of the illicit manufacture, transportation, or importation of salt; and for increasing the rewards, and authorising the servants of government to benefit by them; and for modifying and altering the rules and restrictions contained in section IV, Regulation XXX, 1793; and sections XXXIV and XXXV, Regulation XLII, 1793, in respect to the importation of Muscat salt. Passed on the 1st June, 1795.

XLI.

A REGULATION prescribing rules for trying the validity of the titles of persons holding, or claiming a right to hold, lands exempted from the payment of revenue to government in the province of Benares, under grants not being of the description of those termed badshahi or royal, nor made by the supreme power for the time being; and for determining the amount of the annual assessment to be imposed on lands so held, which may be adjudged or become liable to the payment of public revenue. Passed on the 31st July, 1795.

XLII.
REGULATION.

XLII.

A REGULATION for enacting with modifications, the rules for trying the validity of the titles of persons holding, or claiming a right to hold, allotments, jaghire, and other lands, in the province of Benares, exempt from the payment of public revenue, under grants termed badshahice or royal, or made by the supreme power for the time being; and for determining when certain grants of that description, shall be considered to have expired; and for fixing the amount of the public revenue to be assessed upon the lands, the grants for which may expire, or be adjudged invalid. Passed on the 31st July 1795.

XLIII.

A REGULATION for enacting into a regulation, the rules passed on the 18th February, 1789, and 24th December 1790, for granting lands to discharged native invalid officers, and private soldiers, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 28th August 1795.

XLIV.

A REGULATION for removing certain restrictions to the operation of the hindoo and mahommedan laws, with regard to the inheritance of landed property subject to the payment of revenue to government, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 28th August 1795.

XLV.

A REGULATION for empowering talookdars, zamindars, and all other descriptions of landholders and farmers of land, in the province of Benares, to distraint and sell the personal property of under farmers, ryots, and dependent zamindars, and putteedars, and, (in certain specified cases,) their sureties, for arrears of rent or revenue; and for preventing landholders and farmers of land in the said province, confining or inflicting corporal punishment on their under farmers, ryots, and dependent zamindars, and putteedars, or their sureties, to enforce payment of such arrears. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

XLVI.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXXIII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for re-enacting with modifications, the rules passed on the 11th February and 21st October 1791, for repairing the embankments kept in repair at the public expense; and for encouraging the digging of tanks or reservoirs, and watercourses, and making embankments. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

XLVII.

A REGULATION for levy a tax on intoxicating liquors and drugs, and for preventing the illicit manufacture or vend of them, in the province of Benares. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

XLVIII.

A REGULATION for prohibiting cowardly civil servants of the Company employed in the administration of justice, or the collection of the public revenue, in the province of Benares, from lending money to talookdars, zamindars, putteedars, or other actual proprietors of land, or to farmers of land holding farms immediately of government, or the under farmers, or ryots, of the several descriptions of proprietors and farmers of land abovementioned, or their respective sureties; and for prohibiting in the said province, Europeans of any description, holding possession of lands that may be mortgaged to them, or purchasing or renting lands for erecting houses, or buildings for carrying on
REGULATION.

on manufactures, or other purposes, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

XLIX.

A REGULATION for appointing the head cazy of the province of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, head cazy of the province of Benares, and for extending to that province, the rules contained in Regulation XXXIX, 1793, regarding the cauzies stationed in the cities, towns, and other places, in the three first mentioned provinces. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

L.

A REGULATION for prohibiting talookdars, zamindars, or other proprietors of land paying revenue in the province of Benares, from fixing the jumma of dependent tenants, (whether zamindars or putteedars,) or granting leases or pottahs for a term exceeding ten years; and, in cases of lands being disposed of at public sale for the discharge of arrears of public revenue, for rendering null and void all engagements, (with certain exceptions,) subsisting between the defaulting proprietor, and his dependent zamindars, putteedars, under farmers, and ryots, for the payment of rent or revenue on account of the lands so sold. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

LI.

A REGULATION respecting ryatty pottahs in the province of Benares. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

LII.

A REGULATION for licensing the importation of salt into the port of Calcutta on ships built, and fitted out within the provinces of Bengal, or Behar, or that part of Orissa which is under the dominion of the Company, and being the property of British subjects, or of natives residing within the said provinces, and subject to the Company's government. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

LIII.

A REGULATION for putting a stop to the illicit trade in opium carried on in the province of Bengal, by means of the cloths and earthen vessels, termed cupjah and dugah; and for preventing the poppy being cultivated in the said province without the knowledge of the contractor. Passed on the 28th August, 1795.

LIV.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, the rules contained in certain sections of Regulations VIII, 1794, and XXXVI, 1795, with modifications. Passed on the 1st September, 1795.

LV.

A REGULATION for prohibiting the courts of civil judicature from requiring security from guardians of disqualified landholders when parties in suits with their wards, under section XXXII, Regulation X, 1793. Passed on the 1st September, 1795.

LVI.

A REGULATION for allowing the heirs of invalids in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, to hold their land rent-free to the expiration of the tenth year from the date of the original grantee's being put in possession, in case of his dying within ten years from such date; and for providing for the absence of invalids from their tambahs.
REGULATION.

in the said provinces at the time of inspection, in consequence of permission, or from sickness, or other unavoidable cause. Passed on the 1st September, 1795.

LVII.

A REGULATION for enacting into a regulation, certain orders issued by the Governor General in Council, for the abolition of the collection heretofore made on grain imported into Calcutta, under the denomination of kyatte duttor, and for the appropriation of the proceeds of confiscated goods and merchandise at the Manjee custom house; and for levying the Calcutta export duties on the Calcutta price of the goods, instead of the aurung price or prime cost, as prescribed by section XVII, Regulation XXXIX, 1795. Passed on the 28th September, 1795.

LVIII.

A REGULATION for granting to the collectors a commission on the jumma of lands which may be subjected to the payment of revenue under section XXVI, Regulation XIX, and section XXI, Regulation XXXVII, 1793, and section XXVI, Regulation XLI, and section XXI, Regulation XLII, 1795; and for determining on what amount such commission, and the commission granted to collectors in cases of lands being adjudged liable to the payment of revenue in consequence of prosecutions, shall be calculated; and for requiring the zillah and city courts in the four provinces, to transmit to the collectors and the Board of Revenue, copies of certain decretals in suits between individuals respecting the right to land exempted from the payment of revenue; and for defining of what decretals regarding malguzarry land, the zillah and city courts are to furnish the collectors and the Board of Revenue with copies under section IX, Regulation IV, 1793, and section IV, Regulation VIII, 1795. Passed on the 28th September, 1795.

LIX.

A REGULATION for further postponing to the 10th April 1796, the operation of such parts of sections XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI, Regulation XXXV, 1793, as regard the silver coin. Passed on the 20th September, 1795.

LX.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXXVIII, 1795, entitled, A Regulation for prescribing the payment of certain fees on the institution and trial of suits in the courts of civil jurisdiction; and on petitions presented to those courts; and on the institution of suits before the munisfts under clause sixth, section V, Regulation XI, 1793. Passed on the 13th November, 1795.

LXI.

A REGULATION for determining what sissa rupees of the nineteenth sun shall be considered as of standard weight in payments in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa. Passed on the 13th November, 1795.

LXII.

A REGULATION for withdrawing the mint established at Mooshedabdad under Regulation XXXV, 1793. Passed on the 11th December, 1795.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION I. (a)

A REGULATION for extending the penalties prescribed by Regulation LI, 1793, for the illicit manufacture or vend of intoxicating liquors or drugs, to all other intoxicating articles, for the making or vending of which a license is required to be taken out; and for giving to informers one moiety of the amount of the penalties which may be levied from persons convicted of making or selling any such articles without a license; and prescribing rules for the speedy apprehension and trial of persons charged with such offences.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 24th January 1794, corresponding with the 14th Maug 1200 Bengal era; the 8th Maug 1901 Fasly; the 14th Maug 1901 Willaly; the 8th Maug 1850 Sumbut; and the 22d Jemad us Sance 1208 Higeree.

The security of the public revenue rendering it necessary, that persons convicted of manufacturing or vending without a license, intoxicating articles of any kind, for the making or sale of which a license is required to be taken out from the collectors, should be subjected to certain penalties; that informers against such persons should be allowed an adequate reward; and that the revenue officers should have the power of apprehending and bringing them to a speedy trial; the following rules have been enacted.

II. Any person who may be convicted before the judge of the dewanny adwult of any zillah or city, of manufacturing or selling any intoxicating liquor, drug, or article, for the making or vending of which a license is required to be taken out from the collector of the revenue, without having previously obtained such license, shall be fined a sum equal to three times the amount of the daily assessment at the nearest authorized place of vend on the still with which the liquor may be made, if it be made with a still, or, if it be liquor not made with a still, or a drug, or other article, on the liquor, drug, or article, for the period for which the illicit manufacture or vend of it may be proved to have been carried on.

III. If any person against whom information may be lodged for making or vending without a proper license, intoxicating liquors, drugs, or articles, for the manufacture or sale of which a license is required to be previously taken out, shall be convicted of the offence to the satisfaction of the court of dewanny adwult, the informer shall be entitled to one-half of the penalty which may be levied from the offender. On the contrary, if the information shall appear to the judge groundless and malicious, he shall compel the informer to pay all charges that may have been incurred by the person informed against, with such damages as the court may think it proper to award against him upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case.

IV. To expedite the apprehension and punishment of persons guilty of the offences specified in section II, the collector upon receiving information of any person having made or sold intoxicating liquors, drugs, or other articles, for the manufacturing or vending of which a license is required to be taken out, is empowered to depose a peon, or two peons if he shall deem one insufficient, to apprehend such person. Each peon shall receive two annas per day as subsistence money, for the number of days which the collector, upon a consideration of the distance, may judge necessary for the apprehension of the offender, and bringing him before the judge of the zillah, and the collector shall endorse the number of days which he may so allow upon the writing. If the offender shall be convicted, he is to be charged with the subsistence money of the peon or peons, in addition to the penalty which may be imposed upon

(a) The whole of this Regulation is rescinded by R. 10, of 1813, S. 2.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION III.

Proprietors of land not to be liable to be confined for arrears.

III. Proprietors of land shall not be liable to be confined for arrears of public revenue, or for any demand, of the nature of those specified in section XL, Regulation XIV, 1793, excepting in the cases mentioned in section XIV. Arrears due from proprietors of land, are to be recovered in the manner hereafter prescribed.

IV. If the whole, or the portion of the instalment, due from a proprietor of land on account of any one month, shall remain undischarged on the fifteenth of the following month, the collector is to require payment of the arrear in the manner prescribed in section III, Regulation XIV, 1793, and to apprise him by a notice inserted in the written demand, that in the event of his not discharging it by the limited time, he will be subjected, as a penalty, to the payment of an interest of twelve per cent per annum, on the amount of the arrear under section VII, Regulation XIV, 1793. (c)

V. If a proprietor of land, after having been served with a written demand for an arrear as prescribed in section IV, shall not discharge the amount of it by the limited time, the collector is to submit to the Board of Revenue a statement of such of his lands as he may think it advisable to have sold to make good the amount. The Board of Revenue are to cause the lands specified in the statement, or any other lands belonging to the defaulter which they may deem it preferable to dispose of, to be put up to sale agreeably to the rules prescribed for disposing of lands for arrears of revenue, with this alteration, that instead of deferring the publication of the advertisement for the sale of the lands until they have obtained the sanction of the Governor General in Council to the sale, they are of their own authority to direct the advertisement prescribed in section XXVI, Regulation XIV, 1793, to be published. They are, however, immediately after, to report the amount of the arrear, the lands ordered to be sold, the jumma at which they are to be disposed of, and the place of sale, to the Governor General in Council, so as to obtain his sanction to the sale previous to its being made, without which sanction, it is not to take place. The collectors are accordingly enjoined never to proceed to the sale of any lands, until they have received notice through the Board of Revenue that the Governor General in Council has sanctioned the sale.

VI. If a proprietor whose lands may have been advertised for sale under the preceding section, shall discharge the arrears at any time previous to the day of sale, he shall nevertheless pay the penalty specified in section IV.

VII. As it may often occur, that after lands belonging to a defaulting proprietor have been put up to sale, further arrears may become due from him previous to the day of sale, and consequently that notwithstanding he may have discharged the whole of the original arrear, a considerable balance may still be outstanding against him, it is declared, that when the lands of a proprietor are put up to sale to make good an arrear, they shall be liable to be sold on the day fixed, for the discharge of all arrears that may be due from him up to the day of sale, whether they shall have accumulated prior or subsequent to the lands being advertised for sale, including the penalty prescribed in section IV.

VIII. Arrears due from proprietors on account of advances made to them by Government for any of the purposes specified in section XL, Regulation XIV, 1793, are to be recovered by the same process as balances of revenue.

(c) This section, and sections 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 following are amended by R. 7, of 1799, S. 29, and other rules enacted in their stead.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION III.

IX. When the lands of a proprietor are ordered to be sold for the discharge of arrears, the Board of Revenue are empowered, in cases in which they may deem it expedient so to do, to order the collector to attach the lands, and commit them to the charge of an ameen, or a tehsildar, or other officer, under sections VI, and XXV, Regulation XIV, 1793, for the purposes therein specified. But the collector is not to attach the lands under those sections, without receiving previous directions from the Board of Revenue to that effect.

X. If a proprietor of land shall resist, or cause to be resisted, the ameen or other officer whom the collector, by the authority of the Board of Revenue, may depute to attach his lands, the collector is to proceed against him in the manner in which he is directed by Regulation XIV, 1793, to proceed against proprietors who resist the process which he may issue under section V, of that Regulation, to take their persons into custody; and all the rules contained in that Regulation respecting proprietors who may resist, or cause to be resisted, the process issued by collectors under that section, are to be considered applicable to proprietors who may resist, or cause to be resisted, the officer who may be deputed by the collector to attach their lands under section IX, of this Regulation.

XI. There being ground to believe that many proprietors and farmers of land have availed themselves of the rules in sections IX, X, XI, XIV, and XXII, Regulation XIV, 1793, to withhold payment of the public dues, and the persons of proprietors of land being no longer liable to be confined for arrears excepting in the cases specified in this Regulation; sections IX, X, XI, XIV, and XXII, of Regulation XIV, 1793, are rescinded, and proprietors and farmers of land shall be bound to discharge all sums that may be demanded of them by the collector on the part of Government in the manner prescribed in section III, Regulation XIV, 1793, under pain of being proceeded against for such sums as for arrears.

XII. That proprietors and farmers of land may be enabled to recover sums that may be exacted from them by the collector on the part of Government, above what they may be bound to pay by their engagements, and that they may be indemnified from all loss they may sustain by such exactions, it is declared, that if a collector shall demand a sum of money from a proprietor or farmer of land, on account of arrears, in the manner prescribed in section III, Regulation XIV, 1793, and the proprietor or farmer shall deny, by a writing to that effect addressed to the collector, the justice of the whole or a part of the demand, but to prevent any further process being issued against him, shall discharge the whole of the demand, the proprietor or farmer shall be at liberty to sue the collector in the deenanny adawlut of the zillah for the recovery of the sum which he may consider to have been unjustly taken from him, and the court shall give judgment in favor of the complainant for all such sums as may be proved to have been unduly exacted from him, and the amount of such judgment shall be refunded to him from the public treasury of the zillah, with interest at the rate of twelve per cent per annum, from the date of the exaction, to the date of the decree. All the rules in Regulation XIV, 1793, respecting suits instituted against a collector for sums actually received by him on the part of Government from any proprietor or farmer of land, or from the surety of any farmer, are to be considered applicable to suits that may be instituted against a collector under this section. (d)

XIII. When arrears shall become due from proprietors or farmers of land, whose revenue may be made payable to a tehsildar, or other officer appointed by Government to collect it, such officer is to demand the payment of the arrears by the same process as collectors are required to observe in requiring the discharge of propriety.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION XIII.

arrears by section III, Regulation XIV, 1793. If the defaulter shall not liquidate the arrears by the prescribed period, the tehseldar or other officer is to report the amount of the arrears to the collector, who is to proceed to the recovery of it by the same process as he is directed to observe in recovering arrears due from proprietors or farmers paying revenue immediately to the treasury of the zillah.

XIV. If the whole of the lands of a proprietor shall be sold for the discharge of arrears of revenue, or any of the demands specified in section XL, Regulation XIV, 1793, and the proceeds of the sale shall not be sufficient to make good the arrears, or, if the lands of a defaulting proprietor shall be put up to sale, and no person shall offer to purchase them; in the first case, the person of the defaulter and any personal property which he may possess, and in the second, his person and property of every description, shall be liable for the balance to the operation of all the rules, regarding defaulting proprietors contained in Regulation XIV, 1793, excepting the rules in the several sections of that Regulation which are rescinded by section XI. Whenever a collector may confine a proprietor under this section, after all his lands have been disposed of, he is immediately to report the circumstances to the Board of Revenue, (g) who are to submit them for the information of the Governor General in Council.

XV. The collectors are to take security for the personal appearance of the tehseldars, sezwals, aumeens, dawans, (f) seristadars, moonshies, mohurers, and all native officers, intrusted with the receipt or payment of public money, or the charge of public accounts, who now are, or may be hereafter employed under them, in their capacity of collectors of the revenue. The surety is to bind himself to produce the officer for whom he may become security before the collector, whenever his attendance may be required, until he shall be discharged from the public service, and shall have received a writing from the collector, signifying that he has no demand upon him on the part of Government, either for money, papers, or accounts, belonging to the public, that may have been committed to him, or come into his possession in his official capacity; and further, that in the event of his not producing such officer, he will be responsible for all demands that the collector may have upon him for public money, papers or accounts, and be liable to be proceeded against in every respect in the same manner as the officer himself, had he been forthcoming. When any such officer is removed or resigns, the collector is to grant him an acquittal of the above effect, after he shall have delivered up all public papers, accounts, or money, that may have been committed to his charge. The collectors may require such officers to give new sureties, in cases in which they may have ground to believe that the former sureties, whether admitted by themselves or their predecessors, are not responsible. (g)

XVI. If a collector shall have a claim on the part of Government on any of the native officers described in the preceding section, for a balance of accounts, or money or papers belonging to Government, he is to require the payment of the money, or the delivery of the papers, by a writing under his official seal and signature, and the signature of his dawan, (h) or other head native officer of his durbar for the time being, specifying the amount of the money, or the particular papers required, and the date and place that may be fixed for the delivery of the money or papers. If the officer shall not discharge the money, or deliver up the papers by the limited time, the collector is empowered to apprehend him, and convey him to the jail of the dawani adwaliut of the zillah, the judge of which court shall detain him in confinement until the sum demanded of him shall be discharged, or he shall have delivered up the pa-

(f) This office abolished by R. 15, of 1813.

(g) See the additional provisions of R. 2, of 1812, for preventing native officers from making use of public money intrusted to their care.

(h) Rescinded by R. 15, of 1813.
pers. The collector is authorized likewise to attach such part of the real or personal property belonging to the officer, as may be sufficient to make good the sum which may be due from him. If his property shall be in another zillah, he is to apply to the collector of that zillah, who shall cause it to be attached. If the property shall be within the cities of Patna, Dacca, or Moorshedabad, the collector is to apply to the judge of the zillah, through the vakeel of Government, to make application to the judge of such city to attach and deliver it into the charge of the nearest collector. The Board of Revenue are empowered to order the property to be sold under the rules by which the lands of proprietors are directed to be disposed of for the discharge of arrears of revenue. In the event of the death of any such officer, the surety is to be exonerated from all responsibility, and the collector is to proceed against his heirs, by a regular suit in the court to which they may be amenable, for any claims which Government may have upon the deceased. The suit is to be carried on by the vakeel of Government, and at the public expense, and the rules in Regulation XIV, 1798, regarding suits so carried on by the collectors, are to be held applicable to it.

XVII. If any such native officer who may have retained public money or papers in his possession shall abscond, or not be forthcoming, the collector may proceed against the surety upon his engagement, or apprehend the offender and commit him to prison, if he be within the limits of the zillah; or, if he shall have taken refuge in any other zillah, or in either of the cities of Patna, Dacca or Moorshedabad, and the collector deems it necessary to require his personal attendance that he may proceed against him instead of his surety, the collector is to apply to the judge of the zillah to request the judge within whose jurisdiction the officer may be or reside, to cause him to be apprehended. The judge to whom the application may be made, is to convey the officer in safe custody to the jail of the zillah from which he may have absconded.

XVIII. If a collector shall have occasion to require any such officer to attend to adjust his accounts that the sum due from him may be ascertained, and he shall not attend upon being required by a writing to that effect under the official seal and signature of the collector to be fixed up in his cutcherry, and at the place in the zillah at which the officer may have last resided, the collector is empowered to prepare the most accurate statement that he may be able of the money or papers in the possession of such officer, and proceed against the surety upon his engagement, for the balance or papers, in the same manner as if the accounts had been adjusted, and the list of the papers prepared, in the presence of the officer; or, he may cause the officer to be apprehended by his own authority under section XVI, if he be within the limits of the zillah, or if he shall have taken up his abode in any other zillah, or in either of the cities of Patna, Dacca, or Moorshedabad, by application to the judge in the manner directed in section XVII. If it should afterwards appear upon inquiry before the court, that no part, or a portion only, of the sum demanded was due from him, or that the papers required were not in his possession, the collector shall not be liable to pay any damages for having confined him, and all costs that may be incurred in the suit or inquiry shall be paid by the officer.

XIX. If any such officer or his surety, shall be confined on account of a claim for public money, and previous to the sale of his property, or supposing the collector not to have been able to get possession of any property belonging to him, at any time subsequent to his confinement, shall deny the justness of the whole, or any part of the demand made upon him by the collector, and find some responsible person who will become security that he will institute a suit in the court in fifteen days against the collector to try the demand, and to pay the sum that may be awarded against him with costs and interest at the rate of twelve per cent from the date on which the sum may be demanded of him to the date of the decree, the court is to discharge the officer or surety, and proceed to the trial of the suit; and if any property belonging to the officer or surety shall have been ordered to be sold, the sale shall be countermanded, and the property restored to the owner.

XX.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION IV.

XX. If any such native officer, or his surety, shall be committed to custody by the collector, and shall not obtain his release in the mode specified in section XIX, he shall nevertheless be at liberty whilst in confinement, to sue the collector by whom he may have been confined, should he deem the demand upon him unjust.

XXI. The collectors are to appoint one of the authorized vakils of the court to defend any suits which may be instituted against them by any such native officers, or their heirs, or sureties, under this Regulation; and all the rules in Regulation XIV, 1793, regarding suits instituted against the collector for sums demanded or received by him on behalf of Government, and which are not repealed by this Regulation are to be considered applicable to such suits. (i)

XXII. The provincial courts of appeal, and the zillah and city courts, are to appropriate one day, or two or more days when they shall deem it necessary, in each week, for the trial of all suits between Government or the collectors, and proprietors or farmers of land, regarding demands on account of the public revenue assessed upon the lands, or advances for tucavy, water-courses, reservoirs, or embankments, and also suits between proprietors and farmers of land, and dependent talookdars, regarding revenue, or between any of the above descriptions of persons, and their under-farmers and ryots, regarding rent, or the rates of pattahs, or advances for tucavy, water-courses, reservoirs, or embankments. The courts are to proceed to the trial of the causes abovementioned on the days so allotted, without regard to any other descriptions of causes that may have been previously filed, which are to be tried on separate days. (j)

---

A. D. 1794. REGULATION IV.

A REGULATION for exempting the part of the zillah of Ramgur included in the Soulah of Behar, from the operation of the rules in Regulation VIII, 1793, regarding the appointment of puttwaries, and the delivery of pattahs to the ryots; and for postponing the operation of section LXI, Regulation VIII, 1793, in the zillahs of Rajeshahy, Purnaah, and the zamindary of Nuddaa; and for providing for cases in which ryots may omit or refuse to take out the prescribed pattahs when tendered to them; and for determining any disputes that may arise between the proprietors and farmers of land regarding the rates of pattahs that are to be granted pursuant to Regulation VIII, 1793, or the rates at which pattahs expiring or becoming cancelled under Regulation XLIV, 1793, are to be renewed.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March 1794; corresponding with the 16th Chytle 1200 Bengal era; the 11th Chytle 1201 Fussily; the 16th Chytle 1201 Willaty; the 11th Chytle 1851 Sumbut; and the 24th Shaban 1208 Higeree.

THE proprietors and farmers of land in the portion of the zillah of Ramgur included in the Soulah of Behar, having represented the impracticability of conforming to the Regulations for granting pattahs, from the body of the ryots in that part of the country being unable to read or write, and being accustomed to cultivate the lands under verbal agreements and terms entirely dissimilar to those which pre-

(i) See the note to section 19 of this Regulation.

(j) Between this section, and S. 8, R. 8, of 1816, there is an apparent inconsistency: they may, however, be reconciled by construing the latter to mean only suits or complaints of the nature described in this section, and not the generality of suits pending in the courts. The native commissioners appointed under R. 23 of 1816, are also required to hear and determine suits respecting rent of revenues before any others that may be depending. See II. 7, of 1799, S. 13.
vail in other parts of the provinces; and having also stated the heavy expense to
which they would be subjected, were they to be compelled to appoint putwarries
to keep the accounts of the villages under the rules prescribed in section LXII, Regu-
lation VIII, 1793, owing to the small number of the villages, their distance from each
other, and the inconsiderable revenue, which, from the inland situation, and the
mountainous and uncultivated state of the country, is collected from them; and the
proprietors and farmers of land in the zillah of Purnaeh, and the proprietor of the
zemindary of Nudden, having represented that a further time will be required to
enable them to complete the delivery of pottahs to the ryots; and it having appeared
that ryots frequently omit or refuse to take out pottahs, although the persons from
whom they are entitled to demand them offer to grant them in the form and on the
terms prescribed; and it being essential to the protection of the ryots, and the fu-
ture prosperity of the country, that rules should be adopted for determining disputes
that may arise between the ryots, and the proprietors and farmers of land, or de-
pendent talookdars, regarding the rates of the pottahs required to be granted by Regu-
lation VIII, 1793, or the rates at which pottahs that may expire or become cancel-
led under Regulation XLIV, 1793, are to be renewed; the Governor General in
Council has enacted the following rules. (a)

II. The rules contained in sections LIV, LVI, LVII, LVIII, LIX, LXI, Regu-
lation VIII, 1793, are not to be considered applicable to that part of the zil-
lah of Ramgur which is included in the Souhah of Behar.

III. Clause second, section LXII, Regulation VIII, 1793, is declared not to ex-
tend to the districts alluded to in the preceding section, but the gomastahs or officers
whom the proprietors or farmers of land, or the under-ryots or ryots in those dis-
tricts, may, to such as are kept, be bound to produce such accounts in the cases in which the courts of judicature, or the collectors, are empowered by the abovementioned or any other Regulation to require them; and such officers, as well as their constituents, are to be con-
dered liable to all the rules in that section (the rules in clause ninth excepted) in the
same manner as the proprietors, dependent talookdars, farmers, and putwarries, in
other districts.

IV. The proprietors and farmers of land, and the dependent talookdars in Pur-
naeh, are allowed, until the expiration of the year 1200 Bengal era, and the pro-
pietor of the zemindary of Nudden, until the expiration of the year 1201 of the
same era, to complete the delivery of pottahs to their respective ryots, in conformity
to the rules prescribed in Regulation VIII, 1793, and the rule contained in section
LXI, of that Regulation, which directs that after the expiration of the year 1198,
of the eras current in the different provinces, No engagements for rent contrary to
those ordered in that Regulation, shall be held valid; and that in the event of any claims
being preferred by proprietors of estates, or dependent talookdars, farmers, or ryots, on
engagements wherein the consolidation of the assal, abwab, &c. shall appear not to have
been made, they are to be nonsuited with costs, shall not be considered to be or to have
been in force in the before mentioned zillah and zemindary respectively, until the
expiration of the periods above specified. (b)

V. The ryots in the different parts of the country frequently omitting or refusing
to take out or receive pottahs, although the persons from whom they are entitled to
demand them, are ready to grant them in the form and on the terms, prescribed by the
Regulations, (c) it is declared, that if a proprietor or farmer of land, or a dependent

(a) This Regulation, from section 5 inclusive, is extended to the zillah of Cuttuck by R. 12, of 1805, S. 36.
(b) See the modifications of the rules in ch. 8, of 1793, and in this Regulation, regarding pottahs, prescribed by
R. 5, of 1812, S. 2 and 3.
(c) Repealed by R. 5, of 1812, S. 3. The proprietors and farmers of land are now at liberty to grant pottahs
to their ryots, and to receive corresponding engagements in return, according to such forms as the contracting par-
ties may deem most convenient and conducive to their respective interests.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION V.

A REGULATION for restricting the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the provincial courts of appeal, from admitting appeals from decisions passed by any of the courts of dewanny adawlut, heretofore denominated courts of mofussil dewanny adawlut, between the 6th April 1781, and the 1st May 1793, that were declared to be final by the Regulations for the administration of justice which existed during that period.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council, on the 30th May 1794; corresponding with the 19th Jeyete 1201 Bengal era; the 16th Jeyete 1201 Fussily; the 19th Jeyete 1301 Willaity; the 16th Jeyete 1851 Sumbut; and the 29th Shawwal 1208 Higeree.

By the Regulations for the administration of justice which were in force between the 6th of April 1781, and the 1st May 1793, all decisions passed by any mofussil dewanny adawlut, wherever established, or before whomsoever held, were de-
clared to be final where the decree was for a zemindarry, talookdarry, chowdrai, or any land, or house, being lakheraje, the stated annual produce of which did not exceed the sum of one hundred sicca rupees; or where the decree was for a zemindarry, talookdarry, chowdrai, or any land or house, being malguzarry, where the jumma or annual revenue payable to Government was not more than one thousand sicca rupees: or, if the land was malguzarry ayma, where the quit-rent payable to Government did not exceed fifty sicca rupees: and in all other cases, where the decree was for a sum of money or thing, the amount or value of which was not more than one thousand sicca rupees. By section XII, Regulation V, 1793, it is declared that an appeal shall lie from all decisions of the zillah and city courts (heretofore denominated courts of mofussil dewanny adawlut) without limitation as to the value or amount of the property decreed, provided an appeal from the decision be presented within three calendar months after it may be passed, either to the provincial court, or to the court by which the decree may have been given. By the same section however, a power is lodged in the provincial courts of receiving appeals from decisions after the expiration of the three months, provided the appellant can show good cause to their satisfaction for not having preferred the appeal within the limited time. Doubts having arisen whether the abovementioned power vested in the provincial courts of admitting appeals from decisions after the elapse of the limited period of three months, was meant to extend to decisions passed prior to the 1st May 1793, which were not appealable by the Regulations that existed when the decrees were given, and as the admitting of an appeal either to the provincial courts, or to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, from such decrees, would be injurious to property held in virtue of them, as well as to those persons who deemed themselves aggrieved by any such decrees, but whose petitions to appeal from them were rejected in consequence of the Regulations then in force declaring them to be final; and it being necessary, in order to prevent property held under decrees of the late courts of mofussil dewanny adawlut, and of the zillah and city courts, being considered insecure, that the powers vested in the provincial courts of appeal of receiving under the restrictions prescribed in Regulation V, 1793, appeals from decrees of the former courts that were appealable by the Regulations under which they were given, and from the decrees of the latter courts in all cases, after the elapse of the period limited for preferring the appeal, should be exercised with due caution; the following rules have been enacted. (a)

II. The provincial courts of appeal, and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, are prohibited admitting an appeal from any decision passed subsequent to the 6th April 1781, and previous to the 1st May 1793, by any of the late courts of mofussil dewanny adawlut established in the several collectorships (now denominated zillahs), and in the cities of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad, where the decree is for any zemindarry, talookdarry, chowdrai, or other land or house being lakheraje, the stated annual produce of which shall not exceed the sum of one hundred rupees; or, where the decree is for any ayma land paying a quit-rent to Government not exceeding the annual amount of fifty sicca rupees; or where the decree is for any zemindarry, talookdarry, or chowdrai, or any house or land being malguzarry, where the stated jumma or annual revenue payable to Government shall not exceed one thousand sicca rupees; and in all other cases where the decree is for any sum of money or thing, the amount or value of which shall not exceed the sum of one thousand sicca rupees. Provided however, that if the provincial courts of appeal shall have admitted any appeals previous to the date of this Regulation, either of their own authority, or pursuant to orders from the Governor General in Council, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, from decisions passed by any mofussil dewanny adawlut prior to the 1st May 1793,

(a) The last section only of this Regulation is to be considered applicable to the zillah of Cutch under R. 14, of 1805, S. 11.
1793, in any causes which were not appealable by the Regulations that existed when
the decrees were given, they shall try and decide such appeals, notwithstanding any
thing that may be said to the contrary in this Regulation. (6)

III. As all property held under decrees passed by the late courts of mofussil
dewanny adawlut previous to the 1st May 1793, which were appealable under the
Regulations that were in force when the decrees were given, and also under decrees
of the zillah and city courts which have been passed subsequent to the 1st May 1793,
or that may be hereafter passed by those courts, would be considered to be insecure,
were it always liable to be again contested after the elapse of the period limited for
appealing from the decrees, the provincial courts of appeal are to exercise with due
cautions the power vested in them by section XII, Regulation V, 1793, of admitting
appeals from decrees of the late courts of mofussil dewanny adawlut, passed previous
to the 1st May 1793, which were not final by the Regulations that existed when the
decrees were given, and also from decrees that have been passed by any zillah or city
court since the first May 1793, or that may be hereafter given by those courts, where
the petition of appeal shall have been presented after the limited period of three cal-
endar months. Upon the principles above stated, they are also to be careful not to
try any appeal, although the petition of appeal shall have been filed within the pres-
ccribed time, or admitted after the elapse of it, where the appellant shall have omitted
to proceed in the appeal for six weeks, unless he can show good and satisfactory cause
for the omission, as required in section XXI, Regulation V, 1793.

A. D. 1794. REGULATION VI.

A regulation for postponing to the 10th April, 1795, the operation of such parts
of sections XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXIII, Regulation XXXV, 1793, as re-
gard to the silver coin.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 30th
May, 1794; corresponding with the 19th Jeyte 1201 Bengal era; the 16th Jeyte
1201 Fussil; the 19th Jeyte 1201 Willaity; the 16th Jeyte 1851 Sumbut; and the
29th Showal 1208 Higeree.

By section XVIII, Regulation XXXV, 1793, it was enacted, that after the 10th
April 1794, corresponding with the 30th Chyte 1200 Bengal era, the 25th Chyte
1201 Fussil; the 30th Chyte 1201 Willaity, the 25th Chyte 1851 Sumbut, and the
9th Ramzaan 1208 Higeree, no other rupee excepting the sicca of the nineteenth
sun, should be received at any of the public treasuries, or issued therefrom, or be
considered as a legal tender of payment in any public or private transaction. This
rule was a confirmation of a rule to the same effect, passed on the 24th October 1792,
at which time it was presumed, that by the abovementioned period, a sufficient num-
er of sicca rupees of the nineteenth sun would have been introduced into circulati-
on for rendering it the only legal tender of payment, and enforcing the other rules in
that Regulation that were to take place from the same date. The Governor General
in Council having received representations from different parts of the country, that
the number of sicca rupees of the nineteenth sun now in circulation is not sufficient
for the purposes abovementioned, and that rejecting all other species of rupees at the
treasuries in the different zillahs at present, would impede the collection of the re-
venue, and be productive of much inconvenience to the people at large, the follow-
ing rule has been enacted.

(6) This section besides not being applicable to cases which have occurred since the 1st May 1793, is not con-
formable to the subsisting Regulations which define what suits are appealable and those which are not.
A. D. 1794. REGULATION VII.

II. Such parts of sections XVIII, XIX, XX, (a) and XXIII, Regulation XXXV, 1793, as regard the silver coin, are not to be considered to be, or to have been, in force, until the 10th of April 1795, (b) corresponding with the 20th Chyte 1201, Bengal era, the 6th Bysaak 1202 Fussily, the 50th Chyte 1202 Willaity, the 6th Bysaak 1802 Sumbut, the 19th Ramzaan 1209 Higeree, after which period, all the rules contained in those sections are to be considered in full force. Until the arrival of that period, rupees of sorts are to be received at the public treasuries, and to be current under the rules that were in force regarding them previous to the 10th April, 1794.

A. D. 1794. REGULATION VII.

A REGULATION for enabling one judge of circuit, to hold the courts for the half yearly and monthly jail deliveries; and for empowering one of the judges of the provincial court of appeal in each division to remain at the sudder station to transact certain parts of the business of the court, whilst the other judges are making the circuit; and for providing against the absence or indisposition of the judges or their law officers, and against vacancies in the judicial and law appointments.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 17th October 1794; corresponding with the 3d Kautic 1201 Bengal era; the 9th Kautic 1202 Fussily; the 3d Kautic 1202 Willaity; the 9th Kautic 1851 Sumbut; and the 23d Rubbee ul Awal 1209 Higeree.

By section XL, Regulation IX, 1793, one of the two courts directed to be formed in each division, for expediting the half yearly jail deliveries in the several zillahs prescribed by section XL, of that Regulation, is required to be held by the first judge, and the other court, by the second and third judge of circuit. During the absence of the judges on the circuits, the exercise of their functions as judges of the provincial courts of appeal in civil cases is unavoidably suspended. As necessary consequences of the courts of appeal being shut during these periods, persons desirous of appealing from the decrees of the zillah or city courts are often prevented from filing their petitions within the limited period, whilst others who have allowed the time for appealing to elapse, urge the absence of the judges from the station at which the courts are held, as a plea for not having preferred their petitions within the prescribed time; answers to references to the courts are delayed; the execution of their orders and process is suspended; and the decision of appeals is regarded. By section XI, of the same Regulation, it is likewise ordered, that all the judges of courts, on their return from the circuits, shall sit in court at the monthly jail deliveries directed to be held at the sudder stations. In consequence of this rule, a very considerable part of the time of the judges during the intervals between the half yearly circuits, is occupied with criminal trials, insomuch as not to leave them sufficient time for completing the business of the courts of appeal before the arrival of the period for performing the next circuit. With a view therefore to expedite the decision of appeals in civil causes, without retarding the half yearly and monthly jail deliveries, and also to obviate interruption to the administration of justice from the absence or indisposition of any of the judges or their law officers, or from vacancies in the judicial or law appointments, the following rules have been enacted.

II. Sections XLI, XLII, XLIII, XLIV, XLV, and XLVI, Regulation IX, 1793, are rescinded.

(a) This section is rescinded by R. 15, of 1807, S. 2.
(b) Further extended to the 10th April 1796, by R. 59, of 1795.
III. To expedite the half yearly jail deliveries in the zillahs, two courts are to be formed in each division. Each court is to be superintended by one of the judges of circuit. The register and the causy are to accompany one court, and one of the assistants to the register, and the mutty, are to attend the other. The courts of circuit however are empowered, whenever it may appear to them advisable, to order their registers and their assistants to remain at the sudder station during the circuit, for the purpose of translating the records of the trials which may be referable to the Nizamat Adawlut or for the performance of any other official duty. (c)

IV. First. The remaining judge of the court of circuit in each division, is to continue at the sudder station for the purposes specified in section XII. (d)

Second. The judges are to remain at the sudder station in rotation.

V. The courts formed as directed in section III, are to proceed to the undermentioned stations: (e)

DIVISION OF PATNA.
One Court. Tirhoot, Sarun, and Shahabad.
One Court. Behar Proper, and Ramgur.

DIVISION OF DACCAC.
One Court. Sylhet and Momensing.
One Court. Tipperah, Chittagong, and Backergunge.

DIVISION OF MOORSHEHABAD.
One Court. Dinagepore, Rungpore, and the districts under the Commissioner of Cooch Behar, exclusive of the independent territories of the Rajah of Cooch Behar.
One Court. Purneah, Bogliapore, and P jeshaly.

DIVISION OF CALCUTTA.
One Court. Nuddea and Jessore.
One Court. Midnapore, including the salt districts, Burdwan, and Bheerboum.

VI. The two courts in each division are to proceed alternately to the stations specified in section V, so that the same judge and law officer may never make two circuits successively to the same station. The Nizamat Adawlut however are empowered to dispense occasionally with the rule contained in this section, and also with the rule in clause second, section IV, in any special cases in which it may appear to them necessary. (f)

VII. No judge is to absent himself from his station without the previous sanction of the Nizamat Adawlut, (g) nor shall any judge when present at his station, omit to go the circuit as prescribed, unless he should be prevented by indisposition, or other unavoidable impediment, the earliest notice of which is to be transmitted to that court. (h)

(c) One court, instead of two, now holds the half yearly jail deliveries of each division, which is superintended by the second, third, or fourth judge, in rotation, and attended by the causy and mutty alternately. The registers and assistant of the provincial courts of appeal and circuit do not attend upon the courts of circuit, but remain at the sudder station for the discharge of their other duties. See R. 3, of 1797; S. 2.

(d) Section 12 of this Regulation is rescinded by R. 1, of 1807, S. 2. There are now four instead of three judges in circuits, respectively, and the first judge always remains stationary at the sudder station, unless particularly required to go the circuit by the Nizamat Adawlut or the Governor General in Council, the ordinary duties of the circuit, including the jail deliveries at the head station, are performed by the other three judges in succession. See R. 5, of 1814, S. 3.

(e) The jail deliveries of the zillahs in the several divisions of Calcutta, Dacca, Moorshehabad and Patna, are held agreeably to the order of succession laid down in R. 3, of 1798, S. 5, and R. 2, of 1804, S. 7, C. 1—and R. 1, of 1806, S. 4.

(f) See the notes to sections 3 and 4 of this Regulation.

(g) Not without the previous sanction of the Governor General in Council. See R. 2, of 1801, S. 15.

(h) This and the next section are extended to the province of Behar, subject to sundry local modifications, by R. 16, of 1795, S. 18.
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VIII. First. In the event of the absence or indisposition of one of the judges, or of one of the seats in the court being vacant, so as not to admit of one judge remaining at the sudder station for the purposes specified in section XII, whilst the other two judges perform the circuits, the two remaining judges shall nevertheless proceed with the two courts of half yearly jail delivery to the stations prescribed in section V, and the Governor General in Council will either grant a special commission to the register of the court to execute the whole or any part of the business allotted to the judge remaining at the sudder station, or appoint any other person for that purpose, or make such provision for the case as he may deem proper, until the absent or indisposed judge shall return or recover, or the vacant seat in the court shall be supplied. (i)

Second. Should either of the judges die on the circuit, or be so indisposed on the circuit, as to be unable to hold a court, the Governor General in Council will either order the judge who may remain at the sudder station to complete the business of the circuit, or make such other provision for the case as may appear to him advisable.

IX. When the courts in the divisions of Patna, Dacca and Moorshedabad, have completed the jail deliveries in the several zillahs in which half yearly jail deliveries are directed to be made, they are to repair without delay to their respective sudder stations of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad. The judge of the court of circuit for the division of Patna who may first return from the circuit, is immediately on his arrival, to proceed to try all persons committed or held to bail to take their trial in the city of Patna; the judge of the court of circuit for the division of Moorshedabad who may first return from the circuit, shall in like manner proceed to try all persons committed or held to bail to take their trial in the city and in the zillah of Moorshedabad; and the judge of the Dacca division who may first return from the circuit, is to proceed immediately to try all persons committed or held to bail to take their trial in the city of Dacca, and in the zillah of Dacca Jelalpore. On the first of the month next but one after the month in which one of the two courts in each of the three abovementioned divisions may return to their respective sudder stations, and upon the first of every succeeding month until the courts proceed again on the half yearly circuit, a court of general jail delivery is to be held for the said cities, and for the zillahs of Moorshedabad, and Dacca Jelalpore, and the court is to continue to sit until the business of the monthly session is completed. Agreeably to the above rule, if the judge of any one of the above divisions who may first complete the business of the circuit, shall return to the sudder station on the 15th of January, he is to try all persons committed or held to bail to take their trial as above directed, and the next jail delivery is to be held on the first of March, and on the first of every succeeding month until the courts proceed again upon the circuit. But when the first of the month shall fall on Sunday, the court of monthly jail delivery directed to be held in the three cities and the two zillahs above specified, shall not be opened until the Monday following, nor shall any of the courts of circuit sit on Sunday on any occasion whatever. (k)

X. The courts of monthly jail delivery directed in section IX, to be held at the stations of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad, are to be held before one of the judges and also for the death of indisposition of a judge whilst on the circuit.

Provisions made for the absence or indisposition of one of the judges, and for the vacancy of one of the seats in the court.

Courts in the divisions of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad, to repair to their sudder stations after completing the jail deliveries in the zillahs.

By whom and when the jail deliveries are to be made at the sudder stations of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad.

Courts of circuit not to sit on Sunday in any case whatever.

JUDGES TO HOLD THE MONTHLY COURTS OF JAIL DELIVERY

(i) The care provided for by this clause can now seldom or never occur inconvenience of the appointment of four judges to each of the courts of appeal and circuit, and the holding of the jail deliveries of each division by one court instead of two.

(j) This zillah is now extinct, the nahals which composed it have been partly annexed to the city of Moorshedabad, and partly to the zillah of Beerbhoom. See R. I., of 1805, S. 2.

(k) The courts of circuit being at present composed of four judges instead of three, and the half yearly jail deliveries of the zillahs being now held by one court instead of two, the jail deliveries of all the principal stations are held monthly, and at the commencement of each English month, by one of the three junior judges in each division, who may be present at the sudder station, or by them all, if there should be present more than one, alternately. But the jail delivery of Dacca Jelalpore, though required to be held quarterly, and after the jail delivery of the city of Dacca, is held half yearly like those of other zillahs. See the several provisions of R. 2, 1795—R. 2, of 1799—R. 5, of 1811, S. 4, and R. 5, of 1814, S. S. C. 2.
of each division, who are to hold the sessions in rotation, that the other two judges may at the same time hold a court of appeals.

XI. When the judges of the division of Calcutta have completed the half yearly jail deliveries in the zillahs mentioned in section V, they are to return to their station in the vicinity of Calcutta, and to hold jail deliveries for the zillah of the Twenty-four Purgannahs in the same manner as the courts of circuit in the other divisions are directed in section IX, to hold jail deliveries for the cities at which they are respectively stationed. (1)

XII. First. The judge who may remain at the sudder station in conformity to section IV, is to perform the following duties. (m)

Second. To receive petitions of appeal from decisions of the zillah or city courts, which may be presented within the time prescribed for preferring appeals, and to issue all the consequent process for the appearance of the respondent, and for procuring the proceedings from the lower court.

Third. To receive any petitions of appeal that may be preferred after the prescribed time, and to mark them with the date on which they may be presented. But the judge shall not admit or reject the appeal in such cases, but shall retain the petitions until one of the other judges shall take his seat in the court, when the admission or rejection of the appeal is to be determined upon.

Fourth. To execute all decrees and orders of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, answers references from that court, and make the required returns.

Fifth. To execute all decrees and orders which may have been passed by the provincial court; to determine on the sufficiency of securities; and generally, to transact the current business of the court.

Sixth. To prepare appealed causes for the decision of the court, by receiving from the parties the necessary exhibits, and summoning and hearing witnesses in cases in which it may be necessary, and authorized.

Seventh. To issue the necessary process in causes which may be referred to the court for trial in the first instance; to receive the pleadings and exhibits; and examine the witnesses of the parties.

Eighth. In the execution of the above duties, the judge shall possess the same powers as the court collectively.

Ninth. But the judge shall not have power to alter any order of the court passed by any two or the three judges; nor to pass any decision on any appeal, or any cause referred to the court for trial in the first instance, in opposition to Regulation XLVII, 1793, which directs that no decision is to be held valid unless it be passed by two judges present in court.

Tenth. The powers vested in the judge are not to be construed to prevent the court re-examining the witnesses whose depositions may have been taken by the judge; or examining any other witnesses in the cause; or giving any order respecting that may appear to them advisable, and consistent with the Regulations.

XIII. In cases where from the indisposition, or absence of one of the judges of the court, or from one of the seats being vacant in the intervals between the half yearly circuits, the judge whose duty it may be to make the monthly jail delivery at the sudder station, is to hold the criminal court every other day, so as to be able to sit in the civil court also; or he shall hold his court at such hours as will enable him to sit.

(1) The jail deliveries of the Suburbs of Calcutta and of the Twenty-four Purgannahs beyond the Suburbs of Calcutta, are held monthly, like those of the other principal stations, agreeably to R. 11, of 1814, S. 4.

(m) The whole of this section is recited by R. 1, of 1807, S. 2. See the provisions of that Regulation, of R. 15, of 1810, and R. 25, of 1814, S. 5, defining the duties to be performed and powers to be exercised by single judges of the provincial courts of appeal in the absence of the other judges of the court, or in holding a separate session of the court for the general dispatch of business.
likewise in the civil court; and the other judge, whilst his colleague is employed in the criminal court, is authorized to do all such acts as the judge remaining at the sudder station is empowered to perform by section XII. (n)

XIV. In the event of both or either of the law officers being absent, or dying, or falling sick on the circuit, or not being able to go to the circuit from indisposition, or of either or both of the offices of mufty or caurzy being vacant, the courts of circuit are empowered to employ the Mahomedan law officers of the dewanry adwalt of the zillah or city at which the jail delivery may be held, and the futwah of such law officers shall be held of equal validity with the futwahs of the law officers of the court of circuit.

A. D. 1794: REGULATION VIII.

A REGULATION for extending and defining the powers given by section VI, Regulation XIII, 1793, to the registers of the zillah and city courts, to try and decide causes referred to them by the judges of their respective courts, and for empowering the zillah and city courts in certain cases, to refer rent and revenue accounts to the collectors for report.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 14th November 1794; corresponding with the 1st Asghun 1201 Bengal era; the 6th Asghun 1202 Fussily; the 8th Asghun 1802 Williity; the 8th Asghun 1851 Sumbut; and the 20th Rubbee us Sanee 1209 Higonree.

To prevent the time of the judges of the zillah and city courts being occupied with the trial of petty suits, and consequently to enable them to determine causes of magnitude with greater expedition, they were empowered by section VI, Regulation XIII, 1793, to authorize the registers of their respective courts to try and decide any suits for money or any personal property where the amount or the value of the thing contended for did not exceed the sum of two hundred sicca rupees, and for malgusarry land, the annual produce of which should not be above two hundred sicca rupees, and for fakhr-rajia land the produce of which should not be more than twenty sicca rupees per annum. But the same Regulation, directing that the decrees so passed by the register, were to be countersigned by the judge to denote his approbation of them, and were not to be considered valid unless they were so countersigned, and this restriction being equally applicable whether either of the parties were dissatisfied with the decision or otherwise, and in fact, rendering the judge solely responsible for it, he was necessarily obliged to revise the proceedings of the register in every case, which often occupied as much of his time as would have been expended for the trial of the suits in the first instance, and consequently tended to make the object of the reference. From these circumstances, the judges have sometimes found it expedient to exercise the discretionary power vested in them of referring suits to trial to their registers. With a view therefore to the full attainment of the object of the rule, and to prevent the time of the courts of appeal being occupied by petty suits, and further to expedite the administration of justice by relieving the zillah and city courts from the trouble of arranging and comparing the long and intricate accounts, the adjustment of which is frequently neces-

(n) A single judge of the provincial court of appeal, is, by the existing Regulations, competent to hold a regular sitting of the court, under certain restrictions. See the rules in R. 12, of 1818, S. 2, C. 2, and R. 25, of 1818, S. 3. Moreover, the courts of appeal and circuit consisting now of four judges instead of three, there remain generally three judges at the sudder station for the discharge of the business of the court of appeal and of the jail delivery at the sudder station, after allotting one judge for holding the half yearly jail delivery of the zillahs in each division.—This and the next section are extended to the province of Benares, subject to certain local modifications, by R. 10, of 1793, S. 12.
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Section VI. Regulation XIII, 1783, rescinded.

Causes to be referred by the judges to their registers for trial and decision. Registers to meet once in every week to hear causes.

Where the register is to try the cause.

Register to conform to the rules, in the trial of suits presented to the judge.

Decree of the register final for money or personal property not exceeding twenty-five sica rupees.

Appeal to lie to the provincial court of appeal from the decision of the register.

How process in suits referred for trial to the register is to issued.

Sary for the decision of suits between individuals respecting land rents or revenue, the following rules have been enacted. (e)

II. Section VI, Regulation XIII, 1783, is hereby rescinded, and the following rules substituted in lieu of it.

III. The judges of the zillah and city courts are empowered and directed to refer to their registers for trial and decision, the causes that are depending or which may be filed in their respective courts, for money or personal property, where the amount or the value of the thing contested shall not exceed the sum of two hundred sica rupees; or for malgussary land, the annual produce of which shall not be above two hundred sica rupees; or for lakheraje land, the produce of which shall not be more than twenty sica rupees per annum. (p) For the hearing and deciding the abovementioned causes, the judges are to cause their registers to sit three days in every week, or oftener, if their other avocations will permit.

IV. The register is to try the suits which may be referred to him by the judge, in open court, at times when the judge himself may not sit, or in the event of the court room being occupied by the judge, in any other part of the cutcherry. (g)

V. In trying the causes the register is to be guided by the same rules as are prescribed for the trial of suits before the judge.

VI. The decision of the register shall be final in all suits for money or personal property, the amount or value of which shall not exceed twenty-five sica rupees. A discretionary power however is vested in the judges of the zillah and city courts of revising the decisions passed by their registers in such causes, in instances in which the decree shall appear to them obviously unjust or erroneous, and to pass such decree as they may deem equitable, and the decree of the judge shall be final notwithstanding anything that may be said to the contrary in any Regulation passed previous to this date. But the judges are invariably to enter on the record of the trial their reasons for revising such decisions of their registers. (r)

VII. From all decisions passed by the register in suits for real property, and for money or personal property, the amount or value of which shall exceed twenty-five sica rupees, an appeal shall lie to the provincial court of appeal of the division, under the rules and regulations prescribed regarding appeals from decisions passed by the judge. (e)

VIII. All process whatever which it may be necessary to sue in suits referred for trial to the register, shall issue under the seal of the court and the signature of the register, and shall be executed by the officers of the court, and considered in every respect of the same force and validity as similar process issued in causes under trial before the judge. (f)

(e) Extended to the province of Benares by R. 84, of 1795, subject to any local modifications therein contained; and to the zillah of Cuttack, by R. 14, of 1805, S. 11.

(p) Modified by R. 94, of 1814, S. 8. Any original suit in which the amount or value of which shall exceed 500 rupees, is to be referred to a register for trial and decision. See section 8 of that Regulation for the special additional powers with which registers may be invested in the trial and decision of regular civil suits; for the appointment of additional registers to the zillah and city courts, and for the nature and extent of their duties and powers.

(g) See the modification of the existing rules which require the registers to hold their courts in the court houses of the zillah or city civil servants, in R. 94, of 1814, S. 15.

(r) Modified by R. 94, of 1814, S. 8 and C. 2. The judgments passed by registers, (excepting those passed under the provisions of S. 2, C. 4, of the above Regulation) in original suits, are all regularly appealable to the judges of the zillah or city courts. There lies also a summary appeal to the judgess of those courts from all judgments of the registers passed in original suits or appeals under the provisions of R. 95, of 1814, S. 5 and R. 95, of 1814, S. 3, C. 4—and R. 99, of 1814, S. 3, C. 3.

(f) Readdressed by R. 96, of 1790, S. 2. See the preceding note.

Modified by R. 21, of 1814, R. 12.

IX.
IX. The causes referred to the register for trial, are to be pleaded either by the parties in person, or by the authorized vakheels of the court under Regulation VII, 1793. (w)

X. That the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and the provincial courts of appeal may be apprized of the nature and number of the causes decided monthly by the registers to the zillah and city courts, a list of the causes determined by the register in each month, shall be subjoined to the monthly abstract register of causes decided by the judge required to be transmitted to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and the provincial courts of appeal by section XI, Regulation XVIII, 1793; and the judges shall likewise distinguish in their monthly abstract registers such decisions as they may pass in appeal from the decrees of the registers, so that the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut may be informed of the number of appeals so preferred, and the decisions upon them; and in the half yearly report of causes undecided required to be transmitted to the provincial courts of appeal and courts of circuit by section XII, Regulation XVIII, 1793, the judges are likewise to distinguish such of the suits as may be depending in appeal before them from the decision of their registers; and also the suits that may be under trial before their registers. (w)

XI. This Regulation is not to be construed to prevent the judges from trying in the first instance any cause declared cognizable by the registers, in the event of their having time for the trial of any such causes, or of their deeming it proper for special reasons to try any particular cause or causes of such description, nor to prevent them referring to the native commissioners such suits as are cognizable by them under Regulation XL, 1793. (w) And in cases in which the judge shall himself try in the first instance any suit for money or personal property not exceeding in amount or value twenty-five sicas rupees, his decision thereon shall be final, notwithstanding any thing that may be said to the contrary in any Regulation passed previous to this date. (x)

XII. No part of this Regulation is to be construed to empower the provincial courts of appeal to authorize their registers to try and decide any appeals whatever that may be preferred to them from the decision of any zillah or city court, or the register of any such court.

XIII. In cases concerning rent or revenue, or other matters heretofore cognizable in the courts of mail adawlut between proprietors of land, or farmers of land holding their farms immediately of Government, and their respective dependent talookdars, under-farmers or ryots; or between dependent talookdars and their under-farmers or ryots; or between under-farmers farming lands of proprietors of land, or of farmers of land who farm their lands immediately of Government, or of dependent talookdars, and their dependent talookdars, under-farmers, or ryots; or between other persons concerned in the receipt or payment of land rents, or revenues, either as principals or surets, the judge is empowered to refer to the collector for his report, any accounts the statement of which may be necessary towards the decision of the suit. The reference to be made to the collector, by a precept under the signature of the judge and the seal of the court, in which shall be specified, the accounts referred, and the papers which the judge may think it necessary to send in elucidation.

(w) Modified by R. 15, of 1816, S. 2. Native officers or soldiers on the military establishment of the presidency of Fort William, are allowed to appoint a nakib to carry on for them suits in court of certain descriptions. Regulation 7, of 1793, above referred to, is rescinded by, and R. 27, of 1814, substituted in its room.

(x) See R. 37, of 1795, enacted for better enabling the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut to judge of the progress made by the zillah and city civil courts, and the provincial courts of appeal, in determining the suits now depending before them, and also of the expeditions with which suits hereafter tried may be decided.

(y) This Regulation is rescinded by R. 28, of 1814, in which will be found re-enacted the several rules regarding the moonsifs or native commissioners, and suber aumens or head commissioners.

(z) An appeal lies to the provincial courts of appeal from the decisions of the zillah or city courts in all regular suits tried and determined by them in the first instance. See R. 28, of 1814, S. 3. Q. 3.
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of them, and the time by which the report is to be made. The judge may likewise command the parties or their vakels, and any witnesses they may have to produce, to appear before the collector, that he may examine them regarding the accounts, and also empower the collector to administer the customary oaths to the witnesses, or to examine the parties on oath, if they shall agree to be so examined. The collector shall submit his report on the accounts to the court by the prescribed time, attested by his official seal and signature, or assign his reasons for not having been able to complete it by the period directed. The judge, upon the receipt of the collector's report, shall either confirm, set aside, or alter his adjustment of the accounts, or pass such decision respecting them, as may appear to him proper. But the rules in this section are not to extend to empower the judge to refer to the collector any accounts relating to suits in which he or any of his public officers, or private servants, or Government, may be a party.

A.D. 1795. REGULATION I.

A REGULATION for fixing in perpetuity the revenue assessed on the lands in the province of Benares; for the more general restoration of the ancient seminaries; and for extending to the province of Benares the rules prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyaie 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyaie 1202 Fussily; the 16th Chyaie 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyaie 1532 Sambuts; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Hijreree.

The Governor General in Council having determined, with the concurrence of the Rajah of Benares, to introduce into that province, as far as local circumstances will admit, the same system of interior administration as has been established in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and the limitation of the annual revenue payable from the lands, forming an essential part of that system, as stated in the preamble to Regulation II, 1793, the following rules have been enacted. (y)

II. On the expiration of the year 1195 Fussily, the Governor General in Council instructed the resident to make the settlement of the revenue for the ensuing year 1196 under his own immediate control. The resident accordingly completed the settlement, by granting leases for the term of one year to certain amulis, and for five years to others, by which they bound themselves to pay a specific jumma or assessment. But the Governor General in Council being desirous of extending to the province of Benares from the beginning of the year 1197, as far as circumstances might admit, the principal of the decennial settlement were accordingly to be formed in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, those provinces were accordingly introduced in the districts of which the amulis, in the preceding year, had obtained leases for five years, by their consenting to the resident's issuing pottahs or leases under their and his joint seals and signatures, for the remaining four years of the term of their own engagements, to all the talookdars, and to the village seminars, and farmers, by which it was stipulated that they should pay a certain fixed assessment, the amount of which should be received by the amulis, and accounted for by them to Government; and in the districts, the leases of which had been granted for one year only, and had consequently expired, by the issuing of pottahs to the talookdars, and the village seminars, and farmers, under the signatures of the resident and the Rajah,

(y) See further rules respecting the permanent settlement concluded in the province of Benares, in Regulations 2 and 27, of 1795.
fixing the revenue to be in like manner paid by them through the humils for the term of ten years. The particulars of these arrangements, were detailed in the reports on the said settlements for one year, and for four and ten years, made to the Governor General in Council by the resident on the 26th of April, the 30th of November, and the 26th of December 1789, and the 25th November 1790, and in the papers and accounts therein referred to; and on a consideration of them, the Governor General in Council, on the 11th February 1791, approved of the said quartennial and decennial settlements, with the talookdars, village zemindars and farmers, and ordered "that the four years pottahs be confirmed for the ensuing six so as to reduce the whole to a ten years' settlement, and that assurances be given to the pottah 'holders, that as long as they continue to pay their revenue stipulated in the last year of the increase as specified in their several pottahs, they shall not be liable to any further demand during their lives." This order has been repeatedly notified to the parties whom it concerned, who, with the exception of the pottah holders in a few pur Gunnahs, and of certain individual zemindars, and farmers, in others, have by the performance of the conditions required of them, become entitled to hold their lands at a fixed assessment during their lives as specified in the said order. The Governor General in Council has now further resolved that the revenue stipulated to be paid on account of the lands included in the quartennial and decennial pottahs, the conditions of which have been performed, whether held by zemindars or farmers, shall be fixed in perpetuity, and that the person or persons now holding, or who may hereafter become entitled under the regulations to succeed to, such pottahs, shall not be liable to any additional payment beyond the highest annual jumma, specified in such pottahs. That this resolution may be rendered more immediately and generally known, the resident is to notify it to the parties interested by a proclamation to the following effect.

III. First. "On the 11th February 1791, the Governor General in Council signified his approbation and confirmation of the quartennial, and decennial settlements, formed in the Fussili year 1197, (1789-90), throughout the four circars comprised in the province of Benares, and directed in respect to the pottahs for four years, that the amount of the jumma payable thereby in the fourth year, should be continued for the next six years, so as to place the quartennial pottahs, on the same footing as the pottahs granted for ten years. The Governor General in Council now declares, that the jumma payable according to the quartennial and decennial pottahs shall remain fixed for ever, so that no sum exceeding the amount specified as the highest annual jumma payable according to the said pottahs, shall ever be required of those pottah-dars or holders of pottahs, who have hitherto paid up their revenue, and observed all the other conditions specified in their pottahs, nor of those who may hereafter become entitled to hold or succeed to such pottahs, so long as they shall continue to discharge the amount, and to perform the conditions therein stipulated.

Second. The above declarations are made with the following reservations.

Third. The holders of the pottahs are to be considered as bound to conform to all regulations regarding them, the preservation of the rights of the putteedars or sharers in estates, the ryots, or the administration of justice, which have been or may be passed by the Governor General in Council, and printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793.

Fourth. The succession to zemindaries is to take place according to the established laws, rules and customs of the country, as provided for in the regulations passed, or which may be enacted, for the province of Benares, and printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793.

Fifth. In the event of the death of a farmer, holding a pottah for lands the zemindar of which was dispossessed previous to the 1st July 1775, the date of the cession of the province of Benares to the Company, or of the pottah of any such farmer becom-
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ing otherwise void, it has been determined, with the concurrence of the rajah of Benares, that such zemindar, or his heir or heirs, shall be restored to the estate, provided he or they shall agree to pay the fixed jumna assessed on the lands, agreeably to such pottah, and to conform to all regulations for the collection of the revenue, the administration of justice, or other matters, which may be printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793. In such case, the estate shall be made over to him or them, in preference to its being leased to a new farmer, or to the heir of the last pottah holder.

Sixth. According to the well known rule prevailing in the province, those zemindars who have had possession of their estates since the 1st of July 1775, but who were nevertheless excluded at the forming of the permanent settlement, may recover possession of their estates from the farmers who may hold pottahs for, and be in the actual management of them, by proving their intermediate possession in the court of dewanny adawlut. The courts of dewanny adawlut, are accordingly to decree the restoration of any such zemindar so claiming, on proof being made by him of such intermediate possession; but every such decree is to provide for such zemindars previously indemnifying the farmer for the loss which he may prove to the satisfaction of the court, to have sustained in consequence of his having held the lands under the pottah of government, and the court is accordingly to enquire into and decide upon such loss, and to cause the amount to be made good to the farmer, before the zemindar is reinstated."

IV. The rules contained in Regulation XLI, 1793, entitled, "A Regulation for forming into a regular code, all regulations that may be enacted for the internal government of the British territories in Bengal," are hereby declared to extend to the province of Benares; and that no doubt may be entertained what regulations so enacted may be meant to extend to that province, or otherwise, it is hereby declared, that no such regulation that has been or may be passed previous to, on, or after this date, shall be considered to extend, either wholly or in part, to the province of Benares, unless the title to the regulation, or the regulation itself, or some other regulation, shall declare the whole or a part of it, to extend that province.
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A REGULATION for re-enacting with modifications and amendments, the rules regarding the temporary and permanent settlements of the revenue in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 21st Chyte 1802 Fussly; the 16th Chyte 1803 Willacy; the 21st Chyte 1802 Sambat; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higeree.

Previous to the year 1781, the resident stationed at Benares, on the part of the British Government, was not empowered to interfere in any respect in the settlement or collection of the revenue of the zemindary. On the accession of Rajah Mahipnarain in 1781, the administration of the revenue was committed to the charge of nabibs acting on his behalf, and subject in some degree to the control of the resident. In the year 1787, the resident himself was intrusted with the superintendence of the formation of the settlement, and the collection of the revenue. The successive measures that have been adopted from the beginning of the Fussily year 1195, which commenced in September 1787, regarding the settlement and collection of the revenue of the province, are hereby enacted into a regulation.
II. At the recommendation of the resident, a new form of cubooloot was taken by
the rajah from the amuils, (then the farmers of the revenue,) on the conclusion of
the settlement which he entered into with them for the Fussile year 1195. In this
cubooloot it was stipulated, that the amuils should pay to the rajah the jumma for
which they had severally engaged, according to the tushkhhee or account particulars
of the revenue funds in their respective amiladarries, including nuzeranna, and the
government's moiety of the bhuray and russoom khazahan, and exclusive of the ar-
ticles of mujrny, masfy mamooly, and the kharije jumma, which consisted principally
of lands exempted from the payment of revenue, and partly of pensions, and char-
itable, and other allowances, charged on the public revenue. This jumma was to
be paid agreeably to the kishbundy or instalments for regulating the periods of the
payments of the amuils, which then generally extended from the beginning to the end
of the year; and the amuils further agreed, that on proof of their making any undue
exactions beyond the tushkhhees or funds assigned to them, they should be liable to
pay a fine of three times the amount to government.

III. First. With a view to provide against sundry abuses and irregularities in the
system of realizing the public revenue, the resident, on the 25th June 1788, 'desired
the rajah, to cause a new form of pottah to be established and issued to the ryots,
specifying the denomination and length of the rod by which the betay lands, (lands,
of the produce of which, government, or the person having the collection of its dues,
is entitled to a certain proportion, the value of which, estimated at the current mar-
ket price, is paid in money by the cultivator of the land,) were to be measured, in
the case such measurement should be demanded by either party on the arrival of the pe-
riod when the produce of the crops of the ryots is estimated by the mode termed
kunkoot; and as in many places where the revenue was thus paid on such estimations
of the harvests, disputes occurred between the ryot and the amuil, as to the value in
money at which the crop was to be appreciated, it was provided that twice in the
year, or for each harvest, the valuation of the crops should be settled for each pur-
gunnah separately, by the authority of government, and a notification thereof issued;
the rates to be paid for the grain or crops in the khereef, to be fixed in the month of
Maug, and those of the rebbby-harvest, in Jeyte, according to the actual market prices
then current in the several parts and divisions of the country. The above mode of
estimating the produce, and appreciating the value of the crops, is accordingly in
future to constitute the rules for ascertaining the collections to be made from the betay
lands, and for adjusting the aggregate amount of them for the whole year, the kists due
on each harvest, being immediately paid on account, according to the usual propor-
tion of the mofussil kishbundy or instalments. The practice of agore betay, (taking
the government's half of the produce in kind after the crop has been reaped, or
gathered,) was at the same time forbidden, as affording to individuals the means of
defrauding government of its due proportion of the produce; and in the form of the
pottals for the betay lands, it was directed to be specified, whether the value of the pro-
duce was to be divided between the amuil and the ryot in equal proportions, or
with such labetanoe, or established difference, as the custom of each purgunnah au-
thorized.

Second. In the pottals for nukdy land, (land paying a specific money rent per
begah,) the name and length of the null or measuring rod, was directed to be men-
tioned: and as since the year 1781, sundry new articles of abawab and charges had
been introduced, the pottah provided, that all new abawab and charges introduced
since the Fussile year 1187, should from the year 1196 of the same era, be considered
as prohibited and relinquished, and that the maal or original rent, and abawab, or
cesses, which existed in that year, viz. 1187 Fussily, being incorporated with the
maal, or as to form only one aggregate sum, this sum, or specific rate, should consti-
tute what the ryots or cultivators of the nukdy lands were to pay per begah.

Third.
Third. The rent of waste land intended to be brought into cultivation, was directed to be fixed at such rates as the ryots might willingly agree to pay, and without abwab.

IV. On the 1st of July 1788, the canoongoes were apprized of the above rules, and of the rajah having deputed aumeens for the purpose of carrying them into effect; and they were further informed that they were to co-operate in fixing the jumma of the nukdy lands, and ascertaining the proportion and mode of assessment on the betay lands; and that wherever, during the administration of Rajah Cheyte Sing, the null or measuring rod, was more or less than the rod of three dirrabs ilahae, (which rod alone was ordered to be used for the future,) or wherever a begah consisted of a greater or less extent of land than twenty biswahs in the Fussily year 1187, they were to adjust in proportion to these varieties in the rod, and in the extent of the begah, the rates and modes of the nukdy and betay revenue in one sum, agreeably, and, as nearly as might be possible, equivalent to, the assul and abwab, or zabetanche of that year, and to fix the rates in the pottah accordingly. Pottahs were in consequence issued by the rajah's aumeens, comprehending the above specifications, but not so generally or accurately, as fully or effectually to accomplish the object of their deputation; and in the rates inserted in these pottahs, they likewise omitted to make allowance for the difference between the old and new measuring rods and begahs.

V. The begah of three dirrabs ilahae, thus established, consists of twenty poles, each measuring eight feet, and four inches, and eight-tenths of an inch; the whole length being one hundred and sixty eight feet, giving a surface or area of twenty-eight thousand two hundred and twenty-four square feet, or three thousand one hundred and thirty six square yards; and the biswah, or twentieth part of this begah, of one hundred and fifty six square yards, and eight-tenths of a yard. On it appearing that several of the aumils and canoongoes, understood that the kesrant, or difference in the length between the former and present measuring rods, was to affect the assessment on all kinds of cultivation, the resident issued an explanatory notification on the 12th of May 1789, to the following effect, viz. In the places where the null or rod of 1187, was less than the general standard rod, established for that year, such difference was to be taken and calculated per begah, on the jummac or kowlee, i.e. nukdy land, and also upon that known under the denomination of try kunkoot, or land the produce of which is calculated at a fixed or usual quantity per begah, and the revenues rated thereon accordingly. Thus, where the try kunkoot had been three maunds or four maunds, or taken at any other specific estimate per begah, according to the try or rate of 1187, upon the tryot's cultivation in general, either on each distinct kind of produce, or upon a medium of the first, second, or third kinds of produce; in such cases, on the principle prescribed with respect to the nukdy, the difference of the rod was to be taken in all instances, where actual measurement by the new rod of three dirrabs ilahae, should at the desire of either party be resorted to, for ascertaining the whole extent of ground in cultivation. But on the contrary, where the aumeen of the aumil, in the mode termed kunkoot, should proceed with the gowro or estimator, and the gomastah of the canoongoe, and these two last mentioned officers, with the consent of both parties, should estimate the produce of the crop on an inspection of it without measurement, the taking the difference of the rod was neither necessary nor proper, the whole produce being estimated without reference to the extent of the begah. All parties were required to attend to the letter and spirit of these prescriptions; and in conformity thereto, it was further signified to them, that where the crops were estimated in the mode termed danabundy kunkoot, that is, where the revenue is assessed according to the gross produce, without a measurement of the ground, the kesrant or difference between the old and newly established rods was not to be taken, as in these instances, the revenue payable to government was not calculated on the extent of the ground, but on the gross quantity of the produce. 
It having appeared also that in the old nuls or lettas, (measuring rods or ropes,) the ryots had been defrauded by the amuilis unduly shortening them, by subtracting from their length the mour or loops at each end, it was ordered that in ascertaining the difference between those new and old nuls or lettas, the full length of the old ones should be allowed in favor of those who pay the revenue, inclusive of the mour or loops.

VI. The rules passed on the 25th June 1788, (as contained in section III.) were approved by the Governor General in Council, on the 3d of October of the same year, as preparatory to the establishment of a more regular system of assessing and collecting the revenue. With a view to the introduction of this system, the resident was at the same time authorized to take upon himself the entire formation of the settlement for 1196. This settlement was accordingly made principally on the grounds of the reports of the canoongoes, and their estimates of the actual produce, from the assul and abwaub, as the same stood in 1187 Fussily, (the rates of which year, were declared to be the standard according to which the payments of the ryots were to be regulated in future,) and the same accounts for 1195, or the latest assessment. These accounts exhibiting the assets of those two years, were compared with the douis or estimates of the assets of the then current year 1196, as delivered in by the canoongoes. From these douis, the dehyek, or allowance of ten per cent to the amuil as his profit, and the charges of mafsul management; the several articles of deduction and remission coming under the heads of manfy and mujray; the amount of the nankar or allowances of the canoongoes in the lands assigned to them in purgannah; and the half of the former bhuray, (i.e. the moiety thereof allowed to the amuil for charges of remittance,) being severally deducted, the residue of the gross assets, as contained in the doui or estimate of the canoongoes, constituted the sum to be paid by the amuil to government. (a)

VII. The other moiety of the bhuray mentioned in the preceding section, (which had previously been collected on behalf of government,) together with the articles of nuzeranah and rusoom khazannah, &c. were abolished, in the course of the arrangement of the settlement of this year, together with the farm of the manufacture of the earth called sujece, which had before been let on lease by the rajah's officers.

VIII. First. A new form of cubbooleat was at the same time ordered to be taken from all the amuilis, in which the doul of the canoongoes, and the deductions made therefrom on account of lands exempted from the payment of revenue, and the form of the new pottah for the ryots, were inserted. The amuilis bound themselves to perform and abide by the several stipulations and prescriptions therein contained, as fundamental conditions of the settlement. They likewise engaged not to demand from the ryots any abwaub established since 1187; nor any abwaub for the canoongoes allowances, or the banker's half of the bhuray, the latter article consisting, as specified in section VI, of an allowance to the amuil to pay the charges of the banker through whom he made his remittances to the treasury. Both of these articles, viz. the cess hitherto levied from the ryots for the canoongoes allowances, and the half bhuray in question, (the other moiety of the latter of which articles was relinquished by government as specified in section VII,) were abolished, and struck out of the settlement. It was at the same time provided, that the canoongoes should be paid by government from the collections, whilst the amount of the banker's portion of the bhuray, was granted as a deduction to the amuil, from the tushkhees or funds stated in the doul or estimate of the canoongoes, on which the agreement of the amuil with government was founded. On these principles, a general settlement of the zemindarry was made on leases partly for one, and partly for five years, in the proportion of nearly one third for the former, and of two thirds for the latter term.

(a) The amuilis, or sulahdris in the province of Benares, appointed since the enactment of R. 91, of 1806, receive a fixed personal allowance as receivers of the public revenue from government, besides the amount of the expense of the establishment which they entertain in that capacity. See the provisions of that regulation.
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Second. On the 12th of February 1780, a rule was published for determining the hukul tehsil, or commission on the collections made by farmers of villages relinquishing their engagements before the close of the year. This rule directed, that if the jumma payable by any such farmer to government, did not exceed five thousand rupees per annum, he should not be entitled to, or receive, any such commission, but be held accountable to his successor for the full amount which he had realized, or, where he was not succeeded by any new farmer, to the aumil; but that in the event of the annual jumma of such farmer exceeding five thousand rupees, he should be allowed a commission of five per cent by the aumil out of his own dehiekh, (or the commission of ten per cent on the amount which he contracted to pay to government,) so as in either case, to prevent the ryots from suffering by the change of village farmers, whose repeated intermediate commissions, had often been levied from them, by way of cess above their appointed foth or rent, under the former native administrations in the zemindary.

IX. First. For the guidance of the aumils in forming their mofussil settlements, (which took place from the beginning of the Fussily year 1196, the following orders were issued on the 14th of June 1780, respecting the interior arrangements, to be adopted from the commencement of the second year of the term of the leases for five years.

Second. That the villages and lands should be let by the aumils to the zemindars, or hereditary landholders, and not to mere farmers, (excluding where no hereditary landholders remained,) on the doul or estimates of the revenue assets in each person's share in the lands let on a five years lease, for the remaining four years thereof, but that where the hereditary zemindars refused to engage, and give security for the payment of the amount of the canoonses doul, their lands should be rented for the same term to farmers, and that the pottahs to be given according to the prescribed form, should contain the full amount to be paid on all accounts to the aumils, without any reservation of a separate nuzerannah, or other demand.

Third. During the administration of the nawaub vizier, a sequestration was made of sundry ayma villages, several of the proprietors of which had obtained money assignments, and pensions in lieu thereof, one of which pensions also was afterwards resumed during his excellency's government. In consideration of the long period which had elapsed since the dispossession of these aymadars, it was declared that if any of them should prefer claims to be restored to the lands which they before occupied, under their former grants, such claims would not be attended to or admitted.

X. The settlement as made in 1196, for the periods of one year and for five years, was approved of by the Governor General in Council, on the 17th of June 1789. The resident was at the same time directed to endeavour to introduce into Benares, the system proposed for the permanent settlement of the province of Behar; having for its object, the ascertaining and limiting the demand of government, and securing to its subjects in perpetuity, the quiet enjoyment of the fruits of their industry. The arrangements which had been adopted in Benares, were obviously inadequate for that purpose. The amount of the revenue realizable by the aumils from the ryots and under farmers, varied according to the extent of the actual cultivation; and accordingly, the produce of the lands not being ascertainable until the rabiye or second crop had ripened, the aumils collected in the mean time from their under-tenants, (whether village zemindars or farmers,) on account, until the arrival of the season for forming an estimate of the produce of the whole year, when the zemindar- or farmers entered into cuboolooleat for the year. This mode of collection was productive of many disputes. When it appeared to the aumil, that his under farmers were unwilling to pay him an adequate consideration for their farms, he of course became desirous of dispossessing them, and of either letting the farms to others, or of collecting the rents himself immediately from the ryots. This system tended to dis-
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courage agriculture, at the same time that it operated a source of constant altercation between the amuls and the various competitors for village tenures; and consequently rendered it desirable to conclude separate mofussil settlements, formed under the sanction of government, for each talooka and mozaah, or village, throughout the country, paying revenue to government.

XI. On the receipt of the orders of the Governor General in Council, of the 17th of June 1789, the resident issued instructions to the amuls and canooonges, to proceed in the mofussil settlement, declaring it however subject to his revision and confirmation, as he had determined when the reby or second crop should have been sown, to form an estimate of the revenue funds in each village, payable by the zemindars and farmers respectively, and to fix it for the four unexpired years of the five years leases of the amuls, wherever those leases extended. This revision was appointed to take place in each purgannah, in order that after the mofussil settlements for four years, beginning from 1197, should have been approved, it might be declared permanent for the same term as the settlement to be made for the period of ten years, throughout that portion of the district which was let on only an annual lease. This last part of the arrangement was to be executed more immediately under the personal inspection of the resident, on nearly the same general principles as had been prescribed by government for the settlement of the province of Behar. On these preparatory measures being communicated to the Governor General in Council, it was resolved, that a settlement of the zemindary of Benares should be formed for a period of ten years, agreeably to his resolutions of the 20th May, and 18th of September, 1789, regarding the settlement of the province of Behar.

XII. A material deviation however was unavoidably made from these resolutions. For raja Mahipnarain at that time declining, (although he subsequently acquiesced in the measure, as specified in Regulation I., 1795,) to consent to the restoration of the numerous class of village zemindars, who had been dispossessed, and reduced to the situation of cultivating ryots, during the administrations of the raja's Bulwunt Sing and Cheyte Sing, it became necessary to exclude from the benefit of the rights to be conferred by this decennial settlement, all those landholders who had been so dispossessed and reduced before the 1st of July 1775, (1182 Fussilie,) the date of the final transfer of the sovereignty of Benares to the Company.

XIII. For the purpose of forming this permanent settlement, the resident and his assistants, proceeded in November 1789, on different circuits, throughout the four sircars composing the zemindary of Benares, their object being, in respect to the quarternial mofussil settlements, to examine and revise the assessment, as proposed by the amuls and canooonges on the ground of the assul and abwaub up to the year 1187; and to correct such errors as should appear to have been made, either in the exclusion of persons entitled to be considered as zemindars, (consistently with the rule of exclusion, specified in section XII,) or in the allotment of the jumma, in the constituent parts of the total of the assessment of each district. This allotment was to be regulated, (as well in regard to the quarternial as the decennial settlements,) as nearly as might be ascertainable, according to the ability of the respective villages, or puttees, (or shares or sub-divisions of villages,) so as to admit of the zemindars and farmers realizing the revenue assessed in conformity to the revenue rates of 1187; and where a large proportion of the land remained waste and uncultivated, a gradual and moderate ruusud or increase, for the few first years of the term of the general leases was to be assessed, in consideration of the right of government to some share in the advantages accruing to the renter, by bringing the land into cultivation. It was further provided, that the article of spirituous liquors, and the tax upon shopkeepers, dealers, and weavers, comprehended under the denominations of abkarry, guiar dewary, and khergani, should be separated from the collections of the renters, and realized by the amuls of the respective districts, as far as those articles separately existed, but without attempting to extend them.

XIV.
XIV. First. In the manner above described, and with the assistance of the accounts of the assessors for the preceding ten years, and such other accounts and local information as could be obtained through the canoongoes or otherwise, the mofussil settlements for four and ten years were concluded. The pottahs for the settlements for four years were issued under the seals of the amils, and numbered and countersigned in English by the resident or his assistants; and those for the settlements for ten years, were authenticated by the signatures of the raja and the resident. The cubooloats or engagements entered into by the village zamindars and farmers on the formation of the permanent settlement, bound them to an observance of the following articles.

Second. To pay the stipulated annual revenue punctually from the month of Koar, (October) to Jeyte, (June) in each year; and agreeing in case of failure, that their property, real and personal, should be sold to make good the deficiency.

Third. Not to attach, without the sanction of government, any maafy, mujray, kishnarpun, or other description of lakhernaj land in the possession of individuals, and held by them exempt from the payment of revenue, up to the end of the Fussily year 1193; and agreeing in the event of government’s resuming any part of such exempted lands, to pay the revenue assessable thereon, in addition to the jumma fixed by their engagements, and stipulating not to make any new grants of exempted lands, on pain of such lands being confiscated to government, and of double the revenue assessable thereon being levied from the grantee or grantees, for the period during which such grantee or grantees should have continued in possession.

Fourth. To collect from the ryots according to the hookumnamas or regulations of the 25th of June and 1st of July 1788, referred to in sections III and IV.

Fifth. To grant receipts to the ryots for their payments, under the penalty of a fine of double the amount, to be awarded to any ryot who should prove that he had been refused such receipt.

Sixth. To support the canoongoes in the full exercise of their functions. (b)

Seventh. Not to levy or receive any of the articles of the abolished sayrjehaut, nor any sum on account of khameh shoomary, (another term for the glur dewayr or house tax.) or abkarry or distilleries, the collection of the two last mentioned articles, (as specified in section XIII,) having been separated from the general settlement, and committed on behalf of government, to the amils. The penalty for breach of this article was fixed at three times the amount that might be illicitly collected.

Eighth. To be responsible, subordinately to the amil, for the maintenance of the peace, and for apprehending all disturbers thereof, in and throughout their respective estates and farms; not to harbor thieves or robbers, but to secure their persons and deliver them up for trial, as well as to recover, or, in failure thereof, to be answerable for, and to make good the value of, all property robbed or stolen within their respective limits. (c)

Ninth. To send in for trial, accompanied by an attested report of the circumstances of the case, all parties concerned in broils, affrays, murders, or other breaches of the peace.

Tenth. To obey all summonses or orders issued on the part of government, on pain of incurring forfeiture of property, as for rebellion.

XV. First. On the conclusion of this permanent settlement, new engagements were also entered into with the amils. By these engagements, their office was declared.

(b) See R. 4, of 1806, for the appointment and administration of the office of canoogue in the province of Benares.

(c) The system of police which prevailed in the province of Benares when this regulation was passed, has been abolished by R. 14, of 1807, by which the police of that province is vested, subject to the control of the zillah and city magistrates, in the officers who may be appointed to the charge of it on the part of government, and subordinately to them, in the landlords and farmers of land.
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declared to be that of hakim or magistrate, and tehsildar, or collector of the revenue ascertained by the pottahs issued to the village zemindars and farmers to be payable from their several samildaries; and they rendered themselves responsible for the regular realizing the amount of this revenue, and bound themselves to abstain from levying any excess on their own account; to enforce the several stipulations with the landholders and farmers as set forth in section XIV; and to cause the village zemindars to issue pottahs to their ryots in conformity to the regulation of the 25th of June 1788. They were also vested with a discretionary authority to diminish, or to admit to be lowered, the revenue rates of 1187 Fussily, where the exaction of them might be found, under the actual circumstances of any part of the district, to operate to the oppression or distress of the present cultivators; but they were at the same time prohibited from enhancing the rates of the said year 1187, under any pretense whatsoever. They were further required to grant receipts for all payments of revenue made to them, on pain of being subject for refusal or omission, to such fine as the resident should think it proper to impose; to regulate the rates of tullubana leviable on parties in arrear, by the custom of the pungnah, and to account for and pay the sum realized under this head to government; and to refrain from the collection of any part of the sayer or guage tolls or duties, under the same penalty for disobedience, as the village zemindars and farmers are declared liable to in similar cases, as specified in clause seventh, section XIV. They were also declared personally responsible to government in the first instance, in regard to the maintenance of the peace, and thefts and robberies committed within their respective samildaries, under the rules prescribed in similar cases with respect to the zemindars and farmers in clause eighth, section XIV, with a right however to have recourse for their own indemnification, to the landholder or farmer, within whose limits the theft or robbery might occur.

Second. In their capacities of hakims or magistrates, the aumils were instructed to apprehend and send in for trial, accompanied by the necessary information and evidence, all persons committing breaches of the peace; and in concert with the canooongees, to enquire into; and to decide, (subject to an appeal to the resident, should either of the parties desire it,) according to the principles of the regulations of the 25th of June 1788, all complaints preferred to them regarding differences occurring between the zemindars, farmers, and ryots, relative to the malguzarry or revenue, with authority to refer, with the consent of the parties, other causes of a civil nature respecting cast, marriage, shares in land, and debts, to be determined by arbitration; or, where both parties should not consent to this mode of adjustment, to desire them to repair to and institute their suits in the moolky dewanny adwalt, or provincial civil court established at Benares; to all orders and deorea issued from which, or from any other court of justice, or from the rajah or the resident, the aumils were required and agreed, on pain of dismission, to yield the most prompt obedience.

Third. It having afterwards appeared, that in several instances, the aumils had clandestinely availed themselves of their authority to procure deeds of conveyance in their own names or those of their relations, for lands the property of persons in arrear on account of the revenue, and whose balances had been thereby either wholly or partially liquidated; a rule was published on the 19th of September 1794, prohibiting and declaring null and void, all such conveyances that might be made in future, and on the 31st of October following, a further rule was passed giving to all persons who might have thus disposed of their lands, or to their heirs, or putteedars, the option of suing for the recovery of them in a court of justice, at any time within five years from the date of such conveyances; and the parties so prosecuting were declared entitled to have the conveyances annulled, and to regain possession of the property, on repaying to the purchasing aumil or his heirs, the purchase money, with simple interest.
XVI. First. The adjustment of the disputed claims to lands, formed one of the principal difficulties which occurred in the progress of the settlement. In many instances, contests existed between the putteedars or sharers in the same village, as to their respective proportions, or between claimants of different families to the same villages. In all these cases, it was observed as a general rule to confirm or admit those zamindars, who were either in the actual occupancy, or who had at any time been known to have had possession since the final transfer of Benares to the Company in 1775, (the zamindars dispossessed before which period, the Governor General in Council, on the 11th April 1728, determined should not be restored, in compliance with the objections which the rajah then entertained to their restoration, but which he subsequently relinquished as stated in section XII;) leaving those who might think themselves entitled to reinstatement under this rule to seek redress in the more by unlawful. But as it became necessary during the progress of the settlement, to pass orders, in a summary way, on disputes of this nature, it was explained to all parties, that the new pottahs were meant only to fix the rental, and in no wise to constitute a bar to the recovery of any proprietary right in land, for which suits might be instituted in the court of justice above mentioned, in the same manner as if no such pottahs had been granted. Instructions to this effect were issued to the judge of the court, and separate engagements were taken from all the present pottah-holders, whether zamindars or farmers, binding them to a ready attendance on, and submission to, the judicial authority of the said court, and the court of appeal, in respect to all such causes; and the aumilis were prohibited from making alterations in the pottahs, excepting in conformity to judgments passed in both or either of those courts. The settlement thus concluded, consisted of engagements with zamindars for about eight twelfths of the whole country; of leases to farmers for about three twelfths; whilst the remaining twelfth, continued annuity, in consequence of there being found for the places included in the last mentioned portion, neither zamindars nor farmers; so that the aumils collected the public dues immediately from the ryots.

Second. Pursuant to the principles prescribed for this quaternial and decennial settlement, sundry village farmers having been removed during the progress of it, by the re-instatement of the rightful zamindars, a rule was published on the 21st of February 1790, for adjusting the accounts of the wassilan or current year's collections between such parties. By this rule, the displaced farmers were entitled to credit for the amount of whatever tucavvy, (money for the purchase of seed,) they might establish to have advanced to the ryots; together with a commission of three per cent (whatever might be the extent of the farm) on the amount of the revenue realized. The amount of this charge was to be borne altogether by the reinstated zamindar, without his being entitled to make any demand on that account from his ryots, who were only to repay to him the amount of the tucavvy that had been really advanced to them by the removed farmer. But such farmer was not to be allowed credit for the amount of any bonds or engagements executed by ryots for sums stated to be advanced for tucavvy, but which should in reality have been taken from them for the advancement of former years, which were thence virtually declared irrecoverable.

XVII. First. The landholders in the zamindary of Benares consist for the most part of village zamindars, paying the revenue of their lands to government, jointly with one or more putteedars or partners, descended from the same common stock. Some of these putteedars have had their interior puttees or shares rendered distinct; whilst those of the major part, still continue annexed to, and blended or in common with, the share or shares of the principal of the family, or of the head men amongst the brethren, being either one or more, whose names have been usually inserted in the pottahs, cubbooleats, and other engagements for the public revenue. With the general consent of the inferior putteedars, this mode was adhered to in the aforesaid settlement, leaving an option to such putteedars as might then or afterwards think themselves aggrieved, or be desirous of separating from their brethren, to prosecute
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for that purpose in the adawlut. By this mode of procedure, they may obtain a separation of their family share of the estate, and procure a separate pottah subject to the payment of a proportionate part of the jumma assessed on the joint estate; but in the mean time, those of the brethren whose names stand inserted in the government’s pottah, are held and considered to be immediately responsible through the amils to government for the whole of that jumma. The only exception to this general rule, exists in the pargunnah of Kurrendeh, where the decennial settlement could only be concluded by a considerable number of these zemindars being admitted to cuter into cubbooleats, in which they themselves agreed to the nomination of certain persons to act on their joint parts, under the description of serberakars or managers. This expedient was acquiesced in under the condition that the responsibility of the zemindars should remain undiminished, and that they might, whenever they pleased, dismiss these agents, after adjusting accounts with and satisfying them, as to any balance that might be justly due to them.

Second. There are also many talookdaries within the four circars composing the zemindary of Benares, which have depending on them, a greater or less number of village zemindars, many of whom still retain the right of disposing by sale of their own estates, subject of course to the payment of the usual jumma to the talookdar, and to the conditions specified in clause ninth, section XXXV, regulation XXII, 1793. The settlement of government has been concluded (on the same principles as are prescribed respecting the zemindaries,) with these talookdars, who are left to assess their village zemindars, either in proportion to their own sudder jumma, with some addition for charges of management, or, according to the extent and value of the produce, as local custom, or the good will of the parties may direct.

Third. The circumstances of the pargunnah of Agowrie Burhar in the circar of Chaunar, constitute in some degree a deviation from the rule observed in the general settlement. This pargunnah appertained to its separate rajahs, until they were expelled by rajah Bulwunt Sing. Their descendants appearing, and having performed some public services in 1781, government ordered that rajah Adil Sah, their then representative, should be restored. This order appearing afterwards to be repugnant to the principle of the general settlement concluded with the rajah Mahipnaraun Sing, the tenure of the family of Adil Sah, was, by an order of government under date the 11th of April 1788, limited to the period of his natural life, during which the interior settlement of the pargunnah, was, with his consent, and under his seal and the resident’s signature, made with the talookdars and zemindars, most of whom were of his own blood and lineage; or with the birtees, being the persons on whom his ancestors had conferred grants of lands; or with gherroos, being such persons, as he or his ancestors had put in possession of lands on mortgage. These several descriptions of landholders, are considered as having a permanent interest in their tenures, which have therefore been included in the general account of the settlements concluded with zemindars. The remainder of the pargunnah has been let to farmers, on the conditions common to the rest of the four circars. Rajah Adil Sah subsequently dying, government, with the acquiescence of rajah Mahipnaraun, permitted his heirs, to succeed him in the pargunnah, in the permanent settlement of which, however, they are restricted from making any alterations or innovations equally with the other amils or talseeldars.

Fourth. The pargunnah of Beleeh in the circar of Ghazeepoor, is similarly circumstanced, as to the expulsion of its rajahs by rajah Bulwunt Sing, and the intended restoration of Bhowayel Deo, their present representative. But his reinstatement having never taken place, he is allowed to live in the pargunnah, on a pension, which he receives from government; and the settlement has been made with such of his family, and of those rajahs of Beleeh, who preceded it, as could make out pretensions to permanent tenures or estates; and where such pretensions could not be established,
established, or were not preferred, the settlement has taken place with the mokudums, or those of the principal ryots who had long paid the revenue of their present tenures, being the villages of which they are inhabitants; it being meant that these mokudumy tenures should be considered equally permanent, and be liable to the same conditions as those of the zemindars: and where neither of these descriptions of persons, could be found, the villages were let to farmers, excepting such part of them as for want of farmers, remained amanuy.

Fifth. The zemindarry part of the talooka of Mujehwa in the purgunnah of Kuswar and circar of Benares, has been let out in separate portions, under the seal of Phelwaun Sing, (the principal talookdar, and who was acting at the same time as anil and collector on the part of government,) and the confirmatory signature of the resident, or of his assistant, to Phelwaun Sing himself, and his relations; he being subject to the same restrictions with regard to making alterations in the settlement without the sanction of government, as are imposed on the heirs of raja Adil Sah in the purgunnah of Burhur Agowrie, as specified in clause third.

Sixth. In the settlement of Kernadanny in the purgunnah of Kuswar or Gungapoor, there is this peculiarity, that after the conclusion of it, rajah Mahjumdar objec-ting to pottahs being granted by the resident to the parties with whom it was made, on the ground that the talooka in question formed part of his family zemindarry of Gungapoor; it was in consequence settled between the rajah and the resident in October 1791, that although in consideration of the rajah’s objections, the malghazars of this talooka of Kernadanny, should not receive pottahs from government, in exchange for the annuities they had entered into, the rajah, (who is their tesseeldar or collector,) should not dispossess any of them without the sanction of the officers of government, and in the event of complaints for exaction, that the case should be open to the same mode of inquiry, as is established for similar complaints arising in the malghazerry lands in general; so as to continue the above-mentioned talooka in this respect distinct from the neej or family zemindarry lands of the rajah. These family lands consist of the jaghires of Budhooee, and of Kara Mungeerm, and of the rajah’s part of the purgunnah of Kuswar or Gungapoor, inclusive of the talooka of Kernwana; and in consequence of objections offered by the rajah, no mofussil or interior settlement has been made in them by the authority of government; and the administration of justice in all matters relating to their revenue, is specially provided for in regulation XV, 1795.

Seventh. The purgunnah of Lucknæsr, in the circar of Ghazeepoor, is inhabited by a race of Ranjepoots, distinguished by the appellation of singhers, who pay a moderate fixed revenue, (which they assess amongst themselves,) to the tesseeldar or native collector stationed with them on the part of government, whose allowances they separately defray; and as neither the native nor the British government, had interfered with the interior assessment of this purgunnah, it was not included in the general arrangements that took place at the period of the quartermial and decennial settlements.

Eighth. In the purgunnah of Juanpoor proper, and in that division of this circar called the Boksheen, there are a certain number of villages held by mahomedans, in virtue of altuagh, muddud maush, or jaghieh grants, from the empror, or from the soudahddars of Oude, but on which a peishcanish by way of quit-rent, was established during the administration of the native government. These peishcanishy tenures were continued at the period of the permanent settlement.

Ninth. That part of the tract of country called Singrowlee, situated to the southwest of the Soone river, which extends as far as the Beela rivulet, is tributary to the zemindarry of Benares, whilst the tract of the same district that lies beyond the Beela, pays tribute to the independent rajah of Burdee.

XVIII.
XVIII. The districts in the circle of Juanpoor, in which salt is produced and manufactured, were let in farm either inclusive of the land revenue, or separately.

XIX. In consideration of the habits prevalent amongst the newly restored body of zamindars on their first reinstatement, it was thought advisable to continue them, at least for a period, under the superintendency of the amnil of government, both in respect to the police, and the payment of the revenue. But at the same time to provide against exactions being made from them by the amnils, it was, in addition to the penalty specified in section II, declared a rule, that all persons holding pottahs of government who might prove any opposition against their respective amnils, should thereupon have the option of becoming huzoori, that is, to pay their own revenue directly to the public treasury, without the intervention in any shape of the agency of the amnil.

XX. The settlement thus concluded, was confirmed by government, and extended to the lives of all the pottahs, by an order of the Governor General in Council under date the 11th of February 1791, with the exception of the part of the ghrum duty on dewan, described in section XIII, levied from the weavers under the denomination of khergui, which was abolished.

XXI. The enforcement of the prohibition in section II, against agore-betay, having met with some opposition from certain brahmins and attacs, the government’s share of whose crops had always been ascertained in that mode, and who declared their intention of committing violence on themselves, if it was not adhered to with regard to them; the resident, on the 17th of January 1789, issued a publication disapproving of the conduct of these brahmins and attacs, and apprising them that the regulations would be enforced. But the practice of agore-betay having prevailed only in a small portion of the country, and consequently there being little probability of many similar instances of opposition occurring, the resident thought it advisable to accompany this publication with an order to the amnils, authorizing and enjoining them not to insist on receiving a money rent from such of the abovementioned brahmins and attacs as should so persevere in their objections, but to continue the practice of agore-betay with regard to them, until they should consent to the payment of a money rent, as well as to the rate of the rent. This order was sanctioned by government.

XXII. The first period of the quarternial settlement having expired with the Fussily year 1:90, several farmers and some of the landholders, not choosing to avail themselves of the privilege of retaining their leases during their lives, as granted to them by the order of government of the 11th of February 1791, the lands which they held consequently became amanya. The death of renters, the abuses occasionally practised by the amnils, and the over-assessment of some places, had occasioned vacancies in other tenures, during the several years that had elapsed since the conclusion of the general settlement. In consequence of instructions from government under date the 19th of September 1794, the resident proceeded to re-adjust the settlement of the lands which had been included in these leases, by restoring such of the renters as appeared to have been unduly dispossessed; by admitting the heirs of parties deceased; or reinstating the ancient zamindars, both in lands relinquished by farmers, or which had remained amanya in the hands of the amnils; and finally, by adopting means to improve the cultivation preparatory to issuing new permanent leases (which were accordingly granted,) to the landholders and farmers in the purgunahs of Narnava, Dhoos, and Chownsa, the settlements made in which places in 1197, had in general failed, owing to the lands being too highly assessed, and to drought, and other calamities of season. The settlement of suktes ghrum, also being in a similar predicament, was renewed by the resident in the month of O.tober 1792; and the experience of several years having evinced that some part of the purgunah of Zemza, in the circle of Ghazzaipoor, had been too highly assessed, adequate abatements were in consequence allowed.
XXXIII. In the beginning of the Fussily year 1902, a circular order, under date the 1st of November 1794, was issued to all the amulis, prohibiting them under penalty of dismissal from their amulardaries, from displacing or dispossessing any person holding a pottah from government, without the assent of the resident; and on the 20th of July 1793, circular instructions were transmitted to the canoongees, enjoining them to report without delay, the death of all such pottah-holders, that no lands might remain amayn under the amulis, without the knowledge of government.

XXXIV. In section XIX, it has been stated, that it was an original regulation of the general settlement concluded in 1197, that proof of the amuli having made undue exactions from, or otherwise oppressed, any of the landholders or farmers holding pottahs, and paying revenue to government, should entitle such injured party of parties to become huzoory, i.e., to pay their revenue into the treasury at Benares, instead of through the medium of the amuli. But for the more effectual protection and security of such pottah-holders, an option of thus becoming huzoory, was given from the beginning of the Fussily year 1902, by a publication issued under date the 3d of October 1794, to all such pottah-holders as should previously enter into the required maal, fuel, and bier sarmini, or security for the punctual discharge of their revenue, for their peaceable deportment, and for their appearance whenever their attendance may be required.

To enable them to procure these securities, they were allowed by the publication, one moiety of the amuli's dhyaek and bhurray, on the amount of the revenue payable by them. (d) This publication was sanctioned by the Governor General in Council under date the 19th of September 1794; but from the operation of it were excepted the lands under the rajah and his family, comprehending not only the places specified in clause sixth, section XVII, but those also of which he holds the amulardary or collectivity, viz., the purugnum of Railhoopoor, and the talooza of Jahlpoopoor, and those villages in the vicinity of Benares called the dehat amani. But in case of oppression proved, the pottahdars of these last mentioned places, and all other moals under the rajah, in which the settlement has been made by government, are entitled in virtue of the original rule contained in section XIX, to become huzoory. The difference therefore between these amulardary moals under the rajah, and the rest of the country at large, consists in it not being merely optional with the pottahdars, to separate from him under the publication above specified in this section. As to the administration of justice in these amulardary moals under the rajah, the jurisdiction of the courts of judicature extends over them in common with the country at large, and consequently they do not form a part of the rajah's neej or family lands, the administration of justice in which is provided for by regulation XV, 1793.

XXXV. For determining questions concerning lands between putteedars or brethren, and partners, inheriting and being, or pretending to be, entitiled to joint or distinct proportions of one zemindary, it has been observed as a general rule since the conclusion of the permanent settlement, to consider as superior, and immediately responsible to government, the person or persons amongst such putteedars, in whose name or names the government's pottah has been made out, and to continue the other putteedars, or partners, in such situation as they shall have stood in, since the Fussily year 1197, leaving them if dissatisfied with such order, to prosecute in the adawlut for any further claims.

XXXVI. The right of government to dispose of landed property at public sale for the recovery of balances of revenue, is established by the tenor of the engagements of the zemindars, as noticed in clause second, section XIV; but in consideration of the local usages in that respect in the province of Benares, no such sales have hitherto taken place.

(d) Rescinded by R. 7, of 1807, S. 2. The security here mentioned is not now taken, nor the allowances of dehyek and bhurray consequently given.
XXVII. At the period of the settlement concluded in 1197 from the aumils pledged themselves in writing, and on the faith of their religion, to collect only according to the jumma specified in the pottahs issued to the talookdars and village zamindars and farmers, and to pay in the whole amount thereof to government, after deducting the dehyek and half blauray. But there then were, and have since remained, several spots of ground and mozahs or villages, of which no fixed settlement having been made, the collection of the amount of the tushkees or ascertained funds which the canoongoes estimated to be realizable therefrom, was intrusted to the aumils. These funds had of course varied during the period that had elapsed since the conclusion of the settlement; and several of the aumils on the expiration of their five years leases at the close of the year 1200, claimed and received deductions from government for alleged deficiencies in the funds of those amuny villages; whilst on the other hand, where the actual funds had exceeded the estimated receipts, it was presumable that the aumils or their officers had appropriated the surplus. From these considerations, and as the funds in the amuny or kham villages appertained altogether to government, (the aumils being entitled only to their dehyek and blauray,) the resident on the 12th of January 1795, published an order, that from the beginning of the Fussily year 1202, the tushkees of the amuny or kham or cutcha villages, in every purgunnah, was to be ascertained by aumeens, or other persons empowered for that purpose, on the part of government, and that the amount of the funds, after deducting the dehyek and blauray, was to be paid by the aumils to government. Aumeens were accordingly deputed on the abovementioned date to ascertain the state of these lands, with instructions to summon the putwarries of every village, and in the presence of the canoongoes, and of the officers of the aumil, to ascertain the tushkees or assessable amount on each village and spot, then held amuny, in conformity to the ryot or rates of 1187; and afterwards to prepare and bring with them, the state of the jummbundy of each village under the attestations of the canoongoes, and the signatures of the putwarries and the counter signatures of the officers of the aumils, that the payments of the aumils to government might be regulated accordingly. The aumeens were likewise instructed, that if, in the course of their inquiries, it should appear, that any of the aumils had granted pottahs to their dependents, in any of these amuny lands, at lower rates than those of the purgunnah or division in which they might be situated, such pottahs so granted by them were to be declared null and void, the aumils not having been empowered to dispose of any part of the revenue funds, but since the settlement in 1197, having been merely tehseldaran-neshandar, or responsible collectors.

XXVIII. In conveniences having been experienced, from the applications made to the resident for grants exempting from the payment of revenue, spots of ground in the vicinity of the city of Benares, on their being purchased by the native princes of India, or by wealthy natives, to convert into gardens or places of religious worship, the Governor General in Council determined on the 28th July 1794, that no such grants should be made by the resident without the sanction of government.

REGULATION III.
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A REGULATION for re-enacting with modifications and amendments, the rules for the collection of the customs in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1902 Fussily; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higeree.

Previous to the cession of Benares to the Company, the customs on the export, import, and transit branches of the trade of that province, were in general collected on the weight of the goods. In the year 1773, an arrangement was made by government, by which certain exemptions from this mode of collection were prescribed with regard to some of the Company's staples. This arrangement remained in force until the 22d November 1781, when it was ordered, that chokes or custom houses for the collection of the customs, should be established at three places only, viz. Ghazeeapore, Benares, and Mirzapoor, where the customs were directed to be levied on all goods, at the rate of five per cent on the valuation established in a book of rates then prepared for the purpose. On the 8th of April 1782, the duty was to be reduced to two and a half per cent on various articles of spicery, raw silk, and metals imported; and by an amended code of regulations for the customs framed by government on the 21st of October 1784, this rate was ordered to be extended to silk, and silk piece goods. Some alterations were likewise made at this period in the book of rates, and all exactions under the denomination of toll, or duty, were prohibited. It was also ordered, that no part of the collections in the department of the customs should be let in farm, and the levying of double duties (viz. the former and the new duties) at Mirzapoor, and the exaction of duty on empty boats, were prohibited. The greater part however of the requisitions of the regulations of 1784, were as ill-attended to as the regulations of 1781, the inland custom house stations having continued, under the denomination of choora or sundries, equally numerous as before, and many of them having been farmed out agreeably to the former practice. Other interior tolls likewise, continued to be levied by the landholders, and farmers, and at the subordinate custom house stations throughout the country; and the prohibitions as to the collection of the double duties at Mirzapoor, and the exactions on empty boats, were altogether disregarded. The order for levying two and a half per cent on silk, was likewise disobeyed, excepting as it respected the article of raw silk imported or exported by the Sanas and Irak merchants, who in consequence of the new duties operating as a burden on their trade, having discontinued to transport their goods by the way of Benares, the rajah's naib deemed it expedient to enter into an agreement with them, by which it was stipulated that they should pay two and a half per cent on raw silk, and five per cent on piece goods, to be calculated on the price inserted in the rovannah or pass of the custom house at Mooreshadabad, and that the duties on their trade should be collected by a separate durakah or superintendent. On a consideration of these circumstances, the Governor General in Council, with a view to afford greater security to the merchants trading between Benares and the Company's dominions, resolved on the 26th December 1787, that rovannahs should in future be granted conformably to those issued in the provinces; that similar registers also should be kept by the rajah's officers; that the duty on all imports from Bengal or Behar, should be reduced to two and a half per cent; that the Benares rovannahs should be current in the Company's dominions and vice versa, for the price of the goods exported from each country; that the value of goods produced in and exported

(e) The whole of this regulation is rescinded by R. 8, of 1810, S. 2.
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exported from the district of Benares should be ascertained by the invoices of the exporters; that the zemindarry and inland duties, and all other collections on merchan-dize, excepting those authorized by government, should be formally abolished, and that persons convicted of levying them should be subject to certain specified penalties; and, finally, that a court of justice, to be denominated the commercial court for the zemindarry of Benares, for taking cognizance of infringements of all regulations regarding the customs should be constituted, and presided in by the resident. The regulations for the collection of the customs founded on these resolutions, were directed to be in force from the Ist of April, 1788, and subsequent to the enaction of them, separate rules were passed for collecting the duties on the Decan trade at Mirzapore; a commercial treaty was concluded by the Governor General in Council with the Nawab Vizier, and another commercial treaty was entered into by the Governor General in Council with the Rajah of Nepal, the provisions in the former of which treaties, as far as they affected Benares, were ordered to take place from September 1788, and those in the latter, from April 1792; and in the last mentioned year, the export duty on goods, the growth or manufacture of the province of Benares, was reduced from five to two and a half per cent. The code of regulations for the collection of the customs, introduced on the Ist April 1788, having been considerably altered by these subsequent arrangements, and other orders passed regarding the department of the customs, and further alterations being rendered necessary in consequence of the separation of the judicial authority from the charge of the collection of the public revenues, the following modified and amended code of rules for the collection of the customs in the province of Benares, has been enacted.

II. Rowannahs or custom house passes, are to be granted under the established rules, from the four superior stations, or stations of collection, viz. Benares, Ghazeeapore, Mirzapore, and Juuapore, according to the form prescribed by the regulations introduced on the Ist of April 1788.

III. The custom houses are to be open every day for the transaction of business, and every rowannah applied for in the course of each day, shall be issued during the following day. But no rowannah shall be granted excepting upon a written dekhsat or application signed by the transporters, or their authorized agents, specifying the price, quality, and quantity of the goods; and that the exact weight of the goods may be known, compared with the weights in use in the province of Benares, the dekhsat or application is to specify the number of rupees which form the seer, at the place where the goods were originally purchased by the immediate owner.

IV. Each rowannah is to have affixed to it, the seals of the Rajah, the darogah or collector, the musiriff or accountant, and the tevildar or cash-keeper, and to prevent any balances remaining due at the end of the year, the last mentioned officer is on no account to deliver out the rowannah until the duty be paid. Each of these officers is to have the custody of the public seal of his office, and the seal of the Rajah is to remain in charge of the darogah. The said officers are severally to affix the seals thus intrusted to them to each rowannah, subscribing also their respective signatures, and the darogah writing the words "mutlah shood" under the Rajah's seal. The proper authentications also are to be carefully observed with respect to the zemin or endorsements, and every rowannah is to be drawn out precisely in the same form. For neglect in any of these respects, the party offending is to be punishable by a fine not exceeding twenty rupees, to be levied by the collector for the first offense, and by commission from office in case of his being guilty of a repetition of any such irregularity. The collector is to report every instance in which he may fine or dismiss any of the officers of the customs under this section, with the circumstances of the case, to the Board of Trade, for their information, and such orders as they may deem it advisable to issue on the subject.

V. A rowannah granted at any one custom house, shall be considered as current throughout the province during a period of six months for the same goods, and to exempt
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Exempt the goods from all molestation or detention farther than may be requisite to enable the officers of any other custom house to ascertain whether the goods and the rowannah correspond. The detention of goods for this purpose shall never exceed one day, on pain of the darogah or officer causing their longer detention, being fined by the collector in a sum equal to the loss which may in consequence arise to the owner. The collector is to report every instance in which he may exercise the power above vested in him to the Board of Trade. If the owner or person having charge of the goods, shall not be satisfied with the collector's decision, he may decline to avail himself of it, and have recourse to the nearest court of justice, which is in such case to try the cause, and to award to the party such damages as may appear to it equitable on a consideration of the circumstances of the case. Such suits are to be defended by the vakeel of government according to the instructions he shall receive from the collector, but the damages awarded are to be defrayed by the officer by whom the injury may have been committed, who will of course have the option of appealing to the provincial court of appeal if he shall be dissatisfied with the decision of the ziljah court.

VI. In explanation of that part of section V, which directs that a rowannah shall be in force for six months, it is hereby provided, that should a merchant be desirous of keeping his goods for a better market, longer than the period for which the rowannah is current, he shall be entitled to an exchanged rowannah for six months longer, on oath being made by the owner to the identity of the goods, or satisfactory proof thereof being obtained, and the old rowannah being surrendered; or should a merchant be desirous of dividing a dispatch into smaller parcels after having taken up a rowannah for the whole, he shall be entitled to as many rowanahs as he may require, on identifying the goods as above specified, and surrendering the old rowannah.

But a merchant, after arriving at the place of his destination, shall on no account be entitled to a new rowannah duty free, on pretence of his having transported only a part of the dispatch under the original rowannah. On all exchanged rowanahs, the seal and name of the tehrvirdar are to be omitted, in lieu of which, the number and date of the original rowannah are to be inserted in the body of the exchanged rowannah, and the darogah is to cancel the old rowannah, by endorsing the date of the new one upon it, that it may not be again presented to be exchanged.

VII. First. That the transportation of goods by land or by water may be attended with as little interruption as possible, the darogahs of each of the four stations of collection, on the receipt of the written application of the transporter, or of his authorized agent, are to collect the duty, and to issue the rowannah according to the specifications in the written application; but the goods are to be liable to be compared with the rowannah at the several subordinate stations, and at the stations of collection, and if found not conformable thereto, and to the written application for the rowannah delivered by the merchant at the time of his taking it out, the whole of the said dispatch shall be immediately transported to the nearest station of collection, and from thence by the darogah of that station, with a statement of the circumstances of the case, to the collector at Benares, where, upon proof of intention of fraud, the goods shall be liable to the penalties and forfeitures specified in the following section: It is to be understood, however, that the party in charge of the goods, is to be at liberty to apply to the courts of justice for redress against the order which may be passed by the collector, provided that such application be preferred within fourteen days after the date of the order.

Second. The duties on goods being moderate, and there being no difficulty in obtaining rowanahs, merchants importing or exporting goods, to or from the province of Benares, shall pay the duties either previous to, or on the arrival of their boats with goods opposite to either of the four stations of collection, and boats with goods stopped
in the attempt of passing either of the said stations, without the duties having been previously paid, and a rowannah taken out, shall pay double duties.

Third. The officers of every subordinate inland chowki or station, are to stop all goods proceeding by land, until the proprietors thereof shall have sent to the head station, and taken out a rowannah; and importers of goods passing, or stopped in the attempt of passing, any such subordinate inland station on the frontiers, without a rowannah having been taken out for them before their arrival at such subordinate station, or without the owner or person in charge of them, having stopped at such station, and sent to a head station, and taken out a rowannah, shall for such act, be subjected to the payment of double duties.

Fourth. As it may be often convenient to persons transporting merchandise by the Ganges, to pay the amount of the duty chargeable thereon, at some one of the four head custom houses in preference to another, an option is accordingly left to them of paying the duties at whichever of the four head custom houses they may think proper, upon condition of their submitting their goods to inspection at the first head custom house which they may approach, and entering into a written engagement with the darogah thereof, to pay the duty at the head custom house at which they may be destitute of discharging it, to the darogah of which, the said engagement is accordingly to be in due time forwarded by the darogah to whom it may be executed.

VIII. To deter merchants, or others, applying for rowannahs, from giving in the names of goods of a different species, from, or of an inferior quality to, those which they intend to transport, or from exhibiting fabricated invoices, the darogahs of any of the stations of collection where such goods may pass, are authorized either on suspicion, or information, to order one bale or package to be opened in the public cutcherry, when, if any such fraud be discovered, the darogah shall forward the whole dispatch under a proper guard of peons to the collector, who, on the fact being proved, and where the goods do not exceed the quantity specified in the rowannah, one sixth of the whole, shall order double duties to be levied on the said excess; and where such difference is more than one sixth and not above one fourth, double duties shall be levied on all the said goods, including as well those covered by the rowannah as the surplus; and lastly, where the said surplus or excess shall exceed one quarter of the whole, the said goods shall be forfeited. It is to be understood however, that such double duties, and forfeitures, are to affect only the particular assortment of goods wherein such surplus may be found, and not the other sorts of goods covered under the rowannah; and that in every case wherein the collector is authorized under this section, to pass any order either for the exaction of double duties, or the confiscation of goods, an option is left to the owner, or the party, or parties in charge thereof, of applying for relief against such order, to the nearest court of justice, which shall accordingly try the merits of the case, provided that such application be made within fourteen days after the passing of the collector's order. The collector is to be considered as defendant in the cause, and if either party shall be dissatisfied with the decision of the judge, they will be at liberty to appeal under the regulations for preferring appeals. The court to whom the party whose goods shall have been ordered by the collector to be confiscated, shall so apply within the prescribed period, may order the said goods to be restored to him, on his entering into good and sufficient security in a sum equal to the estimated value thereof, to abide by and perform all such orders and decisions as shall be passed in the suit which he may have so instituted.

IX. The Benares rowannahs have been rendered current in the provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orysa, and vice versa, for the price of the goods exported from each country. This rule will exempt the merchants from experiencing any delay in the valuation of their goods, when transported from one jurisdiction into the other, as the further or second duty in either jurisdiction, will be payable on the price or valuation.
ation of the goods as inserted in the rowannah under which they may have been first exported.

X. First. Goods imported from Bengal, Behar, or Orissa, under many rowannahs, (rowannahs granted without the payment of any duty,) are to be allowed the same exemption in Benares, and vice versa, with this proviso, that all such rowannahs granted in Benares be authenticated by the collector's own signature, which is not required to rowannahs for goods charged with duties.

Second. Salgram stones are allowed to be imported, and the quarry stones from Chunar to be exported, free of duty; and cattle, horses, elephants, and all quadrupeds, are exempted from the payment of any import or export duty.

XI. First. With a view to promote the ease and advantage of the merchants, the book of rates framed in 1781, and amended in 1781, is no longer to be invariably considered as the rule for ascertaining the value of the merchandise on which the duty is to be levied, but the value of the goods, and the rate of duty, are to be ascertained and levied according to the following rules.

Second. On all goods imported under rowannahs from the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, intended for exportation to the Decan, or to Oude, or any other of the western markets, or for internal consumption in the province of Benares, two and a half per cent is to be collected on the value of the goods, as specified in the rowannah granted in the said provinces.

Third. According to the commercial treaty concluded by the Governor General in Council with the Vizier in 1788, as far as regards Benares, no exemptions are to be claimed on either side; and the rowannahs are to specify the quantity and valuation of the goods, and the duties in each country are to be levied on the valuation which may be specified in the rowannah granted in the other, excepting that the valuation of cotton, imported through the Vizier's dominions, is to be six rupees per maund of ninety-six seica rupees to the seer, and on this valuation, which will be specified in the Oude rowannah, a duty at the rate of two and a half per cent is to be levied. This rate of duty, is likewise fixed for silk and cotton goods, imported from the Vizier's dominions. All other goods are to pay on the valuation in the rowannah, a duty of five per cent, half of which is to be levied in Benares, and half at Mangle, when the goods are to be again exported to the province of Behar, or otherwise (with the exception in the treaty as to silk and cotton piece goods) the whole duty of five per cent is to be levied. It is also to be considered as a general rule, that double duties are to be levied on goods that are occasionally imported from Oude, either without any, or with informal and insufficient rowannahs, not specifying the quantity and valuation of the goods as required by the treaty aforesaid, and in such cases, the valuation of the goods is to be taken from the Benares book of rates.

Fourth. On imports from Nepaul, a duty of two and a half per cent is to be levied on the importer's invoice, according to the commercial treaty with that State, but if this rate of duty shall have been previously paid on such goods on their passage through Bengal, or Behar, no duty whatever is to be exacted on their importation into the province of Benares.

Fifth. On the imports from all other countries, five per cent is to be paid on the valuation in the book of rates, excepting the article of shawl goods, the duty on which is to be collected, as already established, at the rate of two and a half per cent on the beejick or invoice of the importer. This beejick is to be produced to the customs master, and after having the Rajah's seal affixed to it, and a copy of it being retained, it is to be returned to the owner, with the rowannah made out in conformity to it. But as it may sometimes happen, that a person importing shawl goods, may be without such beejick or invoice, from his having brought to the Benares market a part only of his original purchase, the value is in such case to be estimated by the award of three or four respectable merchants, to be assembled for that purpose at the customs house.

Sixth.
Sixth. On all goods produced or manufactured for exportation in the province of Benares, two and a half per cent is to be levied on the valuation of the invoice exhibited by the exporter. This invoice is thereon to have the custom house seal affixed to it, and a copy of it being retained, the original is to be returned to the party exhibiting it. On indigo, the duty is to be levied according to the valuation in the book of rates. Sugars exported after being refined in the province, from goor or shukker imported into it, are not to be liable to any export duty; but frauds committed under the cover of this indulgence with regard to sugar, are to be punished by confiscation of the entire property, by the same process, and under the same rules, as are prescribed with regard to confiscations in section VIII.

XII. Besides the duties above specified, which are to be collected upon imports and exports as mentioned in the preceding section, no duty, custom, toll, or fee whatever, shall be levied upon the transportation of any article of trade or merchandise, or upon the sale or consumption thereof, in any gunge, bazar, haut, pait, village, town, or place, whatsoever. If any custom house officer shall levy, take, or accept, any such extra duty, custom, toll, or fee, on the transportation, or on the sale or consumption of such goods, he shall be fined in a sum equal to treble the amount so illegally received, and the collector shall order the whole of the fine so levied, to be paid as an indemnification to the party injured. The collector is empowered to receive complaints of exacting against all officers employed by him in the department of the customs, and cause them to restore unauthorized collections, and to punish the exactors by fine or dismissal. It is to be understood however, that the complainants are to have the option of applying to the courts of judicature, in the event of the collectors omitting to afford immediate and satisfactory redress, in which case, the trial is to be conducted in the manner specified in section V.

XIII. The darogahs, or principal native collectors of the customs, and the officers of their respective establishments, are to be careful to prevent goods being smuggled, either without rowannahs, or under short rowannahs, granted within the province, whether such goods be passing to or from their own principal station, or either of the three other head stations of collections; and as an encouragement to the darogahs, and to the officers subordinate to them, to be attentive to the discharge of this part of their duty, it is declared that a proportion of twelve annas in the rupee, or three fourths of the produce of the sale of all goods, which having been seized by them in the attempt to be smuggled, may be afterwards confiscated and sold, shall on condemnation in the manner provided in section VIII, belong to the seizures, in the following proportions:

To the darogah, 6 annas.
Mushriff, 2 ditto.
Tehvildar, 2 ditto.
Searchers, 2 ditto.

Total 12 annas.

The remaining fourth is to be appropriated by government.

XIV. With the exception of the mushriff and tehvildar, the darogah of each station, is to be held responsible for the conduct of all the officers under him, both at the sudder and in the mofussil, and to take guard, and security for his own indemnification, for their good conduct, and he is moreover empowered to remove them at his discretion, only informing the collector with his reasons for so doing. If any fee, or any consideration whatever, shall be taken by the darogah, or his sudder or mofussil officers, from any merchant or trader, or any other person or persons whatsoever, such darogah, on complaint, and proof before the collector, or any court of justice, (in the manner prescribed, in section XII,) shall be fined to the amount of three times the sum thus taken either by himself or his officers, besides being liable to
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...able to dismissal at the discretion of the collector, or of the Board of Trade, either of whom may also order such of the inferior officers to be dismissed, as on such occasions may be found to have personally offended, without however affecting the darogah’s right to recover from such offenders for whom he shall have been thus rendered responsible, either by legal process or otherwise, the full amount of the penalty in which he shall have been amerced on their account. The mushriff and tehdidar are to be held responsible for their own acts, and to be subject to the same penalties of fine and dismissal, as by the preceding part of this section may be awarded against the darogah.

XV. The darogahs of each station, are to transmit to the collector, a list of the officers and servants employed by them according to their respective establishments for each division, and to send with their respective monthly accounts, the receipts of the said officers, as vouchers of their having paid their monthly wages.

XVI. First. The following rules for the collection of the customs on the Decan trade, at the mundovy or mart of Mirzapoor, were passed in April and December 1788, and in April 1790.

Second. The tellashee, or search and inspection of the goods imported by land, by the Decan beapuries, is to take place on the arrival thereof at the Decan or south gateway of the mundovy or mart.

Third. The import duty of five per cent on the valuation in the book of rates, is to be paid in proportion as the said importers dispose of the whole, or any part of their investments, upon which rowannahs for the goods, are to be issued in the names of the original importers.

Fourth. For the quicker dispatch of business, it is ordered at the request of the Decan beapuries, that since shitties or passages, with one seal only, instead of rowannahs, may be granted for all goods passing from the mart of Mirzapoor to the Decan, provided that such goods shall have been first imported into the mart under a rowannah, certifying the duties of the province of Benares to have been collected thereon: but in respect to goods, which, from being of the produce or manufacture of this country, shall have been imported into the mundovy or mart without a rowannah, or being charged with duties, whenever such goods shall be exported to the Decan, they must be cleared out and accompanied by a regular rowannah, according to the form thereof, established by the regulations which were in force from the first of April 1788.

Fifth. Cocoa nuts, either with or without the bark, are to be considered as the same, and passed as such in the entries of the custom house at Mirzapoor.

Sixth. In December 1788, the Governor General in Council sanctioned an arrangement proposed by the Decan merchants at Mirzapoor, whereby, of the duty of five per cent payable on their imports, one half is charged to and received from themselves; and the other moiety is paid by the person or persons to whom they dispose of such goods in the mart, for transportation and sale beyond its limits, it being understood and stipulated, that if the Decan importer, instead of selling his goods thus brought into the mart, shall chose, in view of a better market, to carry them further into the district, he is to pay the remaining half of the fixed duty himself, so as on the whole to make up the five per cent import duty due to government on the goods.

Seventh. In consequence of the former overvaluation of the cotton imported by the Decan beapuries into the Mirzapoor mart, and other parts of the province of Benares, it has been fixed since the month of April 1790, that all such cotton shall be valued at eight rupees per maund, instead of twelve rupees, at which it stands valued in the book of rates.

XVII. The transportation of cannon, guns, or other descriptions of fire arms, or warlike stores, to or for the use of the country powers, or private persons, without a
pass from government, being prohibited, the officers of the customs are directed to pay the strictest attention to this prohibition, and to seize within their respective jurisdictions, any such arms, or stores, attempted to be passed in violation of it. The arms or stores so seized, shall be confiscated to the use of government, in the manner, and subject to such revision, as is provided for cases of confiscation in section VIII.
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A REGULATION for prohibiting the collection of internal duties, in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 21st March 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fussily; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higerce.

Previous to the cession of Benares to the Company, and until the year 1781, internal duties and tolls, in addition to the duties collected on the import and export trade, were exacted throughout the province; and notwithstanding the orders passed in that year, that no duties should be collected but at the stations of Ghazepore, Benares, and Mirzapore, and the repetition of those orders in 1784, the trade of the province continued to be burdened by a variety of inferior tolls and exactions, levied partly at the custom houses, and partly by the amils, and the zamindars and farmers under their authority, until the end of the Fussily year 1194, or September 1787, subsequent to which period, in order to remove those obstructions to the trade of the province, the following rules and measures were adopted and established, which are hereby enacted into a regulation.

II. In the settlement for the Fussily year 1195, it was stipulated with the amils by a clause in their cuboolcates, that they should relinquish the collection of all tolls and duties on the transportation of grain, and other articles of the interior trade of the province, which they before collected with the land revenue, under the penalty of being subject to a fine equal to treble the amount of every sum so levied.

III. On the 26th December 1787, the Governor General in Council ordered that the zamindary duties, and all other collections on merchandise, excepting those authorized by government, should be formally abolished, and penalties were prescribed for such persons as might be convicted of levying any exaction whatever on the property of the merchants, contrary to the spirit of this order.

IV. It was in consequence ordered by the 12th article of the custom house regulations of the 29th March 1788, and which were in force from the 1st April following, that no duties of any kind or denomination, should be collected in any part of the country, excepting at the four principal custom houses of Benares, Ghazepore, Juanpore, and Mirzapore, nor upon the transportation of any goods produced or manufactured in one part of the country, and sold or consumed in another, (with the exception of the goods sold which might be afterwards exported,) and that any person levying duties, or exactions, under whatever denomination, on such goods, in opposition to this prohibition, should be liable to a fine equal to three times the amount received; and as an encouragement to persons so aggrieved to prefer their complaints to the judge of the nearest court of adawlut, who was bound to render them speedy and effectual justice, the whole of the fine was directed to be paid to the party from whom the exactions might be made.

V. The settlement for 1196 (commencing with September 1788) having been formed on the canoengoes estimates of the mui and abwab, or land revenue only, without
Stipulation with the aumils for the relinquishment of the sayer collections, without including the sayer collections before levied by the aumils and landholders, which had been prohibited in the preceding year, a clause was inserted in the engagements of the aumils, reciting that all the sayerjehaut, or sayer collections, and the duties on the transportation of merchandise, having from the preceding year 1195 Fussily, been prohibited by government, they were neither themselves to levy, nor to allow any other person to levy, any of those articles of collection, under the penalty of paying a fine equal to treble the amount received; and they were furnished with forms of cuboolates, containing clauses to a similar effect, to be taken by them from their under renters, the village zamindars, and farmers.

VI. On the conclusion of the permanent settlement with the zamindars and farmers of the talouks and villages in 1197, they entered into cuboolates or engagements, in which it was stipulated, that as all the sayerjehaut, and rahdarry duties, and exactions, had been abolished from the Fussily year 1195, they were not to make any collections on those accounts, under the penalty of paying treble the amount exacted, in the same manner as had been stipulated with the aumils in the preceding years.

VII. At the conclusion of this permanent settlement, the aumils also (who were appointed to collect the land revenue payable according to the settlement) entered into a new engagement with government, by which it was stipulated, that as all gunge, rahdarry, and sayer collections, had been abolished from 1195 Fussily, they were not to collect, receive, or suffer to be collected, or received, any thing on these accounts, under the prescribed penalty of paying treble the amount so exacted.

VIII. The prohibitions contained in the preceding sections are to be strictly attended to, and the whole of the penalty recoverable on every breach of them, is to be paid to the party from whom the illegal exactions may be made, on his proving them in a court of judicature.

IX. It being of importance that merchants, and others, from whom any such illegal exactions may be made, should obtain the most speedy redress, the judges of the several courts, are required to be at all times ready to receive and hear complaints of such exactions, in preference to all other suits, so that the party injured may experience the least possible delay in obtaining a decision.

X. As it may happen, that persons from whom such illegal exactions may occasionally be made, by zamindars or others, may omit to prosecute the offender in a court of justice, and it being essential to the protection of the trade of the country, that every means should be adopted for preventing such undue collections, the darogals of each station, are to be careful to transmit to the collector, information of all unauthorized chowkies stationed for the collection of duties, that may at any time be attempted to be established by any zamindar, farmer, or other person, or persons, for the collection of rahdarry, or gunge, or other duties, or exactions; and, if the party thus offending, shall not immediately withdraw and abolish the chowkey so established, as well as pay to the collector the amount that he or his people may have levied, (which is to be restored to the party or parties from whom it may have been exacted,) the collector is to cause a prosecution to be instituted against such zamindar, farmer, or other person so offending, both for the removal of the chowkey, and for the recovery of the prescribed penalties.
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A REGULATION prescribing rules for the conduct of the collector of the public revenue, in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1901 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1902 Fussily; the 16th Chyte 1902 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higeree.

The following rules are prescribed for the guidance of the collector of the public revenue, in the province of Benares.

II. First. The collection of the public revenue, whether arising from the customs, or the-lands, or other source, is to be committed to one covenanted civil servant of the Company, who is to be styled in his capacity of collector of the customs, “Collector of the customs in the province of Benares;” and in his capacity of collector of the land, and other revenues, exclusive of the customs, “Collector of the revenue in the zillahs and places in the province of Benares.” (a)

Second. As collector of the customs, the collector, previous to entering upon the execution of the duties of his office, is to take and subscribe an oath similar to that prescribed to the collector of the government customs at Mangee, in section III, Regulation XLII, 1793. (b)

Third. As collector of the land and other revenues, exclusive of the customs, he is to take, and subscribe the oath prescribed by act of parliament, for servants of the Company employed in the collection of the revenue. (c)

III. First. In his capacity of collector of the customs, the collector is to conform to Regulation III, 1795, (d) and such other regulations relating to his office, as may be printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XII, 1793, and is to correspond with, and obey all orders which he may receive from the Board of Trade, or the Governor General in Council.

Second. As collector of the land, and other revenues, exclusive of the customs, he is to correspond with, and obey all orders which may be transmitted to him by the Board of Revenue, (e) and the Governor General in Council, and is to conform to the rules contained in the following sections.

IV. The collector is to use a circular seal, one inch and a half in diameter, with an inscription to the following effect, in the Persian character and language, and the Hindostanee language and Nagereee character, “the seal of the collector of Benares.”

V. The collector is to keep a regular diary of his official transactions, either in the English, Persian, or Hindostanee language, recording and attesting them with his official signature, at the time they may take place.

(a) The offices of collector of customs and collector of the land revenue are now held by two persons instead of one.

(b) R. 42, of 1793, is rescinded by R. 9, of 1810, S. 2, C. 2, as are all the rules and regulations relating to the customs enacted up to the date of that regulation. The form of the oath to be taken by the collectors of the government customs is contained in section 9 of the same regulation.

(c) Statute 33. Geo. IIII. Cap. 33. See the form of the oath in R. 5, of 1804, S. 26.

(d) This regulation, as well as all others relating to the customs, enacted before the date of R. 9, of 1810, are rescinded by that regulation. The collectors of the government customs in the province of Benares, are subject to the Commissioner appointed under R. 1, of 1816, and not to the Board of Trade.

(e) The collectors of the land revenue in the province of Benares, are all subject to the Commissioner appointed under R. 1 of 1816, and not to the Board of Revenue. Wherever, therefore, the Board of Revenue is named or implied in this regulation, the Commissioner is to be substituted and understood. See R. 1, of 1816.

VI.
VI. The duties prescribed in the following sections, are to be performed by the collector, under the superintendence of the Board of Revenue.

VII. First. To collect the amount of the fixed revenue assessed upon the lands of the talookdars, zamindars, putteedars, distinct or common, or other actual proprietors of land.

Second. To collect the stipulated annual revenue, from the farmers of estates let in farm.

Third. To collect the public dues from estates held amanuy. (Estates for the payment of the revenue of which, no settlement has been concluded, or may subsist.)

Fourth. To make the future settlement of amanuy and farmed estates, agreeably to the regulations, and the instructions which he may receive for that purpose; observing it as a general rule, in forming the settlement of all lands held amanuy, that the public revenue to be paid to government is to be fixed according to the actual jyadda or existing funds, arising from the lands in cultivation, after deducting ten per cent from such funds, for the charges of management, and the profits of the party with whom the settlement may be made, and adding, where there is much uncultivated ground within the limits of the lands to be included in the settlement, a moderate russud or progressive increase, for the four or five first years of it. The settlement of lands let in farm, to be made on the death of the farmer, will regard only the determination respecting the person who is to succeed to the lease, and is not to affect the amount of the public revenue assessed on the lands included in the lease, which in all farmed estates, is to continue unalterable as it may have been fixed by the rules regarding the permanent settlement concluded in, or subsequent to, the Fussily year 1197. But if the parties entitled to re-enter into possession as zamindars, on the avoidance of the lease of any farmer, under the operation of Section I, Regulation I, 1795, shall not accept of reinstatement on condition of paying the existing fixed jumma, they shall not be entitled to be restored in future, unless they agree to the payment of a jumma to be adjusted agreeably to the rules above prescribed for forming the settlement of amanuy lands in general, or such other conditions as shall be prescribed by the Governor General in Council.

Fifth. To prosecute for the recovery of the dues of government, from lands of whatever description, held exempt from the payment of revenue, under illegal or invalid tenures.

Sixth. To pay the pensions and allowances included in, or chargeable on, the public revenue, inclusive of those granted in lieu of former charitable assignments on the abolished snyers, according to the separate regulation for those purposes.

Seventh. To execute the instructions of the court of wards, regarding disqualified landholders, and their estates, whenever the jurisdiction of that court shall be extended to Benares.

Eighth. To superintend the division of, and to apportion the jumma on, landed property paying revenue to government, which, whether from private sale, donation, or otherwise, from being joint and undivided, may become separated into two or more distinct estates, in conformity to Regulations XXV, 1793, and XXVI, 1795, and Section VII, Regulation XXVII, 1795. (f)

Ninth. To apportion the revenue on any part or parts of estates ordered to be disposed of by public sale, for the discharge of arrears of revenue, agreeably to the principles prescribed in Section VII, Regulation XXVII, 1795.

Tenth. To collect the tax on spirituous liquors, and intoxicating drugs or articles, and the tax of ghurud dewary or khunah shoomary, according to the separate regulation for that purpose.

(f) Regulations 25 of 1793, and 96 of 1793, are rescinded by R. 10, of 1814, which contains, with alterations and additions, the rules respecting the partition of estates paying revenue to government.
Eleventh. To procure lands for the native invalid soldiers, who, on taking a discharge from the service, or otherwise, may accept of a provision in land. (g)

Twelfth. To perform the above, and all other duties, according to the rules that have been, or may be, prescribed to him, by any regulation published in the manner directed in Regulation XLI, 1793.

Thirteenth. To transmit such annual, monthly, or other accounts as were furnished by the late resident, or as may be hereafter required to be sent by the Board of Revenue, or any officer under that Board, empowered to require such accounts.

Fourteenth. To conform to all special orders that may be issued to him by the Board of Revenue, or by public officers empowered to issue such orders.

VIII. On complaints being preferred by any of the malguzars and ryots of the Rajah's family zemindary of Gungapoor, and of his jaghiyars of Budhoe and Kera Mungroore, the collector is to cause redress to be afforded to the complainants, in the manner pointed out in the agreement concluded between the Rajah and the resident, on the 27th of October 1794, as prescribed in section III, Regulation XV, 1795; corresponding on such matters, when necessary, immediately with the Governor General in Council.

IX. The sheristadar, (who is henceforward to be denominated the dewan) (h) and all native officers under the collector, are to act agreeably to his orders, and such rules as he may prescribe. They are not to perform any act of authority without his sanction, under pain of being fined in a sum not exceeding six month's salary, or of being dismissed from their offices, by the collector, (i) the Board of Revenue, or the Governor General in Council, and also of being sued in the court of judicature for damages, by any person who may consider himself aggrieved by such unauthorized act.

X. The collector is prohibited from employing, directly or indirectly, his private servants, whether banians or others, in the discharge of any part of his public duties, it being required in all matters relating to the trust committed to him, that he act as the only empowered agent of government. This prohibition however, is not meant to restrict him from occasionally employing his assistants, or dewan, (j) or his inferior or public servants, in the cases, and in the manner in which he is authorized to make use of their agency. (k)

XI. The khezanchee, or native cash keeper at Benares, is to act under the orders of the collector, who is to report to the Board of Revenue all instances in which he may have cause of complaint, against the khezanchee or his agents. The khezanchee is not to be removed from his office without the sanction of the Governor General in Council. (l)

XII. All issues from the treasury of the collector, are to be made under a warrant signed by the collector, and sealed with his official seal, and countersigned by the dewan, who shall write under his signature, the sum for which the warrant may be granted. (m) The native cash keeper is prohibited paying any money without such writ-

(g) Lands are not now given to native invalid soldiers on their discharge from the service—they are entitled only to the invalid pay of their ranks. See R. 9, of 1811.

(h) This office is abolished, and the rules which define its duties rescinded, by R. 15, of 1813, S. 2.

(i) The collectors are not empowered, of their own authority, to dismiss any public servant on their establishments, who receives a salary of ten rupees or upwards, monthly. See R. 5, of 1801, S. 3, and R. 8, of 1803, S. 10.

(j) This office is abolished, and the rules which define its duties rescinded, by R. 15, of 1813, S. 2.

(k) See the provisions of R. 21, of 1815, for preventing the zillah and city judges and collectors of the public revenue from employing their native creditors on their respective establishments.

(l) Modified by R. 5, of 1804, S. 19, and R. 6, of 1805, S. 10. All native officers on the establishments of the collectors, in the province of Benares, receiving a salary of ten rupees a month or upwards, are appointed and removed at the discretion of the Commissioner appointed under, R. 1, of 1816, without the previous sanction of the Governor General in Council. Native officers receiving a salary under ten rupees a month, are appointed and removed at the discretion and determination of the collectors.

(m) Rescinded by R. 15, of 1813—by which the office of dewan is abolished, and the rules which define its duties, rescinded.
ten authority, under the penalty of being made responsible for it, should the payment be afterwards found to have been unduly made. These warrants are to be numbered, and a register of them is to be kept in the current language of the country, by the keepers of the native records, who are to attest by their respective signatures on the face of the warrant, that it has been duly registered.

XII. The appointment and dismissal of all native public officers on the establishment of the collectorship, the keepers of the records, and the khanzadeh excepted, are vested in the collectors; (n) but he is to transmit to the Board of Revenue, regular notice of all appointments and removals, and is to employ none but such public and registered officers in matters in any respect relating to his official duty, and is not, under any plea or pretext, to confer on his public officers, any private trust relating to his personal concerns.

XIV. In the event of the death or removal of the collector, or of his absence from his station, the senior assistant on the spot is to perform the duties of collector, and the dewan, (o) and the public officers of the collectorship, are accordingly to obey his orders.

XV. No collector, assistant, or dewan (o) to a collector, nor any native in the employ of a collector, or of an assistant, shall hold, directly or indirectly, any farm, or be concerned on his private account, in the collection or payment of the revenue of any lands in the province, either as farmer, survey, or otherwise; and native officers, and private servants, and dependents of collectors, and assistants, are prohibited from purchasing, directly or indirectly, any land which the collector may dispose of at public sale, under the penalty of forfeiting the property to government, upon proof being made to the satisfaction of the Governor General in Council, of the property having been so purchased.

XVI. The rules in the preceding section however, are not to be considered to prohibit a dewan, (o) or other native officer of a collector, or any private servant of a collector, or of an assistant, from purchasing bona fide the proprietary right in lands situated in the zillah by private sale.

XVII. No collector shall give land in farm to a European, directly or indirectly, or accept the security of an European for any zemindar, farmer, or ryot.

XVIII. No collector, assistant, or dewan, (o) shall directly or indirectly, carry on any trade, or be concerned in any commercial transaction whatever. This prohibition with regard to the collector, and his assistants, is declared to extend to the purchase, directly or indirectly, of any goods or commodities in the provinces of Benares, Bengal, Behar, or Orissa, for the purpose of remitting money to Europe.

XIX. The dewan of the collector, is prohibited lending money, directly or indirectly, to any proprietor, or farmer of land, under farmer, or ryot. Loans made in opposition to this rule, shall not be recoverable in any court of judicature. (o)

XX. The collector is to be careful that the accounts and records are kept complete, and duly preserved.

XXI. The collector is not to employ sepoy in the collection of the public revenue.

XXII. The collector is not to advance any money on account of tucker, without the express sanction of the Board of Revenue.

XXIII. The collector is to give monthly receipts, under the joint attestations of himself, and of the rajah, for all payments of revenue into the treasury, specifying the date or dates on which the money may be received, and the species of rupee, in which each payment may be made. The keepers of the native records, are to keep

---

(n) Rescinded by R. 5, of 1801, S. 3. See the note to S. 11 of this regulation.

(o) Rescinded by R. 15, of 1813—by which the office of dewan is abolished, and the rules which define its duties, rescinded.
a register of these receipts regularly numbered. After having registered the receipts, they are to attest on the face of them, the date on which they may be registered. A copy of this register, is to be transmitted monthly to the Board of Revenue, or as often as that Board may require. A similar register of receipts is to be kept by all tehseldar, sezawuls, or other native officers, intrusted with the immediate collection of the public revenue, and a copy of it is to be transmitted to the collector monthly, or as often as he may require.

XXIV. The monthly or other receipts for salaries, pensions, or allowances, of whatever kind, which may be paid by the collector, are to be deposited amongst the public records, and a register of them is to be kept by the keeper of the native records. A copy of the register is to be transmitted annually to the Board of Revenue.

XXV. To prevent loss of revenue, or confusion in accounts, from the resignation or removal of the collector, no collector is to be permitted to depart from his station, until he shall have either delivered over complete charge of his trust to his successor, or to his assistant, and until notification shall have been made to the Board of Revenue, of his having complied with this rule, and their sanction shall have been obtained for his departure. This rule shall on no account be dispensed with, unless by special permission from the Board of Revenue, which is to be granted only in particular cases, that may appear to them to require it.

XXVI. The collector is to pay due attention to all references or requisitions that may be made to him by the president, or acting president of the Board of Revenue, for papers, or accounts, or information, on matters relating to his public duty.

XXVII. The Board of Revenue are to be careful that the collector performs his assigned duties, for which purpose they are vested with the same powers over him as they possess over the collectors in the other three provinces, by Regulation II, 1793; and they may accordingly summon him to the presidency, to explain and justify his conduct, or suspend him from his office, or fine him in the manner, and under the reservation set forth and provided, in clauses first, second, third, and fourth, section XXXI, of that Regulation. (p)

XXVIII. The collector may depute his assistant to make occasional local inquiries into the causes of balances, or deficiencies in the revenue, but he is forthwith to advise the Board of Revenue of such deputations, and to conform to the instructions with which they may furnish him.

XXIX. The Board of Revenue are vested with the same authority, in respect to requiring the attendance of natives concerned in the revenues, as they are empowered to exercise in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by Section XXXIII, Regulation II, 1793, under the rules and restrictions therein specified.

XXX. The Board of Revenue are empowered to issue orders to their subordinate officers, for making the settlement of lands that are or may be held amanny, in conformity to the regulations, and any special instructions which may be prescribed to them by the Governor General in Council.

XXXI. In all cases of a settlement being made with, or on behalf of, talookdars, zemindars, putteedars, or other actual proprietors of land, their lands are to be declared in their engagements to be responsible for the payment of the revenue; besides which, a malzamin, or surety, for the punctual discharge of the revenue, is to be invariably required.

XXXII. It is to be observed as a general principle, that the settlement of lands that are or may be amanny, is to be made by the collector, under the regulations, and the instructions of the Board of Revenue. But if the Board should deem a special deputation of one of their members, or of any other person, necessary to form the settlement

(p) See R. 1, of 1816, for the appointment of a local commission for the superintendence of the revenues in the provinces of Behar and Behar. See likewise the note to S. 3, C. 2, of this regulation.
settlement of any such lands, they are to propose the measure to the Governor General in Council, with their reasons for recommending it.

XXXIII. Upon a settlement being concluded with any proprietor, or farmer, conformably to the regulations, the collector is to receive from him the usual cuboolieat, and to sign and deliver the pottah in conformity thereto, after it shall have been attested by the seal and signature of the rajah, in pursuance of the agreement to that effect, concluded between the rajah, and the resident, under date the 17th of October 1794.

XXXIV. The collection of the revenues is committed to the collector; but the Board of Revenue are to see that the revenues are realized by the stipulated periods, or that solid and satisfactory reasons are assigned by the collector for any delay or deficiency. The power of coercion over the proprietors and farmers of land, is also vested in the collector, as prescribed in Regulation VI, 1795.

XXXV. In cases in which since the conclusion of the settlement, the rivers may have carried away so much of the ground included in the engagements of any zemindar, or farmer, as to disable him from paying the stipulated revenue; the collector, after minute inquiry, is to report the circumstances, and the amount of the deficiency thereby occasioned, to the Board of Revenue, through whom the orders of the Governor General in Council will be issued to the collector, for affording such relief to the party or parties, as may appear necessary. (q)

XXXVI. The Board of Revenue are authorized to grant advances of succour to proprietors or farmers of land, where it shall appear essentially necessary, in proportions not exceeding five per cent on the revenue payable from the lands to government, reporting all such instances to the Governor General in Council. Where a larger sum may be required, his sanction to the advance must be previously obtained. The interest to be taken on such advances, is to be one per cent per mensem.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION VI.

A REGULATION prescribing the process by which the collector, and the tehseldars, are to realise the public revenue payable from the lands in the province of Benares.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council, on the 21st March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1901 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1902 Fussity; the 16th Chyte 1902 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1859 Sumbat; and the 5th Ramzayan 1909 Hijri.

THE following rules are prescribed for the guidance of the collector, and the tehseldars, in realizing the public revenue payable from the lands.

II. The tehseldars are to place shaenas, or watchmen, on the crops, at the expense of the parties to whom they may belong, and are not to allow them to be cut down, or carried away, until the zemindar or farmer, in the mushukhyus lands, (lands for the payment of the revenue assessed on which a settlement has been concluded,) or the ryots, in the lands held amanny, shall have given security for the revenue payable therefrom on account of the year. If such security shall be given before the ripening of the first crops, the tehseldar is not to station watchmen over the crops, nor is any charge to be incurred on account of watchmen, by the persons who may be responsible for the revenue due from the lands. But where such secu-

(q) See the provisions of R. I, of 1801, S. 2, extended to the province of Benares by the last section of that regulation, regarding the tenancy to be shown to proprietors of land and others failing to pay the stipulated revenue from circumstances owing to droughts and other calamities of season.
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Rity is not tendered, watchmen are to be stationed, and an allowance, the amount of which is to be regulated by the local custom, is to be made to them, and included in the deh khursh, or village charges, of which the accounts are kept in the putwarries. To prevent all undue exactions under the head of shaenaghee or allowance to shaenas, or watchmen, the tehseldar is to furnish each watchman with a dustuck or writ, prescribing the duty he is to perform. On this dustuck, the sheristadars, (heretofore the cahoongees,) (r) are to endorse the name of the watchman, the rate of allowance which, according to established custom, he is to receive, and from whom it is to be levied; and the sheristadars, at the end of every month, are to transmit under their official signature, a list of all such shaena dustucks, as they shall have thus attested during the course thereof, together with the rates of shaenaghee thereby allowed. The collector is to revise these allowances, and may order them to be reduced, whenever they shall appear to him exorbitant.

III. The tehseldars are not to issue a dustuck, or written demand for the payment of any kist, or instalment, until it be due. Accordingly, in those places where by antient custom the revenues are payable by two instalments in each month, viz. at the anawus, or middle, and the poornmaushy, or end, of the month, he is not to issue a dustuck for such kists before the expiration of the day of payment; and where the revenues are payable by monthly instalments, he is not to issue a dustuck for the instalment of any month, before the elapse of it. But when any person shall have failed to pay in his kist before, or on the date on which it may become due, the tehseldar is to issue a dustuck, and to cause it to be served on the party in arrear, who, until he shall have discharged the amount, is to pay to the peon employed in serving the dustuck, for the first three days, one anna per day, which rate shall afterwards be increased half an anna per day, until the kist be paid, or until the dustuck be withdrawn, as hereafter, provided for. But the defaulter shall not be subject to any further charge, for the khorack, or subsistence of the peon, or other account.

IV. Tehseldars are strictly prohibited from employing muzcoory peons, to serve the abovementioned, or any other dustucks. This duty shall be performed solely by peons entertained on monthly wages, and who shall have given security for their good conduct, and whose wages shall be paid by government out of the tullubana or subsistence money that may be levied from the persons on whom they may serve the dustucks. Every tehseldar is to report to the collector, the number and names of the peons thus entertained by him, as well as such occasional dismissions, vacancies, and appointments, as may occur in this part of his establishment; and the collector is to furnish the tehseldars with a correspondent number of chuppras or badges, which such peons are to wear, and without which, they are not to perform any official act. On each of these badges shall be inscribed in the Persian language, and in the Hindostance language and Nageree character "Chuprass of the tehseldar of—" (name of the mohaul or district, under the charge of the tehseldar, in whose service the peon may be employed).

V. Every dustuck issued by a tehseldar for enforcing payment of a kist, shall be attested by the sheristadars officiating in the tehseldary cuttillery, who, on the eighth of each succeeding month, are to transmit to the collector, an attested list of all such dustucks as may have been thus issued; and the peons, on their return with their dustucks, shall account to the sheristadars for the tullubana collected by them in conformity to their dustucks, and, after retaining one moiety of the amount for their own subsistence, shall pay the other half to the sheristadars, receiving from them regular receipts for the sums so paid. The peons are immediately to deliver these receipts into the dufter or office of the tehseldar, who, on the twentieth of every succeeding month, is to forward an attested list of them to the collector. The collector is to cause the list to be examined, and checked by the attested list of the dustucks issued,

(r) This office has been re-established in the province of Benares by R. 4, of 1808.

When payment of the instalments is to be demanded.

Rate of tullubana.

Tehseldars prohibited employing muzcoory peons.

Regulations regarding peons entertained as monthly servants.

Sheristadars to attest all dustucks or written demands for the revenue, and to report the same to the collector.

And to transmit an attested list thereof to the collector.

How the tullubana is to be appropriated.
which he will have previously received from the sheristadars, and to have entered monthly in the moolky treasury accounts, the net realized amount of the reserved moiety of such tullubana, and to allow the sheristadars to apply the same towards the discharge of so much of their monethly wages, as may be payable from that treasury.

VI. In consideration of the liberal rate of commission (e) continued to the tehseddars, they are to be considered as responsible to government, for the regular realizing of the annual amount of the jumna assessed on the mushukhny lands, within their respective tehseddarraries, the revenue of which is not paid huzzoory, or immediately to the collector, as well as for the annually ascertained revenue funds of those lands that may remain amouny, (which funds are to be ascertained in the manner prescribed in section XXVII, Regulation 11, 1795,) such responsibility on their parts, being considered as rendering them liable to make good to government from their own property, whatever deficiencies in the collection of the said ascertained funds, may be proved to have arisen either from their willful neglect, or instnctation, or from direct embezzlement, to which purport, engagements are to be taken from them by the collector. The tehseddars are also declared liable to be removed from their offices by the collector, with the sanction of the Board of Revenue, (f) and to be prosecuted on the ground of their said engagements, either during the course, or at the end, of the year.

VII. The kists or instalments for each month, receivable from the tehseddars, and the huzzoory malgunas, are to be paid between the first and the seventh of each succeeding month; and for all arrears not then paid, the collector, at his discretion, on a consideration of the credit and responsibility of the parties, is either to issue his dusters, or to send only a written notice by letter, or a verbal intimation, through the vakeels of the parties, (who are always to be in attendance at his cutcherry), to pay in their kists. (e) But to those who shall not have paid the amount due from them by the fourteenth of the month, the collector shall issue dusters, under his seal and signature, and countersigned by the dewan, (i) on the fifteenth of the month, and the peons serving such dusters shall be directed to bring the party or parties to whom they are addressed, without delay, to the collector's cutcherry, and also from the date of their duster, to levy tullubana for the first three days, at the rate of two annas per day, to be augmented at the rate of one anna per day, until the kist be discharged, or until the duster be withdrawn, as hereafter provided for. Such dusters, and all other summonses of the collector, are to be served by the badge peons on his establishment of public officers, hired at monthly wages, who shall be allowed to retain one anna per day for their subsistence out of the tullubana which they may levy. In cases however of unavoidable necessity, the collector is permitted to employ muzkoory peons, who are to be allowed out of the tullubana which they may collect, two annas per day, for their subsistence. And on particular occasions, when from the distance of situation, or the necessity for dispatch, the collector, shall deem it proper, instead of a peon, to employ a horseman (sowar) in the serving of any written demand for revenue, the tullubana to be collected by the horseman, shall begin at the rate of four annas per day, and augment at the rate of two annas per day, until the demand specified in the duster be liquidated. The horseman shall be allowed to retain out of this tullubana, four annas per day for his

(e) Tehseddars appointed after the passing of R. 21, of 1806, are remunerated by a fixed allowance instead of the commission—they are allowed besides, a separate allowance for their establishments kept by them as receivers of the public revenue.

(f) A Commissioner has been appointed for the superintendence of the revenues and the general control of the collectors in the discharge of their several public duties in the province of Benares, to whom have been transferred all the duties, powers, and authority which were, before such appointment, exercised in that province by the Board of Revenue. See R. 1, of 1816. This alteration is to be kept in mind wherever, throughout this Regulation, that Board may be named or intended.

(i) The rule regarding the procress of notice in cases of arrears of revenue, is explained and modified by R. 18, of 1814.

(i) The office of dewan is abolished, and the rules which define its duties rescinded, by R. 15, of 1813.
own maintenance, and the subsistence of his horse; but no sowars are to be employed by the collector in the serving of dustucks, excepting those who form part of his public establishment, and are entertained on monthly wages. All peons, whether employed on monthly wages, or those termed muskooory, and also sowars, are to give security, not to exact or receive under any pretence, any sum or sums, or to accept of any subsistence for themselves, or their horses, from any person or persons, to whom they may be thus sent to demand payment of revenue, under the penalty of being made to refund double the amount, either by the collector, or such exaction or receipt coming to his knowledge, or in case of their being afterwards prosecuted on this account, in the city court, or either of the zillah courts.

VIII. The tullubana collected as above prescribed, is to be accounted for at the end of every month by the collector's nazir, and the jemadar of the sowars, to the treasurer of the mokly treasury, and the said nazir and jemadar are then to pay in the amount thereof, according to an attested statement under the collector's official seal and signature. This statement is to remain as a voucher in the said treasury, from the gross receipts specified in which, there is only to be deducted the subsistence money allowed to the peons or horsemen, as authorized in the preceding section.

IX. When any huzoory malguzar, (whose privileges, and the mode of acquiring them, are explained in Regulation 11, 1793,) falls in arrears, the collector may address his dustuck or written demand for the kist, either to the defaulter himself, or to his malzamin or security, or, if necessary, to both.

X. With respect to the lands the revenue assessed on which, is not paid huzoory, or immediately to the collector, the tehselldar, at the expiration of the fifth day, from the date of his dustucks having been served without success on the party or parties in arrear, is to cause similar written demands, under the same attestations, and subject to the same progressive rate of tullubana, to be served on their sureties, if they shall have given sureties; and, when the revenue in demand, together with the tullubana, shall be realized from the principal or surety, either at their places of abode, in consequence of the dustuck being served upon them, or, at the tehselldar's cutcherry, to which the peons are to escort them, by such time, (consistently with the period fixed in the ensuing section, for their being sent into the collector) as shall be specified by the tehselldar in the dustuck, such dustuck or dustucks, together with the peons serving the same, shall then be immediately withdrawn.

XI. The tehselldars are not to confine in jail, or put into stocks or irons, any persons, whether principals or sureties, who may be in arrears on account of the revenue; but in case of any such defaulter not paying up the demand on him by the tenth day after a dustuck shall have been served on a principal, or by the fifth day after the dustuck issued on his surety, such party or parties are invariably to be sent with a written report of the circumstances to the collector. In such instances, and also in similar cases of huzoory malguzars or their sureties, on whom he may have sent a dustuck or written demand, and summoned in the first instance, the collector, after enquiring into the circumstances, shall within ten days after the arrival of such defaulter or defaulters at his cutcherry, (during which period of ten days he may either confine their persons, or only keep over them the peons with whom they arrived,) either discharge him or them, on his or their paying the amount in demand, or satisfying the collector that he or they will make good such payment, before the expiration of the current Hindoo month; or otherwise, the collector is to cause the party or parties in question, after the expiration of the ten days, to be conveyed to the public jail of the nearest court of dewanni adawlut, and the collector is to apply to the court, by motion in writing; to be made in open court, (if the court shall be sitting,) through the pleader of government, for the confinement of the defaulter. If the court shall not be sitting, the motion is to be presented to the judge out of court. The motion is to specify the amount of the arrear due from the defaulter, and the date on which it became payable. Upon receipt of the motion, the judge is immediately
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To order the defaulter to be confined in the jail of the dewanny adawlut, and detain him, until he shall have discharged the arrear for which he may have been taken into custody, and all subsequent arrears that may become due during his confinement, or until the collector shall apply to the court by motion made as above directed, to have him released.

XII. To prevent proprietors or farmers of land, withholding the payment of the public revenue, to derive the benefit of the use of the money, or otherwise applying it to their private purposes, the Board of Revenue are empowered, in every case, in which it shall appear to them that a talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor, or farmer of land, has wantonly, or without sufficient cause established to their satisfaction, withheld the payment of the public dues, to charge the defaulter with interest on the arrear, at the rate of twelve per cent per annum, from the period at which it may become payable, until the date on which it may be discharged. The order of the Board of Revenue to the collector to levy the interest, shall be a sufficient authority to him to enforce the payment of it, by the same process to which he is empowered to have recourse, for compelling the discharge of arrears of the stipulated public revenue. But the Board of Revenue are not to order the collector to exact the interest, until they have submitted the circumstances of the case to the Governor General in Council, and received his sanction for the demand of it. (*x*)

XIII. If the crops in any estate or farm, shall have been damaged, or destroyed, by drought, inundation, or other calamity of season, or from any cause not originating in the neglect, mismanagement, or misconduct of the proprietor or farmer, and such proprietor or farmer shall fail in arrears, so as to subject himself to be confined under section XI, and the collector shall be satisfied from the best information which he may be able to obtain, that the defaulter is unable to make good the arrears by the end of the current month, as required in the said section, either from the collections on account of such year from his estate or farm, or from his private funds, or property, or by a loan, he is directed to suspend the exercise of the powers vested in him by section XI, for the confinement of the defaulter. But the collector is immediately to report the circumstances of the case to the Board of Revenue, with his reasons for not proceeding against the defaulter, and to wait for, and be guided by, the instructions which he may receive from them. (y)

XIV. In all cases of the default, or confinement of parties, from whom revenue may be due, the collector is to issue directions to the tahsildar of the district in which the lands of the defaulter may be situated, to levy the public revenue, by realizing in concert with the sheristadors, the defaulter's full share of the assessment on the crops to the end of the year, or until such time as he or his surety, in case he shall have given security, shall have paid up the balance, together with the charges of the persons who may have taken him into custody. (y)

XV. The sequestration of the profits of the party or parties in arrear, is to extend also to the profits of all those of the brethren or putteedars, whose names may be inserted in the nottah of government, and who shall have executed the corresponding subodea; without however infringing the rights of the inferior putteedars or sharers, or in such cases, of the dependant village zemindars, or under renters, or, in any case,

(x) Interest may be charged and levied by collectors without the previous sanction of the Commissioner in Bhara and Benares; nor is the latter bound to obtain the sanction of the Governor General in Council for that purpose. See R. 5, of 1800, S. 21, and R. 5, of 1819, S. 29.
(y) Distress and sale of personal property may be preferred to the confinement of proprietors or farmers, and the attachment of their estates or farms, or in addition to them, for the recovery of arrears. Entire estates to be attached instead of part, whenever an attachment shall be necessary: attachments are prohibited from being made within the three first months of any year without the express order of the Commissioner in Bhara and Benares. See R. 5, of 1800, S. 22, and R. 1, of 1821, S. 2.
or under any description of tenure, of the common ryots, from whom the collections are to be made by the tehsildars, according to their engagements with the defaulter or defaulter; or, where no such engagements exist, according to the established rules and usages of the village or talooka; (2) and in addition to the accounts to be kept by the sheristadars, the defaulter may appoint a person to keep a counterpart of the accounts of the receipts and disbursements.

XVI. All complaints for any breach of the rules contained in the preceding sections, either by direct infraction of them, or by unnecessary severity in the execution of them, are declared cognizable in the city and zillah courts, to which any of the parties may apply at all times, either in person or by vakeel. (a) In such cases, the judge is to cause the collector, or tehsildar, (according as the act complained of may have been done by the former or the latter) to be immediately served with a copy of the complaint, fixing a date, according to the distance of place, for the party complained against to deliver in his answer. On the receipt of such copy and notice, the collector or tehsildar respectively, within the period limited in the notice, shall give in his answer to the court, stating therein the amount in demand from the party or parties on whom the dustuck shall have been issued; and, if the said party or parties shall not therein dispute the justice of the demand, the judge shall stop all further proceedings in the cause. On the contrary, if the plaintiff, or plaintiffs, in their replication, or that of their vakeel, delivered into court, shall not allow of the justice of the demand, and shall thereon tender to the court sufficient malzamy or security, as well for the sum actually in demand, as for such further amount as may become due from the growing kists, during the trial, and condition to abide by such decree as the court may pass, including all costs and charges, in case the plaintiff or plaintiffs be cast, the judge shall issue a written precept, addressed to the tehsildar or collector, (according as the former or the latter may be the defendant,) to withdraw the dustuck and pone from the plaintiff or plaintiffs in the cause. (b) In conformity to the precept, the defendant shall withdraw his process on the party or parties complaining, and give in his answer, when if no part of the claim shall be found to be due from the complainant, the judge shall discharge him, and decree such costs and damages against the tehsildar, or the collector, as he may deem equitable, upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case; and the damages so decreed shall be defrayed either by government, or the party prosecuted, according to the rules for such cases hereafter laid down in this regulation. If only a part of the demand shall appear due, the court is to discharge the prisoner upon his paying such part. In both cases, however, the court, previous to releasing the prisoner, shall take good security from him to perform the final decision in appeal, in the event of the cause being appealed by the tehsildar or collector, in consequence of orders from the Board of Revenue, or without their orders, if the tehsildar or collector, shall state to the court that an appeal will not be preferred from the decision, or, if an appeal shall not be lodged within the time limited for preferring appeals to the provincial court of appeal, the judge shall release the person so confined without taking such security.

(a) See the additional and explanatory rules in R. 5, of 1803, S. 24, and R. 5, of 1819, S. 5, regarding collusive engagements between landlord and tenant—payments of rent in anticipation of attachments, and the collection of rents according to the established rules and usages of the pargannah.

(b) See the exception taken by R. 15, of 1816, in favour of native officers and soldiers on the military establishment of the presidency of Fort William, to the general rule prohibiting parties from adopting proceeding in the courts but in their proper persons or through vakeels. See also the rules in R. 2, of 1818, modifying the rules before established for the trial of suits proposed to be instituted against any of the public officers, who have been declared amenable, for acts connected with the discharge of their official duties, to the jurisdiction of the courts of judicature.

(b) Explained by R. 5, of 1800, S. 23—the enlargement of the plaintiff from personal restraint, agreeably to this rule, not to be construed to authorize the attachment of an estate or farm to be withdrawn, nor the suspension of distress and sale of personal property, unless the arrears demanded be discharged. The rules in this section, and generally in this regulation, regarding suits against collectors, and resistance of their process by landholders and others, extended to similar cases under R. 5, of 1800.

XVII.
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XVII. First. At the expiration of the year, if an arrear shall remain due from any talookdar, or zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, the collector is to communicate the amount to the Board of Revenue, accompanied by a detailed account of the causes of the failure, when, as far as regards the lands of proprietors, if the deficiency shall clearly appear to have proceeded from his or their embezzlement, or misappropriation of the funds, arising from the produce, and that there be no immediate prospect of the party or parties, or his or their sureties, making good the amount, the Board of Revenue, provided from the communications of the collector, it shall appear to them expedient so to do, and the Governor General in Council shall approve of the measure, (c) may authorize the collector, to transfer the rights of the defaulting landholder, to such one or more of his putteedars, or sharers, as shall be able and willing, in consideration of such transfer, to pay up the balance due to government. In such case, the defaulter is not to be entirely excluded, but is to retain, as an inferior putteedar, such a portion of neej-loke ground, as, with the approbation of the collector, the putteedars who may succeed him, shall be willing to allow him to hold, at the established rate of rent, payable by the most inferior of the family: putteedars of the same village or talook; provided however that no putteedar in arrear on account of rent to the defaulter, shall be allowed to take advantage of this option, which the collector is successively to tender in preference to the others, in proportion to the greater or less interest they may severally possess in the estate, until one or more of them accept, or they all decline it.

Second. Where such transfer of a defaulter's rights, to one or more of his putteedars or sharers, shall not prove effectual in realizing the balance; or in cases where the deficiency cannot be proved to have arisen from embezzlement on the part of the landlord, but where the cause may not be of such a nature, as to induce the Governor General in Council to remit the amount, the Board of Revenue, with the sanction of the Governor General in Council, may direct the collector, either to continue the defaulter in possession, on his engaging in such manner as shall be deemed satisfactory, to pay up his balance with the future revenue, or to sequester the use of government, the ensuing years profits of the defaulter, in the manner, and under the restrictions, specified in section XV. The last mentioned measure shall be adopted, where there is a reasonable prospect of at least realizing thereby, the assessment payable to government in the ensuing years, and in such instances, it shall be the duty of the collector, in like manner as in all cases in which lands are held amanny, to acquire the fullest information, and to propose to the Board of Revenue, such improvements of the juddar or funds as may appear practicable, by making advances for tukhav, gilandaze, the cutting down of jungles, or by the construction of embankments, or water-courses, so as not only to prevent any diminution of the produce of the lands, but to improve and increase it.

Third. The profits arising from the surplus collections over and above the former fixed jumma adjusted by the permanent settlement, after defraying the charges of improvement, whilst government think fit to remove the lands amanny, shall be appropriated entirely to the use of the public, in the cases of all defaulting proprietors, who may be dispossessed under the preceding clause, for embezzlement or misappropriation of the funds for the payment of the public revenue; and such zemindars shall not be reinstated, until from their own means, they shall have paid up, or given satisfactory security for discharging the balance incurred, as well as to repay to government the principal of the amount it shall have advanced for improving the estate. But in the other case, stated in clause second, in which embezzlement shall not have been clearly proved against the defaulting landholders, the profits or surplus collections, shall be set off against the arrears due from them, and they shall be entitled to rein-

(c) Modified by R. 18, of 1814: the previous sanction or approbation of the Governor General in Council dispensed with, either for the transfer or disposal of an estate or farm for arrears of the public revenue by public sale.
statement, as soon as the arrears shall thus, or otherwise from their own funds, have been discharged, or when they shall deliver in satisfactory security for the amount, inclusive of the whole or the part of the charges of improvement incurred during their dispossession, for which, government, on a review of the circumstances of the case, shall think fit to render them responsible.

Fourth. The rules in the preceding clauses of this section, are to be understood with this reservation, that in all cases where talookdars, zemindars, or other land owners, shall be dispossessed for arrears of revenue, government shall have the option of letting their lands on lease, either for a term, or in perpetuity, to any person or persons, in case of the dispossessed proprietors omitting or refusing to resume the management of their lands, under the conditions that may be offered to them.

Fifth. In extraordinary instances of embezzlement, or misappropriation of the funds from which the revenue may be payable, by any landholder, or in any other cases in which it may be deemed advisable, the Board of Revenue, (in addition to such recourse as is authorized to be had on the surety,) may recommend to the Governor General in Council, the enforcing of that part of the engagements of the landholders, which renders their property, real and personal, liable to sale for arrears of revenue. (d)

XVIII. First. Where arrears shall be due by farmers near the close of the year, the recovery of which, either through themselves or their sureties, shall not have been effected by its expiration; the collector, with the sanction of the Board of Revenue, is to have recourse, in the first instance, to the ancient zemindars of the village or talook in question; who, on paying up the farmers balance, either immediately, or on finding security to pay it by instalments in the course of the ensuing year, shall be reinstated in their zemindary.

Second. Where there are no ancient zemindars, or where they decline to take on themselves the balance of the farmer, the latter may be continued, on his stipulating in such manner as shall be deemed satisfactory, to pay off his balance with the future revenue; or otherwise the farm is to be re-let in perpetuity, or for such term as government may direct, to such other person or persons, as, in consideration of such lease, shall immediately pay up, or find satisfactory security for the removed farmer's balance, or the part of it, the payment of which shall be required.

Third. Where neither the ancient zemindars shall be reinstated, nor the farmer in arrear be continued, nor any new farmer undertake to discharge the balance incurred, or such part thereof as government may require, the lands are to continue annuity, under the same kind of management, and regard to their improvement, as is directed in clause second of the preceding section, to be observed in respect to lands from which zemindars shall have been dispossessed.

Fourth. The Board of Revenue, in all cases in which they may judge it advisable, (in addition to such recourse as is authorized to be had on the surety,) may recommend to the Governor General in Council, the sale of the property of farmers in arrears, in conformity to the tenor of their engagements.

XIX. In cases in which arrears of revenue, shall be stated to be outstanding against any actual proprietor or farmer of land, who shall have given the security required, and instituted a suit under section XVI, to try the justness of the arrear demanded of him, his lands, or other property, shall not be liable to sale for the arrears so claimed, until a final decision shall be passed in the cause; nor are lands or other property, in any case whatever, to be sold for the discharge of arrears of revenue, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council. (d)
XX. If a tehsildar shall issue the process prescribed in sections III, or X, against any zamindar or other actual proprietor of land, or any farmer, or surety, for payment of the amount of the instalment in demand, or of any other sum or arrears of revenue due and the party to whom such process may be addressed, shall refuse to obey, or resist or cause to be resisted, the peon deputed to serve such process, or abscond from the peon after he shall have served such process, or retire to any place, so that the process cannot be served on him; the tehsildar who may issue the writing, is immediately to represent the case to the collector, and to transmit a sooruthaul, or circumstantial report of it, under the seal of the caunzy, and the attestations of the sheristars; whereupon, if the party thus accused shall not immediately have made his appearance at the collector's cutcherry, the collector shall issue a summons to him requiring him to repair to his cutcherry for the explanation of his conduct, and for the payment of his kist, along with the two peons, or the single sovar, either of whom, the collector at his discretion may depute to serve this summons. Upon the arrival of the party at the cutcherry of the collector, the latter is to enquire into the circumstances of the case, and as may appear to him proper on a consideration of them, either order the offender to be committed to temporary confinement for any term not exceeding ten days, or an exact sufficient hazir or fuel zaminy, from him. If the non attendance of the party in the first instance, shall be found to have arisen from any misconduct in the tehsildar's peon, who served the process, he is to be dismissed, and declared incapable of being again employed in any revenue capacity whatsoever, and accordingly, no tehsildar shall afterwards employ him; and the tehsildar shall also be removed in case the resistance of the party served with the process, shall appear to the collector to have arisen from the injustice of the demand of revenue made on him. Of all orders for the confinement or dismissal of peons or tehsildars under this regulation, the collector is to make a separate monthly report to the Board of Revenue, who are thereon to issue such farther instructions for his guidance, as they may think proper.

XXI. In all cases in which the collector shall order any zamindar or farmer to be confined under the authority vested in him by section XX, he shall cause a notice thereof, and of the date from which such imprisonment is to commence, to be made through the vahsel of government, to the judge of the dewanny adawlut within whose jurisdiction the lands of such zamindar or farmer shall be situated; and such notices are to be filed of record in the courts, to guard against any undue protraction of the term of such commitments.

XXII. If the party, (being a talookdar, zamindar, or other actual proprietor of land,) against whom the collector shall have issued process at the instance of the tehsildar, as prescribed in section XX, shall refuse to obey, or resist, or avoid compliance with the requisition of the process; or, if in the first instance, the collector shall have issued the process prescribed in section IX, against any huzooriy zamindar, or other actual proprietor of land, on account of arrears of public revenue, and the defaulter shall refuse to obey, or resist, or cause to be resisted, the peons deputed by the collector to convey him to jail, or escape after being taken by them into custody, or abscond, or shut himself up in his own or any house, or in any building, or retire to any place so that the process cannot be served upon him, the collector is immediately to represent the circumstances through the vahsel of government, to the dewanny adawlut within the jurisdiction of which the lands on account whereof the arrears shall be due, may be situated; and upon the peon or peons deputed to execute the process, or any two or more credible persons, making oath to the truth of the circumstances stated in the representation of the collector, the judge, provided he shall be satisfied in his own mind from their depositions of the witnesses, and their answers upon oath to any questions which may be put to them, that the charge is well founded, shall require the defaulter by a citation in writing, to deliver himself in-
to the custody of the court within four weeks, calculating from the date of the publication. The publication is to be written in the Bengali language, and the Hindostanee language and Nagaree character, and shall be set up as early after the date of it as may be practicable, at his usual place of trade, or principal cut-herry in the estate, in account of which the arrears may be due, at the office of the collector, and the court room of the dwanny adawlut of the zillah, and in the mean time, the collector is to cause the rents and revenues of the estate of the defaulter to be realized on behalf of government, in the manner specified in sections XIV and XV.

XXIII. If the defaulter shall not surrender himself, before the expiration of the period limited in the publication directed to be made in section XXII; or, if he shall deliver himself up within the prescribed time, and after receiving his answer to the charge, and hearing the evidence which he may produce in his defence, and that which the collector may adduce in support of his representation, it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court, that the defaulter is guilty of the charge, the court is to decree the proprietary right of the defaulter, and his heirs, in the estate on account of which the arrears may be due, forfeited to government. (c) If the defaulter shall not appeal from the decree to the provincial court of appeal, within the time limited for preferring appeals to that court in section XII, Regulation V, 1793, the court is immediately to transmit to the Governor General in Council, a copy of the decree, and of all the proceedings respecting the charge. If the defaulter shall appeal to the provincial court of appeal within the prescribed time, and the court shall confirm the decision of the city or zillah court, and the cause shall not be appealable, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, or, if it shall be appealable, and the defaulter shall not lodge an appeal within the time limited for preferring appeals to that court in section X, Regulation VI, 1793, the provincial court is immediately to forward a copy of their decree and proceedings in the appeal, and of the proceedings and decree of the city or zillah court, to the Governor General in Council. If an appeal shall be received from the decision of the provincial court of appeal, and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut shall confirm the decision of the provincial court, they are immediately to transmit a copy of their decree and proceedings, and of the decrees and proceedings received from the provincial court of appeal, to the Governor General in Council. If the judge of the city or zillah court shall decree the charge not proved, he is nevertheless to detain the defaulter in confinement, in the same manner as if the process prescribed in sections IX and XX, or either of them, had been duly served upon him, and he had obeyed it, and the collector is immediately to obtain from the court, a copy of the decree and proceedings, and transmit them, with a letter containing his objections to the decision, to the Board of Revenue, who are to order the collector to appeal from it or not, as may appear to them proper. If the Board shall order an appeal to be preferred, and it shall be lodged within the limited time, and the provincial court should reverse the decision of the city or zillah court, and a judge the proprietary right in the estate forfeited, and the cause shall not be appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut; or, if it shall be appealable, and an appeal should not be preferred within the limited time, the provincial court is immediately to forward a copy of their proceedings and decree in the appeal, and of the decrees and proceedings of the city or zillah court, to the Governor General in Council. If the judge of the city or zillah court, shall decree the charge proved, and the decision shall be reversed in the provincial court, the collector is immediately to transmit a copy of the decrees and proceedings of the city or zillah court, and provincial court of appeal, with a letter, stating his objections to the decree of the latter court, to the Board of Revenue.

(c) Quoan. Whether the discretion vested in the civil courts by R. 9, of 1792, S. 8, in cases of resistance of their process, to substitute a fine instead of the forfeiture of estate or farm, can be considered to extend to cases occurring under this section?
who are to order him to appeal the cause to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, (provided the cause shall be appealable,) or not, as they may think proper. If the cause shall be appealed, and the appeal shall be received in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the court should reverse the decision of the provincial court, and (f) declare the proprietary right in the estate forfeited, the court is immediately to transmit a copy of their decree and proceedings, and of the decrees and proceedings received from the provincial court of appeal, to the Governor General in Council. That no doubt may be entertained from what decrees passed by the provincial court of appeal, under this section, an appeal is to be allowed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, it is declared, that an appeal shall not lie to the last mentioned court, unless the annual produce of the estate of the defaulter on account of which the arrears may have been demanded, calculated according to the amount paid or payable by the puttees, distinct or common, under farmers, and ryots, to the defaulter, on account of the year in which the decision of the city or zillah court may be passed, shall exceed one thousand sica rupees; (f) and the collector is enjoined to insert generally in the representation which he is directed to make to the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah in section XXII, whether the produce of the estate on account of the year abovementioned, according to the best information he may have been able to obtain, exceeds or falls short of one thousand sica rupees; but without specifying the actual amount of the produce. If the defaulter shall not deliver himself up within the prescribed time, or if he shall surrender himself by the limited period, and the collector shall have stated the produce of the estate to be under one thousand sica rupees, and the defaulter shall not deny the truth of the collector's statement in his answer to the charge, and the cause should be afterwards brought before the provincial court of appeal, an appeal shall not lie from the decision of that court to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. If the collector shall represent that the produce of the estate for the year beforementioned, exceeds or falls short of one thousand sica rupees, and the defaulter should appear within the limited time, and in his answer to the charge, object to the statement, the judge is to try the objections, and pass such decision upon them as may appear to him equitable. If the cause should be afterwards brought before the provincial court of appeal, and no objection be offered by either party to the decision of the city or zillah court on the collector’s statement of the produce of the estate, it is to be held accurate. If objections should be offered, the provincial court is to try the objections, and pass such decision upon them as may appear to it equitable. If an appeal from the decree of the provincial court should be presented to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the admission or rejection of the appeal, should depend upon the produce of the estate for the year beforementioned, exceeding or falling short of one thousand sica rupees, the court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, is to examine the decisions passed by the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah, and the provincial court of appeal, respecting the produce of the estate, and either adjudge the cause to be appealable or not, as may appear to them equitable. Decrees that may be passed under this section, by the dewanny adawlut of any city or zillah, or the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, adjudging the proprietary right in the estate of a defaulter to be forfeited to government, shall not be carried into execution in any case whatever, without an order from the Governor General in Council, confirming the decree, and directing in what manner the proprietary right in the estate shall be disposed of. It shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council, within four weeks after the receipt of a decree adjudging the proprietary right of any defaulter in an estate forfeited, either to order the decree to be executed, or to commute the forfeiture for such fine, as upon a consideration of

(f) Five thousand rupees, instead of one thousand, is now the standard sum for determining appeals to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut from the provincial courts of appeal, under this section. See R. 3, of 1796, S. 2, and R. 6, of 1800, S. 23.
the situation and circumstances in life of the defaulter, he may think adequate to the offence for which the decree may be passed. In the event of the Governor General in Council commuting the forfeiture for a fine, the court which shall have transmitted the decree and proceedings to the Governor General in Council, upon receiving notice of the fine that he may impose, are to levy the amount of it, by the same process by which they are directed to enforce decrees of the court, and to pay the amount to the collector. But if the Governor General in Council shall not, within four weeks after the decree shall have been received by him, either order it to be executed, or commute the forfeiture for a fine, the decree is to stand good against the defaulter. (g)

The process which a collector may institute against a defaulter in the court of Dewanny a lawsuit of the city or zillah under this section, as well as the prosecution or defence of any appeal from the decision of such court which may be preferred to the provincial court of appeal, or from the decree of the provincial court, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in which the collector may be appellant or respondent, is to be carried on at the public expense, and to be conducted by the vakeel of government, whom the collector is to furnish with the necessary instructions.

XXIV. If the defaulter mentioned in section XXII, shall be allowed to retain the proprietary right in his estate, government is to account to him for the amount received from it during the sequestration, and if it shall exceed the public revenue that was due from the estate, the expenses attending the sequestration, and the fine which may be imposed on the defaulter, the overplus is to be returned to him. If the sum received through the officers of government appointed to make the collections during the sequestration, shall be inadequate to the payment of the several demands abovementioned, and the defaulter shall not make good the deficiency, a portion of his lands is to be sold for the discharge of it.

XXV. If the decree adjudging the proprietary right in the estate of the defaulter forfeited, shall be confined under section XXXIII, it shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council, either to confer such right upon the heirs of the defaulter; on their agreeing to make good all sums whatever that may be due to government from the defaulter on account of the estate, and to pay the fixed revenue assessed upon it; or, to dispose of it at public sale, subject to the payment of such revenue. If the estate shall be conferred upon the heirs of the defaulter, he is to be immediately released, if he should be in confinement. If the estate shall be disposed of at public sale, the proceeds of the sale are to be appropriated towards the discharge of the demands of government, either on account of the public revenue, the expense attending the deposition of the aumeen, or other native officer appointed to make the collections, or other charges incurred, in consequence of the default of the former proprietor. If no such demand shall be outstanding at the time of the sale, or if any such demand should be due, and the proceeds shall exceed the amount of it, the whole of the proceeds in the first mentioned case, and the overplus in the second, is to be carried to the public account, or applied in any other manner that the Governor General in Council may direct.

XXVI. If the party, (being a farmer,) against whom the collector shall have issued his process at the instance of the tehsildar, as prescribed in section XX, shall refuse to obey, or resist, or avoid compliance with the requisition of the process; or, if in the first instance, the collector shall have issued the process prescribed in section IX, against any huzooriy farmer, on account of arrears of the public revenue, and the defaulter shall refuse to obey, or resist, or cause to be resisted, the poons deputed by the collector to convey him to jail, or escape, after being taken by them into custody, for a fine within four weeks after he may receive the decree.

If the forfeiture is commuted for a fine, by what court and how it is to be levied.

Decree of forfeiture to be final if not ordered to be executed, or commuted for a fine within the time abovementioned.

Process and appeals instituted under this section, to be conducted by the vakeel of government on the part of the collector, and to be carried on at the public expense.

Proceeds of the estate of the defaulter whilst attached, to be accounted for to him if the forfeiture should be commuted for a fine.

Portion of the defaulter’s estate to be sold, if the proceeds should not be adequate to answer all demands against him, and he should not discharge them.

If the forfeiture should be confirmed, the Governor General in Council to confer the estate on the heirs of the defaulter, or dispose of it at public sale.

Collector how to proceed, if a farmer refuses to obey or resist the process issued by him under section XX, or escapes from the poons, or prevents the process being served upon him.
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Custody, or absent, or shut himself up in his own or any house, or in any building, or retire to any place, so that the process cannot be served upon him, the collector is immediately to represent the circumstances through the vekel of government to the Dewanny Adawlut of the city or zillah, wherein the lands on account of which the arraers shall be due, may be situated, and upon the poons or peons deputed to execute the process, or any two or more credible persons making oath to the truth of the circumstances stated in the representation of the collector, the judge, provided he shall be satisfied in his own mind from such depositions of the witnesses, and their answers upon oath to any questions which he may put to them, that the charge is well founded, is to require the defaulter, by a publication in writing, to deliver himself into the custody of the court within four weeks, calculating from the day following the date of the publication. The publication is to be written in the Persian language, and the Hindostanee language and Nageree character, and shall be fixed up as early after the date of it as may be practicable, at his usual place of abode, or the principal cuthery in the farm, and in the office of the collector, and the court room of the Dewanny adawlut, and in the mean time the collector is to cause the rents and revenues of the farm of the defaulter to be realized on behalf of government, as prescribed in sections XIV and XV. If the defaulter shall not surrender himself before the expiration of the period limited in the publication, or, if he shall deliver himself up within the prescribed time, and after receiving his answers to the charge, and the evidence that he may have to produce in his defence, and that which the collector may adduce in support of his representation, if it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court that the defaulter is guilty of the charge, the court shall decree the lease of the farm annulled from the expiration of the Fussiley year, in which the decree may be passed. (A) If the defaulter shall not appeal to the provincial court of appeal, within the time limited for preferring appeals to that court, in section XII, Regulation V, 1793, the court is immediately to transmit to the Governor General in Council, a copy of the decree, and of all the proceedings respecting the charge. If the defaulter shall appeal to the provincial court of appeal within the prescribed time, and that court shall confirm the decision of the city or zillah court, or if the cause shall not be appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, or, if it shall be appealable, and the defaulter shall not lodge an appeal within the time limited for preferring appeals to that court, the provincial court is immediately to forward a copy of their decree and proceedings in the appeal, and of the decree and proceedings of the city or zillah court, to the Governor General in Council. If an appeal shall be received from the decision of the provincial court of appeal, and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut shall confirm the decree of the provincial court, they are immediately to transmit a copy of their decree and proceedings, and of the decrees and proceedings received from the provincial court of appeal, to the Governor General in Council. If the judge of the city or zillah court, shall decree the charge not proved, he is nevertheless to detain the defaulter in confinement, in the same manner as if the process in sections IX and XX, or either of them, had been duly served upon him, and he had obeyed it, and the collector is immediately to obtain from the court, a copy of the decree and proceedings, and transmit them, with a letter containing his objections to the decision of the Board of Revenue, who are to order the collector to appeal from it or not as may appear to them proper. If the Board shall order an appeal to be preferred, and it shall be lodged within the limited time, and the provincial court should reverse the decision of the city or zillah court, and adjudge the lease annulled, and the cause shall not be appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, or it shall be appealable, and an appeal shall not be preferred within the limited time, the provincial court is immediately to forward a copy of their decree and proceedings in the appeal, and of the decree and proceedings of the city or zillah court, to the Governor General in Council.

(A) See the note (e) to § 23 of this regulation.
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Council. If the judge of the city or zillah court shall decree the charge proved, and the decision shall be reversed in the provincial court, the collector is immediately to transmit a copy of the decrees and proceedings of the city or zillah court, and the provincial court of appeal, with a letter stating his objections to the decree of the latter court, to the Board of Revenue, who are to order him to appeal the cause to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, (provided the cause shall be appealable,) or not, as they may think proper. If the cause shall be appealed, and the appeal shall be received in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and that court should reverse the decision of the provincial court, and adjudge the lease annulled, the court is immediately to transmit a copy of the decree and proceedings, and of the decrees and proceedings received from the provincial court of appeal, to the Governor General in Council. That no doubt may be entertained from what decrees passed by the provincial court of appeal under this section, an appeal shall be admitted to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, it is declared that an appeal shall not lie to the last mentioned court, unless the jumma paid or payable to government by the defaulter, on account of the year in which the decree of the city or zillah court may be passed, shall exceed one thousand six hundred rupees, (i) and the collector is enjoined to state generally in the representation which he is above directed to make to the city or zillah court, whether the jumma paid or payable by the defaulter in such year, exceeds or is less than one thousand rupees, but without specifying the exact amount of it; and the rules prescribed in section XXIII, regarding objections that may be offered to the statement of the produce of the estates of contumacious proprietors, which the collector is therein directed to present to the city or zillah court, are to be held applicable to the statement of the jumma payable by defaulting farmers required to be submitted by the collector in this section. Decrees that may be passed under this section, by the dewanny adawlut of the city or any zillah, or the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, adjudging the lease of a farmer annulled, shall not be carried into execution in any case whatever, without an order from the Governor General in Council confirming the decree. It shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council, within four weeks after the decree may be received by him, either to order the decree to be executed, or to commute the forfeiture of the lease for such fine, as upon a consideration of the situation and circumstances in life of the defaulter, he may think adequate to the offence for which the decree may be passed; or, if the defaulter shall not be desirous of being continued in his farm, to fine him as above prescribed, and compel him to retain the farm during the remainder of the lease, and to hold him and his surety responsible for the discharge of their engagements, until the term of them shall expire. If a fine shall be imposed on the defaulter, the court which shall have transmitted the final decree and proceedings to the Governor General in Council, upon receiving notice of the fine, is to levy the amount of it by the same process by which they are directed to enforce decrees of the court, and to pay the amount to the collector. But if the Governor General in Council, within four weeks after the decree shall have been received by him, shall not either order it to be executed, or commute the annulling of the lease for a fine, the decree shall stand good against the defaulter. (j) The process which the collector may institute in the dewanny adawlut of the city or any zillah, under this section, as well as any appeal that may be preferred from the decision of the city or zillah court, to the provincial court of appeal, and from the decision of that court, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in which the collector may be appellant or respondent, are to be defended and carried on at the public expense, and by the vakeel of Government, whom the collector is to furnish with the necessary instructions.

(i) See the note (f) to S. 26 of this regulation.

(j) See the note (e) to S. 26 of this regulation.

Rule for determining from what decrees of the provincial courts of appeal passed under this section, an appeal is to lie to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

Decrees passed under this section, not to be carried into execution without the sanction of the Governor General in Council.

If the lease shall be adjudged annulled, the Governor General in Council may confirm the decree, or commute the annulling of the lease for a fine within four weeks after he may receive the decree.

If the decree shall be commuted for a fine, how it is to be levied.

Proviso and appeals under this section, to be conducted by the vakeel of government on the part of the collector, and at the public expense.

XXVII.
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XXVII. If the lease of the defaulter mentioned in section XXVI, shall be annulled, he shall receive credit for the collections made by the officers of government, after deducting the charges incurred which may be admitted, and if any balance shall then remain due from him to government at the close of the year in which the lease may be cancelled, both he and his surety are to be held responsible for the payment of it, and the collector is to serve the surety with the written demand (k) for the amount, requiring it to be paid at the treasury of the collectorship, within a certain number of days after the day on which the writing may be served by the peon to be reputed for that purpose, and in the event of its not being discharged by the time limited in the writing, the collector is to proceed against the surety, and the defaulter also, if he shall be forthcoming, and should not have been previously confined, in the manner in which he is directed to proceed in section XI, against defaulters in arrear on account of revenue. If there shall be a surplus after discharging all the demands aforesaid mentioned, it is to be paid to the defaulter, who shall be at liberty to prosecute in the city or zillah court, the talookdars, zemindars, putteedars, distinct and common, and the under farmers, and ryots, in the lands included in the farm, for any arrears of rent or revenue, that may be due from them to him, on account of the period during which his lease remained in force.

XXVIII. If the party, (being a surety), against whom the collector shall have issued his process at the instance of the tehsildar, as prescribed in section XX, shall refuse to obey, or resist, or avoid compliance with the requisition of the process, or if in the first instance, the collector shall have issued the process prescribed in section IX, against the surety of any proprietor or farmer of land, and such defaulting surety, shall refuse to obey, or resist, or cause to be resisted, the peons thus deputed by the collector, or escape after being taken by them into custody, or abscond, or shut himself up in his own or any house, or in any building, or retire to any place, so that the process cannot be served upon him, the collector is thereon immediately to represent the circumstances through the vakeel of government, to the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah, in the jurisdiction of which the lands on account whereof the arrears shall be due may be situated, and upon the peon or peons deputed to execute the process, or any two or more credible persons, making oath to the truth of the circumstances stated in the representation of the collector, the judge, provided he shall be satisfied in his own mind from such depositions of the witnesses, and their answers upon oath to any questions which he may put to them, that the charge is well founded, is to require the defaulter, by a publication in writing, to deliver himself into the custody of the court, within four weeks calculating from the day following the date of the publication. The publication is to be written in the Persian language, and the Hindostanee language and Nagereee character, and shall be fixed up as early after the date of it as may be practicable, at his usual place of abode, and in the principal cutcherry in the estate or farm, the office of the collector, and the court room of the dewanny adawlut. If the defaulter shall not surrender himself before the expiration of the period limited in the publication, or if he shall deliver himself up within the prescribed time, and after receiving his answer to the charge, and the evidence that he may have to produce in his defence, and that which the collector may adduce in support of his representation, if it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court that the defaulter is guilty of the charge, the court shall adjudge him to pay a fine according to the nature of the offence, and his situation and circumstances in life. If the defaulter shall not appeal to the provincial court of appeal within the time limited for preferring appeals to that court, in section XII, Regulation V, 1793, the court is immediately to transmit to the Governor General in Council a copy of the decree, and of all the proceedings respecting the charge. If the defaulter shall appeal to the pro-

(k) See the provisions of R. 18, of 1814, explaining and modifying the rules relative to the demand of arrears of public revenue.
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If the defaulter should appeal, and the decision of the city or zillah court be confirmed, the provincial court to transmit a copy of the decree and proceedings to the Governor General in Council. The decision of the defaulter not being appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, or the cause not being appealable, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut now to proceed, in the event of its reversing such decision of the provincial court,

Collector how to proceed if the city or zillah court should judge the charge not proved.

Rules for cases in which the provincial court of appeal may reverse such decision of the city or zillah court.

Rules for cases in which the charge may be adjudged proved in the city or zillah court, and the provincial court of appeal shall reverse the decision.

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut how to proceed, in the event of its reversing such decision of the provincial court.

Rule for determining from what decrees passed by the provincial court of appeal, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut may appeal under this section, an appeal shall lie to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, it is declared, that an appeal shall not lie to the last mentioned court, unless the fine adjudged to be paid by the defaulter shall exceed one thousand sicca rupees. (l) Decrees that may be passed under this section by the dewanny adawlut of the city, or any zillah, or the provincial court of appeal, or by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, adjudging a fine to be paid by a surety, are not to be carried into execution in any case whatever, without an order from the Governor General in Council confirming the decree. It shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council, within four weeks after the decree may be received by him, either to order the decree to be executed, or to alleviate the fine. The court which shall have transmitted the final decree and proceedings to the Governor General in Council, upon receiving notice of the fine that may be imposed upon the defaulter, is to levy the amount of it, by the same process by which it is directed to enforce decrees of the court, and to pay the amount to the collector. But if the Governor Ge-

(l) Five thousand rupees instead of one thousand is now the standard sum for determining appeals to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut from the provincial court of appeal under this section. See R. 19, of 1797, S. 2, and R. 5, of 1800. S. 23.
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The assessors in Council, within four weeks after the decree shall have been received by him, shall not order it to be executed, or relieve the fine, the decree shall stand against the defaulters, and the court which has transmitted the final decree and proceedings to the Governor General in Council, upon receiving directions for that purpose, is to levy the amount of the fine in the manner above prescribed. The process by which the collector may institute in the dewanny adawun of the city or zillah under this section, as well as the appeals which may be preferred from the city or zillah court to the provincial court of appeal, and from the decision of that court, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawun, in which the collector may be appellant or respondent, are to be defended or carried on by the vakeel of government, and at the public expense.

XXIX. Although in the ordinary course of the collections, the transfer or sale of landed property for balances must, of course, take place for the most part towards the end of the year, yet nothing in this regulation is to be construed to preclude the Governor General in Council, from ordering the sale of the lands of a defaulting proprietor of land, who may not have instituted a suit to contest the arrears, whether he may be in confinement or not to be made at any time previous to the close of the year in which the arrears may become due. Should it in any case appear to him inexpedient to postpone the sale until after the expiration of it. And at whatever period the sale of the lands of a proprietor in confinement may be ordered to take place, the arrears shall not have been adjudged to be due from him by a decree of a court of justice, and provided he shall previous to the day of sale, deny the justness of the whole or a part of the arrears under his engagements, and give the security required in section XVI, the sale of his lands is not to be made until the cause shall be finally decided. If the sale of the lands shall have been ordered to be made at Calcutta, the proprietor is either to give the required security to the Board of Revenue, previous to the day of sale, or to the collector of the district, ten days prior to the day fixed for the sale, so that there may be sufficient time for him to notify the acceptance of the security to the Board of Revenue. The collector is not to accept of the security, unless he shall be satisfied that it is good and sufficient. If he shall accept of the security, he is to forward notice of the acceptance of it to the Board of Revenue, in duplicate, by two different posts, to provide against the non-arrival of the notice which may be first dispatched. If the sale of the lands shall be ordered to be made by the collector of the district, he is empowered to suspend it, upon such security being delivered to him previous to the sale. But he is immediately to report the circumstances to the Board of Revenue, for the information of the Governor General in Council. If the Governor General in Council shall annul the lease of any farmer in arrear under section XXVIII, the defaulter is to be at liberty to prosecute the talookdars, zamindars, puttees, distinct or common, or under farmers, or ryots, in the lands included in the farm, for any arrears of rent or revenue that may be due from them to him, on account of the period during which his lease remained in force.

XXX. When a collector shall proceed to confine the surety of any proprietor or farmer of land, in the cases authorized in this regulation, he is immediately to cause such portion of the surety's lands as he may estimate to be sufficient to make good the amount of the demand, in the event of their being sold, to be attached under the rules prescribed in section XIV and XV, for the attachment of the lands of defaulting proprietors. If the surety shall not possess any landed property within the province of Benares, or shall possess lands in either of the provinces of Bengal, Behar,
Behar, or Orissa, the collector is to depute an ameen into the zillah, in which such property may be situated, with a letter, specifying the amount of the demand on him, and the property to be attached. The collector of such zillah, is immediately to order a pew to point out the property to the ameen, who is to keep it in attachment, until the Board of Revenue shall have obtained the sanction of the Governor General in Council for the sale of it. (p) The ameen is to apply the amount of the collections from the lands, after deducting the expenses of his establishment, towards the discharge of the public revenue, which he is to pay to the collector of the zillah in which the lands may be situated. If any surplus shall remain after making good the public dues, it is to be appropriated towards the discharge of the demand on account of which the attachment of the lands may have been made. If the property of the surety that may be attached, shall be too inconsiderable to admit of its being charged with the expense of an ameen, the collector to whom the money due from the surety may be payable, is to apply to the collector of the zillah, in which the lands may be situated, to order the nearest tehsedlar or native officer employed under him in the business of the collections, to take charge of the lands, and the collector to whom the application shall be made, is to comply with it; and the tehsedlar or native officer to whose charge he may commit the lands, is to perform the duties prescribed to the ameen in section VI, regulation XIX, 1792, and under the same restrictions and penalties. The collector of the zillah in which the lands may be situated, is not to liable to any prosecution on account of the attachment, but the collector in conformity to whose application the attachment may take place, is to be responsible for the consequences, in the same manner as if the lands had been situated in his own jurisdiction. The Board of Revenue are to apply to the Governor General in Council, for his sanction for the sale of the lands belonging to the surety, either during the course of the year in which they may be attached, or after the close of it, as they may deem advisable. (p)

XXXI. When lands are ordered to be sold under this regulation, the collector, (unless the lands shall have been previously committed to the charge of a tehseldar, or other native officer, in which case, such officer is to perform the duties hereafter specified in this section,) is immediately to issue instructions to the tehseldar of the parganah, to hold the lands in attachment, collect the rents and revenues under the rules and restrictions prescribed regarding lands under attachment in section XV, and to prevent waste being committed by the defaulters, and furnish any information that may be required for the adjustment of the jumma to be assessed on the lands directed to be sold.

XXXII. Sales of lands that may be ordered to take place under this regulation, are to be made by the collector in his public office, or at Calcutta, in the office of the Board of Revenue, under the superintendence of their secretary, according as the Governor General in Council may direct. (g) Previous to any such sale taking place, a publication is to be made in the Persian language, and the Hindostanee language and Nagaree character, specifying the jumma at which the lands, or each lot of them, if they are ordered to be sold in two or more lots, will be disposed of, and the place, date, and hour of the day, fixed for the sale, and the proportion of the revenue payable on account of the year in which the sale of the lands may take place, for which the purchaser is to be responsible; or, if the exact proportion cannot be ascertained, the rules by which the amount of it is to be adjusted. The publication is to be fixed up in some conspicuous place in the court room of the dewanee or shawlut of the city or zillah, the office of the collector, the principal town or village in the lands to be sold.

(p) The previous sanction of the Governor General in Council is not necessary for the sale of lands on account of arrears of revenue, which may be ordered and take place at the discretion of the Commissioner. See R. 13, of 1814.

(g) Modified by R. 18, of 1814, S. 4. The place of sale for lands ordered to be sold for arrears of revenue are left to the entire determination of the Commissioner.
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Expenses of the sale from whence to be defrayed. Other conditions of sale, where, and for what period to be fixed up.

Penalty for purchasers not paying the purchase money by the stipulated period.

How such penalty is to be levied.

Purchasers of lands under this regulation, not to be responsible for arrears or suspensions on account of former years, unless otherwise stipulated in the conditions of sale. By whom such arrears and suspensions are to be made good.

Judge empowered to require the collector to show cause why any defaulter is continued in confinement under a judicial decree, and how to proceed in such cases.

XXXIII. A deposit of five per cent (1) on the amount of the purchase money, is to be made at the time of the sale, by every purchaser of land that may be disposed of under this regulation. If the purchaser shall omit to discharge the purchase money within the period which may be stipulated, he is to forfeit the deposit to government, and the lands are to be resold at his expense. If the lands shall be disposed of at a lower price than that offered by the first purchaser, he is to make good the deficiency. If a profit shall arise on the second sale, it is to be carried to the credit of the defaulter. If the first purchaser shall refuse or omit to make the deposit, or to pay, within the required time, the amount of the deficiency, and the expenses arising on the resale, after being served by the collector, in whose jurisdiction he may be, or reside, or by the Board of Revenue if he shall be in Calcutta, with a written demand for the amount, for non-compliance with which, such defaulting purchaser shall be considered exactly in the same predicament, as sureties of proprietors or farmers of land, who omit or refuse to discharge any sum of money due from them, and he is to be proceeded against accordingly by the collector of the district, or of the zillah, in which he may be, or reside. (1)

XXXIV. The purchasers of lands sold under this regulation, are not to be held responsible for any arrears or suspensions of revenue, that may be due to government from the lands prior to the year in which the purchase may be made, unless it shall be otherwise stipulated in the conditions of sale. Arrears or suspensions not so stipulated to be made good by the purchaser, are to be paid by the former proprietor, and recourse is to be had to the remainder of his real, or to any other property, which he may possess, or to the confinement of his person, or to both his person and property, for the recovery of the amount. Arrears of rent or revenue that may be due to the defaulting proprietor, from his under farmers, or ryots, preceding the date on which the lands may be sold, are to belong to him, and are to be recoverable by him by suit in the dawwun adawlut of the city or zillah. The defaulting proprietor, however, shall be at liberty to transfer his right to such arrears to the new proprietor.

XXXV. Any person confined for arrears of revenue, or other demands of government under this regulation, either pursuant to a judicial decree, or without such decree, is to be at liberty to apply to the judge of the court of dawwun adawlut of the city or zillah, to require the collector to show cause why he is continued in confinement. If the person making such application, shall be confined under a decree passed by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, or of the city, or a zillah court, or the provincial court of appeal, and the time prescribed for appealing from the decision shall have elapsed, the judge is not to enter into the merits of the case, but only to enquire whether the prisoner has discharged the amount of the decree, and the sums which may have become due from him subsequent to his confinement. If the prisoner shall not be confined under a judicial decree, but under the process which the collector is empowered by this regulation to observe, before conveying persons to jail for claims of government, and he shall dispute the justness of the demand, the judge is—

(1) See additional provisions regarding the public sale of lands in R. 7, of 1799, S. 9 and 30, R. 5, of 1786, (both extended to the province of Benares by R. 5, of 1803, S. 66 and 78) and in R. 12, of 1796.

(1) Increased to fifteen per cent by R. 12, of 1798, S. 2—

(1) See additional provisions regarding purchasers of land at public sale, in R. 1, of 1801, S. 10—

not
not to enquire into the merits of the case, unless the party should renew his complaint, after the expiration of the period during which the collector, by the discretionary power vested in him by section XI, is authorized to confine parties in arrear, which rule is hereby extended to demands on sureties and purchasers of land as far as it can be applied to them. If, however, the prisoner shall admit the justice of the demand for which he was confined, as well as any other claim that may be made upon him for sums stated to have become due from him subsequent to his confinement, and shall assert that the whole of such sums have been discharged by him, or otherwise apply to the court under section XVI, the judge is to proceed to enquire into the merits of the case. Upon examination of the prisoner’s accounts of his payments, if it shall appear to the judge that the demands for which he may be in confinement, have been liquidated, he is to release him, upon his giving security to make good any sum which the collector may state to be still due from him, in the event of the cause being appealed, and the sum being awarded in favor of government. If the collector shall not object to the adjustment of accounts made by the court, or if he shall object to them, and the person confined shall omit to give the security above required, and the collector shall not appeal within the time limited for preferring appeals, the judge is to release the prisoner without taking any security. If it shall be found that the whole, or a part of the sum for which such person may be in confinement, remains undischarged, and he shall acquiesce in the adjustment of accounts made by the court, and shall have been confined on account of such demand for a term exceeding one year, the judge is empowered to release him, upon his giving good security to pay the sum remaining due from him, by instalments during the course of one year after his release. The collector and the prisoner are to be allowed to appeal from the decision which may be passed by the court under section XVI, and this section, in the event of either of them being dissatisfied with it, under the rules regarding appeals. The rules prescribed to the collector in the following section, respecting the decisions therein specified, are to be considered applicable to all decisions passed under section XVI, and this section.

XXXVI. Upon a decision being passed in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, by which the whole or any part of a sum of money that may have been demanded, or actually received by the collector, as an arrear of revenue under this regulation, from any proprietor or farmer of land, shall be adjudged not to be due, the collector is to apply immediately to the court through his own vakil, for a copy of the proceedings and decree. The court is to order copies of the proceedings and decree, to be delivered to the collector with all practicable dispatch. The collector is to forward the papers without delay to the Board of Revenue, with a letter stating his objections to the decree. If the Board shall be of opinion that the decision is not well founded, they are to authorize the collector to appeal the cause to the provincial court of appeal. If that court shall confirm the decision of the city or zillah court, the collector is to apply for, and the court is to grant, a copy of their proceedings in appeal, exclusive of the decree and proceedings received from the city or zillah court. The collector is to forward the decree and proceedings of the provincial court, to the Board of Revenue, with a letter, containing his objections to the decree of that court. If the Board shall be dissatisfied with the decision of the provincial court of appeal, and the cause shall be appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, they are to direct the collector to prefer an appeal to that court. If the Board of Revenue are satisfied with the decision of the provincial court of appeal, they are to direct the collector not to prefer an appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. In all cases in which the Board of Revenue may order the collector to prefer an appeal to the provincial court, the collector is to be indemnified by government for all costs and damages that may have been awarded against him by the city or zillah court. On the other hand, if the Board of Revenue shall deem the decision of the city or zillah court equitable, and not direct an

Collector to be indemnified for all expenses incurred in suits in the city or zillah court from decisions from which the Board of Revenue may direct an appeal.
an appeal, the collector is to defray all the costs and damages that may have been awarded against him in that court. The collector is nevertheless to be at liberty to appeal the cause, but at the risk of paying all costs and damages that may be adjudged against him in appeal, in the event of his being ultimately cast. Appeals in which the collector may be engaged, either in the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in consequence of orders from the Board of Revenue, are to be carried on by the vakeels of government, and at the public expense. (v)

XXXVII. If a collector shall be prosecuted under section XVI, and the prosecutor shall be cast, or be dissatisfied with the decision of the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah, and appeal to the provincial court of appeal, the collector is to appoint one of the vakeels of the court to plead the cause. If the decree of the city or zillah court shall be confirmed, or the appellant should be dissatisfied with the decision of the provincial court of appeal, and appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and an appeal shall be admitted, the collector is to appoint one of the pleaders in that court to defend the suit. If the provincial court of appeal shall not confirm the decision of the city or zillah court, the collector is to apply to the provincial court for a copy of the proceedings and decree of the city or zillah court, and of their proceedings and decree in the appeal. The courts are to furnish the collector with these papers with all practicable dispatch, and the collector is to forward them to the Board of Revenue, with a letter, stating his objections to the decree in appeal. If the Board shall be satisfied that the decree of the provincial court is not well founded, they are to authorize the collector to appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. If the Board shall see no ground for appealing from the decision of the provincial court of appeal, the collector is nevertheless to be at liberty to prefer an appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, but at the risk of paying all the costs and expenses which may be awarded against him by that court, in the event of his being cast. All appeals that may be preferred by the collector to the provincial court of appeal, or to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, or in which he may be respondent, under this section, agreeably to the orders of the Board of Revenue, are to be carried on at the public expense, and conducted by the vakeel of government, who is to be furnished with the necessary instructions for that purpose by the collector. (v)

XXXVIII. In every case in which a collector may be prosecuted in the dewanny adawlut of the city or any zillah, under this regulation, for sums demanded or received by him on behalf of government, from any proprietor or farmer of land, or from any surety, or from any purchaser of land, or for any sums demanded, or received, or taken by him, directly or indirectly, for his own use, from any of the above-mentioned descriptions of persons, over and above what he may be entitled to demand on behalf of the public, or for any acts done in his official capacity, that may be repugnant to this regulation, or which may not be warranted by it, and in appeals that he may have preferred without the orders of the Board of Revenue, he is to appoint any of the authorized vakeels of the court before which the suit may be brought, to plead the cause. (w)

XXXIX. In prosecutions that may be instituted in the dewanny adawlut of the city or any zillah, against the collector of the province, for sums of money demanded, or directly or indirectly received, or taken by him, for his own use, from any proprietor or farmer of land, or any surety, or any purchaser of land, or for any acts done in his official capacity, that may be repugnant to this regulation, or which may not be warranted by it, and that shall not involve any sums of sums received or demanded.

(v) See R. 9 of 1814, for modifying the rules before established, for the trial of suits proposed to be instituted against any of the public officers who have been declared entitled to any connected with the discharge of their official duties to the jurisdiction of the courts of civil judicature.

(w) See R. 17, of 1813, for amending the rules before established for the conduct of inquiries into charges and complaints preferred against European public officers.
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ed by him on behalf of government, in conformity to this regulation, (which claims are to be made the subject of distinct suits, and are to be tried in the manner and under the rules prescribed in this regulation,) the collector is not to forward the de-
cree and proceedings to the Board of Revenue. The suit is to be considered entirely as a dispute of a private nature, between the collector and the prosecutor, and the collector is to defend it at his own risk and expense, in the same manner as individuals amenable to the courts, and not employed by government, are required to de-
send suits instituted against them. (a)

XL. The collector is not to derive any pecuniary advantage whatever from suits
that he may institute, or which may be preferred against him, in any of the courts of
justice, in his official capacity, with the exception of suits in which he may be engag-
ed under the preceding section, the sums awarded to him in which, he is to apply
to his own use. On the other hand, it is not intended, that the collector should sustain
any loss in levying the dues of government, in cases in which his conduct may be ad-
judged by a final judicial decree to be conformable to this regulation. The collector
is accordingly to bring to the credit of government in his monthly accounts, all sums
whatever, (with the exception above specified,) that may be adjudged to him as costs
or damages, by any of the courts of civil justice, and he is to insert at the foot of his
monthly accounts, or in a separate account, or in his monthly accounts, under a dis-

tinct head, recording as the Board of Revenue may deem advisable, all sums which
may disburse in conformity to this regulation. The amount of process or suits di-
rected to be carried on by the vakeel of government, the costs and damages in which
are expressly directed to be defrayed by the public, if in suits, the costs and damages
in which may be ultimately defrayable by government, but for which the collector
is directed to be held responsible in the first instance. But he is in no case to charge
these disbursements in his accounts, without previously obtaining the special sanction
of the Board of Revenue for that purpose. Until such sanction is procured, the

collector is to be held answerable for the disbursements.

XLII. If a collector shall have been compelled to pay costs or damages in any suit
under this regulation, and upon his stating the case to the Board of Revenue, it shall
appear to them upon a consideration of the circumstances of it, that he ought not to
be made responsible for the amount, the Board are to transmit the case to the Gover-
nor General in Council, who will determine whether the collector shall be made res-
ponsible for such costs or damages, or not.

XLIII. Security is not to be demanded from the collector for his personal appear-
ance, in any suit in which he may be engaged under this regulation. Nor shall any
security be required from him for the payment of the costs, or for the performance
of the decrees or orders of the court, in suits which are directed by this regulation to
be carried on by the vakeel of government, and at the public expense. In suits for
sums demanded or received by the collector on behalf of government, for the costs
and damages in which he is declared eventually responsible, the courts are to require
the same security from the collector for the payment of the costs and damages, as
would be taken in similar cases from individual suitors; but they are not to require
any security from him, for the performance of their decrees respecting the sums
which may constitute the subject of the suits, as government will be answerable for
the due performance of them, in the suits described in section XXXIX, which may be
instituted against the collector. He is to give the same security for the payment of
the costs, and the performance of the decrees and orders of the courts, as would be
required from individual suitors in similar cases. If a collector shall refuse or omit
to pay within the limited period, any sum of money that may be ordered to be levied
from him, either on account of the suits described in section XXXIX, or as costs or
damages in any other suits for the expenses incurred in which he is declared eventu-

(a) See R. 17, of 1815, for amendments of the rules before enacted for the conduct of inquiries into charges and
complaints preferred against revenue officers.
ally responsible, the court is to levy the amount from his surety, by the customary process. If the court shall not be able to obtain payment from his surety, the judge is to report the circumstances to the Governor General in Council, who will order the amount to be paid from the public treasury, and deduct it from the allowances which may be receivable by the collector from government. In all other cases, if a collector shall omit or refuse to obey any order or decree of a court of judicature, the court from which the process shall have issued, is to fine him according to the nature of the offence. In the event of the collector refusing or omitting to pay the fine, the court is to report the circumstances to the Governor General in Council, who, provided he shall approve of the fine, will order the amount to be stopped from the allowances which may be receivable by such collector from government.

XLIII. The Board of Revenue are to issue such instructions as they may think advisable to the collector, regarding the mode of inserting in his monthly accounts, the sums which may be paid to him as costs and damages, in consequence of the orders or decrees of any of the courts of civil judicature, or noting at the foot of his accounts, or charging under a separate head in his monthly accounts, the sums which he may disburse as costs or damages, which are expressly directed to be defrayed by government, whatever may be the final decision in the cause, or that may be ultimately defrayable by government, although in the first instance the collector is to be held responsible for them, and to require such vouchers as they may deem necessary for such receipts and disbursements, as well as for the sums which the courts may adjudicate to be repaid from the public treasury, or not to be due to the public.

XLIV. When any process or order shall be issued by any of the courts of civil judicature to the collector, in suits instituted under this regulation, the register of the court immediately serving the process or order, is to transmit it under a cover, sealed in the form of a letter, and superscribed with his name and official appellation, and addressed to the collector. The collector is to acknowledge the receipt of the process or order on the day on which he may receive it, by a letter addressed to the register of the court by which it may have been served.

XLV. To facilitate the communication between the collector, and the vakeels in the provincial court of appeal, and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, who may be entrusted with the conduct of any appeals (including appeals from decisions in the suits described in section XXXIX,) in which the collector may be engaged under this regulation, either whilst he may continue in the office of collector of the district in which the suits may have arisen, or after his removal from the office, the collector is permitted to forward free of postage, any instructions regarding such appeals, which he may have to transmit to the vakeels of those courts. The instructions are to be enclosed under cover, sealed and directed to the vakeel. The instructions so sealed and directed, are to be transmitted under a sealed cover, addressed to the register of the court in which the cause may be depending, and superscribed with the name, and the official appellation of the collector, or that which may have arisen when the cause of action arose. The register of the court, immediately upon receiving the instructions, is to deliver them sealed to the vakeel to whom they may be directed. Any person who may be removed from the office of collector of the province, and who may have a suit or suits depending in the dewanny adawlut of the city, or any zillah, after his removal from the office, is likewise empowered to forward instructions to his vakeel, respecting such suit or suits, through the register of the court. In like manner, the vakeels in any of the courts to whom the pleadings may be committed under this regulation, by persons holding the office of collector, or after they have been removed from the office, are authorized to forward any papers which they may have to convey to their employers by the public dawn, free of postage. The papers are to be enclosed in a cover, sealed with the seal of the vakeel, and the register of the court is to transmit the papers so sealed, in a cover sealed and addressed to the person to whom
whom they are to be forwarded, and superscribe the cover with his official signature.

XLVI. Arrears of tucavay, or any money advanced by government to proprietors or farmers of land, for making or repairing embankments, reservoirs, or water-courses, or other improvements to their estates or farms, are to be recovered by the same process, as is prescribed for exacting payment of arrears of revenue, and under the same rules and restrictions, as far as they may be applicable.

XLVII. No collector is to be liable to prosecution for any official acts of his predecessor. But persons who may be removed from the office of collector of the revenue of the province are to carry on, in the same manner as if they had continued in the office, all suits of the nature of those described in section XXXIX, in which they may be engaged, and all suits preferred against them in the city or any zillah court, for sums that they may have demanded or received on behalf of government, and for the costs and damages in which they are declared eventually answerable; as well as all suits, being appeals from decisions in suits of the last mentioned description, excepting such of those appeals as they may have preferred, or in which they may have become a party, in consequence of orders from the Board of Revenue.

XLVIII. If the collector of the province of Benares shall die, or be removed from his office, his successor is to carry on all unfinished process or suits in the courts of dewanny adawlut, directed by this regulation to be conducted by the vakeel of government, and at the public expense; and all appeals from the decrees of the city court, or the zillah courts, or the provincial court of appeal in such cases; as also all appeals from the decrees of the city and zillah courts, or the provincial court of appeal, in which the former collector may have been engaged, in consequence of orders from the Board of Revenue, and which are directed to be pleaded by the vakeel of government, and at the public expense.

XLIX. In cases in which the Board of Revenue may judge it expedient, or in which they may receive orders for the purpose from the Governor General in Council, they are to take upon themselves the superintendence of the prosecution or defence of any appeal, in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, which a collector may prefer or be engaged in pursuant to their orders, instead of leaving the superintendence of the appeal to him.

LI. If the lands subject to the payment of revenue to government, belonging to any defaulting proprietor or farmer of land, or any surety, or purchaser of land, which may be sold under this regulation, shall not produce a sum sufficient for the liquidation of the public demand, any other real or personal property which the defaulter may possess, is to be attached and sold to make good the deficiency, under the same rules as his lands subject to the payment of revenue to government are directed to be sold, as far as those rules may be applicable to such property. And if any property shall be attached, and ordered to be put up sale, and the sale shall be countermanded in consequence of the proprietor discharging the claim upon him, or otherwise, he is nevertheless to be held responsible for all expenses that may be incurred in consequence of the attachment of the property, in the same manner as if the sale of it had taken place, and in the event of his omitting to discharge the amount, it is to be levied by the same process as the demand for which the property originally ordered to be sold may have been directed to be levied.

LII. If a proprietor, or farmer, or a surety, or a purchaser of land, shall deem himself aggrieved under this regulation, by any act which may be done by the collector, in conformity to special orders from the Governor General in Council, or the Board of Revenue, or if the collector shall demand a sum of money under this regulation, on behalf of government, from any of the abovementioned descriptions of persons, and the stated defaulter shall admit the demand to be conformable to the engagements or stipulations under which the collector may make the demand, but deny their validity,
validity, or have any objections to make to them, either wholly or in part, under any regulation passed by the Governor General in Council, and printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793, the collector is not to be liable to any prosecution on account of such act, or the demands that he may make conformably to such engagements, or stipulations, which are to be held valid, until they are set aside, or altered by a final judicial decision; and the proprietor or farmer of land, or surety, or purchaser of land, is to discharge the demands that may be made upon him by the collector under such engagements or stipulations, until the decision shall be passed. In the cases above specified, government is to be considered as a party in the cause with its subjects, and the proprietor or farmer of land, or the surety, or purchaser, is to present a petition to the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah in which the cause may be cognizable, stating his objections to the act, or to the engagements, or stipulations, and praying that the Governor General in Council will order the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah, to try the points or matters contested under the regulations. The judge to whom the petition may be presented, is to forward it immediately to the Governor General in Council, who, provided he shall not think it proper to afford the redress that may be solicited by the petitioner, and the courts of justice shall be competent to try the cause, will direct the court in which it may be cognizable, to proceed to the trial of it. If the Governor General in Council shall order the cause to be tried, the judge of the court is to send a written notification of the order to the complainant, and the cause is to be considered as filed in the court from the date of the notification. The court is then to proceed to try the suit, under the same rules and regulations as are prescribed for the trial of suits between individuals. The collector is to carry on, under the orders of the Board of Revenue, all suits that may be instituted against government in conformity to this section, and to issue the necessary instructions to the vaqeeel of government, in the city or zillah court, and in the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, should the cause be appealed to the former, or both of those courts. In the event of government being cast in the city or zillah court, or in the provincial court of appeal, the collector is to send copies of the decree and proceedings of the court, (which are to be delivered by the court to the collector as soon as may be practicable, upon his applying for them,) with a letter stating his objections to the decision, to the Board of Revenue, who are to submit them, with their opinion on the case, to the Governor General in Council, who will order an appeal to be preferred from the decision or not, as he may deem advisable. All costs and damages that may be awarded against government in suits instituted under this section, are to be defrayed from the public treasury. (x)

LIII. The rules respecting the collector contained in this regulation, are to be considered equally applicable to the assistant to the collector, or any other person who may be appointed by the Governor General in Council to officiate as collector, during the temporary absence of the collector, or whilst the office may be vacant.

LIII. No part of this regulation is to be construed to authorize the confinement of the person of any joint proprietor of an estate, committed to the charge of a manager, (as is now the case with certain estates in the purgunnah of Kerenda,) whilst such manager remains responsible. Nor to empower the collector to take a female proprietor of land into custody, or order any such proprietor to attend him in person, under any pretext whatever.

(x) See R. 9 of 1814, for modifying the rules before established for the trial of suits proposed to be instituted against any of the public officers who have been declared amenable for acts connected with the discharge of their official duties to the jurisdiction of the courts of civil judicature.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION VII.

A REGULATION for establishing a court of dewanny adawlut, or court of judicature for trying civil suits in the first instance, at the city of Benares, and at Mirzapore, Ghazeeapore, and Juapore, in the province of Benares, and for defining the jurisdiction and powers of those courts—PASSED by the Governor General in Council on the 21st March 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fuffily; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Himare.

THE Governor General in Council being solicitous to extend to the inhabitants of the province of Benares, including those who resort to it through religious motives, the same security for the enjoyment of the privileges and immunities which have been conferred upon them, as is experienced in similar respects by the inhabitants of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa; and to ensure to them equal protection with regard to their persons and property; he has determined, on the grounds which induced him to new model the constitution of the courts of judicature in those provinces, as stated in the preamble to Regulation III, 1793, to abolish the courts of judicature in the province of Benares now superintended by native judges, (which were originally established with a view to the introduction of a more perfect system of administering the laws,) and in lieu of them, to erect courts for the trial of civil suits in the first instance, constituted upon the same principles, and vested with the same powers, as the city and zillah courts in the three provinces abovementioned. The following rules have been accordingly enacted.

II. First. A court of dewanny adawlut, or court of judicature for the trial of civil suits in the first instance, shall be established in the city of Benares, and at Mirzapore, Ghazeeapore, and Juapore, and each court shall be denominated after the city or zillah in which it may be established, as follows: (y)

Second. The court of dewanny adawlut to be established in the city of Benares, shall be denominated, the court of dewanny adawlut for the city of Benares.

Third. The courts of dewanny adawlut to be established at Mirzapore, Ghazeeapore, and Juapore, are to be respectively denominated, the court of dewanny adawlut for the zillah of Mirzapore, Ghazeeapore, and Juapore.

III. The city court, and each zillah court, is to be superintended by one judge, who, previous to entering upon the execution of the duties of his office is to take and subscribe before the Governor General in Council, or any person whom he may commission to administer it, an oath similar to that prescribed to the judges of the city and zillah courts, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by section III, Regulation III, 1793.

IV. First. The special jurisdiction of the city court, and each zillah court, is declared to be as follows:

Second. The jurisdiction of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, is to extend throughout the undermentioned places.

The city of Benares, and its suburbs.

Those small divisions of territory contiguous to the city, known by the names of the talooks of Jalhooopoor, and Lhota, together with Chetaypoor, the amanat mehals, and Teekree.

(y) The zillahs of Allahabad and Goruckpoor, which formed a part of the provinces ceded to the Company by the Nawab Vizier, and the zillah of Bandleecood ceded by the Peilaws, have been annexed to the provincial court of appeal and court of circuit for the division of Benares: the courts, however, in those zillahs are guided in the administration of justice by the regulations passed for the Conquered provinces. See R. 8 and 9 of 1804. The zillah of Ghazeeapore has been discontinued, as appears by R. 14, of 1807, S. 100. C. 2.
The pargunnahs of Sheopoor.
Kutcheer, and
Kuswar, as far as regards the divisions of it called Gun-
gapoor, Kuowna, and Jukhnee, and Soorye Kerowte.
The pargunnahs of Atgowan or Hoorhood,
Rahoopoor,
Dhoos, and
Mobwy and Mehwary.

Third. The jurisdiction of the dewanny adawlut for the zillah of Mirzapore, is

to extend throughout the undermentioned places.
The mundooee or mart of Mirzapore, and the limits thereof.
The pargunnah of Kuntit, consisting of its three tuppahs of Chowrassy Chehanovy,
Ophrowde, and Kone,
The talook of Suktesghur,
The pargunnahs of Burhur Agowrie,
Bejehghur,
Budhoeoe,
Havily Chunar,
Bhugwut, or Putteeta, and
Kureeet Sekhur.

The talook of Mujehwa.
The pargunnahs of Ahroure,
Bhoilee, and
Kera Mungroore.

Fourth. The jurisdiction of the dewanny adawlut of the zillah of Ghazeepore, is
to extend throughout the undermentioned places. (s)
The town of Ghazeepore and its limits.
The pargunnahs of Havily Ghazeepore,
Zemaneea,
Chownsa,
Burreh,
Mehayeb, or Mehaitch,
Bhurwul,
Mujehwar,
Nerwun,
Beleebah,
Syedpoor Beeter,
Sekunderpoor,
Khereed,
Kopachet,
Mahommesabad,
Gurtha and Dehuna,
Zehoorabad,
Pachoter,
Shadeeabad,
Behrecabad,
Kurrendeh,
Lukner, and
Khanpoor.

The talooks of Cheet and of Feerospoor.

Fifth. The jurisdiction of the dewanny adawlut of the zillah of Juanpore, is to
extend throughout the following places.

(s) This zillah has been abolished, as appears by R. 14, of 1807, 8. 10, C. 2.
The town of Juanpore, and its limits.
The pargunnahs of Haviy Juanpore,
Angoolee, and
Rauree, including the talook of Budiapoor.
The talooks of Kerseat Mehra,
Dowst,
Singramow,
Chundwick or Qobehee,
Sreemoo Pessara,
Shah Gunje,
The other talooks included under the general denomination of the Mehalat Bukh-sheerat.
The pargunnah of Pundraha,
The tuppeh of Guzara,
The pargunnahs of Kerakut,
Curwara,
Muhchlee Sheher, or Ghessoer,
Mongra, and
Mureenhoo,
The talooks of Bursutte, and
Gopalahore,
The pargunnahs of Bealsee, and
Kola-asa, and
The talooks of Dowroon, and
Bynsadorray.

Sixth. The local jurisdiction above assigned to the city court, and to the three zillah courts, is to be subject to such alteration as the Governor General in Council, may occasionally judge expedient.

V. The rules prescribed in section V, Regulation III, 1793, to the city and zillah courts, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are hereby declared to extend to the city court, and the three zillah courts in the province of Benares.

VI. The city court, and the three zillah courts, are each to use a circular seal, one inch and three quarters in diameter, with an inscription to the following effect, in the Persian language and character, and the Hindostanee language, and Nagree character, “The seal of the dewanny adawlut of the city (or zillah) of———.” The seal of each court is to remain in the custody of the judge.

VII. The jurisdiction, powers, and authorities, vested in the zillah and city courts, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by sections VII, VIII, (a) IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, Regulation III, 1793, are hereby vested in the city court, and the three zillah courts in Benares, and the rules contained in those sections, are to be considered equally applicable to the province of Benares, as to the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.

VIII. The city court, and the three zillah courts, are prohibited hearing, trying, or determining, the merits of any suit whatever, against any person or persons, to regain the possession of lands or grounds, if the cause of action shall have arisen previous to the 1st of July 1775, or any suit whatever, against any person or persons, if the cause of action shall have arisen twelve years before any suit shall have been commenced on account of it, unless the complainant can show by clear and positive proof, that he demanded the money or matter in question, and that the defendant admitted the truth of the demand, or promised to pay the money, or that he directly preferred

(a) This section is rescinded or qualified by R. 19, of 1808, S. 2, whereby the jurisdictions of the city and zillah courts are restricted to regular suits not exceeding in amount or value the sum of six hundred rupees five thousand.

The local jurisdiction of the courts, liable to be altered by government.

Section V. Regulation III, 1793, extended to the city and zillah courts in Benares.

Seals of the courts.

Seals to remain in the custody of the judges.


Courts not to try the merits of any suit for lands or grounds where the cause of action shall have arisen before the 1st of July 1775.

Nor any suit where the cause of action shall have arisen twelve years before a suit or suits shall have been commenced for it.

\.hjs
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Exceptions to the rule.

Further exceptions in respect to bonds and to mortgages.

Deeds not to be given for sums of money on bond which may be entered into after the 1st July 1795, which may not have been executed in the presence of two credible witnesses, unless the sum or a valuable consideration shall be proved to have been given.

Cases to which this restriction is not to extend.

Judges not to entertain suits which may have been decided by any former judge, or superior court having competent jurisdiction.

 Duties respecting the competency of the former jurisdiction, to be submitted to the Sudder Dowanny Adawlut.

Sections XVIII, XIX, XXI, Regulation III, 1793, extended to Benares.

An appeal to lie from the city and zillah courts to the provincial court of appeal under Regulation IX, 1795.

XI. The rules prescribed to the city and zillah courts in Bengal, Bohar, and Orissa, in sections XVIII, XIX, XXI, Regulation III, 1793, are hereby declared to extend to the city court, and of the zillah courts in Benares.

XII. An appeal shall lie to the provincial court of appeal for the division of Benares, from the decisions of the city court and the zillah courts under Regulation IX, 1795, (excepting in the cases specified in clause fourth, section VI. Regulation XII, (c) 1795,) and the judges are invariably to state in every decree, the grounds on which it may be passed.

(b) R. 12, 1795, s. 9, vests in the Sudder Dowanny Adawlut a discretionary power to dispense with that part of this section which prohibits the courts from taking cognizance of claims preferred twelve years after their commencement. See R. 2, 1800, s. 6 and 7, explaining the existing limitation of time for the cognizance of suits in the civil courts.

(c) Here certainly is some mistake, as will be seen upon a reference to R. 12, of 1795.
A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, with alterations and modifications, Regulation IV, 1793, entitled A Regulation for receiving, trying, and deciding suits or complaints declared cognizable in the courts of dewanny adalwut, established in the several zillahs, and in the cities of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad; and for exempting the Rajah of Benares, and the baboons of his family, and certain bankers, when defendants, from giving the security required from other defendants.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1793; corresponding with the 16th Chyfe 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyce 1201 Fussly; the 16th Chyce 1202 Williay; the 22d Chyce 1832 Sumbat; and the 5th Ramzaun 1209 Hydro.

The rules for receiving, trying, and deciding suits or complaints, prescribed to the courts of dewanny adalwut in the cities and zillahs, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by Regulation IV, 1793, being, with certain alterations and modifications, considered equally applicable to the courts of dewanny adalwut established in the city of Benares, and in the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazipur, and Junapoor; and it having been deemed advisable, from respect to the rajah of Benares, to exempt him, and the baboons of his family, when defendants in any suit, from giving the security required from other defendants; and it having been thought proper to grant a similar privilege to certain bankers, in consideration of the long established credit and responsibility of their houses; the following rules have been enacted.

11. The rules contained in Regulation IV, 1793, for receiving, trying, and deciding, suits or complaints, declared cognizable in the courts of dewanny adalwut, established in the several zillahs, and in the cities of Patna, Dacca, and Moorsheedabad, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are to be considered as the rules for receiving, trying, and deciding, suits or complaints, declared cognizable in the courts of dewanny adalwut, established in the city of Benares, and in the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazipur, (a) and Junapoor, with the following alterations and modifications.

III. First. The following rule is substituted in lieu of section XV.

Second. In suits regarding succession, inheritance, marriage, and cast, or other religious usages, or institutions, the mahomedan laws, with respect to mahomedans, and the hindoo laws, with regard to hindoos, are to be considered as the general rules by which the judges are to form their decisions. In causes in which the plaintiff shall be of a different religious persuasion from the defendant, the decision is to be regulated by the law of the religion of the latter, excepting where Europeans, or other persons, not being either mahomedans or hindoos, shall be defendants, in which cases, the law of the plaintiff is to be made the rule of decision in all plaints, and actions of a civil nature. The mahomedan and hindoo law officers of the courts, are to attend to expound the law of their respective persuasions, in cases in which recourse may be required to be had to it. (b)

IV. First. The rule contained in the following clause, is substituted in lieu of section IX.

Second. That the quaquinquennial register of landed property, paying revenue to government, directed to be kept by Regulation XIX, 1795, may be complete, the city court, and the zillah courts, are strictly enjoined to transmit to the collector of Benares.

Regulation IV, 1793, extended to Benares, with alterations and modifications.

Rule substituted in lieu of section XV.

By what law the suits herein described are to be decided.

Where parties in suits are of different persuasions, the court is to be guided by the law of the defendant.

Exception.

Rule in the following clause substituted in the room of section IX.

Copies of decrees regarding malnagary land to be furnished by the courts to the collector.

(d) This zillah has been discontinued, as appears by R. 11, of 1807, S. 10, C. 2.

(e) Explained by R. 2, 1795, S. 4.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION VIII.

What the abstract is to contain.

Rate of tullubahah to be exacted in lieu of that specified in section XX.

What officers the courts are to order to take charge of land adjudged forfeited under section XXII.

Rule substituted in lieu of section XXIII.

How lands forfeited under section XXII, are to be disposed of.

Collector to proceed against farmers whose tenures may be annulled under section XXIV, and their sureties, for arrears, in the manner specified in Regulation VI, 1795.

How the offender is to recover arrears due to him in the farm.

Rules respecting resistance to the process of the zillah court, to be considered equally applicable to resistance to the process of the civil court.

and the Board of Revenue, (c) a copy of every decree that they may pass, or which may be sent to them to be enforced by the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, regarding any talook, or zeminahry, or putteedary, distinct or common, or other lands, paying revenue immediately to government, or in any wise concerning the possession of such land. The judge is to transmit the copy of the decree, within ten days after he may pass, or receive it. The decree is to be attested with the signature of the judge, and the seal of the court, and is to be accompanied with a short abstract of it, specifying the date of the decree, the names of the pursunah or pursunnahs, the talook or zook or zooks, the turf or turfs, the village or villages, or the kismuts or portions of each, which may be decreed, the name or names of the person or persons last in possession, the person or persons to whom the lands may be decreed, and, if the land be decreed to two or more persons, the shares awarded to each person.

(d) Third. Peons deputed to serve summonses, or execute process, are to receive two annas per day each, instead of the rates specified in section XX. (c)

V. Where decrees of forfeiture may be ordered to be executed as specified in section XXII, the court by which the decree is to be executed, is, in all cases, in the precept directed to be issued to the collector, to require him to order the nearest tehsieldar, or other officer, who may be employed under him in the business of the collections, to take charge of the lands.

VI. First. The following rule is substituted in lieu of section XXIII.

Second. If the decree adjudging the lands of the offender forfeited, shall be confirmed or stand good, under section XXII, it shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council, either to confer the rights which the offender possessed in the lands, on his heirs, upon their agreeing to make good all sums whatever that may be due from him to government on account of the land forfeited, and to pay the fixed public revenue assessed upon them; or, if the property forfeited, be a common or distinct putteedary, the revenue payable from it to the principal proprietor or proprietors; or to the putteedary holder, or putteedary holders, in whose putteedary it may be included; or to order the lands to be disposed of at public sale, under the rules prescribed for the sale of lands so forfeited, in Regulation XX, 1795.

VII. The collector is to proceed against farmers, whose leases may be annulled under section XXIV, and their sureties, for the recovery of any arrears that may be due from them, in the manner specified in Regulation VI, 1795, instead of section XX. Regulation XIV, 1793, as directed in the first mentioned section, for the recovery of balances due from farmers, whose leases may be adjudged annulled in consequence of their having resisted the process of the collector, or their sureties. The offender is permitted to prosecute in the dewanny adawlut in the jurisdiction of which the farm may be situated, the talook-lars, zemindars, putteedars, distinct and common, under farmers, and ryots, in the lands included in the farm, for any arrears of rent or revenue that may be due from them to him, on account of the period during which his lease remained in force.

VIII. The rules prescribed in Regulation IV, 1793, and this Regulation, regarding proprietors of land, whether zemindars, talook-lars, or putteedars, distinct or common, or farmers of land, holding farms immediately of government, or other persons resisting or causing to be resisted, any process, rule, order, or decree, of a zillah court, are to be considered equally applicable to any such persons who may resist or

(f) Now to the Commissioner appointed under R. 1, 1814, who has been connected with the superintendence of the revenues in the province of Benares instead of the Board of Revenue.

(g) Copies of the decrees required to be transmitted to the collectors by the section, were intended to be such only as affect the proprietary right to, or possession of, land. The copies are also directed to transmit to the collector copies of decrees, such as have been above explained, regarding lands exempt from the payment of the public revenue, in order that the quinquennial register of such lands also may be kept complete. See R. 58, 1795, S. 3 and 4.

(h) The rules respecting the payment of tullubahah or subsistence money to persons deputed to serve the process of the civil and criminal courts, have been modified by R. 25, 1814, S. 14.
cause to be resisted, any process, rule, order, or decree, of the dewanny adawlut, established in the city of Benares.

IX. The rules, orders, and other process, of the city and zillah courts in the province of Benares, are to be written in the same languages and characters as the rules, process, and orders, of the courts in the province of Behar.

X. On a written complaint being preferred in the manner specified in section V, Regulation IV, 1793, either against the rajah of Benares, or against any of the principal melajins of the city of Benares, being such as are known under the denomination of newputty, or against any of the baboons, (being persons of the rajah's blood and family,) the security required from defendants in the said section, shall not be demanded of them, but the court is merely to issue a notice to such defendants, containing a short account of the nature of the demand, and fixing a day for him or them, to appear either in person, or by vakeel duly authorized, to answer to the claim; and in case of his or their failing to appear as required, or to conform to all the subsequent established process in the cause, such defendant or defendants, shall forfeit the honorary privilege hereby reserved to them, and be dealt with in all respects as other unprivileged defendants. (i) This privilege, however, is to be construed to extend only to the cases above specified, in which such persons may be defendants in the city court, or the zillah courts, and to suits which may be directed to be tried in the first instance in the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, pursuant to orders from the Governor General in Council, or in the provincial court of appeal, in conformity to directions from the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and not to any cases of appeal, in which, whether the appeal be lodged in the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the said persons are to give the same securities, as other persons concerned in appeals in those courts.

---

A. D. 1795. REGULATION IX.

A REGULATION for establishing a provincial court of appeal in the province of Benares, for hearing appeals from decisions passed in the city court, and the zillah courts in that province, and defining its powers and duties, and prescribing rules for receiving and deciding upon appeals, and other causes of which it is declared to have cognisance.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22nd Chyte 1202 Fasilly; the 16th Chyte 1202 Wiladity; the 22nd Chyte 1858 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Hijrey.

The jurisdiction of the courts of dewanny adawlut established in the city of Benares, and the zilah of Mirzapoor, Ghazieepoor, and Juanpoor, being now extended not only to the causes relative to matters of revenue, which were heretofore cognizable by the resident, and the amils, but to civil suits of all descriptions between individuals, and under certain restrictions, between government and its subjects; and the reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation V, 1793, for establishing provincial courts of appeal in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, being, in consequence, considered applicable to the province of Benares, the Governor General in Council has enacted as follows.

(i) The honorary privilege here mentioned, is now made common to all His Majesty's subjects by R. 2, 1805, by which the first process issued against any defendant is a notice of the nature described in this section, without the demand of security for appearances, except in cases where a defendant intends to appeal, and the like.
A.D. 1793. Regulation IX.

II. A court of appeal shall be established at the city of Benares, to be denominated the provincial court of appeal for the division of Benares. The court is to be superintended by three judges, (a) who are to be styled, the first, second, and third, judge of the court. Every judge, previous to entering upon the execution of the duties of his office, is to take and subscribe an oath similar to that prescribed for the judges of the provincial courts of appeal, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by section II, Regulation V, 1793.

III. The jurisdiction of the provincial court of appeal, is to extend over the city of Benares, and the other places included in the jurisdiction of the city court, and the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazipoor, (b) and Jumnpore.

IV. The provincial court of appeal for the division of Benares, is to be held in the city of Benares. The court is to sit in a large and convenient room, three days in every week, (excepting for the period during which the judges may be employed in making the regular jail deliveries, in their capacity of judges of circuit,) or oftener, if the business shall require it, and no rule, order, proceeding, or decree, is to be made, but on court days, and in open court. (c)

V. The provincial court of appeal for the division of Benares, is to use a circular seal of two inches in diameter, with the following inscription in the Persian character and language, and the Hindostanee language and Nageree character, "The seal of the provincial court of appeal for the division of Benares."

VI. The jurisdiction, powers, and authorities, vested in the provincial courts of appeal for the several divisions in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by the several sections of Regulation V, 1793, commencing from section VI, to the conclusion of the said regulation, are hereby vested in the provincial court of appeal for the division of Benares, and all the rules in the said sections, are to be considered as extending to the province of Benares, with the following alterations and modifications.

VII. The rules prescribed in Regulation V, 1793, and this regulation, respecting any zemindar, talookdar, or other proprietor of land, or farmer of land, or other person in the zillahs, who may resist or cause to be resisted, any process, rule, order, or decree, of the provincial court of appeal, are to be considered as extending to any such person in the jurisdiction of the city court, who may be guilty of a similar offence.

VIII. Where decrees of forfeiture may be ordered to be executed under section XXIII, the court by which the decree is to be executed, i.e., in all cases, to issue a precept under the seal of the court, and the signature of the registrar, requiring the collector of the revenue, to seize and collect the rents and revenues, and for this purpose, to order the nearest tehsildar or other officer, employed under him in the business of the collections, to take charge of the lands.

IX. First. The following rule is substituted in lieu of section XXIV.

Second. If the decree adjudging the lands of the offender forfeited, shall be confirmed, or stand good, under section XXIII, it shall be in the option of the Governor General in Council, either to confer the rights which the offender possessed in the lands, on his heirs, upon their agreeing to make good all sums whatever that may be due to government from the defaulters on account of the lands forfeited, and to pay the fixed revenue assessed upon them; or, if it be a common or distinct put

(a) Repealed by R. 5, 1814, S. 2. Each of the provincial courts of appeal is superintended by four judges, who are severally styled the first, second, third, or fourth judge of the court, in which they may be attached.

(b) This zillah has been discontinued, as appears by R. 14, of 1807, S. 10, C. 3.

(c) The sittings of the provincial courts of appeal are required to be held daily, Sundays, holidays, and other authorized vacations excepted. See R. 15, of 1810, S. 6. The duties of the circuit or the jail deliveries are held ordinarily by the three junior judges of each court successively. See R. 5, 1814, S. 2.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION X.

A REGULATION for empowering the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, to receive and decide upon appeals from decisions of the provincial court of appeal established in the province of Benares; and for defining the jurisdiction, powers, and authorities, of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in that province.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chytle 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chytle 1202 Fussily; the 16th Chytle 1202 Willity; the 22d Chytle 1852 Sambut; and the 5th Ram-saan 1209 Hijree.

THE establishment of the city court, and the three zillah courts, and a provincial court of appeal, in the province of Benares, with powers nearly similar to those vested in the city and zillah courts, and the provincial courts of appeal, in the three provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, rendering it necessary that the rules for receiving and deciding on appeals to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, from the decisions of the provincial courts in those three provinces, with certain exceptions and alterations, should be extended to appeals to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, from decisions passed by the provincial court of appeal established in the province of Benares; and that the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut should be vested with the same jurisdiction, powers, and authorities, in the province of Benares, as in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa; the following rules have been enacted.

II. With the alterations and exceptions specified in the following sections, all the rules contained in Regulation VI, 1793, for receiving and deciding upon appeals from the decisions of the provincial courts of appeal, in the several divisions in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are to be considered as the rules for receiving and deciding upon appeals to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, from the decisions of the
A. D. 1795. REGULATION X.

The provincial court of appeal established in Benares; and the jurisdiction, powers, and authorities, vested by that regulation, in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are declared to extend to the province of Benares.

III. The rules contained in section IX, and the following clause in section X, are declared not to extend to the province of Benares: and in admitting such appeals, they are to observe the caution prescribed in clause second, section IX, with regard to the trial or admission of the appeals therein alluded to, after the limited period.

IV. All decrees, orders, and process whatever, of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in the province of Benares, are to be written in the same languages and characters, as in the business of Behar.

V. The rules prescribed in Regulation VI, 1793, and this regulation, respecting any zemindar, talookdar, or other proprietor of land, or farmer of land, or other person in the zillahs, who may resist or cause to be resisted, any process, rule, order, or decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, are to be considered as extending to any such person, who may be guilty of the same offence in the jurisdiction of the city court.

VI. Where decrees of forfeiture may be ordered to be executed under section XXIV, the court by which the decree is to be executed, is to issue a precept, under the seal of the court, and the signature of the registrar, requiring the collector of the revenue to order the nearest tehsildar, or other officer employed under him in the business of the collections, to take charge of the lands.

VII. First. The following rule is substituted in lieu of section XXV.

Second. If the decree adjudging the lands of the offender forfeited, shall be confirmed or stand good under section XXIV, it shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council, either to confer the rights which the offender possessed in the lands on his heirs, upon their agreeing to make good all sums whatever, that may be due from them to government on account of the lands forfeited, and to pay the fixed public revenue assessed upon them, or, if it be a common or distinct putteeddy, the revenue payable from it to the principal proprietor or proprietors, or to the pottah holder or pottah holders, in whose pottah the lands may be included; or, to order the lands to be disposed of at public sale, under the rules prescribed for the sale of lands so forfeited in Regulation XX, 1795.

VIII. Leases of farmers finally adjudged annulled under section XXVI, are to be disposed of by that section in similar cases, in Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.

IX. The collector is to proceed against farmers whose leases may be annulled under section XXVI, and their sureties, for the recovery of any arrears that may be due from them, in the manner specified in Regulation VI, 1795, instead of section XX, Regulation XIV, 1793, as directed in the first mentioned section, for the recovery of balances due from farmers, whose leases may be adjudged annulled for resistance to the process of the collector, or their sureties. The offender is permitted to prosecute in the dewanny adawlut in the jurisdiction of which the farm may be situated, the zemindars, talookdars, putteedars, distinct or common, under farmers, and rent, in the lands included in the farm, for any arrears of rent or revenue, that may be due from them to him, on account of the period during which his lease remained in force.

X. The court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut is vested with a discretionary power, similar to that formerly exercised by the resident, as judge of the court of appeal which existed in the province of Benares previous to the abolition of the residency, of dispensing with that part of section VIII, Regulation VII, 1795, which prohibits the courts from taking cognizance of any claims, where the cause of action shall have arisen twelve years before any suit shall have been commenced on account of,
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XI.

and to issue a precept to the proper court to take cognizance of the suit. The court are to record their reasons for every exercise of this power.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XI.

A REGULATION for extending with modifications, to the province of Benares, Regulation XII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for the appointment of the Hindoo and Mahomedan law officers of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, and for appointing a pundit or pundits, to the provincial court of circuit for the division of Benares, to expound the Hindoo law in certain cases cognizable by that court—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fussily; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramasaun 1209 Higeree.

The Governor General in Council, having deemed it advisable, on grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XII, 1793, for the appointment of the Hindoo and Mahomedan law officers of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, to extend the rules in that Regulation, to the law officers attached to the courts in the province of Benares; and it being necessary that a pundit or pundits, should be appointed to the court of circuit for that province, to assist the court in passing sentence in cases of dharma, and certain other matters, in the trial of which the established custom of the province, and the regulations founded on it, require that reference should be made to the laws of the shaster, the following rules have been enacted.

II. Regulation XII, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.

III. The pundit, or pundits, of the provincial court of appeal, shall be pundit, or pundits, to the court of circuit for the division of Benares, and shall be subject to the same rules and regulations in the latter, as in the former capacity.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XII.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XIII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for the appointment of the ministerial officers of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, and prescribing their respective duties.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1793; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fussily; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramasaun 1209 Higeree.

The rules contained in Regulation XIII, 1793, for the appointment of the ministerial officers of the provincial courts of appeal, and the courts of circuit, and the city and zillah courts, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and for regulating their respective duties, including also provisions for receiving and trying any charges of corruption, or extortion, that may be preferred against them, or any private servants, or dependents of the judges of the courts, being equally applicable
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XIII.

A regulation for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation VII, 1793, entitled, A regulation for the appointment of vakeels or native pleaders, in the courts of civil judicature, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, with an alteration, exempting the Rajah of Benares, and the baboos of his family, and certain bankers, when plaintiffs or defendants, from giving the security for the payment of the fees of the vakeels required from other plaintiffs and defendants.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 21st March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fassily; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1552 Sambut; and the 5th Ramasan 1209 Higree.

The reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation VII, 1793, for the appointment of authorized pleaders, to plead the causes of suitors in the courts of civil judicature, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, being equally applicable to the province of Benares; and it having been deemed advisable to exempt the Rajah of Benares, and the baboos of his family, and certain bankers, when plaintiffs or defendants, from giving the security required by that Regulation from plaintiffs or defendants for the payment of the fees of the vakeels, on grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation VIII, 1795, for exempting them when defendants from giving the security or bail required from other defendants; the following rule has been enacted.

II. Regulation VII, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares, with this alteration, that the security directed by section IX, of that Regulation, to be taken from plaintiffs and defendants, shall not be required from the Rajah of Benares, and from the baboos and bankers, described in section X, Regulation VII, 1795, when plaintiffs or defendants, in any suit preferred against them in the city court, or the zillah courts; or in any suit which the Governor General in Council may order to be tried in the first instance, in the provincial court of appeal, or in the Sudder Dewanny A lawbut, or which the Sudder Dewanny A lawbut may order to be tried in the first instance, in the provincial court of appeal.

(*) This Regulation is rescinded by E. 27, 1814, S. 2.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XIV.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XLIX, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for preventing affairs respecting disputed boundaries, and for applying the rules in that Regulation, to disputes regarding tanks, or reservoirs; wells, and water-courses, in the province of Benares.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 10th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fussify; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willacy; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higerec.

On grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XLIX, 1793, for preventing affairs respecting disputed boundaries, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and for obviating similar contests in the province of Benares, respecting tanks, or reservoirs, wells, or water-courses, the following rules have been enacted.

II. The rules contained in Regulation XLIX, 1793, are hereby extended to the province of Benares, and also to all disputes in that province, between zemindars, talookdars, puttoedars, whether distinct or common, or other proprietors of land, or under-farmers, or ryots, or other persons, in the jurisdiction of the city court, or either of the zillah courts, regarding tanks, or reservoirs, wells, or water-courses.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XV,

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XVI, 1795, entitled, A Regulation for referring suits to arbitration, and submitting certain cases to the decision of the Nazim, with the exception of section X; and for referring certain cases to the decision of the Rajah of Benares.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1793; corresponding with the 10th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fussify; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willacy; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higerec.

Previous to the establishment of courts of justice in the province of Benares, individuals, in general, were under the necessity of having recourse to arbitration for the adjustment of the differences occasionally arising between them in respect to matters of property; and the same mode of adjustment has since been prevalent in the province, the parties in suits before the courts, often agreeing to submit to the award of a certain number of their neighbours, or other persons, and the award, when confirmed by the court, becoming a decree of the court. The Governor General in Council, being desirous to promote the reference of disputes of certain descriptions to arbitration; and having deemed it proper to submit certain cases to the decision of the Rajah, the following rules have been enacted.

II. Regulation XVI, 1795, with the exception of section X, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.
III. First. In the event of any complaints being preferred to the city court, or to any zillah court, or to the provincial court of appeal, relative to undue exactions of revenue, or any breach of agreement in respect to pottahs, or the resumption of kisharpun, or other description of lands exempted from the payment of revenue, in the jaghire mahauls of Budhoe, or of Kera Mungra, or in the Rajah's hereditary zamindary of Gungapore; the complaints are not to be taken cognizance of in the courts of justice, but the parties are to be desired to make application to the Rajah, or to his dewan; and in case of their not obtaining justice, they are to have recourse to the collector, who will proceed to bring such causes to a just and equitable termination, in the manner stated in the under specified article of an agreement, concluded by the resident with Rajah Mahipnarain, under date the 27th of October 1794. An option however is reserved to the persons deeming themselves injured, to prefer their applications for redress in the first instance to the collector, who, in all cases, by reference to and communication with the Rajah, and his officers, is to cause substantial justice to be rendered to the parties.

Second. Article third, of an agreement concluded by the resident at Benares with Rajah Mahipnarain, under date the 27th October 1794. "In case of complaints relative to revenue causes, or charity ground, &c., being preferred to the huzoor, (i.e. the English government,) by any parties residing within the jaghire, and ultumgab, &c. the personal or private lands of Rajah Mahipnarain Sing, the enquiry thereinto, shall be made, in like manner as such cases were amicably conducted between Mr. Duncan and the Rajah; that is, that since the gentleman holding the station of collector, will have more concern and connection with such matters, than the other gentlemen, the rule shall be, that with the privity and ascertainment of the said collector, (who is to have regard to the honour, and dignity of the said Rajah,) such causes are to be settled through the channel of the said Rajah, or of the officers of the said Rajah's cutcherry; it being at the same time understood, and provided, that as it is a duty incumbent on the Honourable Company's government, to distribute and ensure the attainment of justice, to all the inhabitants of Benares, should it so happen, that after referring such complaints to the Rajah, or to his officers in the cutcherry, the contentment of the parties complaining and aggrieved, shall not be obtained, the Rajah shall, relative to the adjustment of such causes, listen to, and approve of, the suggestions and advice of the collector, in like manner as hath been practised in the time of Mr. Duncan; and it is also incumbent on the said collector, in all proper and just cases, to show the utmost attention possible to the Rajah's accommodation, and to hold in view the maintenance of his honour and dignity, such being entirely consistent with the wishes of government; and if, (which God forbid,) any such subject should arise, as cannot be settled between the said collector, and the Rajah aforesaid, the decision in such case, shall depend on the Governor General in Council."
A REGULATION for the apprehension and trial of persons charged with crimes or misdemeanors in the province of Benares; for enabling one of the judges, in his capacity of judge of the provincial court of appeal, to transact certain parts of the business of that court, whilst the other two judges, as judges of circuit, are making the circuits; and for providing against the absence or indisposition of any of the judges or their law officers, and against vacancies in the judicial or law appointments.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1902 Fussilay; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willuity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sambut; and the 5th Ramcuan 1203 Higare.

In the year 1781, a court of justice vested with criminal jurisdiction, was established for the city of Benares; and in the year 1788, courts with similar powers were erected in the towns of Ghazeepoor, Juampoor, and Mirzapore. The Governor General in Council vested the resident at Benares, with authority to superintend, revise, and sanction the proceedings of these courts, and those of the moolkyonduarry adawlut, or general criminal court established for the province, exclusive of the city and towns aforesaid, as specified in Regulation XXII, 1795. The resident was likewise authorized to exercise the powers of magistrate throughout the province, with authority to apprehend offenders, and to commit them to the criminal courts for trial. The Governor General in Council having deemed it advisable to appoint British magistrates to keep the peace of the province, and to establish a court of circuit for the trial of offenders, constituted on principles similar to the courts of circuit, erected in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa; and it being necessary that provisions should be made for the transaction of certain parts of the business of the provincial court of appeal, whilst the judges of circuit are making the periodical jail deliveries, and also for the absence or indisposition of any of the judges or their law officers, or vacancies in the judicial or law appointments; the following rules have been enacted.

II. The judges of the courts of dewanny adawlut established in the city of Benares, and the zillahs of Mirzapore, Ghazeepoor, (a) and Juampoor, are vested with the powers of magistrate. (a) Previous to entering upon the execution of the duties of the office, they shall take and subscribe the oath prescribed for the magistrates of the cities and zillahs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, in section 11, Regulation IX, 1793.

III. The special jurisdiction of each magistrate shall extend throughout the limits of his civil jurisdiction. (p)

IV. First. The powers vested in the magistrates of the cities and zillahs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, in the several sections of Regulation IX, 1793, from section IV, to section XXX, are hereby vested in the magistrates of the city of Benares, and the zillahs of Mirzapore, Ghazeepoor, and Juampoor, and all the rules contained in those sections (g) are to be considered to extend to the province of Benares, with the following additions and modifications.

Second. Setting fire to any house or village is declared to be an offence not bailable.

Third.
THIRD. The magistrate of the city of Benares, is to observe the rules prescribed to the magistrates of the cities of Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad, in sections XLI and XXX.

FOURTH. The magistrates are to accompany all papers written in the Hindostanee language and Nagreee character, or the Bengalee language, with a translate in Persian, in the same manner as is directed with regard to papers in the Bengalee language, in the other three provinces in section XVI, and the translate is in like manner to be compared with the originals by the officers of the court of circuit.

FIFTH. All complaints or charges, with the orders respecting them, are to be recorded in the office of the magistrate in the English and Persian languages.

SIXTH. The reward which the magistrates are empowered to offer by section XXIV, is to be considered to extend to all robbers, and persons concerned in any dacoit, or night or day attack on any house or village, and in robbing, or setting fire to, or attempting to rob, or set fire to, such house or village. (r)

V. For the trial of persons charged with crimes or misdemeanors, a court of circuit shall be established in the province of Benares, to be denominated the court of circuit for the division of Benares.

VI. The jurisdiction of the court of circuit shall extend over the city of Benares, and the places adjacent subject to the jurisdiction of the city court, and over the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazipur, Juispour. (s)

VII. The judges of the court of circuit, previous to entering on the execution of the duties of their office, are to take and subscribe an oath similar to that prescribed to the judges of circuit, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, in section XXXIV, Regulation IX, 1793.

VIII. The register, and assistants to the register, to the provincial court of appeal, are to be register, and assistants to the register, to the court of circuit. Previous to entering upon the execution of the duties of their office, they are to take and subscribe before the court of circuit, an oath similar to that prescribed to the registers and assistants to the registers to the courts of circuit, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, in section XXXV, Regulation IX, 1793.

IX. The cauzy, and the myndty, or other law officers of the provincial court of appeal, shall be the cauzy, and the myndty, or law officers, to the court of circuit, and shall not be removable, excepting on proof to the satisfaction of the Governor General in Council, that they are inapable, or have been guilty of misconduct in the performance of their public duty, or of any act of flagrant profanery in their private conduct. (t)

X. The Mahomedan law officers of the court of circuit, are to take oaths similar to those prescribed for the Mahomedan law officers of the courts of circuit in the several divisions in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, in sections XXXVII and XXXVIII, Regulation IX, 1793.

XI. The pundit or pundits to the court of circuit, appointed under section III, Regulation XI, 1795, shall make and subscribe the declaration prescribed to him or them, as pundit or pundits to the provincial court of appeal in section VII, Regulation XII, 1792, extended to the province of Benares, by Regulation XI, 1795.

XII. The judges of the provincial court of appeal, and the court of circuit, are to cause the sheriadar, and the other native officers of the provincial court, to officiate occasionally as officers.

(r) Rescinded by R. 16, of 1810, S. 13. See the provisions of that Regulation, beginning at section 15, and of R. 8, of 1808, regarding the payment of rewards for the apprehension of proclaimed robbers, and on other occasions.

(s) The zillahs of Allahabad, Goruckpoor, and Benedeep, are now included within the jurisdiction of the court of circuit for the division of Benares, subject however to the regulations and laws which have been passed for the internal government of the provinces, gazetted by the Napier, Viceroy of the Honourable Company. See Regs. 8 and 9, of 1801.

(t) Modified by R. 8, of 1802, S. 4. The removal and appointment of the law officers of the courts of circuit are vested absolutely in the hands of the Nizamut Ahmed.
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XIII. There shall be two general jail deliveries annually in the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazeepoor, and Jaunpoor, for which purpose, two of the judges shall make two circuits in each year, setting out on the first circuit, on the first of April, and on the second, on the first of November. (c) The judges shall proceed to the places of residence of the magistrates in each zillah, as directed in sections XIV and XVI, and unless it be found indispensably necessary from the non-attendance of any material evidence, or other sufficient cause, to postpone any trial until a future session, shall remain at each station, until all persons committed or held to bail for trial by magistrate shall have been tried, and, (in matters in which sentence is directed to be passed by the judges,) sentence shall have been passed upon them, or, (in cases in which the judges are not authorized to pass sentence,) the trial shall have been referred to the Nizamut Adawlut.

XIV. To expedite the two general jail deliveries in the zillahs, two courts are to be formed. (a) Each court is to be superintended by one of the judges of circuit. The register, and one of the Mahomedan law officers, are to accompany one court, and one of the assistants to the register, and the other Mahomedan law officer, the other court. The pundit or pundits shall proceed occasionally on the circuits, or be sent for by the courts, in case his or their opinion shall be necessary, as in trials for dhurna under Regulation XXI, 1793. The court of circuit however are empowered, whenever it may appear to them advisable, to order their registers and their assistants to remain at the sudder station during the circuits, for the purpose of transcribing the records of the trials which may be referrible to the Nizamut Adawlut, or for the performance of any other official duty.

XV. First. The remaining judge of the court of circuit, is to continue at the sudder station, and is to perform the duty prescribed to the judge remaining at the sudder station in the divisions in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by section XII, (w) Regulation VII, 1794, the rules in which are accordingly to be considered to extend to the province of Benares.

Second. The judges are to remain at the sudder station in rotation. (x)

XVI. The courts formed as directed in section XIV, are to proceed to the undermentioned stations : (y)

One court. Jaunpoor and Ghazeepoor.
One court. Mirzapoor.

XVII. The two courts are to proceed alternately to the stations specified in section XVI, so that the same judge and Mahomedan law officer, and Hindoo law officer, (when there may be two pundits attached to the court of circuit,) of the division, may never make two circuits successively to the same station. The Nizamut Adawlut however is empowered to dispense occasionally with the rule contained in this section, and also with the rule in clause second, section XV, in any special cases in which it may appear to them necessary. (z)

(a) These periods have been altered to the 1st January and 1st July, by R. 2, of 1801, 3.
(b) Modified by R. 3, of 1797, 2. 1. One court, instead of two, holds the half yearly jail delivery in each zillah during the period of each circuit, which is superintended by one of the Junior judges of each division in rotation, and attended by one of the two mahomedan law officers alternately.
(c) The whole of this section is rescinded by R. 1, of 1807, 3. See R. 13, of 1810, and R. 25, of 1814, 5, regarding the duties and powers of single judges of the provincial courts of appeal. The senior judge only remains fixed at the sudder or principal station, for the conduct of the business of the provincial court of appeal. See R. 3, of 1792, 3. 5, and R. 5, of 1814, 5.
(d) Modified by R. 3, of 1797, 3. 5, and R. 5, of 1814, 3. 5. See the preceding note.
(e) Modified by R. 3, of 1797, 2. See the note to section 14 of this Regulation. The present order of succession for holding the half yearly jail deliveries may be seen in R. 1, of 1801, 3.
(f) This section has become superfluous in consequence of the modifications made by R. 3, of 1797, 3. 5, and R. 5, of 1814, 3. 5.

XVIII.
Sections VII and VIII, Regulation VII, 1794, extended to Benares.

Courts to repair to the murder station after completing the jail deliveries in the zillah. By whom and where the jail deliveries are to be made at the murder station.

Judges to hold the court of monthly jail delivery at Benares in rotation.

Section XIII and XIV, Regulation VII, 1794, extended to Benares, and the latter section to be applied to the Hindu law officers.

Rules in Regulation IX, 1793, from section XLVII, to the extent of these alterations and modifications specified in the following sections.

No brahmin to suffer capital punishment.

Rule adopted in the room of section LXII.

Judges to visit the jails.

XVIII. The rules contained in sections VII and VIII, Regulation VII, 1794, are hereby extended to the province of Benares, the judges proceeding to the prescribed stations, as directed in section XVI, of this Regulation, instead of section V Regulation VII, 1794.

XIX. Each court, when it shall have completed the jail deliveries, in the zillah or zillahs to which it is directed to proceed, shall return without delay to the murder station of Benares. The judge who may first return from the circuit, immediately on his arrival, is to try all persons committed or held to bail to take their trial by the magistracy of the city of Benares, and on the first day, next but one after the month in which one of the courts may return to Benares, and upon the first of every succeeding month, until the courts proceed again on the circuits, a court of general jail delivery is to be held for the said city, and the adjacent places included in the jurisdiction of the magistracy, and the court is to continue to sit until the business of the session be completed. Agreeably to the above rule, if the court which shall first return to the murder station, shall arrive there on the 15th of January, the judge is to try all persons committed or held to bail to take their trial as above directed, and the next jail delivery is to be held on the first of March, and on the first of every succeeding month, until the courts proceed again on the circuit. But when the first of the month shall fall on Sunday, the court of monthly jail delivery shall not be opened until the Monday following, nor shall any of the courts of circuit sit on Sunday, on any occasion whatever. (a)

XX. The court of monthly jail delivery directed to be held at Benares, in the preceding section, is to be held before one of the judges, who are to hold the session in rotation, that the other two judges may at the same time hold a court of appeal.

XXI. The rules contained in sections XIII and XIV, Regulation VII, 1/94, are declared to extend to Benares, and the rules in the latter section are to be applied to the purdah or pundits.

XXII. The power vested in the courts of circuit, in the several divisions in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by the several sections of Regulation IX, 1793, from section XLVII, to the conclusion of the said Regulation, are hereby vested in the court of circuit for the division of Benares, and the powers exercised by the Nizamut Adawlut, under the rules contained in those sections, in the several divisions in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are hereby declared to extend to the province of Benares, and all the rules contained in the sections referred to in this section, are accordingly declared to extend to Benares, with the alterations and modifications contained in the following sections. (b)

XXIII. No brahmin shall be punished with death. In cases in which a brahmin shall be declared by the law liable to suffer death, he shall, in lieu of such punishment, be subject to be sentenced by the Nizamut Adawlut to transportation. The court of circuit is not to pass sentence in any such trials, but is to forward them to the Nizamut Adawlut, for their final sentence.

XXIV. First. The following rule is adopted in the room of section LXII.

Second. The judges of circuit are to visit the jails on every circuit, and one or more of the judges shall visit the jail in the city of Benares, once in every three months, or oftener, if thought proper, and they are to issue to the magistrates such orders as may appear to them advisable, for the better treatment and accommodation, or security of the prisoners.

(a) This and the next section have been superseded by R. 2, of 1802, S. 3. See R. 2, of 1799, S. 2, 3, and 4, for the manner in which the jail deliveries of the city of Benares are held.

(b) See the further powers and duties of the Nizamut Adawlut in regard to certain rules of R. 9, of 1793, by R. 2, of 1801, S. 12.
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A REGULATION for the establishment of an efficient police in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1901 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fussily; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramadhan 1209 Higeec.

The establishment of an efficient police in the province of Benares, being as essential towards deterring people from committing crimes, as the speedy and impartial trial of offenders when apprehended; a clause was inserted in the engagements entered into by the landholders and farmers with government, rendering them responsible, subordinately to the tehseldars, (herefore termed amuils,) for maintaining the peace, and for apprehending all disturbers of it, in their respective estates, or farms, and binding them not to harbour thieves, or robbers, but to secure their persons, and deliver them up for trial, as well as to recover, or in failure thereof, to make good the value of all property robbed, or stolen, within their several boundaries. And in like manner as each proprietor or farmer, entered into such engagements, as far as regarded the limits of his own estate or farm, so each tehsel dar executed similar engagements with government, for the entire purgannah, or other division, with the charge of the police and the collection of the revenue of which he was intrusted, containing however a provision, entitling him to have recourse for his own indemnification, to the landholder, or farmer, within whose limits a loss by theft or robbery might occur. But the parties thus made responsible, having represented, that robberies and thefts committed on boparies and others, were often perpetrated in consequence of their stopping and remaining during the night, with their cattle and goods, in the open fields, or woods, instead of putting up in the villages, and giving notice of their arrival, so as to admit of their security being duly attended to, it was provided by a general notification issued by the resident on the 29th of January 1789, that no person should be entitled to restitution or indemnification by the amuils, landholders, or farmers, for losses by theft or robbery committed at night in the open fields or woods, and that restitution or indemnification should be claimable only, in cases in which the owners of the property had put up at some town or village, and given notice of their arrival. But it having been subsequently considered, that it was the duty of the amuils, and the landholders, and farmers, to have information conveyed to them, of the arrival of merchants and travellers within their respective limits, and to provide for their security and protection; and it having appeared improbable that travellers and merchants in general would be apprized of the requisition for their giving notice of their arrival, at a town, or village; it was deemed inconsistent with the principles of justice that any omission in this respect on their part, should be allowed to exempt the amuils, landholders, or farmers, from making good any losses they might sustain by theft or robbery. It accordingly became an established principle throughout the province, that for night robberies in the open roads, or woods, the tehseldars, landholders, and farmers, were not to be held responsible, unless it should be proved that they had such knowledge of the circumstances, as might reasonably have been expected to have enabled them to have prevented the theft or robbery; but that for thefts or robberies committed in inhabited places, they were liable to be made responsible, whether notice of the arrival of the parties should have been given to them or not, if, under circumstances of the case, the magistrate should be of opinion.
opinion, that the preperation of the theft or robbery was committed with their con-
nivance, or was ascribable to their want of due care, and vigilance. In conformity to
the above principles, and for the establishment of an efficient police in the city of Be-
nares, and the towns of Mirzapore, Ghazipore, and Juanpore, the following rules
have been enacted.

II. The police of the country, subject to the control of the magistrates, is to be con-
idered under the joint charge of the tehseldars, and subordinately to them, of the land-
holders and farmers of land, who are bound to, and responsible for, the preservation of
the peace. (c) The guard of the Decan road to Mirzapore, is intrusted to certain per-
sons paid from the custom house establishment, who are responsible for all losses by
thief, or robbery, committed within their limits, according to the engagements which
they have executed.

III. Tehseldars, landholders, and farmers of land, are in future to be considered
responsible for robberies or thefts committed in their respective limits, estates, or
farms, the tehselidar in the first instance, and the landholders and farmers to the
tehseldar in the manner specified in clause eighth, sections XIV and XV, Regu-
lation II, 1795; it being understood however, that for night robberies in the open
roads or woods, the tehseldars, landholders, or farmers, are not to be held responsible,
unless it shall be proved that they had such knowledge of the circumstances, as might
reasonably have been expected to have enabled them to have prevented the theft or
robbery, but that for thefts or robberies in inhabited places, they are to be considered
as liable to be made responsible, whether notice of the arrival of the owners of the
property shall have been given to them or not; if, under the circumstances of the
cases, the magistrate shall be of opinion, that the theft or robbery was committed
with their connivance, or that the perpetration of it, was ascribable to their want of
care, or vigilance. (d)

IV. The limits of each tehselidar, including the rent free lands, are to be consid-
ered as constituting a police jurisdiction. The guarding of each jurisdiction, is to be committed
generally, to the tehselidar, and to the landholders, and farmers, for their respective
limits. (c)

V. The police jurisdictions are to be numbered, and to be named after the places at
which the tehseldars and their establishments may be stationed. The magistrates are not
to change the names, or numbers of the jurisdictions, nor to alter the limits of them, without
the sanction of the Governor General in Council.

VI. Whenever the magistrates shall deem any tehseldar disqualified for his station,
either from incapacity, misconduct, or other cause, they are immediately to report the
grounds of their opinion, to the Governor General in Council, who will determine whether
he shall be removed, or continued in his office.

VII. Any person having a charge to prefer against another for murder, robbery,
house-breaking, theft, or other crime, or any misdemeanor, (f) and who shall not choose
to lodge it immediately before the magistrate, shall be at liberty to prefer it in pri-

(c) Rescinded by R. 14, 1803, S. 2, C. I. The tehselidar system of police has been abolished, and the police
since adopted in the province of Benares, is like those in the other provinces, the superintendence of which is
vested in persons appointed expressly for the trust. The provisions of this Regulation, excepting such parts as are
modified or rescinded, are applicable in the same way to such police officers, as they were to the tehseldars, pre-
vious to the abolition of the tehselidar system.

(d) Notwithstanding the abolition of the tehselidas system, the responsibility of the landholders and farmers
continue as before, as declared by R. 14, of 1807, S. 19, C. I. See R. 8, of 1807, for defining more specifically
such responsibility of the landholders and farmers. Provisions of landholders and farmers in consequence of such
their responsibility, are to be of the nature of civil actions, and sued accordingly in the civil courts, or dehurnan
adwar. See R. 8, of 1807, S. 2, and R. 14, of 1807, S. 8, C. I.

(e) This and section 6, are rescinded by R. 16, 1811, S. 3. Police officers are now prohibited from taking cognizance of petty or
inconsiderable offences or misdemeanors.
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Ting to the tehselldar (g) of the jurisdiction in which the crime or misdemeanor (g) may have been committed, or, if the offender shall have removed himself out of that jurisdiction, to the tehselldar (g) of the jurisdiction in which he may be found. The tehselldar of such jurisdiction, shall forthwith cause the party accused to be apprehended. If the charge shall be for murder, robbery, house-breaking, theft, or other heinous crime, the tehselldar shall send the accused to the magistrate, under safe custody, within twenty-four hours after he shall have apprehended him. If the charge shall be for any crime or misdemeanor, upon which the magistrates are authorized to pass sentence, the tehselldar shall take sufficient security from the person accused, to appear on a specific day before the magistrate, and then release him. If he shall refuse or be unable to give good security, the tehselldar shall send him, under safe custody, to the magistrate, within twenty-four hours after he shall have apprehended him. (g) When the party accused shall appear before the magistrate, he shall proceed against him in the same manner as if he had been apprehended under his own warrant.

VIII. The tehselldars are authorized to apprehend without a written charge, or issuing a dastuck or writ, persons found in the act of committing a breach of the peace, or against whom a general hue and cry shall have been raised, or who shall be detected with stolen goods in their possession, and also the several descriptions of persons specified in section X. In every other case, the tehselldars are prohibited apprehending any person without a charge preferred against him in writing, under the seal or signature of the complainant.

IX. The tehselldars, in all cases whatsoever, are to take security from the prosecutor and his witnesses, to appear before the magistrate on a specific day, which shall be the day whereon the party accused may be bound to appear, if security shall have been taken from him for that purpose, or, on the day on which he may be expected to arrive at the magistrate's place of residence, if he is to be forwarded thither under custody. (h)

X. The tehselldar, upon receiving information of any notorious robbers harbouring within his jurisdiction, shall apprehend them, and forward them under safe custody to the magistrate. He shall likewise apprehend and send to the magistrate, all gudur-mars, malaches, sry-bejrab, or other descriptions of vagrants, or suspected persons, who may be lurking about his jurisdiction, without any ostensible means of subsistence, or who cannot give a satisfactory account of themselves. (i) The magistrate shall examine on oath such vagrants or suspected persons, and also any persons who may have a knowledge of their usual place of residence, occupation, or mode of obtaining their livelihood, and if there shall appear to him grounds for supposing that they are disorderly, or ill disposed people, he shall employ them in repairing the public roads, or upon any other public work, until they find security for their good behaviour in case of their being discharged, or until some creditable persons shall agree to entertain them in their service, or the magistrate shall be satisfied, from their deportment whilst in his custody, or other circumstances, that they will of themselves take to some service or employment, so as to obtain an honest livelihood, in either of which cases, the magistrate shall discharge them. If any person so apprehended, shall make his escape from the custody of the magistrate, before he is regularly discharged, and shall be re-apprehended, he shall be imprisoned, and kept to hard labour, for six months.

(g) Repealed by R. 9, of 1807, S. 11, R. 14, of 1807, S. 9, C. 1, and R. 7, of 1811, S. 2. Tehselldars divested of the charge of the police—police officers prohibited from taking cognizance of petty or inconsiderable offences or misdemeanors—and the mode of proceeding on receiving complaints by police officers altered.

(h) Modified by R. 9, of 1807, S. 15. Recognizances or mochabas are required to be taken instead of security both from prosecutors and witnesses. See their form in the section above quoted.

(i) See R. 7, of 1811, S. 3, C. 3, in what manner head police officers are to proceed against suspicious or notoriously bad characters.

XI.
XI. It is to be understood, that the duty of the tehsildar, with regard to persons charged with crimes or misdemeanors (j) is to be confined to apprehending, and sending them under safe custody, to the magistrate, or taking security for their appearance before him. He is not to discharge the parties accused, after they are once apprehended, (except in the cases mentioned in section VII, in which he is expressly authorized to release them upon security, or upon the parties delivering in a razanumah in the case specified in section XII,) (j) nor to inquire into, (k) or pass sentence upon any complaint, or impose any fine, or make any exaction, or inflict any punishment, on the prosecutors, or the accused, or their respective witnesses, or any persons whomsoever.

XII. In complaints for petty assaults, and in the other cases described in section VIII, Regulation IX, 1793, on which the magistrates are empowered to pass sentence, the tehsildars are permitted to discharge the defendant, provided the complainant shall deliver a razanumah or writing, desiring to withdraw his complaint, and the defendant shall also give a razanumah or writing, agreeing to the complaint being withdrawn. These razanumas are to be attested by two credible witnesses, and are to be transmitted to the magistrate by the darogah, with his monthly report. If the parties shall not deliver in such razanumas, the case is to be brought before the magistrate. To prevent any misconduct of the authority vested in the tehsildars by this section, it is expressly declared not to extend to the cases of petty thefts, on which the magistrates are empowered to decide by section IX, Regulation IX, 1793. (l)

XIII. All ghorites, (as far, and in such places, as they are employed as police watchmen,) and all pykes, chukeldars, paushaUNS, dussaUNS, pehes, passaes, nega,
bauns, harsees, and other descriptions of village watchmen, are declared subject to the orders of the tehsildar, in his capacity of chief local officer of the police. He shall keep a register of their names, and upon the death or removal of any of them, the landholders, or others, to whom the filling up of the vacancies may belong, shall send the names of the persons whom they may appoint to the tehsildar of the jurisdiction, that they may be registered by them as above directed.

XIV. The ghorites, pykes, paushaUNS, and other village watchmen, mentioned in section XIII, shall apprehend and send to the darogah, any persons who may be taken in the act of committing murder, robbery, house-breaking, or theft, or against whom a hue and cry shall have been raised. It shall be their special duty also, to convey to the tehsildar of the jurisdiction, immediate intelligence of any robbers, who may have concealed themselves in their respective villages, or the country adjacent, and also of any vagrants, or other persons, who may be lurking about the country, without any ostensible means of subsistence, or who cannot give a satisfactory account of themselves. Such ghorites, and all pykes, paushaUNS, or other village watchmen, who shall not act in conformity to this section, shall be dismissed from their stations by the landholders, or other persons by whom they may be employed, upon the requisition of the magistrate, and shall be further punished as the law may direct, should it be proved that they assisted in harbouring, or concealing any of the abovementioned descriptions of offenders, or suspected persons, or connived in any respect at their mal-practices. (m)

XV. A concurrent jurisdiction is vested in the magistrates of the city of Benares, and the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazeepour, (n) and Juanpoor, and the magistrates in the province of Behar, and their respective police officers, in the cases, and under the restrictions following, viz. The tehsildars, darogahs, and police officers, subject to the

(j) Rescinded by R. 7, of 1811. S. 2. See the note (g) attached to section 7 of this Regulation.
(k) See additional and explanatory rules in R. 4, of 1797, S. 9, and R. 9, of 1807, S. 16.
(l) Rescinded by R. 7, of 1811. S. 2. See the note (g) attached to section 7 of this Regulation.
(m) See R. 9, of 1812, S. 6, regarding the punishment of watchmen convicted of gross misconduct.
(n) This zillah has been discontinued as appears by R. 14, of 1807, S. 10, C. 9, and the provisions of this Regulation are as applicable to the mehunals which succeeded it, as they are to the mehunals forming in general the existing police jurisdictions.
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authority of the city and zillah magistrates in the province of Benares are severally empowered, either under a written warrant from the magistrate, or without such warrant, to pursue persons charged with crimes, or misdemeanors, into the jurisdiction of other tehseldars, or darogahs, whether subject to the same magistrate as themselves, or to the magistrate of the city, or of either of the zillahs in the province of Benares, or of any of the zillahs, or the city of Patna, in the province of Behar. The magistrate, tehseldars, darogahs, police officers, landholders, farmers, gomastahs of villages, cultivators of land, and all other persons, having authority, or residing in the jurisdiction into which the offenders may be pursued, are required to afford every assistance in their power to the pursuing officers, for the apprehension of the offenders. It is to be understood however, that this concurrent authority vested in the magistrates and their police officers, is to extend only to cases in which the crime or misdemeanor shall have been committed within their respective jurisdictions, or, in the event of the crime having been committed in any other jurisdiction, where the offender was actually within their jurisdiction, when the charge against him was preferred to them. And it shall not be lawful for the magistrate, tehseldar, or darogah, in one city, zillah, or jurisdiction, in the province of Benares, or Behar, to issue a warrant for the apprehension of any offender, being or residing in another city, zillah, or jurisdiction, at the time of the complaint being preferred to them, for any crime or misdemeanor, not committed within the limits of their respective jurisdictions. In such cases, the complainant must apply in the first instance, to the magistrate of the city or zillah, or to the tehseldar, or darogah, in the province of Benares, or to the magistrate, or darogah in the province of Behar, in whose jurisdiction, the crime or misdemeanor shall have been committed, or in which the offender may reside, or be found.

XVI. Whenever the police officers employed under one magistrate, shall apprehend offenders in the jurisdiction of another magistrate, in virtue of the powers vested in them in the preceding section, they shall immediately deliver to the tehseldar or darogah, (according as the offenders may be apprehended in Benares or Behar,) of the police jurisdiction in which the offenders may be apprehended, a list of their names, and a statement of the crimes or misdemeanors with which they may be charged, and the tehseldar or darogah, shall immediately forward such list and statement to the magistrate, to whose authority he may be subject.

XVII. The tehseldars shall receive from government, a reward of ten rupees for every robber or thief who may be apprehended by them in the first instance, to be paid upon the conviction of the offender. (a) They shall likewise be entitled to a commission on ten per cent on the value of all property stolen or plundered, which they may recover, provided that the thieves or robbers, be apprehended and convicted. The commission is to be paid by the owner of the property, which is to be fairly valued by the magistrate, or by any creditable and competent person whom he may appoint for that purpose. The magistrate is to cause the commission in the case above directed, to be paid by the owner or his agent, to the tehseldar to whom it may be due. If the owner shall omit or refuse to pay the commission, the magistrate shall dispose of such portion of the property at public sale, as may be sufficient to make good the amount, and deliver the residue to the owner.

XVIII. The tehseldars are to proceed in person, or to depute or commission one or more of their officers, as circumstances may require, to the several towns, gungas, bazaars, and haunts, on market days, to prevent any disputes or disturbances arising between the vendors and purchasers, or other persons resorting to the markets; and they are to observe similar precautions, on the occasion of all melas or assemblages of people for religious, or other purposes.

(a) Rescinded by R. 15, of 1810, S. 14. See the provisions of that Regulation, and of R. 9, of 1806, regarding the payment of rewards.
XIX. The tehsildar of each jurisdiction, shall send to the magistrate, a monthly report in writing, which shall contain the names of all persons whom he may have apprehended; the crime or misdemeanor with which they may have been charged; the date of their apprehension; and the date on which they were dispatched to the magistrate, or released, either upon bail, or in consequence of the parties having agreed to withdraw the complaint, in the cases specified in sections VII and XII; (p) together with a circumstantial detail of all other acts done by him in his official capacity. The report is to be dispatched on the fifth of every month, for the month preceding, by the public dawks, or if it cannot be sent by this mode of conveyance, by such other as the magistrate may direct. If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the magistrate, that a tehsildar has apprehended any person, or issued orders, or done any official act, which shall not be inserted and truly stated in his report; he shall submit the circumstances to the Governor General in Council, who, if there shall appear to him, sufficient cause for so doing, will order such tehsildar to be dismissed, or otherwise direct such fine to be levied from him as may appear adequate to the offence. The amount of all such fines is to be levied by the collector, and paid to the magistrate, who is to grant it to the party or parties, who may have been aggrieved, or affected, by the misconduct of the tehsildar. (q)

XX. If the tehsildar of a jurisdiction, or any officer under his authority, shall be guilty of corruption, extortion, or oppression, or commit any act repugnant to this Regulation, the party injured is hereby permitted to prosecute him, either criminally before the court of circuit, or for damages in the civil suit. The judges of the abovementioned courts, are required to take cognizance of all such prosecutions or suits, as may be brought before them under this Regulation, and to pass such sentence, or decree, as may appear to them equitable, upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case.

XXI. The magistrates of the city and zillahs, are to deliver to the tehsildars, in their capacities of conservators of the peace, and officers of police, (r) summons, and a transcript of this Regulation, in the Persian language, and in the Hindustani language, and Nagerere character. These summons and translates, are to be attested with the official seal and signature of the magistrate.

XXII. The rules contained in the following sections, are prescribed for the establishment of an efficient police in the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzapoor, Ghazeevpoor, and Juanpoor.

XXIII. The magistrates of the city of Benares and the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazeevpoor, and Juanpoor respectively, shall divide the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzapoor, Ghazeevpoor, and Juanpoor, and their suburbs, into wards. Each ward shall be guarded by a darogah, with a proper establishment, and the darogah shall be subject to the immediate authority of the cutwal of the city or town.

XXIV. The wards shall be numbered and named, and the magistrates shall not change the names or numbers of the wards, or alter their limits, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council.

XXV. No person shall be appointed cutwal of the city of Benares, or of the town of Mirzapoor, unless he shall give security for his appearance, in the amount of five thousand.
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thousand rupees, himself in two thousand five hundred, and two responsible persons, in one thousand two hundred and fifty each; nor of the towns of Ghazee poor or Juanpoor, unless he shall give security in half of the aforesaid amount.

XXVI. Besides the security to be derived from the stationary day and night watchmen, who are to be stationed by the cutwals, as the magistrate may direct, at the shrab-khanas, or places appointed for the sale of spiritual liquors, and at the heads of streets, and passages, and wherever there are large occasional assemblies of people, in the city of Benares, and the towns mentioned in the preceding section, the jemadars of the several wards, with one half of their establishments, shall patrol their respective wards without intermission, from sunset until twelve o'clock at night, and the darogahs with the other half of their establishments, shall patrol their respective wards without intermission, from twelve o'clock at night until day light. The patrotes are to move about as silently, and with as little noise as possible, that thieves, and other disorderly persons, may never be apprized of their approach. The patrotes of the several wards, and such part of the stationary watchmen as the cutwals shall appoint, are to be furnished with a singhara or horn, which they are to sound when they meet with robbers, or other persons guilty of a breach of the peace, and have occasion to give the alarm to each other, or to the inhabitants of the ward, that they may co-operate to the apprehension of the offenders, but not otherwise. The cutwal is to be careful that the stationary watchmen, and the darogahs and their officers, perform the essential duties prescribed in this section regularly and properly, and to report to the magistrate every instance in which they may be guilty of negligence, or misconduct, in the discharge of them; for which purpose, the cutwals themselves, or their deputies, are to go such rounds, for inspecting the conduct of all the night patrotes, the stationary watchmen, and the other officers and servants in their department, as the magistrates may direct.

XXVII. To assist the darogahs, in obtaining the earliest intelligence of any robbers, or other offenders, who may be concealed, or have taken up their residence, within their respective wards, a mohulladar and mohulladarin, shall be appointed to each ward subject however to the orders of the darogahs, to whom they shall convey immediate information of any offenders that may be found in their respective wards. It shall also be the duty of the bhutearahs, or persons in charge of the public seroons, and of the ghaut-manjees, to deliver in to the cutwally department, daily reports of all arrivals and departures of travellers, or other persons, to the end that thieves, robbers, and other persons of suspected character, may not be suffered to harbour, unknown to the magistrates, within their respective jurisdictions; and the domes stationed at the ghauts of the city of Benares, are to report on, and receive the magistrate's sanction, before they proceed to burn the bodies of any hindoos, dying other than a natural death.

XXVIII. In the city of Benares, there are sundry inhabited closes, or courts, with only single entrances, provided with phautucks or gateways, guarded by watchmen, entertained and paid by the persons residing therein. These watchmen are to make daily reports to the darogah of their respective wards, of such occurrences in the said places as may fall under the cognizance of the police; and if such watchmen be found inefficient by the magistrate, he is to appoint others in their stead; and he is to see that the inhabitants of such closes, or courts, pay to the watchmen the accustomed wages. The rules in this section, are extended to all similar closes or courts, in the towns of Mirzapoor, Ghazee poor, and Juanpoor.

XXIX. It shall be the duty of the cutwals, and of the darogahs of the wards, to apprehend all murderer, robbers, house-breakers, thieves, pick-pockets, and persons charged with or suspected of crimes or misdemeanors, and all vagrants, who may be lurking about their respective wards, without any ostensible means of subsistence, or who cannot give a satisfactory account of themselves. All such persons, who may
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be apprehended by the darogahs between sun-rise and sun-set, shall be conveyed to the cutwals office immediately on their apprehension. If any such persons shall be apprehended between sun-set and sun-rise, they shall be conveyed to the cutwals office early in the morning after the night on which they may have been apprehended. The cutwal shall every morning by eleven o'clock, take before the magistrate, all persons who may have been apprehended by him or the darogahs, during the preceding night or day. The cutwals and darogahs, are prohibited detaining any person whom they may have apprehended in custody, beyond the time above prescribed.

XXX. The cutwals and the darogahs of the wards, shall not discharge any persons whom they may have once apprehended, without receiving orders from the magistrate for their release, excepting persons who may have been apprehended for petty assaults, or other matters, theft excepted, upon which the magistrates are empowered to pass sentence, in which cases, the cutwals and darogahs are permitted to discharge the defendants, provided that previous to the time prescribed for carrying them before the magistrate, the complainants shall voluntarily deliver a razeranumah or writing, desiring to withdraw the complaint, and the defendants, of their own accord, shall execute a similar writing, agreeing to the complaint being withdrawn. These razeranumahs shall be attested by two creditable witnesses, and are to be transmitted, on the morning following the night or day on which they may have been executed, by the darogahs to the cutwal, who shall submit them on the morning on which he may have received them, together with any such writings relating to similar cases that may have been entered into before him on the preceding night or day, to the inspection of the magistrates.

XXXI. The magistrates are to proceed with vagrants, or suspected persons, found in the city or towns abovementioned, who may be brought before them, in the same manner as they are directed to be dealt with in section X.

XXXII. The duty of the darogahs of the wards and cutwals, with regard to persons charged with crimes or misdemeanors, is confined to apprehending them, and causing them to be carried before the magistrate as above prescribed. The cutwals and darogahs, are not to inquire into, or pass sentence upon any complaint, or impose any fine, or make any exaction, or inflict any punishment, on the complainants, or the accused, or any other person whomsoever.

XXXIII. The cutwals, and the darogahs of the wards of the city, and the three towns, shall receive the same reward for the apprehension of robbers or thieves, and for the recovery of property stolen or plundered, as is granted to the tehseldars, by section XVII.

XXXIV. The darogahs of the wards, in the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzapoor, Ghazeepoor, and Juanpooor, shall perform the same duties, as are prescribed to the tehseldars, in section XVIII.

XXXV. The cutwals, and the darogahs of the wards, in the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzapoor, Ghazeepoor, and Juanpooor, and the officers under their authority, shall be liable to prosecution in the civil or criminal courts, for acts of oppression, corruption, or extortion, or any acts not warranted by this Regulation, in the same manner as the tehseldars and their officers, as prescribed in section XX.

XXXVI. The magistrates of the city of Benares, and the zillahs of Mirzapoor, Ghazeepoor, and Juanpooor, are to furnish the cutwals, and darogahs of the wards, with sundews of office, and translates of this Regulation, in the Persian language, and the Hindostanee language and Nageroe character. The sundews and translates abovementioned, are to be attested with the official seal and signature of the magistrates.

REGULATION XVIII.
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A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XVIII, 1793, entitled, a Regulation for preserving complete, the records of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, and requiring the zillah and city courts, to transmit monthly reports of the suits decided by them, to the provincial courts of appeal, and directing the provincial courts of appeal, to submit monthly reports of the appeals and causes decided by them, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chytle 1801 Bengal era; the 22d Chytle 1802 Fussily; the 16th Chytle 1802 Willaity; the 22d Chytle 1802 Sumbul; and the 5th Ramzaan 1809 Higeree.

It being requisite, on grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XVIII, 1793, that the rules prescribed in that Regulation, for keeping complete the records of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and requiring reports of the causes and appeals determined in the civil courts, should be extended to the province of Benares, the following rule has been enacted.

II. Regulation XVIII, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XIX.

A REGULATION for forming a quinquennial register of the landed estates in Benares, subject to the payment of revenue to government, and of the amount of the fixed annual revenue payable to government, from each estate.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1793; corresponding with the 16th Chytle 1801 Bengal era; the 22d Chytle 1802 Fussily; the 16th Chytle 1802 Willaity; the 22d Chytle 1802 Sumbul; and the 5th Ramzaan 1809 Higeree.

The public revenue assessed upon each estate under the rules for the permanent settlement, being fixed in perpetuity; and each estate being liable in progress of time to be divided, and formed into two or more estates, either in consequence of one or more of the proprietors now possessing, or who may succeed to it, requiring the separate possession of his or their respective share or shares, or from a part of the estate being transferred by gift, sale, or other private act of the proprietor or proprietors, or by public sale; and the security of the public revenue depending upon the allotment of it on each portion of every estate so divided, being made agreeably to the rules prescribed in Regulations V and XXVII, 1793; and it being necessary for enabling the officers of government to apportion the public revenue in conformity to the rules contained in those Regulations, and for affording government the means of tracing every deviation from those rules, that there should be kept a register of all estates paying revenue to government, the annual revenue charged upon each of them, and the names of the proprietors, and also of the transfer of estates, or portions of estates, and of the allotment of the public revenue upon such portions, and of the union of estates which may have originally formed parts of the same zamindarry or talook; and that every such union, and all such transfers, divisions, and allotments of the public revenue, that have taken place since the commencement of the quinquennial or decennial settlement, or which may hereafter occur, should be traceable with facility and certainty at any future period; the following rules have been enacted.

II.
II. First. Every five years, the collector of the land revenue in Benares, is to prepare a register of all the estates in the province, of whatever denomination or description, the proprietors of which pay the public jumma, or revenue, assessed upon their estates, immediately to government. (1)

Second. By the term estate, is to be understood, any land being mugharazy, or subject to the payment of public revenue, for the discharge of which a separate engagement has been or may be entered into with government. (2)

III. The names of the estates in each sircar, are to be arranged in alphabetical order, according to the English alphabet.

IV. Estates having names, are to retain the names by which they are at present distinguished.

V. Where it is the practice to vary the appellation of estates upon every change of the proprietors, such estates are henceforth to bear the names by which they are at present distinguished.

VI. Estates that have not been distinguished by any particular appellation, are to be named by the proprietor or proprietors, and henceforth to retain the name which may be so given to them. If any dispute shall arise between the proprietors of a joint estate, regarding the name to be given to the estate, the collector shall name the estate, without reference to the Board of Revenue. (n)

VII. First. Where estates, in addition to their names, bear the distinguishing appellation of talook, tappa, &c. they are to be placed on the register according to the initial letters of their names, and any such distinguishing appellations are to be inserted immediately after the names, as follows:

- Peshwa
- Slaughter, (tappa or talook,) &c.

Second. Where a zamindarry or talook, from whatever cause, shall have been or may be divided into a number of putties or shares, each consisting of a specific and ascertained proportion of the original estate, and the puttees or sharers, shall have the separate possession of their shares, and shall have entered into distinct engagements with government for the payment of the public revenue assessed upon their respective shares, so as to render each share a distinct estate, the shares are to be placed under the head of the zamindarry or talook of which they originally constituted a part, as follows:

- Budlapoor
- Six Annais
- Three Annais
- Seven Annais

Third. If any lands, villages, or maulahs, in an estate not forming an ascertained and specific proportion of the whole estate, shall have been or may be transferred, either by public sale, or by any private act of the proprietor, and the new proprietor shall have entered into, or may execute separate engagements to government for the public revenue, the lands so transferred, (which agreeably to clause second, section II, will form a separate estate,) are not to be inserted under the head of the zamindarry or talook, of which they originally formed a part, as directed with regard to the estates described in the preceding clause, but they are to be considered as original and

(1) A general pargannah register of lands, both mugharazy and lakkheraje, and an intermediate pargannah register, have been established under R. 8, of 1800.

(2) See a further explanation of the term estate in R. 8, of 1800, S. 19.

(n) A Commissioner has been appointed for the superintendence of the revenues of the province of Benares, and for the general control of the collectors in the discharge of their several public duties, who has been invested with all the duties powers and authority which the Board of Revenue exercised in that province. See R. 1, of 1812.
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distinct estates, and to be named under the rules above prescribed for the naming of estates.

Fourth. Under the head of each estate are to be specified, the names of all the local divisions, and the villages contained therein, alphabetically arranged, and, where procurable from the accounts or records that may be obtainable, the rukhah or measurement of each village, and the gross produce of it. Separate columns are to be allotted for the measurement of the villages, and for their gross produce, and where the measurement or the produce shall not be immediately procurable, the column for the measurement, or the produce, shall be left blank for the present, and be filled up at a future period whenever the villages may be measured by public authority to settle any dispute, or for other purposes, or the measurement or the produce may be otherwise obtained. (w)

Fifth. Where an estate consists of one, two, or more villages, not comprising a whole purgunnah, the name of the purgunnah in which the estate may be situated, is to be specified.

VIII. The annual revenue assessed upon each estate, is to be inserted opposite to it in a separate column.

IX. The names of the proprietor or proprietors of every estate, shall be inserted opposite to the estate, and if the estate be let in farm, the name of the farmer is to be specified.

X. The quinquennial register to be first formed for the province of Benares, shall commence with the Fussily year 1202, and shall exhibit the estates, and the required particulars respecting them, as they may stand at the end of that year. Upon this register being completed, a similar register shall be forthwith formed to commence with the year 1197, and show the estates in the several circars, as they stood at the end of that year, being the first of the quinquennial and decennial settlements. The quinquennial register to be formed at the commencement of the year 1207 of the Fussily era, and every succeeding five years, is to exhibit the estates in the province as they may stand at that, and each subsequent period.

XI. The register to be first formed, and to commence with the Fussily year 1202, is to be numbered two. The register to be next formed, commencing with the year 1197, is to be numbered one. The register to be formed at the commencement of 1207, is to be numbered three; and every subsequent quinquennial register, in the order in which it may be formed.

XII. The register is to be written on English paper, of the exact size of that on which the form hereafter directed to be prepared by the Board of Revenue, may be written, and is to be bound up in one volume, on the back of which, there shall be the following inscription "Register of estates paying revenue to government in the province of Benares at the commencement of the year—Fussily era, corresponding with the year of our Lord——, number——.

XIII. When the draft of the quinquennial register is completed, it is to be transcribed into a book of the prescribed dimensions, each leaf of which shall be previously paged, and be signed by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares; and on the last leaf of the book, the judge is to specify in his own handwriting, the number of pages contained in it; and no register shall be considered as authentic, but such as may be entered in a book so paged and attested.

XIV. It shall be the duty of the keepers of the native records, appointed under Regulation XXI, 1793, (extended to the province of Benares, by Regulation XXX, 1795,) to keep an exact counterpart of the English register in a volume of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be paged, and be attested.

(w) The italic parts of this section are rescinded by R. 8, of 1800, S. 11 and 12, which lay down other rules for preparing the quinquennial register prescribed by this Regulation.
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The counterpart registers are to be kept in the Persian language, and the Hindostani language and Negerie character. (x)

XVI. For the purpose of recording the divisions of estates, or the transfers of estates, or portions of estates, or the union of estates, that originally formed a part of the same zemindarry, or talook, which may take place during the five years subsequent to the formation of each quinquennial register; the collector is to prepare a book of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be denominated the "Register of intermediate mutations in landed property," and have the following inscription on the back "Register of intermediate mutations in landed property, between the commencement of the year——and the expiration of the year——Fussilat era." Previous to any entries being made in this register, it is to be paced, and the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares is to sign each leaf of it, and on the last leaf, specify in his own hand writing the number of pages contained in the book.

The collector shall cause to be entered in this register, all divisions of estates, or transfers of estates, or portions of estates, and every union of estates which originally constituted a part of the same zemindarry, or talook, that may take place during the five years subsequent to the formation of each quinquennial register, with the authority by which the same may have been made, and all the particulars necessary for making the required entries in the next quinquennial register, and shall attest the entry with his signature. (y)

XVII. To facilitate reference, as well as the preparing of the new quinquennial register at the end of every five years, the collector is to insert in the quinquennial register, in red ink, opposite to the name of the estate in the property in which any alteration may have taken place, the number of the page in the register of intermediate mutations in which the alteration may be noted, and, at the end of the note of the alteration in the last mentioned register, he is to insert in red ink, the number of the page in which the estate may be registered in the quinquennial register; and every such entry shall be signed by the collector, who shall be responsible for the entry being truly and accurately made. The note of the alteration to be entered in the register of intermediate mutations, is to specify the requisite particulars for completing the entries, in the next quinquennial register, or refer to them, if they be contained in the preceding quinquennial register. The collector is strictly enjoined never to alter the register of intermediate mutations to fall in arrear, but to make the necessary entries immediately upon any mutation in property being notified to him.

XVIII. A counterpart of the register of intermediate mutations in landed property, is to be kept by the keepers of the native records, in the same form as the English register, and in a book, the leaves of which are, in like manner, to be paced and attested by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares.

XIX. When a quinquennial register shall have been transcribed fair into the book attested by the judge of the city of Benares, as directed in section XIII, if it shall be discovered that the entries respecting any estate, are erroneous, or incomplete, or that there are any material inaccuracies of the transcriber, the entries are not to be altered, or erased, but are to stand; and the collector is to cause the errors or omissions to be noted in the register of intermediate mutations, and attest the entry with his signature, and insert, in red ink, opposite to the erroneous or incomplete entry in the

(x) Rescinded by R. 8, of 1800, S. 15, which directs the counterparts of the English registers to be kept in the Persian language only.

(y) See explanations in R. 8, of 1800, S. 14, as to the contents of the register directed to be kept by this section.
quinquennial register, the number of the page in the register of intermediate mutations, in which the errors or omissions are noted, and at the end of the note, specify the number of the page in the quinquennial register in which the property may be registered. Errors or omissions in the register of intermediate mutations, are to be noted in a similar manner.

XX. Erroneous or incomplete entries, in the counterparts of the registers to be kept by the keepers of the native records, are to be noted by them in the same manner as the collector is directed to note erroneous entries in the English registers. But the note of every such entry in the counterpart of the register of intermediate mutations in the native languages, in addition to the attestation of the keepers of the native records, shall be signed by the collector.

XXI. If the proprietary right in an estate, or the part of an estate, shall be under litigation in a court of justice at the time of forming the first, or any subsequent, quinquennial register, the party in possession, is to be registered as the proprietor.

XXII. First. The collector will be furnished through the following channels, with the necessary information regarding the mutations in landed property, for making the requisite entries in the register of intermediate mutations.

Second. The city court, and the zillah courts, are required by section IV, Regulation VIII, 1795, to transmit to him, copies of all decrees that they may pass, or which may be sent to them to be enforced by the provincial court of appeal, or the Sindhi Dewanny Adawlat, in any respect relating to the proprietary right in lands paying revenue to government.

Third. The Board of Revenue, is to furnish him with the necessary particulars regarding all such lands as may be disposed of by them at public sale at Calcutta.

Fourth. In cases in which lands may be ordered to be sold at his cutchery, he will have in his own possession, the authority for the sale, and all the necessary information regarding the property transferred.

Fifth. He will likewise have in his possession, the requisite information respecting the division or union of estates, which may take place under Regulation XXV, 1795, and Regulation XXVI, 1795, (z) by which it is directed, that the division and union of all estates, are to be made under his superintendence.

Sixth. By Regulation XXVII, 1795, transfers of estates, or portions of estates, must be notified to him before the name of the new proprietor, can be inserted in the register directed to be kept by the present Regulation. (a)

Seventh. The keepers of the registers established under Regulation XXVII, 1795, (extended to Benares by Regulation XXVII, 1795,) are required by that Regulation, to furnish him with the particulars of all transfers of landed property, that may be entered in their registers. (b)

XXIII. If a collector shall have occasion to require from a talookdars, zemindars, or other proprietor, or the farmer of an estate, or from a particular, distinct or common, or from an under farmer, any information that may be necessary to enable him to form a quinquennial register, or to make the requisite entries in the register of intermediate mutations, and such person shall omit to furnish it by the time required, after having been served by the collector with a written requisition for that purpose, under his official seal and signature, the collector is to report the circumstances to the Board of Revenue, for the information of the Governor General in Council, who reserves to himself the power of imposing on such person, whatever fine may appear proper.

(a) Regulation 29, of 1793, and Regulation 35, of 1795, are both rescinded by R. 19, of 1814, S. 2, in which will be found the existing rules regarding the partition of estates paying revenue to government.

(b) And by R. 8, of 1800, R. 20 and 21, the proprietors of estates, farmers, and others, are required to give notice to the collectors of the establishment of new villages upon estates paying revenue to government, and of the changes in the proprietary right in lands paying whether paying revenue or not, under certain penalties.

(c) No such rule or requisition is contained in either R. 26, of 1795, or R. 29, of 1795.
proper, upon a consideration of the case, and his situation and circumstances in life. Upon receiving notice through the Board of Revenue, of any such fines that may be imposed by the Governor General in Council, the collector is to levy the amount, by the process to which he is authorized to have recourse for the recovery of arrears of revenue.

XXIV. The collector of Benares, is to transmit, as early as may be practicable, to the Board of Revenue, an attested copy of the quinquennial register, both in the English and native languages, each in a book of the prescribed size, paginated and attested by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, in the same manner as the original register, as directed in section XIII; and within one month after the expiration of the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth month, of each Fussily year, an attested copy of the entries in the register of intermediate mutations, that may have taken place during the three preceding months. (c) The collector is to transmit similar copies of the quinquennial register, and of the quarterly entries in the register of intermediate mutations, to the judges of the dewanny adawlut of the city and zillahs, and to the provincial court of appeal. The Board of Revenue are to furnish the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, with an attested copy of the quinquennial registers, and of the quarterly entries in the registers of intermediate mutations, as soon as they may receive them from the collector. (d)

XXV. The courts of judicature, the Board of Revenue, and the collector, are enjoined to be particularly attentive to the preservation of the quinquennial register, and registers of intermediate mutations, both in the English and native languages; and they are directed to have the fair copies of each, which are to be deposited amongst the public records, bound up with such materials, as may be best calculated to prevent their being destroyed by insects.

XXVI. Upon the receipt of this Regulation, the Board of Revenue are to prepare forms for the quinquennial register, and the register of intermediate mutations, so that the first mentioned register may exhibit the required particulars respecting each estate, and, as far as may be practicable, the sircars, purgunnahs, or other established divisions of the country, in which the estates may be situated; and, after submitting the forms for the approbation of the Governor General in Council, they are to transmit a copy to the collector. The approved forms are not to be altered without the sanction of the Governor General in Council; but the Board of Revenue are to suggest any improvements in the form that may occasionally occur to them, and, in the event of their being adopted, they shall take place from the period fixed for forming the next quinquennial register, or at such other period as may be deemed advisable. Upon the receipt of this Regulation, the collector is to proceed to collect the necessary papers and information, for forming the quinquennial register, which is to commence with the Fussily year 1802, and to register all mutations in property in the province of Benares, that may take place subsequent to the receipt of this Regulation. When the quinquennial register for the above year is completed, or earlier if practicable, the collector is to proceed to prepare the quinquennial register which is to commence with the year 1817, the first of the quadrennial and de-cennial settlements, and to complete the register of intermediate mutations to the expiration of the year 1821.

XXVII. The quinquennial register to be formed at the commencement of the Fussily year 1807, and at the commencement of every succeeding year, is to be prepared from the preceding quinquennial register, and the entries of subsequent mutations in property in the register of intermediate mutations. The materials for each quinquennial register, will thus be ready upon the arrival of the period for prepar-

(c) The copy of the quinquennial register, and entries from the register of intermediate mutations, here mentioned, are to be sent to the accountant to the Commissioner for Behar and Benares, instead of being sent to the Commissioner direct. See certain duties prescribed to the accountant, regarding these register and entries, in R. 9, of 1900, S. 19.

(d) Rescinded by R. 8, of 1850, S. 15.—See other rules therein.
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XXVIII. No part of this Regulation, is to be considered to preclude any person, who may deem himself entitled to any estate, or portion of an estate, paying revenue to government, which may be entered in the quinquennial register, or the register of intermediate mutations, as the property of any other person, from suing for the same in the court of dewanny adawlut in which the claim may be cognizable.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XX.

A REGULATION for disposing of malguzarly and lakheraj lands, at public sale, pursuant to decrees of the courts of justice.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fussly; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sambut; and the 5th Ranaaz 1809 Hij gerec.

In cases in which portions of estates may be ordered to be sold in satisfaction of decrees of the courts of judicature, it is necessary for the security of the public revenue, that the jumma to be charged on the lands directed to be disposed of, should be adjusted agreeably to the principles prescribed in clause ninth, section VII, Regulation V, 1793, and in section VII, Regulation XXVII, 1792. The Board of Revenue and the collector, being in possession of the accounts and information necessary for the adjustment of the jumma, and as the superintending the details of the attachment and sale of lands, would necessarily occupy much of the time of the courts, and often occasion a delay in the enforcement of the decrees; and it being necessary that government should have the means of compelling the proprietors to furnish the requisite accounts and information, for enabling the public officers to apprize the jumma; and that the courts by which the decrees may have been passed, or to which the enforcing of them may be committed, should be vested with a power of countermanding or postponing the sale, in the event of the amount of the decree being discharged previous to the sale being made, or for other cause that may appear to them sufficient; the following rules have been accordingly enacted.

II. When a court of civil judicature shall have occasion to have recourse to the sale of lands paying revenue to government, in satisfaction of a decree, the court by which the decree is to be enforced, is to transmit a copy of the decree, without any other part of the proceedings, and a translate of it in English, to the Board of Revenue.

III. The Board of Revenue are to proceed, with all practicable dispatch, to dispose of such portion of the lands of the party against whom the decree may be given, as may be sufficient to make good the amount of it. The Board are to cause the lands to be disposed of at the presidency, or in the district in which the lands may be situated, according as they may deem most advantageous for the proprietor. The Board are to report for the information of the Governor General in Council, all orders for sales of land which they may issue under the powers vested in them by this Regulation, immediately on the same being issued by them.

(e) A Commissioner has been appointed for superintending the revenues of the province of Benares, and for the general control of the collectors in the discharge of their several public duties; who exercises all the duties, powers, and authority, which were formerly exercised in that province by the Board of Revenue. See R. 1, of 1816.

(f) The Commissioner is empowered to determine on the sale of lands, whether occurring for the recovery of arrears of the public revenue, or under the provisions of this Regulation, without making any reference to the Governor General in Council. See R. 7, of 1799, S. 30, (extended to Benares by R. 5, of 1800, S. 27 and R. 18, of 1814. See also the provisions of R. 5, of 1796, explaining certain parts of the existing Regulations relative to public sales of land. (extended to Benares by R. 5, of 1800, S. 25.)
IV. The public jumma or revenue to be charged on the portion of any estate ordered to be put up to sale, is to be adjusted agreeably to the principles prescribed in clause ninth, section VII, Regulation V, 1795, and in section VII, Regulation XXVII, 1795.

V. The Board of Revenue are empowered, in cases in which it may appear to them expedient, to direct the collector to attach the lands ordered to be sold, by deputing an aumee to take charge of them, or by placing them under the nearest tehsildar, or other revenue officer. The officer to whom the lands may be committed, is to collect the rents and revenues, to prevent waste being committed by the proprietor, and to furnish any information that may be required for the adjustment of the jumma.

VI. The expenses attending the attachment and sale of the lands, after being approved by the Board of Revenue, are to be charged to the account of the proprietor, and are to be defrayed either from the collections made from the lands, or from the proceeds of the sale, if the collections shall be insufficient for that purpose.

VII. The proprietor of the lands to be sold, may appoint his kinsman, or any other person whom he may think proper, to keep a counterpart of the accounts of the receipts and disbursements of the aumee. The aumee is to collect according to the engagements that may subsist between the proprietor, and the other landholders and puttees, distinct or common, and the under farmers and ryots, and is not to make any alterations whatever in such engagements, or exact more than the amount specified in them, and he shall be liable to a prosecution in the deawanny adwalt, for any alteration or infringement of such engagements in opposition to this section. In cases in which no engagements may exist between the proprietor, and the other landholders and puttees, distinct or common, or under farmers, or ryots, the aumee is to collect from them according to the established rates and wages of the purgannah. (2)

The aumee shall likewise be subject to a prosecution by the proprietor or proprietors of the estate, for embezzlement, or injuries done to the estate, or farm, during the time that the collection of the rents and revenues of it may be intrusted to him.

VIII. The rules in the preceding section with regard to aumeees, are to be considered equally applicable to tehsildars, or other officers, whose charge lands ordered to be sold may be committed.

IX. If a proprietor, or proprietors, or, (if the lands be let in farm,) a farmer, or his or their sureties or sureties, shall resist or cause to be resisted, the aumee in making the collections.

Penalty for proprietors or farmers who may not attend, or depute an agent, with the accounts and information necessary for the adjustment of the jumma.

X. The proprietor, or, (if the lands be let in farm,) the farmer of the lands ordered to be sold, upon receiving a written order for that purpose from the collector, under his official seal and signature, shall attend the aumee or other officer in person, or order an agent duly empowered and informed, to attend him, if the collector shall deem it sufficient to require the attendance of an agent only, with any accounts of the collections and jumma of the lands ordered to be sold, or the estate of which they may form a part, for the purpose of adjusting the jumma at which the lands are to be disposed.

(2) See R. 5, of 1812, S. 5, regarding the collection of rents—— "according to the established rates and wages of the purgannah."
posed of. If the proprietor or farmer, shall omit or refuse to attend, or to cause an agent of the description above specified to attend, by the time prescribed in the collector’s requisition, with the accounts and information required, the Board of Revenue are empowered to impose such daily fine upon him until he complies with the collector’s requisition, as they may think adequate to his situation and circumstances in life, reporting however the amount for the confirmation of the Governor General in Council. The fine is to be levied by the same process as is prescribed for the recovery of arrears of revenue. (h)

XI. The proprietor or farmer, shall likewise cause the putwarries to attend the ameen, or other officer, to assist him in making the collections, and for the purpose of furnishing him with the accounts and information necessary for adjusting the jumma as required by section IX, Regulation XXVIII, 1795: as well as any other of the zemindarry officers, whose assistance or attendance may be required for the above purposes, upon receiving a written requisition from the collector to that effect; and in the event of his omission or refusal, he shall be subject to the same penalty as for the breach of the rules in the preceding section.

XII. Previous to any sale of land taking place, a publication is to be made in the Persian language, and in the Hindostanee language and Nageree character, specifying the jumma at which the lands, or the several lots of them, if they are ordered to be sold in two or more lots, are to be disposed of, and the place, date, and hour of the day, fixed for the sale, and the proportion of the revenue payable on account of the year in which the sale of the lands may take place for which the purchaser is to be responsible, or, if the exact proportion cannot be ascertained, the rules by which the amount of it is to be adjusted. The publication is to be fixed up in some conspicuous place in the court room of the devanny adawlut of the city or zillah, the office of the collector, the principal town or village in the lands to be sold, and the office of the secretary to the Board of Revenue. The publication is to be fixed up at the several places abovementioned, for a term not less than one month before the sale takes place. The other conditions of sale contained in sections XIII and XIV, as well as any other stipulations that may be made, are to be fixed up in a conspicuous part of the room in which the sale may be directed to take place, on the day of sale, and during the three days preceding it. (i)

XIII. A deposit of five per cent (j) on the amount of the purchase money, is to be made at the time of the sale, by the purchaser of the lands. If the purchaser shall omit to discharge the purchase money within the period which may be stipulated, he is to forfeit the deposit to government, and the lands are to be resold at such purchaser’s risk and expense. If the lands shall be disposed of at a lower price than that offered by the first purchaser, he is to make good the deficiency. If a profit shall arise on the second sale, it is to be carried to the credit of the proprietor.

XIV. If the first purchaser shall refuse or omit to make the deposit, or to pay, within the required time, the amount of the deficiency, and the expenses arising on the re-sale, after being served by the collector in whose jurisdiction he may be or reside, or by the Board of Revenue, if he shall be in Calcutta, with a written demand for the amount, similar to that directed in Regulation VI, 1793, to be served on proprietors and farmers of land-from whom arrears of revenue are due, the amount shall be

---

(a) Extended to case of sales of land for the recovery of arrears of revenue, by R. 7, of 1799, S. 29, C. 1, extended to Benares by R. 5, of 1830, S. 23. See the further provisions of R. 1, of 1801, S. 5 and 8, (extended to Benares by S. 15, of the same Regulation,) for compelling the production of the accounts of the estate, or of a portion thereof, which may be proposed to be sold, and for adjusting the public assessment upon a portion of an estate, when the true village accounts may be found to have been fabricated, or may not be forthcoming.


(j) Increased to fifteen per cent by R. 12, of 1793, S. 2.
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levied from him, by the same process as is prescribed for enforcing decrees of the courts of judicature.

XV. The purchasers of land sold under this Regulation, are not to be held responsible for any arrears or suspensions of revenue, that may be due to government from the lands prior to the year in which the purchase may be made, unless it shall be otherwise stipulated in the conditions of sale. Arrears or suspensions not so stipulated to be made good by the purchaser, are to be paid from the proceeds of the sale, or by the former proprietor, or recovered by the prescribed process against any other property which he may possess, or against both his property and person, if necessary. Arrears of rent or revenue that may be due to the former proprietor from the other landholders, or from the putteedars, distinct or common, or under farmers or ryots, preceding the date on which the lands may be sold, are to belong to him, and are to be recoverable by him by suit in the dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah. The defaulting proprietor, however, shall be at liberty to transfer his right to such arrears to the new proprietor.

XVI. Where a sale of the lands of any person shall have been ordered to take place in satisfaction of a decree, the court by which the decree may have been passed, or to which the enforcing of it may be committed, is empowered, in the event of the amount of the decree being discharged, or for other cause that may appear to them sufficient, to countermand or postpone the sale, by issuing a precept to that effect to the collector, if the lands shall have been ordered to be sold by the collector, or by an address to the Board of Revenue, if the lands shall have been directed to be sold by them, in which precept, or address, the court shall state their reasons for ordering the sale to be countermanded or postponed, and in the latter case, if it shall appear to them proper so to do, they may prescribe a date for the sale of the lands. The Board of Revenue and the collector, are to conform to the requisitions of such precepts or addresses from the courts, for countermanding or suspending the sale of lands.

XVII. The rules in the preceding sections, are to be considered applicable to lands held exempt from the payment of revenue to government, as far as they may be applicable to the circumstances thereof, with this addition, that the purchaser of such exempted lands, is to be considered as having succeeded only to the rights of the former proprietor, and that the transfer is not to bar any claims of government for the recovery of the public dues, under any existing Regulation, or any other Regulation that may be hereafter enacted.

XVIII. When the sale of the lands shall have taken place, the collector is to cause the entries of the transfer to be made in the public registers.

XIX. In view to the nature of tenures in the province of Benares, and to the numerous subordinate titles to land that exist within the same talooka, or zamindar, or village, or villages, the revenue assessed on which is often rendered payable under one pottah, by no more than one or more of the principal proprietors, as set forth in Regulations II and VI, 1795, it is to be understood, that the purchaser of lands thus situated, in which there shall be more than one person possessing superior or subordinate proprietary claims, is to be considered as having purchased and succeeded to the proprietary rights only of the party or parties on whose account the sale shall be declared to be made, without otherwise affecting the other proprietary titles within the tenure.
A.D. 1795. REGULATION XXI,

A REGULATION for preventing brahmins in the province of Benares establishing koohs, wounding or killing their female relations, or children, or sitting dhurnah; and for preventing the tribe of Rajjekoonars in that province killing their female children.—

PASSED by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1910, Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1902 Fussly; the 16th Chyte 1902 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaun 1209 Higree.

The reverence paid by the Hindoos to brahmins, and the reputed inviolability of their persons, and the loss of, or prejudice to cast, that ensues from proving the cause of their death, have in some places in the province of Benares, and moreover especially in the purgumnahs of Kuntit and Budhoeoe, been converted by some of the more unlearned part of them, into the means of setting the laws at defiance, from the dread and apprehensions of the persons of the Hindoo religion, to whose lot it must frequently fall to be employed, in enforcing against such brahmins any process or demands on the part of government. The devices occasionally put in practice under such circumstances by these brahmins, are, lacerating their own bodies, either more or less slightly, with knives or razors; threatening to swallow, or, sometimes actually swallowing poison, or some powder which they declare to be such; or, constructing a circular enclosure called a kooh, in which they raise a pile of wood or of other combustibles, and betaking themselves to fasting, real or pretended, place within the area of the kooh, an old woman, with a view to sacrifice her by setting fire to the kooh, on the approach of any person to serve them with any process, or to exercise coercion over them on the part of government, or its delegates. These brahmins likewise, in the event of their not obtaining relief within a given time, for any loss, or disappointment, that they may have justly or unjustly experienced, also occasionally bring out their women or children, and causing them to sit down in the view of the peon who is coming towards them on the part of government, or its delegates, they brandish their swords, and threaten to behead, or otherwise slay, these females, or children, on the nearer approach of the peon; and there are instances, in which from resentment at being subjected to arrest or coercion, or other molestation, they have actually not only inflicted wounds on their own bodies, but put to death with their swords, the females of their families or their own female infants, or some aged female procured for the occasion. Nor are the women always unwilling victims; on the contrary, from the prejudices in which they are brought up, it is supposed that in general they consider it incumbent on them to acquiesce cheerfully in this species of self devotion, either from motives of mistaken honor, or of resentment and revenge, believing that after death they shall become the tormentors of those who are the occasion of their being sacrificed. On similar principles, these brahmins, to realize any claim or expectation, such as the recovery of a debt, or for the purpose of extorting some charitable donation, frequently proceed either with some offensive weapon, or with poison, to the door of another inhabitant of the same town or village, and take post there in the manner called dhurma; and it is understood, according to the received opinions on this subject, that they are to remain fasting in that place until their object be attained; and that it is equally incumbent on the party who is the occasion of such brahmin’s thus sitting, to abstain from nourishment until the latter be satisfied. Until this is effected, ingress and egress to and from his house are also more or less prevented, as according to the received opinions, neither the one nor the other can be attempted, but at the risk of the brahmin’s wounding himself with the weapon, or swallowing the powder or poison, with which he may have come provided. These brahmins however, are frequently obliged to desist, and are removed from sitting dhurma by
by the officers of the courts of justice, without any ill consequence resulting, it having been found by experience, that they seldom or ever attempt to commit suicide, or to wound themselves or others, after they are taken into the custody of government. The rules and measures adopted for putting a stop to these abuses, and for preventing the revival of the still more savage custom, which until within these few years had been generally prevalent amongst the tribe of Raujekoomars inhabiting the borders of the province near Juinpoor, of destroying their infant female children, by suffering them to perish for want of sustenance, are hereby enacted with modifications into a Regulation. (k)

II. Upon information in writing being preferred to the magistrate of the city or a zillah court, against any brahmin or brahmins, for establishing a koorh, or for being prepared to maim, wound, or slaughter his women or children, or any or either of them, in the manner described in the preamble to this Regulation, or in any manner substantially similar thereto, on account of any subject of discontent, or any other account whatsoever; in such case, upon oath being made to the truth of the information, the magistrate is immediately to address to the said brahmin or brahmins, a written notice in the Persian language and character, and in the Hindostanee language and Nageree character, and under his official seal, which notice is to be served on him or them, by such of the relations, friends, or connections of the said brahmin or brahmins, as the magistrate may think fit, and have an opportunity of employing for the purpose; and in default of such relations, friends, or connections of the said brahmin or brahmins, the magistrate is to cause the notice to be served by a single peon of the same religion; and the notice shall require the said brahmin or brahmins to remove the koorh, and the women and people, that may be placed in it; or, to desist from any preparation towards wounding or slaughtering the women or children, according as either or both of these facts shall be charged in the information. The notice shall also contain a positive and encouraging assurance to the brahmin or brahmins in question, that on his or their complying with the principal exigence thereof, by removing the koorh, and the person or persons therein, or by desisting from any preparation to wound or slaughter the women and children, and thereon repairing (as such brahmin or brahmins may think fit) in person, or by vadeem to the city or zillah court, proper inquiry shall be made concerning the dispute that may have given occasion to the act or acts thus prohibited. But if the issuing of the notice, shall not have the effect of inducing the said brahmin or brahmins to comply with the exigence thereof, a written return to that purpose is to be made and attested by the party or parties intrusted with the serving of it; and the magistrate is thereon to issue a warrant under his official seal and signature for the apprehension of the said brahmin or brahmins, specifying the misdemeanor or contumacy with which he or they stand charged; and the execution of the warrant is to be committed to peons of the Mahomedan religion, nor is any Hindu to be sent on such duty. On the brahmin or brahmins against whom the warrant shall have been issued being brought before the magistrate, he or they are to be dealt with, in the mode prescribed in section V, Regulation IX, 1793, respecting persons charged with crimes or misdemeanors; and if it shall appear to the magistrate on the previous inquiry, which by the said section he is himself directed to make, that the misdemeanor or misdemeanors charged, (that is the constructing of the koorh, or being prepared to wound or slay the women or children, according as either or both of these acts shall have been charged,) were actually committed, and that there are grounds for suspecting the prisoner or the prisoners respectively to have been concerned, either as a principal or an accomplice, in the perpetration of either or both of these acts; the magistrate shall cause him or them to be committed to prison or held to bail (according as the parties shall appear to have been principals or accomplices,) to take his or their trial at the next session of the court of circuit, and shall bind over the in-

(k) See R. 6, of 1802, for preventing the sacrifice of children at Suagor and other places.
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I. formant or complainant, and the witnesses, to appear at the trial, in the manner prescribed in the aforesaid section.

III. The court of circuit shall conduct the trial of the brahmin or brahmins charged with the above offences, in the manner prescribed in Regulations IX, 1793, and XVI, 1795, in respect to other offences; but as the Mahommedan law cannot adequately apply to offences of this local nature, it is therefore hereby provided and ordered, that where in the opinion of the court of circuit, the charge of being a principal in respect to the constructing of a koorh, or to having been prepared to wound or slay the women or children, shall be proved, the said court shall sentence the prisoner to the payment of a fine equal to the amount of his annual income, which is to be estimated according to the best information that they may be able to procure respecting it; and on proof to the court's satisfaction of the prisoners being guilty only as an accomplice, he shall be sentenced to the payment of a fine equal to one fourth of his estimated annual income. In all cases of parties being sentenced to the payment of such fines, they are to be committed to, and are to remain in jail until the amount thereof be paid, or until they shall have delivered to the court of circuit, or, after the said court's departure, to the magistrate, full and ample malzamy or security, to pay the same within six months from the date of their release; and such parties, before their enlargement, either in consequence of their having liquidated, or having entered into security for the payment of, the fine imposed on them, shall deliver into the court of circuit, or, in their absence, to the magistrate, face-zamy or satisfactory security from one or more creditable persons, not to offend in like manner in future.

IV. All sentences passed by the court of circuit under section III, without however any intermediate suspension of their execution, are to be transmitted within ten days after their being passed, to the Nizamut Adawlut, which court may order such mitigation and restitution of the fine or fines thereby imposed, as may be thought proper; but until the order be issued by the Nizamut Adawlut, the sentence of the court of circuit is to be considered in full force, and to be carried into effect accordingly. (1)

V. In case any brahmin or brahmins against whom the city or a zillah magistrate, may issue the warrant prescribed in section II, shall refuse to obey, or resist or cause to be resisted, the peons deputed to serve it, or escape after being taken by them into custody, or abscond, or shut himself or themselves up in any house or building, or retire to any place, so that the warrant cannot be served upon him or them, the magistrate shall issue a precept to the collector requiring him to cause the nearest ihsseldar to attach the lands that such brahmin or brahmins may possess in property, or in mortgage, or in farm, or lakheraje. The lands shall remain attached until he or they surrender, and the collections made during the attachment, after deducting such revenue as may fall due to government, shall be accounted for, and paid to, the party against, or on account of, or in resentment to, whom, the koorh was originally established, or the woman or women, or child or children, were to be wounded or slain; and after the surrender or apprehension of the brahmin or brahmins who set up the koorh, or was or were prepared to wound or slay his or their women or children, or either of them, his or their lands shall be released; but he or they shall be proceeded against, in respect to his or their trial for the original offence or offences, as prescribed in sections III and IV. (m)

VI. In the event of any brahmin or brahmins establishing a koorh, or preparing to wound or slay his or their women or children, or any or either of them, with a view to prevent the serving of any dastuck or writ on him or them, for arrears of

(1) See R. 14, of 1810, s. 2, 3, and 4, defining the powers of the Nizamut Adawlut in cases of pardon and mitigation of punishment.

(m) Modified by R. 11, of 1799, s. 2. See the mode of proceeding, and the nature of the judgment to be passed against persons convicted of resistance to the process, warrant, or order of the zillah or city magistrate.
revenue by the local tehsildar, or by the collector of Benares, in the manner in which by Regulation VI, 1795, they are respectively authorized to issue such ductucks; if it be the ductuck of the tehsildar that is thus opposed, he is not, after being informed thereof, to persist in enforcing it, but is to report the case immediately to the collector, accompanied by the written testimonies of the peon deputed to serve the ductuck; upon receipt of which information, or in case of his own original process being in like manner resisted, the collector is to represent through the vakeel of government, the amount of the balance due by such brahmin or brahmans, and the circumstances attending the issuing of his own or of his tehsildar’s process for realizing it, to the judge and magistrate of the city or zillah in whose jurisdiction the lands on account of which the arrears shall be due, may be situated; and upon the peon deputed with the tehsildar’s or the collector’s ductuck, or any other creditable person or persons, attending in court, and making oath to the truth of the circumstances stated in the representation of the collector, either as to the constructing of a koorh by such brahmin or brahmans, or as to his or their being prepared to wound or slay the women and children, or any of them, (according as one or both of these expedients, shall be stated to have been resorted to by the brahmin or brahmans in question,) the magistrate is thereon to issue to such brahmin or brahmans a written notice under his official seal in the Persian language and character, and in the Hindustanie language and Nagree character, which is to be served on him or them by such of the relations, friends, or connections, of the said brahmin or brahmans, as the magistrate may think fit, and have an opportunity of employing for the purpose; and in default of such relations, friends, or connections, of the said brahmin or brahmans, the magistrate is to cause the notice to be served by a single peon of the same religion, and the tenor of it shall require the said brahmin or brahmans to remove the koorh, and the women and people that may be placed in it, or to desist from any preparation for wounding or killing the women or children, (according as either or both of these offences may be charged in the information,) as likewise, either to discharge the balance of rent or revenue that shall have been demanded from him or them, or to appear, and entering security for such part of it as he or they may have pleas against the payment of, to file his or their objections to the payment of such part, in the city or zillah court, that the merits of the case may be enquired into and decided, according to the principles by which other disputed demands and accounts of revenue are under Regulation VI, 1795, directed to be determined; and the said notice is also to contain a positive and encouraging assurance to the brahmin or brahmans in question, that on his or their complying with the exigence of it, by removing the koorh and the persons therein, or by desisting from any preparation to wound or slay the women and children, and either discharging the balance of revenue in demand, or repairing in person, or deputing a vakeel, to the city or zillah court, and entering security for the amount of it, proper enquiry shall be made into the pleas that he or they may have to state against the justice of the demand. If the issuing of the notice shall fail to induce the said brahmin or brahmans to comply with the requisitions of it, a written return to that effect is to be made and attested by the party or parties intrusted with the serving of it, and the magistrate is immediately to issue a warrant under his official seal and signature for the apprehension of such brahmin or brahmans, in which shall be specified the misdemeanor, contumacy, and arrear, with which he or they stand charged; and the warrant shall be executed by peons of the Mahomedan religion, as directed in section II; and if the brahmin or brahmans shall refuse to obey, or resist, or cause to be resisted, the peons deputed to serve it, or escape, after being taken by them into custody, or abscond, or shut himself or themselves up in any house or building, or retire to any place, so that the warrant cannot be served on him or them; the magistrate, on information to this effect, shall issue a precept to the collector, to cause the nearest tehsildar to attach the lands that such brahmin or brahmans may possess in property, or in mortgage,
or in form, or lakheraje; and the lands shall accordingly remain attached, and the profits of them be appropriated by government, until the liquidation of the balance shall be effected, either from the produce, or in consequence of the said brahmin or brahmins making good the same from his or their other means; and also, until the said brahmin or brahmins shall have been brought, or made his or their appearance, before the court, when he or they shall be tried for being concerned either as principals or accomplices in setting up the koohr, or for having been prepared to wound or slay his or their women or children, or any or either of them, in the same manner, and with the same reservation as to the mitigation of the sentence, as is specified in sections II, III, and IV. (a)

VII. If any brahmin or brahmins, on account of any discontent or alarm, well or ill founded, either against government, or its officers, or servants, shall establish a koohr, in which any person or persons shall, at any period from its construction until its removal, be burnt to death, or otherwise lose their lives, in consequence of such koohrs being set fire to, by any person whomsoever; the brahmin or brahmins who shall have caused the construction thereof, shall be held chargeable with, and made amenable for, the crime of murder; as well as the party or parties who may have been immediately employed, or aided in setting fire to the pile or combustibles in question; and upon proof of the fact to the satisfaction of the court of circuit, such brahmin or brahmins, and such person or persons, setting fire to the koohr, shall be sentenced on trial before the said court, to suffer the punishment of death, in the same manner as if they had committed and been convicted of kutil amd, or premeditated murder, according to the doctrines of the Mahommedan law; and with a view to render the example as public as possible, such sentence (whether consistent with the futwah of the Mahommedan law officers, or otherwise,) is in this case, to be accordingly formally passed by the court of circuit on the brahmin or brahmins thus convicted; but it is to be at the same time explained to the party or parties thus condemned, as it is also hereby expressly provided, that all such trials, and the sentences passed, are by the court of circuit to be submitted (in like manner as is prescribed in section XLVII, Regulation I X, 1793,) to the Nizamut Adawlut, and the party or parties condemned under this section are to remain in jail to await the final judgment of that court; and if the Nizamut Adawlut shall approve of the condemnation, it shall order the brahmin or brahmins in question to be conveyed to Calcutta to be thence transported for life in conformity to section XXIII, Regulation XVI, 1793, which establishes this commutation for the legal punishment of murder perpetrated by brahmins within the province of Benares; or, if the court of Nizamut Adawlut shall see cause for not proceeding pursuant to the sentence passed by the court of circuit, either in respect to the brahmin or brahmins who may have caused the construction of the koohr, or to the party or parties who may have been employed or aided in firing it, they shall submit the case or cases to the Governor General in Council, and either recommend a pardon, or such other commutation by way of mitigation of the punishment, as to the said court may seem proper. (o)

VIII. If any brahmin or brahmins, under the circumstances, and in the manner, described in the preamble to and the following sections of this Regulation, or under such circumstances, and in such manner, as shall be substantially similar thereto, with a sword, or other offensive weapon, or otherwise, shall actually wound his or their women or children, or other women or children, or any or either of them, on account or ingentiment of any real or supposed injury committed towards him or them, by any aumils, teheesdars, or other officers, or servants, employed in the revenue or judicial departments; or shall so wound any of his or their own women or children, or

(a) Modified by R. 11, of 1796, S. 2. See the last note.

(o) Rescinded by R. 14, of 1810, S. 2. See the provisions of that Regulation vesting in the Nizamut Adawlut an absolute discretion for granting pardon or mitigation of punishments.
any other women or child, on account or in resentment of, his or their differences with any individual; he or they shall for such act or acts, be sentenced by the court of circuit to transportation, subject to the same reference to the Nizamut Adawlut, and to the like commutation of the punishment, or pardon, as in the cases referred to in section VII.

IX. If any brahmin or brahmins, under the circumstances, and in the manner, described in the preamble to and subsequent sections of this Regulation, or under such circumstances, and in such manner, as shall be substantially similar thereto, with a sword or other offensive weapon, or otherwise, shall actually put to death his or their women or children, or other women or children, or any or either of them, on account or in resentment of any real or supposed injury, committed towards him or them, by aumills, teheeldars, or any other officers, or servants, employed in the revenue or judicial departments; or shall so put to death any of his or their own women or children, or any other women or child, on account or in resentment of, his or their differences with any individual; he or they shall be tried for such homicide, and on proof of the fact or facts, be accordingly sentenced by the court of circuit to capital punishment, subject to the same reference to the Nizamut Adawlut, and to the like commutation of the punishment, or pardon, as in the cases referred to in section VII; and the families of any brahmin or brahmins found guilty of murder under this section, shall, according to the order of the Governor General in Council under date the 17th of June 1789, and the publication made in conformity to it by the resident at Benares under date the 7th of July of the same year, be banished from the province of Benares, and the Company’s territories; and his and their estates in land shall be forfeited, and disposed of as to government shall seem proper; and accordingly, the court of circuit is required to subjoin this order to all sentences that they may pass on brahmins for murder under this section, at the same time reporting such sentence and order to the Nizamut Adawlut, together with as accurate an account as they may be able to procure, of the number, sex, and age, of the persons composing the family of such brahmin or brahmins, and annexing their opinion how far it may be advisable or otherwise, rigorously to enforce the banishment of the family of such brahmin or brahmins, or to confirm, or mitigate, or annul, the order for the forfeiture of their real property; and the Nizamut Adawlut, on consideration of this sentence and order, and of the opinion of the court of circuit, shall either wholly confirm, or recommend to the Governor General in Council such mitigation of, the said sentence and order, as shall appear to them proper; (p) and in all cases where the forfeiture of landed property of such brahmin or brahmins, and that of his or their family, shall be confirmed by the Nizamut Adawlut, the said court is to advise the Governor General in Council thereof, nor shall such sentence be carried into execution as far as regards the forfeiture of the landed property, without an order from the Governor General in Council approving such part of the sentence, and directing in what manner the lands thus forfeited shall be disposed of.

X. In the exercise of the discretion vested in the Nizamut Adawlut by section IX, of recommending to the Governor General in Council, the mitigation of sentences and orders passed by the court of circuit, under the said section, it shall be a rule, that whenever the Governor General in Council shall in consequence (q) deem it proper to limit the banishment either to the party or parties committing the murder, or to a certain number only of his or their family or families; no confiscation or forfeiture of the landed property shall in such instances take place, but the same shall be entirely left in the possession, and as the property, of those members of the family who shall be exempted from banishment.

(p) Repealed by R. 14, of 1810, S. 2. See the note to S. 7 of this Regulation.

(q) The parts in italics are rescinded by R. 14, of 1810, S. 2. The rule prescribed here is to be applied by the Nizamut Adawlut whenever that court may exercise the discretionary powers vested in it by R. 14. 1810.
XII. In the event of the bebustah which the pundit is required to deliver in section XI, not stating the circumstances sufficient to the evidence to amount to the offence of dhurna, and the court of circuit shall nevertheless be of opinion from the evidence before them, that the prisoner did in fact commit dhurna, according to the common construction and received meaning of that term, although the act may not

(r) Explained by R. 8 of 1790, S. 6.—Not brahmins alone, but all descriptions of persons subject to the zillah and city courts, who may be guilty of the offence.

(s) Explained by R. 8 of 1790, S. 6.—A definition of dhurna.

(t) This clause is extended to the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, by R. 5 of 1797, S. 3, and to Cutch, and the pargannahs of Puth人民法院, Kamardichour, and Bograe, under the provisions of R. 13, of 1803, & 15.
have been attended with all the circumstances that may be legally required to constitute dhurna, according to the description of it in the books of the hindoos; the said court, is, under such circumstances, (as directed by the order of the Governor General in Council, under date the 7th November 1791,) to take from the prisoner or prisoners, a mochulka or engagement conditioning, that if such prisoner or prisoners shall again sit dhurna on any one, or perform any act of a nature so similar to dhurna, as shall on their being prosecuted before the court of circuit, be deemed by the judges of the said court present at the trial, or the majority of them, equivalent or tantamount to dhurna, the said prisoner or prisoners shall respectively for such second offence, suffer the full penalty of dhurna, as provided for by the order of the Governor General in Council, by being expelled from the province, and by being made to forfeit all right and title to the claim in question. (v)

XIII. In the month of December 1789, the tribe of ranjeekoomars having bound themselves to discontinue the practice of causing their female infants to be starved to death; it is now accordingly ordained, that from the establishment and opening of the city and zillah courts, and of the court of circuit in Benares, if any ranjeekoomar shall designely prove the cause of the death of his female child, by prohibiting its receiving nourishment, as set forth in the preamble to this Regulation, or in any other manner, the magistrate, on receiving information thereof upon oath, or such other information or proof as he shall deem sufficient to render the charge highly probable, shall cause such ranjeekoomar to be apprehended in the manner prescribed, and make the inquiry ordered in section V, Regulation IX, 1793; when, if it shall appear to the magistrate that the crime has been actually committed, and that there are grounds for suspecting the prisoner to have been concerned in the perpetration of it, the magistrate shall cause him to be committed to prison to be tried before the court of criminal and shall at the same time take all the other precautions required in the section and regulation last quoted, relative to securing the attendance of the original complainant or informant, and of the witnesses; and the prisoner shall be tried according to the manner directed in Regulation IX, 1793, and Regulation XVI, 1795, with respect to other cases of murder.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXII.

A REGULATION for preserving the record of the principal rules regarding the administration of justice, and the police, in the province of Benares, passed between the year 1781, and the period of the abolition of the office of resident in 1795; and for determining what part of those rules are to be considered still in force; and for transferring the causes depending in the courts of judicature abolished on this date, to the courts established in lieu of them.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1301 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fasuly; the 16th Chyote 1202 Williatty; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbat; and the 5th Ramaazan 1209 Hijiree.

Previous to the cession of Benares to the Company, and until the year 1781, the administration of justice in the several pargannahs and districts in the province of Benares; was committed, subject to the control of the zamindar, to the amils or native collectors of the revenue, who, in the exercise of this trust, were guided chiefly by unwritten custom. In the city of Benares, certain judicial powers in

(v) The Sebastian of the pundit regarding dhurna is explained in R. 8., of 1799, S. 6. This section is extended to the provinces of Benacal, Belor, and Osbou, subject to a modification, by R. 5., of 1797, S. 5., and to Cottack, and the pargannahs of Pattle-pore, Kummardichou, and Bogra, under the provisions of R. 13., of 1830, S. 13.
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civil suits, were lodged in the superintendent of an office denominated the amount debtor, and the police was intrusted to a cutwal. This system continued with little variation until the year 1781, when the British government first interfered in the interior administration of the country. It being necessary that all the rules which have been passed from that period, to the abolition of the residency, regarding the administration of justice, or the police, should be printed and published, for the security of the rights of those individuals whose property is held under, or has in any shape been affected by them, and that it should be declared what part of those rules are still to be considered in force; and it being requisite, that provisions should be made for transferring the suits depending in the courts abolished on this date, to those which have been established in lieu of them; the following rules have been enacted. (a)

II. On the 19th of October 1781, a chief magistrate was appointed for the preservation of the peace, and the administration of justice, in the city of Benares, and to enable him to execute the duties assigned to him, a dewanny -----. or civil court, a sawdairy adawlut, or criminal court, together with a cutwally, or office of police, were established under his superintendence. The magistrate was authorized to frame rules of practice for the courts, subject to the approbation of the British government at Calcutta, to whose authority alone he was subject. (a)

111. On the 27th of January 1788, a court of justice was established in the town of Ghazeepoor, under the superintendence of a native judge, who was vested with civil, criminal, and police jurisdiction, within the limits of the town. In civil causes instituted in this court, the law of the religion of the parties, was made the rule of decision, excepting when the parties were of different persuasions, as in suits between mahomedans and hindoos, in which cases, the court was ordered to be guided by the law of the religion of the defendant. In all criminal cases, (excepting those which had relation to cast or marriage amongst the hindoos,) the laws of obdience, were directed to be delivered in conformity to the mahomedan law. The sentences in criminal trials however, were ordered not to be carried into execution, until they had been approved by the resident, excepting in cases in which the punishment did not exceed twenty stripes, or imprisonment for one week, which sentences, the judges were authorized to carry into execution by their own authority.

IV. The judge at Ghazeepoor was instructed to furnish persons confined for criminal offences, with a daily subsistence at the expense of government; but debtors, and others detained in custody on civil actions, were ordered to be maintained by the prosecutors; and the court was directed to release them, in the event of the prosecutors not paying the required sum for their subsistence.

V. In the cutwally or police department, the fees which had been usually collected from the inhabitants, were abolished; and to obviate disturbances in the city, travelers, sepoys, and others, were directed to apply through the native magistrate for such assistance as they might require, instead of going themselves, or deputing people for that purpose, into the town.

VI. The judge was intrusted with the appointment and dismissal of the officers subordinate to him, but with instructions to report all removals and nominations to the resident. The judge was sworn to the diligent and faithful discharge of his trust, and the officers of the court were declared liable to be made to refund three times the amount of any sums which might be proved to have been corruptly or unduly received by them.

(a) This Regulation, with exception of a very small part, has been re-enacted by the several Regulations passed before and after it; and may therefore be considered as generally and virtually superseded. Such parts as are not agreeable to existing Regulations, are indicated by notes at the bottom of the pages.

(a) This section, and those which follow until section 7, inclusive, are not in force.

VII.
VII. On the 15th of March 1788, a court of judicature was established in the town of Juanpoor, under a native judge, with the same powers and jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases, and in matters of police, as had been vested in the native judge of Ghazeeoor.

VIII. A rule was passed, authorizing the two courts abovementioned, to entertain and decide on suits where the cause of action had arisen within the twelve years previous to the 15th of March 1788, but no civil causes of longer standing were to be received, unless the party first obtained from the resident, an order for their being admitted. (x)

IX. On the 31st of March 1788, a court of judicature was established in the town and mart of Mirzapoor, under the superintendence of a native judge, who was vested with the same civil, criminal, and police jurisdiction, as the judges of the courts at Ghazeeoor, and Juanpoor; and on the 11th of November following, the jurisdiction of the Mirzapoor court was declared to extend to the site and temple of Bindabashne, a place in that vicinity, resorted to by the Hindoos for religious purposes. (y)

X. First. On the 15th of March 1788, the following rules were established in pursuance of the orders of the Governor General in Council of the 29th of February 1788, empowering the resident to hold a Dewanny court of appeal at the sudder, or Benares, for trying appeals from the decrees of the courts of Mirzapoor, Ghazeeoor, and Juanpoor.

Second. 1st. "That in all causes of a civil nature, the party dissatisfied with the decree of the mofussil court, shall be at liberty to appeal to the resident at Benares by a petition of appeal, stating the causes of appeal, so that every such petition against any decree made in any of the said mofussil courts, be presented to such mofussil court, or to the resident in his capacity of judge of the court of appeal at Benares, within two months after the day on which the decree was made. Provided nevertheless, that such person may prefer his petition of appeal to the court of appeal at Benares, after such period, if the can show just and reasonable cause to the satisfaction of that court for not having preferred the same within the said two months; and if the petition of appeal be against any decree, whereby the right of possession of any house, or land, shall be decreed to the plaintiff, all proceedings shall immediately be stayed, and no execution had, or possession given, under the decree appealed against, until the said appeal shall have been finally determined in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, if the party against whom the decree is given, enter into good and sufficient security in a sum equal to one year's value of the rents, issues, and profits of such land, or house, which shall have been decreed to abide by and perform such order as shall be made in the court of appeal at Benares. But if such party shall neglect or refuse to enter into such security, on or before the court day next after such appeal shall be preferred, then the mofussil Dewanny adawlut shall order execution to be had, and possession to be delivered, according to the decree; and in all other cases, the mofussil Dewanny adawlut may either order the decree to be carried into execution, or sufficient security to be given by the party against whom the decree shall be made, in a sum equal to the sum of money, or the value of the thing decreed, for the performance of the decree; and if the mofussil Dewanny adawlut shall order the decree to be executed, security shall be taken from the party in whose favor the decree is made, in a sum equal to the sum of money, or the value of the thing decreed, for the due performance of such order or decree, as shall be made in the court of appeal; and in all cases, the party appealing, shall give full and sufficient security in a sum not exceeding two hundred rupees, for the payment of all such costs, and for the performance of such order, or decree, as the court of appeal may think proper to award, or make thereupon;
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upon; and in every case, where any petition of appeal shall be presented in any mofussil dewanny adawlut, against any decree given in such court, and such securities as are hereby required shall have been entered into, the judge of such mofussil dewanny adawlut, shall immediately endorse on such petition in his own hand writing, the day of the month and year in which it was presented, and sign the same with his name, and shall likewise cause to be written in the margin of the record immediately opposite to the decree of the court the word "appealed," and shall receive every petition of appeal, and transmit the same to the court of appeal at Benares; and the judge shall cause notice in writing to be given to the appellant, that he will within six days certify to the court of appeal the several proceedings had in the cause appealed, and that if the appellant shall not proceed in his appeal within fourteen days after the same shall have been received by and filed in the court of appeal, his appeal will be dismissed, unless the appellant shall show reasonable cause to the satisfaction of the court for not proceeding therein."

Third. 2d. "That the judge of such mofussil dewanny adawlut shall within six days next after the receipt of such appeal, certify under his hand and the seal of his court, to the resident as judge of the court of appeal at Benares, the record so made up, and authenticated as aforesaid, together with the original complaint, answer, replication, and rejoinder of the parties, and the original depositions, exhibits, and every original paper read in the cause, and before he shall transmit the same to the court of appeal, cause true and faithful copies of all such originals, authenticated by the signature of the sheristadar or head moonshy, to be made out and deposited, in the mofussil dewanny adawlut, in lieu of the originals, which said copies shall be, and shall be esteemed, records of the court."

Fourth. 3d. "That where the cause of action shall not exceed one thousand rupees, the judgment of the resident, in his capacity of judge of the court of appeal at Benares is to be final; but in causes exceeding that amount, the parties are to be at liberty to appeal from the decision of the resident, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Calcutta, under the restrictions prescribed in the Regulations for the administration of justice, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa."

Fifth. 4th. "That for the purpose of ascertaining what causes are, and what causes are not appealable, from the court of appeal at Benares, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at Calcutta, the mode of fixing what causes exceed, and are under one thousand rupees, shall be as follows: in causes respecting land, it shall be estimated according to the annual produce or jumma, that is to say, lakheraje land at ten times the amount of its annual produce; aymah lands paying a quit rent to government, at twenty times the amount of the annual quit rent; and malguzary land, at one year's amount of the jumma to government; and if for a house and the ground belonging to it, according to the price in the bill of sale, or if there be no bill of sale, according to the appraisement of two creditable appraisers of the place."

Sixth. 5th. "In all causes, the mofussil judges, are, after hearing the cause and the evidence produced, and considering all the vouchers of both parties, to pass their decision thereon, according to the musulman and hindoo laws, in the manner distinctly specified in regard to each in their sumnods of investiture, which they are to announce in the public cutcherry to the parties, and to furnish each of them with an attested copy of the decree passed under the judge's signature, and the seal of the adawlut, which decrees, the judges are respectively to order on the next court day to be carried into execution, if either of the parties shall not then or before have applied to appeal, in which case, the judges are to act according to the regulations contained in the preceding articles."

E E
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Seventh. 6th. “The judges are on the institution of each cause, as soon as the petition of complaint is received, to take sufficient security from the parties in the cause to carry on their suit, and to abide by the judgment of the court when passed, or to appeal therefrom, in the manner directed by the preceding regulations.”

XI. The Governor General in Council having extended the jurisdiction of the court of appeal at Benares, to hearing appeals from decisions of the city court of Benares, established as specified in section II, the native judge was advised accordingly on the 11th of May 1788. On the 6th of August following, the Governor General in Council determined, that the court of appeal should not receive any appeals from causes decided by the judge of the city court previous to the 31st of August, 1787, the date of the then resident's first arrival at Benares.

XII. On the 11th of October, 1788, a rule was passed directing the courts at Ghazeepoor, Jauoopoor, and Mirzaopoor, to entertain and try all civil suits founded on bonds of whatever date, in part of which any payments had been made within the period of the twelve years fixed forrendering causes cognizable.

XIII. On the 20th of October, 1788, the court of appeal at Benares, directed the same use and application of the mahomedan and hindoo laws respectively, to be observed in the city court of Benares, as had been prescribed to the courts of Mirzaopoor, Ghazeepoor, and Jauoopoor.

XIV. Some provision was thus made for the administration of justice in the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzaopoor, Ghazeepoor, and Jauoopoor; but the jurisdiction of these courts being confined to the limits of the city and towns in which they were respectively established, and not extending into the interior parts of the zemindary, the greater proportion of the inhabitants were still left without any adequate protection, or means of procuring redress. For although some steps had been taken in 1786, towards the institution of a court of justice for the country, (hence called the moolky or country adawlut,) with the limited authority of hearing and trying such causes as the resident might refer for that purpose, its powers and influence were so circumscribed, as to be productive of little benefit, until the month of October 1787, when this tribunal was formed into two distinct courts, one, denominated the moolky dewanny adawlut, or civil country court, and the other, the moolky foujdarry adawlut, or criminal country court.

A separate judge was nominated to each of these courts, and under the subsequent instructions of the Governor General in Council of the 29th of February, and 3rd of October 1788, adequate establishments were assigned to these two moolky adawluts on the 20th of November following. The moolky dewanny adawlut was vested with powers to hear, try, and decide, all civil suits arising in the four circuits composing the zemindary of Benares, with the exception of the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzaopoor, Ghazeepoor, and Jauoopoor. The moolky foujdarry adawlut was vested with a co-extensive criminal jurisdiction; and both of these courts were placed so far under the superintendency of the resident, that appeals lay to him from the former, and the futwars or sentences of the latter were rendered subject to his revision. The same application of the mahomedan and hindoo laws was directed to be observed in these courts, as in the other established courts abovementioned. (s)

XV. First. On the 18th of January 1789, the rules contained in the following clauses were prescribed for the guidance of the moolky dewanny adawlut,

Second. The judge was authorized to take cognizance of such civil actions coming within the cognizance of the court, as had originated within the twelve years previous to the 26th of November 1788, but he was ordered not to hear causes of older date, unless they were referred to him for that purpose.

(s) This section is not in force.
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Third. In consequence of the Regulation passed by government on the 11th of April 1788, the court was prohibited from taking cognizance of claims to lands and zemindary rights, where the party had been dispossessed antecedent to the 1st of July 1775, answering to the Pandy year 1282.

Fourth. Causes relating to the collection of the revenue, were declared not cognizable in this court, unless referred to it. (a)

Fifth. The court was prohibited from administering any of the oaths described in the books of the hindoos, excepting the oath on the water of the Ganges.

Sixth. Orders for possession of land awarded by decrees of this court, were directed to be issued from the office of the resident, on the parties exhibiting the decrees.

Seventh. The process of this court for summoning witnesses, and parties, was directed to be served through the aumilis and jahirdars, and any neglect on the part of the said officers and persons in executing the process, was punishable by a fine to be imposed by the resident.

Eighth. In cases in which the party cast might plead inability to pay the amount adjudged against him, the judge was instructed to propose the liquidation of it by a kistbundy to be agreed to by the parties, taking security for the kists or instalments being duly discharged. In the event of failure in the payment of the instalments, and of the party cast not appealing to the court of appeal, he was to be detained in jail for three months, at the expiration of which period, the judge was to receive from the plaintiff, and to report to the resident, the means possessed by the defendant for the liquidation of the claim adjudged against him, and to wait the resident's instructions.

Ninth. The judge was authorized to punish contempts committed in open court, by a fine not exceeding ten rupees, and by committing the party to custody until the fine was paid; and in case of the party guilty of the contempt, being unable to pay the fine from indigence, the judge was allowed to punish him by the infliction of any number of stripes, not exceeding fifteen. On the 2nd April 1794, the court was authorized to dismiss the claim of the party for such contempts, but without depriving him of his right to have recourse for a further hearing to the court of appeal.

XVI. To abolish the practice which had more or less obtained in different parts of the zemindary, of creditors seizing on the persons of their debtors, and detaining them in confinement until their claims were satisfied, a proclamation prohibiting this abuse was issued by order of the Governor General in Council on the 13th of July 1789, in which it was declared, that any person convicted in a court of justice of having confined another on account of debt, should forfeit all claim to such debt, or be subject to the payment of such a sum of money as damages to the person confined, as the court might think proper to award, upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case. This rule was notified to the judges of the several courts for their information and guidance.

XVII. On a consideration of the nature of mortgage deeds, on the 28th of August 1789, it was made a general rule for the guidance of all the courts, that suits preferred relative to writings of this description by any parties interested therein, should not be restricted to any limitation in point of time, but be allowed to go to issue on their merits, with the exception specified in clause eighth, section XXXV.

XVIII. On the 18th of September 1789, the judges of the moolky dewannay, and moolky jawdary adawluwe, were sworn into their offices, their oath of office being to

(a) The remainder of this section, including this clause, is not in force.
the same purport as that taken by the judges of the towns of Ghazeepoor, Juanpoor, and Mirzapoor. (b)

XIX. On the 21st of November 1789, the judges of the several courts, were directed to receive, try, and decide, all suits according to the Regulations, without waiting for, or making any plea of delay, for their not being referred for that purpose by the resident, as no such references would be made in future, excepting in cases of complaint for undue delay or denial of justice, or other apparent irregularity in the courts.

XX. On the 12th of December 1789, on the forming of the general settlement of the public revenue to be paid from the lands throughout the zemindarry, the judge of the moofty dewanny adawlut was informed, that the pottahs then issued not being meant to fix the proprietary right in lands, but only to ascertain the revenue payable from each estate, he was therefore not to consider those deeds of settlement, as any bar to the admission of suits preferred in conformity to the Regulations, respecting the proprietary right in such estates. To this effect, engagements were taken from the parties with whom the settlement was made, as specified in section XVI, Regulation 11, 1799.

XXI. On the 21 of January 1790, the following rule was passed for the guidance of the moofty dewanny adawlut. That where a defendant shall have absconded, and is not after diligent search to be found, the judge shall cause a written notice to be stuck up in the court room, and also send a copy thereof, to the namlis of the districts in which such defendant lives, to be posted on the door of the house in which such defendant may reside, specifying that if he shall not appear to defend the suit on or before the expiration of one month from the date, and issuing of such publication, the cause shall be heard and decided on the evidence which may be adduced on behalf of the plaintiff. On the 1st June 1792, a similar rule was extended to persons desiring to attend the court, after a summons had been duly served on them. (c)

XXII. First. To prevent the evils and inconveniences likely to arise from the great prevalence of the spirit of litigation between parties claiming to be restored to zemindarry rights, the following rules were passed on the 21st of March, 1790, for the guidance of the judge of the moofty dewanny adawlut.

Second. 1st. "No zemindar shall be required to attend in person to defend any suit which may be instituted against him, but the summons shall express that he may appear for that purpose in person, or by his authorized vakil."

Third. 2d. "Before any process is issued for summoning a zemindar, or his vakil, in any suit relative to the proprietary right in his zemindarry, a mochulkah is to be taken from the claimant specifying in what year since 1182 Fusly, he had possession, either as a partner with, or in exclusion of, the party now in possession. The mochulkah is to express in the body of it, that if the period of the plaintiffs possession therein specified prove untrue, his suit for that cause alone, shall be dismissed, and until this mochulkah be entered into, no summons or process shall issue against the defendant."

Fourth. 3d. "After executing such mochulkah, the plaintiffs are further to enter into such security as the court shall deem sufficient, to pay, in case they ultimately fail in their suits, such damages to the zemindar who is the defendant, as the prosecution of their unjust complaint shall have occasioned to him; the amount of which damages is to be adjudged by the court on the decision of every such suit, and recovered in like manner as all other decrees for sums of money are directed to be carried into execution.

(b) This and the next section are not in force.
(c) This section, and those which follow until 8. 21, inclusive, are not in force.
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Fifth. 4th. ‘‘In some of the plaintiffs mentioned in the two preceding articles, refusing to enter into the required mochulkas, and security, their claims are to be dismissed, and the process in all such seminadary causes now depending in the court, is to be suspended until the security there required be entered into, after which they are to be proceeded with, or, if not entered into, such causes are to be likewise dismissed. The parties however in all such causes as may be so dismissed, shall have the option of appealing to the court of appeal.’’

XXIII. On the 19th of July, and 3d of September 1790, it was made a rule, in addition to the rule contained in clause sixth, section XV, that the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut should advise the resident of all decrees passed by him adjudging the possession of any seminadary, or other landed estate, whether paying revenue, or held exempt from the payment of revenue.

XXIV. Under the authority of an order passed by the Governor General in Council on the 1st of July 1789, the resident having authorized the judge of the city court of Benares, to receive from the 22d of September following, a russoom or commission of one per cent on the amount of claims preferred in civil suits instituted in that court, the following rules for levying it, were adopted on the 5th of August 1790. Where the cause or claim was for ready money, the prescribed russoom was directed to be levied on the amount; but on claims for malozaray land, the russoom was ordered to be calculated on the annual revenue payable to government; and on claims for lakheraya lands, on ten times the amount of the annual produce; and on claims for aymah lands paying a quit rent to government, on twenty times the amount of the annual quit rent; and on claims for houses and gardens, on the price specified in the bill of sale, or, where there was no bill of sale, on the current value of the property to be ascertained by inquiry, or from the opinion of two creditable builders, who were to report the value of it to the adawlut on oath. Such russoom was directed to be paid in deposit by the plaintiff, at the time of filing his bill of claim, but in the event of the decree being given against the defendant, and the whole of the money or property demanded by the complainant, being decreed to the plaintiff, a sum equal to the deposit was to be awarded to the plaintiff, and added to the decree given in his favor; but if part only of the plaintiffs claim was decreed to him, a sum bearing the same proportion to the money or value of the thing decreed, as the deposit did to the demand laid in the complaint, was ordered to be adjudged and added to the decree, and recovered from the defendant, in the same manner as any other money, or the value of property, which might be awarded against him.

XXV. On the 30th of August 1790, it was ordered that appeals should not lie from decrees founded on the awards of arbitrators, unless the party desirous to appeal, should establish by the evidence of two credible witnesses, corruption, or gross partiality, against the arbitrators.

XXVI. On a query submitted by the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut, respecting the term of intermediate possession subsequent to the period of limitation specified in clause third, section XV, which should be construed as entitling a person to prosecute for permanent reinstatement, the resident, on the 4th of September 1790, informed him, that possession during one year since such period, and the prosecuting party having closed the collections, were necessary for that purpose, and that an interrupted tenure of one, two, or four, or more months, was not to be considered sufficient. (d)

XXVII. On the 11th of September, 1790, the several courts (excepting the court for the city of Benares) were instructed by the resident to take hazerzaminy, or security.
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Dealers in cotton, not to practice as court vakils.

Cannongoes to hold the temporary management of lands solicited by the adawlut.

Prohibition of the use of certain oath in the practice of the court.

Restrictive rule in respect to zamindary claims in Kaswar.

Application of the rules in respect to zamindary rights against claimants prosecuting for larger interest therein, than they held previous to the period of limitation.

Period of limitation in respect to disputed boundaries.

XXX. The judge of the moolky dawwanny adawlut having requested to be informed whether in the practice of the court, he might admit the oaths in use amongst the Hindoos, which rest the proof of the fact to be determined by the contingency of any evil or misfortune befalling, within a certain number of days, the family, connections, or property, of the party swearing, he was acquainted on the 1st February 1791, that such oaths were not to be admitted.

XXXI. On the 14th of February 1791, the moolky dawwanny adawlut was prohibited from taking cognizance of claims to zamindaries in the rajah's family purgunnah of Kaswar, unless such claims were expressly referred to it for that purpose.

XXXII. In the case of a zamindary, the property of mahomedans, in which there were several partners, but which was held and managed by one of them as the principal, who made his partners some allowance out of the produce, but not in proportion to their respective shares, the judge of the moolky dawwanny adawlut, having on the 5th April 1791, desired to know whether the claim of the partners to be put in possession of their full shares, might be admitted, he was answered in the negative, and that such partners could not be entitled to any thing more than they had enjoyed within the period limited in clause third, section XV, for the general restoration of landholders.

XXXIII. The restoration of the village zamindars, at the conclusion of the permanent settlement in the year 1197, corresponding with the years 1790-91, having given rise to many disputes between them, concerning the boundaries of their several estates, a proclamation was issued on the 7th of April 1791, declaring, that all lands and ground were to remain as they stood annexed and possessed up to the year 1182 Fussly, (ending in September 1775,) and that no claims were to be admitted contrary to this principle; with the exception of such cases, as having originated antecedently to the year in question, were then still in a course of inquiry either by arbitration, or otherwise, under the authority of the existing native government, and still remained unadjusted; in such cases, it was determined that the resident on the application of the parties might refer the hearing of the cause to the adawlut, which was thereon to take cognizance of the suit, and to decide it according to justice, without reference to the period of limitation.

XXXIV. On the 18th May 1791, the rules in section XXIV, for levying rusoom or commission on civil suits, were extended to all other courts within the zamindary, including the court of appeal.

(c) The rules in this section are not in force.

(f) This and the next section are not in force.

(g) This section is not in force.
XXXV. First. In continuation of the provisions in sections XV, XXVI, and
XXXII, for ascertaining the right of dispossessed zemindars to prosecute for their
reinstatement, the further rules following clauses were passed on the 5th of
June 1791, for the guidance of the silki dewanny adawlut. (a)

Second. The possession within the period limited in clause third, section XV,
of any one or more of the putteedars, or sharers, in any one more puttees or shares,
in a talooka, village, or zemindarry, either as zemindar or farmer, is to entitle to
restoration all the other persons having a right to claim, as putteedars of that
talooka, village, or zemindarry, whether such puttees were distinct or common.

Third. Possession within the period limited in section XV, to entitle to restora-
tion the partners of any putteedar, or partner, having held such possession although
the putteedar in whose person the right shall thus have been obtained, may not think
fit to join the other putteedars in suing for it.

Fourth. In the case of a malik or proprietor of land being in possession as a
farmer, in partnership with another, who claims no right of property, but who holds
merely as a farmer, the renting partner who is also malik or proprietor, on indemnify-
ing his farming partner for all losses he may in the judgment of the court have sus-
tained by the tenure, shall be competent to remain singly in possession, as proprietor
to the exclusion of the farming partner.

Fifth. Any putteedar or partner regaining possession, is to entitle all the other
putteedars to re-enter likewise, although these last may not have held possession
within the period limited under section XV.

Sixth. The heirs of deceased zemindars, who shall have had possession within
the period limited under section XV, may sue for, and are entitled to restoration.

Seventh. No zemindar shall be entitled in consequence of his restoration to any
village or estate, to recover by suit in the adawlut, lands alleged by him to belong
to such village, but which shall be known to have been separated therefrom and
annexed to another estate, previous to the period limited for the general restoration
of landholders in section XV.

Eighth. Claims to land founded on the redemption of the mortgage thereof, but
of which, neither of the parties concerned in the transaction of such mortgage, shall
have been in possession within the period limited for the general restoration of the
landholders under section XV, are to be rejected; but such parties who shall thus
have redeemed their own or their forefathers zemindaries, will be nevertheless ent-
titled to restoration under section III, Regulation I, 1793, on the existing lease
being avoided by the death, resignation, or removal of the farmer.

Ninth. In the event of a talookdar, previous to the period limited for the general
restoration of landholders in section XV, having taken in farm any part of the
entire lands of another proprietor, who shall have since continued to pay the revenue
of such lands to the said talookdar, or through such talookdar to government, the
landholder so situated, shall not be entitled to be rendered independent of such tal-
ookdar, unless he shall have paid his revenue separately from such superior, during
one complete year, within the period limited in section XV.

Tenth. In the event of one of the putteedars, within the period limited for the
general restoration of landholders, in section XV, having contracted as a principal
for the revenue with government, and made to his putteedars or sharers some allow-
ance in consideration of their right in the estate, this situation is not to entitle them
to prosecute for personal possession or management of any part of such estate, or oth-
ner, or superior rights, to those in which they had acquiesced.

(a) This section is in force, though not sections 15 and 26 therein mentioned.
Eleventh. If a landlord prosecuting for restoration, shall establish to the satisfaction of the court, that he has bona fide held possession although not in his own name but by another, acting on his part as farmer, lessee or owner of the lands sued for, he shall thereby become entitled to reinstatement, in the same manner, as if the tenure had been in his own name, unless the party thus suing shall be one of the dispossessed ayamhdars, or one of their heirs, to the reinstatement of whom an exception is made in Regulation II, 1795.

Twelfth. In cases of claims to the property in houses, if the claimant shall prove that at any time within the period limited for rendering such cases cognizable under clause second, section XV, he in any wise contested the right with the party in possession, it is to be considered sufficient to render his suit cognizable in the adawlut.

Thirteenth. The recovery within the period referred to, in the last clause, of any part of a loan made previous thereto, is in like manner to entitle the creditor to prosecute for the residue of the debt, as in the cases specified in section XI.

Fourteenth. The allegation of any dispossessed landlord, of his having received from the party in possession of the lands claimed by him, some consideration in money, or ground, as malik-kanah, is not to be held sufficient to entitle such party or parties to prosecute for reinstatement, if he or they shall not have had possession, and paid the revenue for one complete year, within the period limited for the general restoration of landholders in section XV.

Fifteenth. In the event of a widow, previous to the term limited under section XV, having been left by the heirs of her late husband, in the enjoyment of his estate for the period of her own life, the circumstance of such arrangement having thus taken place antecedently to the period for rendering causes actionable, is not to be a bar to the husband’s relations prosecuting those of the widow, to recover from them her husband’s estate, as the cause of action was to be considered to have arisen from the date of such widow’s demise.

XXXVI. First. On the 2d of July 1791, the following further clauses were added to the rules specified in sections X and XI, for appealing from the decisions of the several courts. (i)

Second. Appeals are to be dismissed, if the russoon and the security required from the parties presenting them, be not delivered in within ten days after the presenting the petition of appeal.

Third. Appellants neglecting to proceed with their appeals during fourteen days, or departing from the court without leave, shall be liable to have their appeals dismissed, as specified in clause second, section X.

XXXVII. In a prosecution instituted on behalf of the parties interested in a bill of sale for land conveyed to the party in possession, under circumstances from which the prosecutors argued the invalidity of such deed of conveyance, the judge of the moolky devanny adawlut passed a decree dismissing the suit, under the rules in clause third, section XV; it was signified to him by the resident on the 17th of July, 1791, that the rules in question, as far as regarded landed property, having been enacted to regulate the admission or rejection of claims to zemindarry rights, that had been resumed by the preceding native government, and not having in view the claims of landlords, or of individuals against each other, on pleas such as the present, of compusive bills of sale, he was therefore desired to resume the hearing of this cause, and to try it on its merits, and of course all other causes, in a similar predicament.

XXXVIII. To enable the resident to ascertain whether there were any suits the circumstances of which on principles of equity might entitle the parties to have them referred

(i) This section is not in force.
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referred for trial under the discretionary power vested in the resident by clause second, section XV, the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut was directed on the 3rd and 15th of August 1791, to make a report to the resident of all causes then about to be dismissed under the rule of limitations, and to direct the parties themselves to shew cause to the resident why their suits should not be dismissed that he might pass such order thereon as might seem to him proper.

XXXIX. The resident considering the hardship under which defendants in causes labor, from there being hitherto no settled mode, (except in zemindary causes,) of indemnifying them for the costs and charges incurred in the defence of unjust claims preferred against them, on the 14th of October 1791, a circular order was issued to all the adawluts, to the same purport as the provision made for the guidance of the moolky dewanny adawlut in respect to zemindary causes, under clause fourth, section XXII. And on the 30th of October 1791, it was ordered, that until such security be given, the defendant is not to be summoned, nor the plaintiff’s petition to be proceeded on, except in cases in which the judge may think it probable that the plaintiff prefers a just claim, but from indigence, is unable to deliver in the required security.

XL. On the 14th October 1791, the Governor General in Council was pleased to authorize the resident, to admit of the mode of trial by the golah oath for the adjustment of disputed boundaries, in cases in which the parties, without having recourse to the regular process of the adawluts, should voluntarily prefer this mode of decision.

XLI. On a question submitted by the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut, stating that according to the mooselmaun law, the evidence of hindoo could not be legally received in causes relative to mahomedans, and requesting instructions how to proceed; in consequence, the resident acquainted him on the 22d of March 1792, that in consideration of the state of society in this country, it was necessary to receive as valid, the evidence of hindoo in the causes of mahomedans.

XLII. On the 18th of March 1794, in consequence of orders to that effect, passed by the Governor General in Council on the 7th of the same month, the several courts were prohibited from corresponding with parties in causes, who were required to submit their representations to the court, either in person or by vakeel; on which the judges respectively were directed to pass such orders as they might think fit, leaving it to the suitors to have recourse to the court of appeal, if they were dissatisfied with the orders so passed.

XLIII. On the same date, the courts were advised of the orders passed by government on the 7th of March 1792, and furnished with the form of the security bond to be entered into by all Europeans, who might institute any suit against a native or natives in the courts in question, according to the prescribed form in Regulation XXVIII, 1793, extended to the province of Benares by Regulation XXIV, 1795.

XLIV. On the 26th of March 1794, it was made a general rule, that all persons desirous of redeeming mortgaged land, should apply for that purpose to the moolky dewanny adawlut or to the court having the local jurisdiction, that the accounts of the mortgage being adjusted and any balance due discharged, the mortgage might be declared redeemed, and that on notice thereof from the proper court, the resident might cause possession of the property to be delivered to the party thereby become entitled to it.

XLV. On the 1st of April 1794, a rule was made to prevent the cause of any officer or servant of the several courts, from being tried in the court to which he might be

(j) This and the next section not in copy.
XLVI. On the 4th of August 1794, it was made a general rule for the guidance of the courts, that the notice to be given of the sale of houses in satisfaction of decrees, should not be less than fifteen days, and that this notice should be given by public advertisement, so as to allow sufficient time for parties who might have claims on such property, to be apprized of the intended sale, and to prefer any objection they might have to offer to its taking place.

XLVII. On the 4th of January 1795, the rule established under clause third, section XV, Regulation II. 1793, relative to such bills of sale as might have been made to annul for balances of the public revenue, up to the 19th of September 1794, (when such conveyances were altogether prohibited,) was communicated for the information and guidance of the moolky dewanny adawlut.

XLVIII. On the 5th and 8th of September 1794, in pursuance of orders from the Governor General in Council under date the 15th of August preceding, the city court of Benares was restricted from entertaining suits in which the cause of action was of older date than twelve years; and with a view to reduce to one uniform rule the several orders relating to this period of limitation, in respect to the other courts, as already stated under section VIII and XV, a circular order and notification was written on the 12th of January 1795, to the moolky dewanny adawlut, and to the dewanny courts of Mirzapoor, Junapoor, and Ghazeepoor, prohibiting them from hearing claims of longer standing than twelve years, with the exceptions in regard to mortgages, and bonds, already specified under sections XII and XVII, and to zemindarry rights and claims to lands as separately limited in the preceding sections of this Regulation: but at the same time providing, that when the complainant can show by clear and positive proof, that he had made demand of the sum or matter in question, and that the defendant had admitted the demand, or promised to pay the money, or that he directly preferred his claim for the matter in dispute, to the hakim-a-wukht, or magistrate for the time being, within that period, and without any default on his part, that the suit had not been proceeded with; or show that either from minority, or other good and sufficient cause, he had been precluded from the means of procuring redress. All causes under these circumstances were to be heard, inclusive of all such claims as should be referred for that purpose by the court of appeal, and instructions to the same effect were issued to the city court.

XLIX. On the 13th of January 1795, the rules in section X, Regulation VIII, 1795, for dispensing with security in civil suits in the case therein mentioned, were issued to the city court, and to the moolky dewanny adawlut.

L. On the 19th of February 1795, the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut represented that Shaik Abdoolah, the father of Ultee Azeem Khan, having heretofore purchased several villages from the ancient zemindars in the circle of Ghazeepoor, and the heirs of the latter, having nevertheless obtained potthas for such lands, at the conclusion of the permanent settlement in 1197 Fasly, such potthab holders, or some of them, in bar to prosecutions being instituted against them by parties claiming to be their partners alleged that in consequence of their ancestors having sold the lands in question as aforesaid, they could be considered only as farmers, although the potthas they had obtained were for zemindarry tenures. The judge do-
siring instructions, on this point, he was informed that under the orders of government of the 11th of April 1788, Shaik Abdoolah’s purchases had been deemed void; and that in consideration thereof, his representative, the above named Ullee Azem Khan, now received a pension from government, as reported by the resident in his letter to the Governor General in Council of the 15th of May 1788, and therefore that he was to admit the said suits, and to hear, try, and decide them, according to the letter and import of the zemindary potbals, held by the present incumbents.

I. First. The city court of Benares was instructed to deliver or tender to all parties in civil suits, authentic copies of the decrees which might be passed in their causes, within eight days after the same might be passed, endorsing thereon the refusal of such of the parties as might decline to accept them, and this rule, as far as regarded the delivery of copies of the decrees, was subsequently extended to all causes previously decided. Similar instructions were given to all the other civil courts in the province. (1)

Second. On the 7th February 1795, it was made a rule, that no petition of appeal should be admitted, unless the party had previously applied for and obtained a copy of the decree desired to be appealed from.

Third. It was likewise made a rule, that appellants should deliver in their objections to the decree of the lower court, within a fortnight after the admission of the appeal, or their appeals should be dismissed, in conformity to the spirit of the original rule to that effect in clause second, section X, and of the further order, in clause second, section XXXVI.

LII. Under the rule contained in section XIV. the resident occasionally referred civil causes to be tried by the same process as in the civil courts, to the moolky fudzdaray adawlut. This court however, had jurisdiction only in such suits of this description, as were expressly referred to it by the resident.

LIII. The rules in this section, and the eight following sections, relative to the opium contract, were issued for the information and guidance of the courts of justice. (m)

LIV. On the 21st of March 1790, the advertisement published by the Governor General in Council, under date the 19th of February preceding, was transmitted for the information and guidance of the courts of adawlut, in respect to that clause of it, which prescribes the levying from natives, a fine of three hundred and seventy-five rupees, (half to be paid to the informer, and the other moiety to government,) for every munnad of opium which they might be proved to have procured or provided, contrary to the regulations for limiting the provision of that article to the contractor.

LV. First. On the 5th of May 1799, the following summary of certain of the clauses of the then existing contract, and the regulations for the provision of opium within the zemindary, was transmitted to the several courts for their information and guidance.

Second. 1st. The contractor is to pay to the ryots or cultivators for their opium, at the rate of two Benares sicca rupees and eight annas, per seer, each seer to weigh ninety-six Benares sicca rupees, and to make them advances in the former established mode, and to deduct one chittack per seer, (equal to two seers and a half per munnad,) in consideration of the moistness of the crude opium when delivered into the godown.

Third 2d. When the poppy has attained the proper growth, the quantity of opium produced, is to be ascertained on the spot by the officer of the contractor, in concert

---

(1) This and the next section are not in force.

(m) This and the following sections, to 8. 09 inclusive, are not in force. See R. 12, of 1816, which contains the existing rules for the provision, manufacture and sale of opium.
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with two or three creditable cultivators, who are to assist in forming the estimate. The cultivator is to execute an engagement to deliver the estimated quantity, together with any surplus which may be produced.

Fourth. 3d. The opium is to be fairly weighed by weights, bearing the mark of the resident, in the mode termed dharm dundi, so as to preclude the agents of the contractors from attempting to exact undue weight.

Fifth. 4th. In cases in which the short deliveries of the ryot shall appear to have proceeded from calamity of sea-on, or other accident, and not from any neglect or fault on his part, the courts shall only adjudge him to restore a proportionate part of the advances made to him, with interest at the rate of eight per cent per annum; if it shall be proved that the short deliveries have been owing to the negligence, or other fault of the cultivator, he shall restore such proportional advance with interest, at the rate of twelve per cent per annum; if it be proved that short deliveries have originated in the cultivators having embezzled or illegally disposed of the opium, he shall be subject to the payment of a fine of four sicca rupees per seer, and the opium shall be seized and confiscated; or if it cannot be found, the court shall award a fine of ten sicca rupees per seer.

Sixth 5th. The above price of the commodity is to be paid to the ryots in full, without any deduction being made by the officers of the contractor, for tulleh-huah, batta, are, interest, or on any other plea or pretext whatsoever, under the penalty of the contractors being subject, on proof of any such deductions or exactions, to pay a three times the amount of them.

LV. First. On the 15th of May 1790, the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut, having submitted certain queries respecting the opium contract, the resident furnished him with the following instructions, as appearing to him consistent with the spirit of the conditions of the contract.

Second. In the event of a ryot selling the crude opium to any person excepting the contractor, such ryot, although the opium thus sold should be above or exclusive of the koot, or quantity estimated to be deliverable, under clause third, section LV, is to incur a penalty of four rupees per seer in addition to the confiscation of the opium, or, if the opium cannot be seized, ten rupees per seer.

Third. For opium the produce of former years, sold otherwise than to the contractor, a fine of three hundred and seventy five rupees per maund is to be levied from the seller, according to the proclamation published by the Governor General in Council, on the 15th of February 1790.

Fourth. Persons buying any quantity of opium from the growers, or otherwise than from the contractors, are to be liable to the payment of a fine of three hundred and seventy five rupees per maund.

Fifth. These instructions were approved by the Governor General in Council on the 28th of May 1790, and were accordingly circulated for the guidance of the other courts.

LVII. On the 24th of May 1790, on a further query from the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut, the resident informed him that the penalty for dealing in opium the produce of former years, as specified in clause third, section LVII, was to extend only to the fine therein specified, and not to the confiscation of the opium. But on this answer being submitted to the Governor General in Council, he determined on the 2d of June 1790, that the opium therein described should be confiscated, in addition to the execution of the penalty, and the several courts were advised accordingly.
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LVIII. First. On the 17th of June 1790, the resident transmitted the following answers to certain questions submitted to him by the judge of the adawlut at Chackpoor.

Second. That in the event of opium, the produce of the dominions of the Nawaub Vizier, being seized in the zenindary of Benares, and the owner pleading ignorance of the regulations existing against its importation, he shall be permitted to retain it, on entering into good security, that he will not dispose of it in the zenindary, excepting to the contractor; but that, if opium the produce of Behar should be so seized, it was to be confiscated, and the fine thereon levied according to the proclamation issued by the Governor General in Council on the 9th of February 1790.

LIX. On the 17th of September 1791, a rule was passed by the resident, allowing the opium contractor to prosecute suits relative to his contract, without the payment of the russum or commission on the amount of his claims. This rule was confirmed by the Governor General in Council on the 31st of April 1792.

LX. First. In December 1790, the judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut reported to the resident the circumstances under which certain prosecutions had been brought by the opium contractor against his servants, for alleged frauds and embezzlements; and desired that rules might be prescribed for his guidance, as those already issued did not appear to him to apply to the cases under litigation, which were as follow: 1st. For injuring the contractor in raising, or allowing to be grown, other articles, such as gool masufer, in the poppy grounds, to the diminution of the produce in opium. 2ndly. For embezzlements, by granting false receipts for, and making false entries of deliveries of the crude opium. 3rdly. For embezzlements of cash, undue detention of the contractor’s money, on plea of arrears of wages. The following rules were passed respecting the above cases, on the 31st of December 1790.

Second. 1st. If it has always been customary to sow gool masufer among the opium, and it shall not appear that the plaintiff prohibiting this practice, the defendant is not liable to any special penalty on this account. But if the sowing of this article be a new practice, introduced by the agent of the contractor for his own advantage, in such case, an estimate is to be made of the diminution of the produce of opium thereby occasioned, and the value of such opium appreciated at the bazar or market price, is to be awarded to the plaintiff.

Third. 2d. With regard to embezzlements committed by the servants of the contractor by passing undue receipts for and entries of opium or otherwise, as the regulations against smuggling did not appear to apply to such frauds, the judge was instructed to award against the defaulters, a penalty equal to twice the bazar value of the opium, ascertained to have been so embezzled.

Fourth. 3d. At the same time that the servants of the contractor are subjected to the above penalties, they are to be secured in the receipt of their full wages, whilst in office, that is, until the period of their being replaced by their successors, and are to be considered bound to render a fair and just account, of all sums or advances made to them by the contractor.

LXI. The judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut, having applied to the resident to know whether by the term of the bazar value in clause third, section LX, that of the city of Benares, or the price paid by the contractors to the ryot, was to be understood, he was informed on the 3d of February 1791, that the opium was to be estimated according to its value in the bazar of Benares; this rule and that contained in clause third, section LX, in consideration of the various circumstances under which these frauds were committed, so as to render one specific or general penalty inapplicable to each of them, were rescinded; and in lieu thereof, the judge was directed to award in all cases of this description, such penalty for any fraud or frauds,
or opium embezzlements, committed by the contractors' servants, as by the law of the religion of the party prosecuted, might be ascertained to be equitable according to the circumstances of each case, as established on the trial.

LXII. The judge of the moolky dewanny adawlut, in consequence of certain suits instituted in the court, having represented, that although he had been instructed respecting the penalties that were to be levied for the illicit sale of opium, yet that those against buying that article had not been fixed; he was directed on the 28th May, 1792, to adjudge the same penalties against the purchaser, as were prescribed for the seller. This order was in conformity to the proclamation issued by the Governor General in Council, under date the 4th of March 1791, which had been previously circulated to all the aumils for general information on the 9th of April 1791, and was afterwards communicated to the several courts, under date the 9th of June 1792; with instructions to cause to be paid in the instance of the purchasers therein specified, one half the fine to the informer, and the other moiety to government; but to pay to the contractor as before the whole of the fine leviable from the ryot disposing of the opium. These further instructions were approved by the Governor General in Council on the 29th of the same month and year, and by his orders of this date not only ryots embezzling or disposing of opium otherwise than to the contractor, are declared subject to the penalties specified in clause fifth, section LV, and clause second, section LV, but all zamindars, talookdars, or other landholders (when not themselves the purchasers or possessors of the opium, in which case they will be subject to the same penalties as ryots carrying on an illicit traffic in opium) are to be liable to a penalty of ten rupees per seer, for all smuggled opium that may be proved to have been sold within the limits of their lands, with their connivance or knowledge.

LXIII. The preceding sections of the present Regulation, comprehend all the principal rules for the administration of justice in civil causes, as successively framed during the existence of the residency. With regard to the administration of justice in criminal cases, by the orders of the Governor General in Council of the 29th of February, the 6th of August, and the 28th of November 1788, and the 10th of June 1793, the resident was vested with authority to revise all trials and sentences passed by the native courts, and to sanction them if conformable to the mahomedan law. The sentences thus approved were directed not to be referred to the Governor General in Council, previous to their being carried into execution, excepting in cases in which the resident might deem such reference necessary. No sentences, however of a capital nature, or inflicting any severe punishment, were ever confirmed by the resident, or carried into execution by the courts, until they had been previously approved by the Governor General in Council, and directed him to be enforced.

LXIV. First. It having been deemed objectionable to subject brahmans within the zemindarry of Benares to capital punishment, for murder, or such other crimes, as according to the mahomedan law, rendered them liable to that punishment, the Governor General in Council, on the 8th of October 1790, ordered that such criminals should in future be liable to be transported to Prince of Wales's island, to be kept there during the remainder of their lives. Public notice of this rule was accordingly promulgated on the 28th of December following throughout the zemindarry; and on the 29th of November 1792, that place of transportation was changed by order of government, for the Andamans, to which island, by a further order of the 6th of June 1794, all persons who may be hereafter sentenced to confinement for life, for murder, robbery, or theft, are declared liable to be transported for a shorter or longer period, according to the nature of the offence (n).

(n) This section is in force under the modification of the latter part thereof by R. 8, 1813, and R. 14, of 1816, s. 15, agreeing to which, persons sentenced to transportation, are sent to such of the British settlements in Asia, as the Governor General in Council shall appoint. It is also competent to the Governor General in Council to detain at the jail of Allypore, for any period he may deem proper, any persons whom he may be sentenced to transportation.

Second.
Second. On the 7th July 1799, the resident published throughout the zemindarry, the order of government of the 17th of June preceding, denouncing the further penalty of banishment against the families of brahmins convicted of killing their women or children, in the cases and under the circumstances therein set forth, and as more fully particularized in section IX, Regulation X XI, 1795.

LXV. The following rule was passed by the Governor General in Council on the 29th of April 1791. That in future, where prisoners shall be sentenced by the criminal courts in the zemindarry, to lose two limbs, such punishment shall be commuted for fourteen years imprisonment and hard labor; and that in cases where prisoners shall be condemned to lose one limb, the punishment shall be commuted for imprisonment and hard labor for a period of seven years. This rule was accordingly notified to the several courts on the 10th of May following, for their information and guidance.

LXVI. First. On the 15th of July 1791, the Governor General in Council directed, that in all future trials for murder in the criminal courts of the zemindarry of Benares, the law officers should deliver the futurah according to the doctrines of Yusef and Mohummed.

Second. Agreeably to an order passed by the Governor General in Council, natives charged with the perpetration of murder within the limits of the fortress and garrison of Chunar, are to be delivered up, and tried in the criminal courts of the province of Benares. But lesser offences, are to be left to be tried and punished in the garrison. (o)

LXVII. The preceding sections, contain the principal rules for the administration of civil and criminal justice, under the residency. The following relate to the general police of the zemindarry, and other miscellaneous matters, connected therewith.

LXVIII. First. On the 11th of September 187, a general prohibition was issued against natives dressing their peons or other servants in the uniform of the honorable company’s native troops, on pain of such persons being apprehended and punished. This rule was afterwards repeated, and extended, in a proclamation, published by the Governor General in Council on the 26th May 1790, which comprehended the following clauses. (p)

Second. 1st. “All persons, Europeans or natives, within the company’s provinces, which include the district of Benares, (excepting the vakeels from the native powers,) are positively forbid to dress any of their servants, either for the purpose of parade or of business, in the uniform of the honorable company’s sepoys and lascars, or in a dress so nearly approaching to that uniform, as to enable the persons wearing it, to impose themselves on the country people for sepoys and lascars.”

Third. 2d. “All natives excepting those actually in the military service of the company, or belonging to the vakeels of the native powers, are forbid to wear a dress similar to that mentioned in the first article.”

Fourth. 3d. “Collectors of districts, chiefs of factories, commercial and salt agents, magistrates, and other company’s servants, in official capacities, who are allowed establishments of peons, and pikes, or who have occasion to employ persons of that description, are prohibited from putting them in a military dress.”

Fifth. 4th. “Native officers and sepoys, excepting subadars, jemadars, and seargens, even though in the service of the company, who may temporarily reside, or have occasion to travel, in the interior parts of the country, unless employed on the public service, are forbid to wear their uniform coats.”

(o) See the further provisions of R. 9, of 1809, and R. 10, of 1810, for the administration of civil and criminal powers within garrisons, cantonments, and other military stations.

(p) Extended, with amendments, to the whole of the territories under the presidency of Fort William, by R. 11, of 1809, 8. 9, 4. 1.
Sixth. 5th. "By the operation of the foregoing articles, the use of a military dress will be confined to natives in the military service of the company, (or to those belonging to the vakeels of the native powers,) and in the interior parts of the country, to such of them only, with the exception of the commissioned officers, specified in the fourth article, as may be employed on public duties; and to secure the full effect of these orders, the military commanding officers of stations, and of detachments, in the interior parts of the country, collectors of districts, residents, and magistrates, are hereby vested with authority, and are required to deprive any man of a military dress, who shall presume to wear one contrary to these regulations, unless it shall appear that such man is in the service of the company, in which case, if he be not employed upon duty, he is to be sent to the corps to which he may belong, with a written complaint against him."

Seventh. 6th. "Military officers, or other persons to whom escorts may be allowed when travelling through the country by land, or proceeding by water, are forbid to send sepoys or lascars into the villages for the purpose of procuring any sorts of provisions, or of pressing clothes and dandies. Every town and village upon proper application to the chief person in it, will in consequence of instructions from the several collectors to that effect, furnish such assistance in the above points, as they may be capable of affording, and by that means, render forcible and violent measures entirely unnecessary."

Eighth. On the 14th October 1782, the amils were enjoined to attend to the due accommodation of travellers, whether europeans or asiatics, as an essential part of their duty, for any failure or neglect in which, they would be held accountable.

LXXIX. On the same date, a prohibition was issued against begaree, or the practice of individuals soliciting, and compulsively exacting service from artificers, masons, and other workmen, or servants, under the penalty of the offenders being fined for such offence, in a sum equal to double the usual wages of the person or persons thus put under constraint, to whom such fine is to be paid as an indemnification.

LXX. A general notification was published throughout the zemindary, prohibiting all persons, whether British subjects or natives, from having recourse to any compulsion in carrying on trade, or forcing advances on the sellers, or taking the goods of any vendor or trader through violence, under the plea of purchasing them.

LXXI. First. It appearing to have been customary under the native government, to levy a tax or fine on all new settlers, as well as to receive one fourth of the price of all houses sold in the town or mart of Mirzapoor; an order was issued to the judge on the 20th of April 1788, to discontinue these exactions.

Second. The mart of Mirzapoor, having increased considerably in extent and population; an entire new and extensive quarter has been added to it, under the name of the ezgeree mohullah. For the ground in this mohullah on which the houses are built, bakhsh-nama's or grants, on the payment of a small fine of entry to government, were issued by the resident, with the approbation of the Governor General in Council, exempting these tenements from all ground rent in time to come.

LXXII. On the 2d of July 1788, the Governor General in Council directed a publication to be issued prohibiting all persons, (except the resident, the rajah, and the judges,) from employing badged peons, in the management of their private affairs; and requiring the officers of government stationed throughout the country, to apprehend all such persons, and send them to the resident, who was thereon to report the names of their employers to the Governor General in Council. Since the date of the publication, no person or persons, excepting those above specified, have been allowed to distinguish their peons by badges, excepting the commercial resident, and occasionally the opium contractors (q)."

(q) Extended, with amendments, to the whole of the territories under the presidency of Fort William, by R. 11, of 1806, II. 3, C. 2.
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LXXIII. Under date the 12th November 1788, the Governor General in Council acquainted the resident, in his capacity of magistrate at Benares, that all Europeans, not British or French subjects, were equally amenable with the natives to the authority of the magistrate, within the said district, and to the jurisdiction of the benamadry courts, and that in the event of any acts being committed by French subjects, which, had they been British subjects, would render them objects of a criminal prosecution and trial in the Supreme Court of Judicature, such French subjects were to be apprehended on information being lodged against them upon oath; and sent to the presidency, if there appeared grounds for the institution of a criminal prosecution against them. (r).

LXXIV. On the 7th of August 1789, the resident published the proclamation issued by government on the 22d July preceding, prohibiting the purchasing or procuring natives of either sex, for the purpose of exporting them for sale, as slaves, to different parts of India, or elsewhere, and declaring that all persons who should in future be concerned directly or indirectly, in this inhuman and detestable traffic, should be prosecuted with the utmost rigour in the Supreme Court at the expense of the company; and if British born subjects, that they should be forthwith sent to Europe; or if such person or persons should not be subject to the jurisdiction of that court, he or they, upon information being given to the local magistrate, should be apprehended and kept in confinement, to be dealt with according to the laws of the country.

Abolition of the chunnam and fire-wood monopolies.

LXXV. On the 10th November 1789, the exclusive privilege of providing chunnam and fire-wood for the use and consumption of the city of Benares, which had been before let in farm, was abolished, and the traffic in these articles was rendered free.

Prohibition against the same rights cultivating on either side of the borders.

LXXVI. In consequence of the inconvenience and disputes which resulted from the same rights cultivating lands on both sides of the line of frontier, between the district of Benares and the dominions of the Nawab Vizier, this practice was prohibited on the 14th December 1790, and the aumis under both jurisdictions, were apprized accordingly.

Highways to be kept in repair by the zemindars and farmers within and throughout their respective limits.

LXXVII. On the same date, a circular order was addressed to the aumis throughout the zemindary, to cause the roads and highways to be kept in a due state of repair by the zemindars, and renters of each talookah, or village, as far as such roads and highways should extend through their respective limits.

Prohibition against the construction of new huts, or repairing those that are still standing; and jungles to be cut down.

LXXVIII. On the 25th December 1789, an engagement was entered into by the tribe of raunjekoomars, to renounce the practice which had long obtained among them, of suffering their female infants to perish under the circumstances specified in section XII, Regulation XXI, 1795.

Establishment of choker-dars for the protection of the duk-khin trade.

LXXIX. On the 2d January 1790, a circular letter was written to the aumis, requiring them to be attentive to prevent any zemindar or farmer within their limits, from constructing any new glary or fort, or repairing any of the existing forts, it being desirable, that the latter might gradually become unserviceable as strongholds. The aumis were at the same time instructed to endeavour to clear their several districts of the jungles and thickets, which had been in many instances purposely allowed to grow by the landholders, as places in which they might take refuge, against the regular operations of the authority of government. The clearing of these places was further necessary, as they afforded shelter to robbers and other ill-disposed persons.

LXXX. On the 12th March 1788, an establishment was formed for the protection of the inland trade, carried on by the duk-khin road to Mirzapore. The persons appointed for that purpose have rendered themselves responsible for all robberies committed within their respective limits, and on the 13th March 1790, the number of guards on their establishment was increased to one hundred and thirty-nine, whose monthly pay is deferred from the establishment of the custom house at Mirzapore.

(r) This section is not in force.
LXXXI. First. On the 25th November 1789, in consequence of representations made to him by the resident and the commissary of bazars, (which last mentioned officer holds the exclusive management of the stone mahaul,) the Governor General in Council ordered that the receipts from this mahaul be carried to the credit of the military fund, as heretofore, but that the commissary should not be allowed to demand a higher price for the stones, than that for which they were sold previous to the year 1781. (s)

Second. The stones required for the interior use of the country, such as pressing the sugar cane and various domestic purposes, were directed to be continued to be furnished at the same reasonable rates as those at which the country people formerly procured them.

Third. The Governor General in Council further directed, that the duties claimed by the commanding officer at Chunar on boats passing the fort were to be considered to have been annulled on the late general abolition of all interior imposts, and that in future, no duties whatever were to be levied on boats and merchandise passing Chunar, either by the commanding officer or for the benefit of the military fund.

LXXXII. First. In consequence of disputes soon after ensuing between the farmer of the stone mahaul, and the inhabitants of Mirzapore, (over which place the exclusive rights of the farmer did not appear to have been before established, although he had occasionally sold stones there to individuals, without however having been able to prevent other dealers from carrying on the same trade,) it appeared to the resident under these circumstances, that it would prove an adequate consideration to the farmer, if he were thenceforth allowed the exclusive privilege of furnishing the stones wanted by the inhabitants of Mirzapore, at the prices specified in the first and second columns of the following comparative statement, being those which had been usually paid for stones by the said inhabitants, for their buildings, and other domestic purposes; and orders were accordingly passed at Mirzapoor on the 12th March 1790.

(s) This and the next section, excepting clause fourth of the latter, have been superseded by R. 2, of 1800, S. 15.
## Comparative View of the Price of Different Stones

In this table, we compare various stones based on their respective prices according to the accounts delivered in by the khered, or quarry purchases, and the accounts delivered in by the Seda Sheo. The difference in prices is also noted for various stones.

### Stones for Buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stone Type</th>
<th>Kham Khered, or Quarry Purchase</th>
<th>Mundy Khered or Mark Purchase</th>
<th>Kham Khered</th>
<th>Mundy Khered</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dhooke, or irregular and inferior stones</strong></td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ditto</strong>, (middle sized load)</td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ditto</strong> (packba, or full load)</td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Remark

The difference in these cart-load prices depends on the load; smaller bullocks can bring a but a smaller load, whilst larger and stronger bring more.

---
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---

### STONES FOR BUILDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stone Type</th>
<th>Kham Khered, or Quarry Purchase</th>
<th>Mundy Khered or Mark Purchase</th>
<th>Kham Khered</th>
<th>Mundy Khered</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dhooke, or irregular and inferior stones</strong></td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ditto</strong>, (middle sized load)</td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ditto</strong> (packba, or full load)</td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ditto</strong></td>
<td>No price.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Remark**

The difference in these prices arises from the greater or smaller loads so the bullocks; land from not the stones.
Concurrence of the inhabitants at Mirzapore, to purchase from the farmer of the stone mahaul accordingly.

Third. But with regard to the irregular shape, and inferior description of stones, called dhooka, which the ryots and the poor had been invariably permitted to bring from the hills on their heads, or on bullocks, or in carts, to be disposed of for their own benefit, it was declared that this petty traffick should continue as before altogether free and independent of the farmer of the stone mahaul; and the inhabitants of the town of Mirzapore may accordingly purchase these dhooka stones from the dealers.

Fourth. The hill people are not to be required to pay any duty for the stones of any kind, which they may want for their own use, and the farmer of the stone mahaul is not to interfere with them.

Fifth. To prevent any other person besides the farmer of this mahaul, from exporting stones from Mirzapore, it was made a rule, that stones exported, should be accompanied by the pass of the farmer.

Sixth. Stones exported from Mirzapore, are still liable, (as prescribed by the order of the Governor General in Council, passed on the 11th of June 1793,) to a duty on passing the fort of Chunar, which is levied by the Custom House for the benefit of the bazar, or military fund; whilst the custom house, and all other duties or tolls on the exportation of this article, have been abolished, as referred to in clause third, section LXXXI.

LXXXIII. On the 31st of March 1790, a reward of ten rupees was fixed for every tyger, bear, or other destructive and wild animal, that should be killed within the zemindarry.

LXXXIV. The magistrate of the city of Benares, having reported that the drains and water-courses had been usually cleansed and repaired by a bechee or cess levied on the inhabitants, equivalent to the expense, the resident, on the 10th of July 1790, authorized the magistrate to make such collection for the purposes in question, as far, and in such instances, as the inhabitants should voluntarily agree to contribute their respective quotas.

LXXXV. In consequence of complaints preferred by the weavers in the sircar of Ghazapore, of the impositions practised on them by the dellos and dastooris, orders were issued on the 22d of March, and 22d of July 1790, notifying that the weavers throughout the four sircars, composing the zemindarry of Benares, were to be considered as having the option of carrying on their business, either through or without the interference of the above-named intermediate agents, and that they were at full liberty to bring their cloths into any bazaar or market, and freely to dispose of them to the best advantage; and that no person was to presume on any pretence, to fix any price on their goods; and that they were to sell their fabrics to whomsoever they might think proper, and for such price, as they and the purchaser might mutually and voluntarily settle.

LXXXVI. On the 9th of August 1790, an establishment was entertained and placed under the control of the magistrate of Benares for keeping the city clean, the expense of which was defrayed from the rusoom or commission authorized by section XXIV and XXXIV, to be levied on law suits. (1)

LXXXVII. The orders of the Governor General in Council under date the 21 of November 1792, prohibiting the practice of sitting dhurana, were issued as specified in Regulation XXI, 1795.

(1) This section is not in force.

LXXXVIII.
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LXXVIII. In pursuance of the order of government of the 12th of November 1792, measures were taken to promote the salubrity, and improve the police of the city of Benares, by fixing on separate spots in the suburbs, for the shambles and liquor-shops, and by cutting an extensive water-course, to drain the superfluous waters from the back part of the town into the Burina rivulet.

LXXXIX. The several rules detailed in the preceding sections, and especially those which relate to zemindarry claims and rights in sections XV, XX, XXII, XXVI, XXXII, XXXIII, and XXXV, are to continue in force, with the exception of the whole or any part of such rule or rules, as have been or shall be either expressly repealed, or altered by, or may be inconsistent with, any provision or provisions in any Regulation declared to extend to the province of Benares, passed on this date, and printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XL, 1793, or that may be hereafter passed, and so printed and published. (v) But with respect to the prescriptions in section XXXIII, relative to boundary disputes, unless the separation and annexation shall be clearly proved to have been taken place previous to the period referred to in clause seventh, section XXXV, or a regular decree shall have been since passed by some competent court deciding the dispute, the courts, in future, are not to consider the mere lapse of time as a bar to their taking cognizance of such suits. As far as may be practicable, the courts are to procure all such disputes to be decided by arbitration, and in the event of any part of the lands included in the pottahs for the payment of the revenue assessed on the estates of either of the parties at the conclusion of the permanent settlement in 1797, being awarded to the other, either by arbitrators, or by the courts, a proportionate part of the fines revenue shall also become payable by the party thus a quiring the additional land, and the amount of such proportion shall be determined agreeably to the rules prescribed in Regulation XXVII, 1795.

XC. The records of the civil and criminal causes decided, and the papers and pleadings in those depending, in the courts of the city of Benares, and the towns of Ghazipore, (u) Juinapore, and Mirzapore, and in the moolky dewanny and moolky soujndarry adawluts, are to be made over by the native judges to the british judges of the newly established courts to which they may belong, or in which they may be cognizable, according to the local jurisdiction assigned to the courts by section IV, Regulation VII, 1793; and the native judges are to obtain receipts in duplicate for such records from the British judges respectively, and are to retain one copy of the receipts in their own possession, and to lodge the other with the provincial court of appeal, established under Regulation IX, 1795.

XCII. With respect to the records in the native languages in the possession of the resident, in his capacity of judge of the court of appeal and revision for hearing appeals from the decisions of the native courts, and magistrate; the resident, or the senior of his assistants on the spot, is to deliver over the former, (with the exception of the records and papers in the causes specified in section XCIII,) to the provincial court of appeal established by Regulation IX, 1795, and the latter to the court of circuit instituted under Regulation XVI, 1795. The register to the courts, is to grant duplicate receipts for such records as shall be thus transferred, of which, one copy is to be transmitted to the register to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the other, to the register to the Nizamut Adawlut.

XCIII. Upon this transfer of the records, the causes depending, whether civil or criminal, are to be proceeded with by the new courts, according to the Regulations passed on this date, or which may be hereafter passed, and printed and published in the manner prescribed.

(v) Such of these rules as are not now in force, will be seen from the notes below the foregoing pages of this Regulation.

(u) This zillah has been discontinued. Sec 2, 14, of 1807, S. 10. C. 3.

J J
prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793. All proceedings held in the former courts, on each undetermined suit or prosecution, are to be preserved, and to make part of the record in such suits and prosecutions, and are to be allowed their full weight in the decision and judgment, as far as they shall appear to be consistent with the rules then in force for the administration of justice, as contained in the several sections of this Regulation.

XCIII. Causes depending and undecided in the court of appeal and revision, superintended by the resident, are to be transferred by him, or by his senior assi- tant on the spot, together with all the records and pleadings relative thereto, (for which duplicate receipts are to be given and disposed of as prescribed with regard to the papers alluded to in section XCIII) to the judges of the newly established courts of adawlut in which they may be cognizable, according to the local jurisdiction assigned to the several courts by section IV, Regulation VII, 1795, and the judges shall revise these causes, on the same principles, as under the rules in this Regulation, the resident would have heard them in appeal. If the revising judge shall think the proof or proceedings on either side defective, he is to call on the parties to supply the defects, and after making such further inquiry as he shall deem necessary, he is to confirm, alter, or reverse the decree of the native court, as may appear equitable. From any such decree of the revising judge, an appeal is to lie to the provincial court of appeal, under Regulation V, 1795, and Regulation IX, 1795, and eventually to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, (if the cause shall be cognizable by that court,) under Regulation VI, 1793, and Regulation X, 1793.

XCIV. The British judges are to proceed to the hearing of the appealed causes alluded to in section XCIII, on days to be specially appointed for that purpose, of which due notice is to be given to the litigating parties, that they or their authorized vakals may attend; and separate reports are to be made of the decisions passed by the judges on these appealed causes, in the form prescribed in section XI and XII, Regulation XVIII, 1795, extended to the province of Benares, by Regulation XVIII, 1795.

XCV. With respect to such of the aforesaid undecided causes in appeal, as may be of the nature of the suits described in section II, Regulation XVI, 1793, extended to the province of Benares by Regulation XV, 1795, the judges, without regard to their amount, are to recommend to the parties to submit the same to arbitration, either with or without reference to the record of the first trial in the native court, as the parties may agree on; and the said judges are respectively empowered, with the consent of the parties, thus to refer the decision of such undecided causes in appeal to one or more arbitiators, and to pass a decree conformably to the award, subject to all the rules relative to awards, contained in Regulation XVI, 1793.

XCVI. As the greater number of the undecided causes in appeal, under the operation of the rule contained in section XCIII, will be transferred to the court of the city of Benares, the judge of this court, is therefore empowered to authorize the register to try and decide, in like manner as he might himself, all or any of the appealed causes in question, where the amount or value of the thing contested shall not exceed the sum of one thousand sica rupees. The decrees which may be passed by the register in such cases, are to be attested with his signature and the seal of the court, and an appeal is to lie from them to the provincial court of appeal, in the same manner as if they had been revised and decided by the judge.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXIII (a)

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XLVI, 1793, entitled A Regulation for admitting persons of certain descriptions, to sue in the courts of civil judicature as paupers.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fasly; the 16th Chyote 1203 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higeree.

The reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation XLVI, 1793, for admitting persons of certain descriptions, to sue as paupers, in the courts of civil judicature, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, being equally applicable to the province of Benares, the following rule has been enacted.

II. Regulation XLVI, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXIV.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXVIII, 1793, entitled A Regulation for prohibiting British subjects, (excepting king’s officers serving under the presidency of Fort William, and civil covenant’d servants of the company, and their military officers,) residing at a greater distance from Calcutta than ten miles, unless they render themselves amenable to the courts of Dewanny adawlut, in civil suits which may be instituted against them, by any of the descriptions of persons mentioned in section VII, Regulation III, 1793, and for enabling British subjects to recover any demands, recoverable under the Regulations, which they may have upon such persons.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Fasly; the 16th Chyote 1203 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higeree.

IT being necessary, on grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XXVIII, 1793, that the rules contained in that Regulation for prohibiting British subjects, with certain exceptions residing at a greater distance from Calcutta than ten miles, unless they render themselves amenable to the courts of judicature, in civil suits instituted against them by persons amenable to those courts, for money or property not exceeding in amount or value five hundred sicca rupees, and also for enabling British subjects to recover demands, recoverable under the Regulations, which they may have upon such persons, should be extended to the province of Benares, the following rule has been enacted.

II. Regulation XXVIII, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.

(a) Rescinded by K. 26, of 1814, 9. 2.

REGULATION XXV.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXV.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XLVII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for providing for differences of opinion between the judges of the provincial courts of appeal, and courts of circuit, and prescribing rules regarding other matters connected with their official situations.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fudly; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Hijerece.

The provisions made in Regulation XLVII, 1793, respecting differences of opinion between the judges of the provincial courts of appeal, and the courts of circuit, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and the other matters specified in that Regulation being equally requisite for the guidance of the judges of the provincial court of appeal, and the court of circuit, in the province of Benares, the following rule has been enacted.

II. Regulation XLVII, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXVI. (x)

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, with alterations, Regulation XXV, 1793 entitled, A Regulation for the division of estates paying revenue to government, and for allowing two or more proprietors of shares of an estate, to hold their shares as a joint undivided estate.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fudly; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Hijerece.

The rules prescribed in Regulation XXV, 1793, for the division of estates paying revenue to government, and for allowing two or more proprietors of shares of an estate, to hold their shares as a joint undivided estate, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, with certain alterations, being considered equally applicable to the province of Benares, the following rules have been enacted.

II. The rules contained in Regulation XXV, 1793, for the division of estates paying revenue to government, and for allowing two or more proprietors of shares of an estate, to hold their shares as a joint undivided estate, in the several zillahs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are to be considered as the rules for the division, and for the union of the shares of all such estates, in the province of Benares, with the following alterations.

III. The public revenue to be assessed on each estate into which the property may be ordered to be divided, is to be apportioned in the province of Benares, agreeably to the rules prescribed in Regulation XXVII, 1795, instead of Regulation I, 1793.

IV. The entries directed to be made in the quinquennial register, and the register of intermediate mutations in property, ordered to be kept by Regulation XLVIII,
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXVII.

1793, are, in the province of Benares, to be made in the quinquennial register and register of intermediate mutations, directed to be kept by Regulation XIX, 1795.

V. Putwarries refusing to deliver their accounts, or otherwise acting contrary to the rules prescribed to them, are to be proceeded against in the manner specified in section IX, Regulation XXVII, 1795, instead of section LXII, Regulation VIII, 1793.

VI. First. The following rule is substituted in lieu of section XXVI.

Second. If any of the sharers in landed property ordered to be divided, shall be females not deemed competent to the management of their own estates, or minors, or persons otherwise disqualified for the charge of their own lands, the collector is to report the same to the Board of Revenue, or to the Court of Wards, in the event of the authority of that court being hereafter extended to Benares, and the Board, or Court, are enjoined to be careful that the rights of such proprietors are duly attended to in the division.

VII. First. The following rule is substituted in lieu of section XXVIII.

Second. Landed property, for the payment of the public revenue assessed upon which, engagements have been or may be concluded with the proprietors, and that may be ordered to be divided under this Regulation, is to remain wholly answerable for the payment of the public revenue assessed upon it, until the division shall have been finally adjusted, and the proprietors put into possession of the distinct estates into which it may be ordered to be divided.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXVII.

A REGULATION declaratory of certain reservations made by government, and of rights preserved to the proprietors of landed estates, under the permanent settlement of the land revenue made in the province of Benares; for allowing of the transfer or division of entire estates, or portions of estates, and prescribing rules for apportioning the fixed jumma on the several shares of estates which may be divided, or portions of estates which may be transferred; and for continuing the putwarries in the discharge of their ancient functions.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1291 Bengal era; the 3rd Chyte 1292 Fuzly; the 16th Chyte 1292 Wollul; the 22nd Chyte 1292 Sanadul, and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Hegiree.

REGULATIONS I and II, 1795, contain the rules according to which the settlement of the land revenue in the province of Benares, made for one year, and the quinquennial and decennial settlements were concluded. By the first mentioned Regulation, the decennial settlement, has been declared permanent, and for the information and guidance of the talookdars, zeminards, and other actual proprietors of land, and all persons whomsoever, the following further rules respecting the permanent settlement are enacted.

II. As the lands of some few zeminards, and other actual proprietors of land, may have been continued amanu, or let in farm, in consequence of their refusing to pay the assessment required of them, under the Regulations for the quinquennial and decennial settlements; the Governor General in Council notifies to the talookdars, zeminards, and other actual proprietors of land, whose lands are held amanu, that jumma, which may be hereafter agreed to by proprietors whose lands are held amanu, or let in farm, declared fixed for ever.
they shall be restored to the management of their lands, upon their agreeing to the payment of the assessment which has been or may be required of them, in conformity to the Regulations abovementioned, and that no alteration shall afterwards be made in that assessment, but that they, and their heirs, and lawful successors, shall be permitted to hold their respective estates at such assessment, for ever; and he declares to the talookdars, zamindars, and other actual proprietors of land, whose lands have been let in farm, that they shall not regain possession of their lands before the expiration of the period for which they have been farmed, (unless the farmers shall voluntarily consent to make over to them the remaining term of their leases, and the Governor General in Council, shall approve of the transfer,) but that at the expiration of that period, or in the event of any such farmer, or farmers forfeiting his or their leases by falling in arrear, or otherwise, such proprietors of land shall be re-instated, on their agreeing to the payment of the assessment which may be required of them, or, (according to the nature of the case,) to the conditions with respect to the arrear that may be due, as specified in clause first, section XVIII, Regulation VI, 1795, and on payment shall afterwards be made in the said fixed annual assessment, but such proprietors of land, and their heirs, and lawful successors, shall be allowed to hold their respective estates at such assessment, for ever.

III. In the event of the proprietary right in lands, that are or may become the property of government, being transferred to individuals; such individuals, and their heirs, and lawful successors, shall be permitted to hold the lands at the assessment at which they may be transferred, for ever.

IV. First. The Governor General in Council trusts that the proprietors of land, sensible of the benefits conferred upon them by the public assessment being fixed for ever, will exert themselves in the cultivation of their lands, under the certainty, that they will enjoy exclusively the fruits of their own good management and industry, and that no demand will ever be made upon them, or their heirs, or successors, by the present, or any future government, for an augmentation of the public assessment, in consequence of the improvement of their respective estates.

Second. To discharge the revenue at the stipulated periods, without delay or evasion, and to conduct themselves with good faith and moderation towards their putteedars, under-renters, and ryots, are duties at all times indispensably required by government from the proprietors from whom the revenue is immediately receivable; and a strict observance of those duties is now more than ever incumbent upon them, in return for the benefits which they will themselves derive from the orders now issued. The Governor General in Council therefore expects, that the aforesaid proprietors of land, will not only act in this manner themselves towards their putteedars, under-renters, and ryots, but also enjoin the strictest obedience to the same principles, in those persons whom they may appoint to collect the rents from them, in whatever instance there may be occasion for such delegation of trust.

V. First. It being the duty of the ruling power to protect all classes of people, and more particularly those who from situation are most helpless, the Governor General in Council, whenever he may deem it proper, will enact such Regulations as he may think necessary for the protection and welfare of the putteedars, under-renters, ryots, and other cultivators of the soil, and no talookdar, zamindar, or other proprietor of land, shall be entitled on this account, to make any objection to the discharge of the fixed assessment, which they may have respectively agreed to pay.

Second. The Governor General in Council having, on the 20th December 1797, directed the former collections to be abolished, and a subsequent settlement having been made with the proprietors of land, exclusive of the articles of collection given up by that abolition, he now declares, that if he shall hereafter think it proper to re-
establish the said collection, or any other internal duties, and to appoint officers on the part of government to collect them; no proprietor of land will be admitted to any participation thereof, or be entitled to make any claims for remissions of assessment, on that account.

Third. The Governor General in Council will impose such assessment as he may seem equitable, on all lands at present alienated, and paying no public revenue, which have been or may be proved, to be held under illegal or invalid titles. The assessment so imposed, will belong to government, and no proprietor of land will be entitled to any part of it. (y)

Fourth. The jumma of those zamindars, talookdars, and other actual proprietors of land, which is declared fixed in the foregoing articles, is to be considered entirely unconnected with, and exclusive of, the produce of any land set apart for the maintenance of pheris, passas, ghorites, or other description of watchmen, employed in services of police; and the Governor General in Council reserves to himself the option of resuming the whole or part of the produce of such lands, should he at any time hereafter think fit to exonerate the proprietors of the land from being responsible for the peace, and to appoint officers on the part of government, to perform the duties relating to the police now required from them. The Governor General in Council however declares, that the produce of lands which may in that case be assumed, will be appropriated to no other purpose but that of defraying the expense of the police; or providing a maintenance for the pheris, passas, ghorites, or other description of watchmen, employed therein.

Fifth. Nothing in this or any other Regulation, shall be construed to render the lands of which there are dispossessed proprietors, liable to sale, for any arrears which have accrued, or may accrue, on the jumma that has been or may be assessed upon their lands, under the Regulations for the quartennial and decennial settlements, provided that such arrears have accrued, or may accrue, during the time that they have been, or may be, dispossessed of the management of their lands. It is to be understood however, that whenever all or any of the descriptions of dispossessed landholders, shall be permitted to assume or retain the management of their lands, in consequence of the ground of their dispossession no longer existing, or of the Governor General in Council dispensing with, altering, or abolishing those Regulations, the lands of such proprietors, will be held responsible for the payment of the jumma that has been or may be assessed upon them in perpetuity, from the time that the management may devolve upon them.

VI. That no doubt may be entertained, whether proprietors of land are entitled under the existing Regulations, to dispose of their estates without the previous sanction of government, the Governor General in Council notifies to the zamindars, talookdars, and other actual proprietors of land, that they are privileged to dispose of their estates to whomsoever they may think proper, by sale, gift, or otherwise, their proprietary right in the whole, or any portion of their respective estates, without applying to government for its sanction to the transfer; and that all such transfers will be held valid, provided that they be conformable to the mahomedan or hindoo laws, (according as the religious persuasions of the party or parties making such transfer, may render the validity of it determinable by the former or the latter code,) and that they be not repugnant to any Regulations now in force, which have been passed by the british administrations, or to any Regulations that they may hereafter enact.

VII. From the limitation of the public demand upon the lands, the neat income, and consequently the value, (independent of increase of rent obtainable by improvements,) of any landed property, for the assessment on which a distinct engagement

(y) See an exception to this rule in R. 41, of 1795, S. 8.
has been or may be entered into between government and the proprietor, or that may be separately assessed, although included in one engagement, with other estates belonging to the same proprietor, and which may be offered for public or private sale entire, will always be ascertainable, by a comparison of the amount of the fixed jumma assessed upon it, (which agreeably to the foregoing declarations, is to remain unmistakable for ever, to whomsoever the property may be transferred,) with the whole of its produce, allowing for the charges of management. But it is also essential, that a notification should be made of the principles upon which the fixed assessment charged upon any such estate, will be apportioned on the several divisions of it, in the event of the whole of it being transferred by public or private sale, or otherwise, in two or more lots, or of a portion of it being transferred in one or in two or more lots, or of its being joint property, and a division of it being made among the proprietors; otherwise, from the want of a declared rule for estimating the proportion of the fixed jumma, with which the several shares would be chargeable in such cases, the real value of each share would be uncertain, and consequently the benefits expected to result from fixing the public assessment upon the lands, would be but partially obtained. The Governor General in Council, has accordingly prescribed the following rules for apportioning the fixed assessment in the several cases abovementioned: but as government might sustain a considerable loss of revenue by disproportionate allotments of the assessment, were the apportioning of it in any of the cases above specified, to be left to the proprietors, he requires that all such transfers or divisions as may be made by the private act of the parties themselves, be notified to the collector of the revenue, or such other officer as government may in future prescribe, in order that the fixed jumma assessed upon the whole estate, may be apportioned on the several shares in the manner hereafter directed, and that the names of the proprietors of each share, and the jumma charged thereon, may be entered upon the public registers, and that separate engagements for the payment of the jumma assessed upon each share, may be executed by the proprietors, and the Governor General in Council declares, that if the parties to such transfers or divisions, shall omit to notify them to the collector of the revenue of the province, or such other officers as may be hereafter prescribed, for the purposes abovementioned, the whole of such estate will be held responsible to government for the discharge of the fixed jumma assessed upon it, in the same manner as if no such transfer or division had ever taken place. (2)

First. In the event of the whole of the lands of a zamindar, talookdar, or other actual proprietor of land, with or on behalf of whom a settlement has been or may be concluded, under the Regulations abovementioned, being exposed to public sale by order of the Governor General in Council, for the discharge of arrears of assessment, or in consequence of the decision of a court of justice, in two or more lots, the assessment upon each lot shall be fixed at an amount which shall bear the same proportion to its actual produce, as the fixed assessment upon the whole of the lands sold, may bear to the whole of their actual produce. (a) This produce, shall be ascertained in the mode that is or may be prescribed by the existing Regulations, or such other Regulations, as the Governor General in Council may hereafter adopt, and the purchaser or purchasers of such lands, and he, or her, or their heirs, and lawful successors, shall hold them at the jumma at which they may be so purchased, for ever.

Second. When a portion of the lands of a talookdar, zamindar, or other actual proprietor of land, with or on behalf of whom a settlement has been or may be concluded, under the Regulations abovementioned, shall be exposed to public sale by order of the (a) See R. 19, of 1814, entitled, a Regulation for reducing into one Regulation, with alterations and additions, certain Regulations respecting the partition of arrears of the revenue to government.

(b) For the explanation of the term "leasing property," see R. 2, of 1814, B. 8, (extended to Benares by the last section of that Regulation) which also contains rules for applying the same towards applying the general rule of proportion in allotting the public document to holding of estates. Governor
Governor General in Council, for the liquidation of arrears of assessment, or pursuant to the decision of a court of justice, the assessment upon such lands, if disposed of in one lot, shall be fixed at an amount, which shall bear the same proportion to their actual produce, as the fixed assessment upon the whole of the lands of such proprietor, including those disposed of, may bear to the whole of their actual produce. If the lands sold shall be disposed of in two or more lots, the assessment upon each lot shall be fixed at an amount, which shall bear the same proportion to its actual produce, as the fixed assessment upon the whole of the lands of such proprietor, including those sold, may bear to the whole of their actual produce. The actual produce of the whole of the lands of such proprietor, whether the portion of them which may be sold, be disposed of in one lot, or in two or more lots, shall be ascertained in the mode that is or may be prescribed by the existing Regulations, or such other Regulations as the Governor General in Council may hereafter enact, and the purchaser or purchasers of such lands, and his or her, or their heirs, or successors, will be allowed to hold them at the jumma at which they may be so purchased, for ever; and the remainder of the public jumma, which will consequently be payable by the former proprietor of the whole estate, on account of the portion of it that may be left in his, or her, or their possession, will continue unalterable, for ever.

Third. When a talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, with or on behalf of whom a settlement has been or may be concluded, shall transfer the whole of his or her estate, in two or more distinct portions, to two or more persons, or a portion thereof, to one person, or to two or more persons, in joint property, by private sale, gift, or otherwise; the assessment upon each distinct portion of such estate so transferred, shall be fixed at an amount, which shall bear the same proportion to its actual produce, as the assessment upon the whole of the estate of the transferring proprietor of which the whole or a portion may be so transferred, may bear to the whole of its actual produce. This produce shall be ascertained in the mode that is or may be prescribed in the existing Regulations, or such other Regulations as government may hereafter adopt, and the person or persons to whom such lands may be transferred, and his, or her, or their heirs, and lawful successors, shall hold them at the jumma at which they may be transferred, for ever, and where only a portion of such estate shall be transferred, the amount of the remainder of the public jumma, which will consequently be payable by the former proprietor of the whole estate on account of the lands that may remain in his or her possession, shall be continued unalterable for ever.

Fourth. Whenever a division shall be made of lands, the settlement of which has been or may be concluded with or on behalf of the proprietor or proprietors, and that are or may become the joint property of two or more persons, this assessment upon each share, shall be fixed at an amount, which shall bear the same proportion to its actual produce, as the fixed jumma assessed upon the whole of the estate divided, may bear to the whole of its actual produce. This produce shall be ascertained in the mode that is or may be prescribed by the existing Regulations, or such other Regulations as the Governor General in Council may hereafter adopt, and the sharers, and their heirs, and lawful successors, shall hold their respective shares at the jumma which may be so assessed upon them, for ever.

VIII. Nothing in this or any other Regulation, passed previous to, or on this date, shall be construed to authorize the public sale of the lands in any talookdarry, or zemindary, whilst the party or parties, claiming the same as the ancient proprietors, continue to stand excluded under the limitation specified in section XII, Regulation II, 1795; or until by the operation of the repeal of that limitation under section XIII, Regulation I, 1795, or in pursuance of the consequent provision in section XVIII, Regulation VI, 1795, or some other consonant rule, made, or that shall hereafter be made, in consequence of the said repeal, such party or parties, shall have been re-
stored to the management of the revenue of his or their respective talookdiaries, or
middanaries.

IX. First. The annual revenue to be paid to government from the estates of the
proprietors of land, with whom a settlement has been or may be concluded, having
been declared fixed for ever; and courts of justice having been established, with
powers to protect them against all demands exceeding that fixed revenue, whether
made by the officers of government, or other persons, or by the authority of govern-
ment itself; and on the other hand, the grounds on which deductions and abatements
were heretofore occasionally obtained by proprietors of estates, when their jumma
was liable to frequent variation, no longer existing; neither their rights, nor the value
of their property, can be affected in future, by the real produce of their estates being
known. The rules therefore hereafter presribed regarding putwarries, which are
framed solely to facilitate the decision of suits in the courts of judicature, between
proprietors and farmers of lands, and persons paying rent or revenue to them, and to
guard against any diminution of the fixed revenue of government, or injustice to in-
dividuals, by enabling the collectors to procure the necessary information and ac-
counts, for allotting the public jumma upon estates that may be divided, agreeably to the prin-
ciples prescribed in this Regulation, can be objected to by those proprietors only, who
may have it in contemplation, in the event of the division or transfer of a portion of
their estates, to desire government of a part of the fixed revenue, or demand some
of the partners in their estates, by obtaining a disproportionate allotment of the pub-
lic assessment on the several shares; or to oppress the persons paying rent or revenue
to them with impunity, by withholding from the courts of justice the documents
necessary to enable them to afford redress to the complainants. It being essential to
the security of the public revenue, as well as of private rights and property, and at
the same time consistent with the ancient usages of the country, that means should
be devised for counteracting all or any of such unjustifiable views either in proprie-
tors or farmers; the following rules have been adopted. (b)

Second. Every proprietor or farmer of land, who may not have established a put-
warry in each village in his or her estate or farm, to keep the accounts of the
ryots, shall immediately appoint a putwarry in each village for that purpose. All prop-
rietors or farmers of estates, are to deposit in the dewanny adawlut, in the jurisdic-
tion of which the land may be situated, the collector’s cutcherry, and the winéal cut-
cherry in each mahaul or purgannah, a list of the putwarries in their respective es-
states or farms, and the names of the villages, the accounts of which they may be se-
verally appointed to keep. The proprietors and farmers, are to notify every three
months to the court, and the collector, all vacancies that may occur, and the names of the
putwarries, in which they may appoint to fill them. The Board of Revenue, (c) are em-
powered, to authorize any proprietor or farmer to reduce the number of putwarries, in
such proportion as they think proper, in cases in which it may appear to them unnec-
necessary to entertain a separate putwarry for each village.

Third. The putwarries in every estate, are to produce all accounts relating to the
lands, produce, collections and charges, of the village or villages, the accounts of which
may be kept by them respectively, and to furnish every information and explanation
that may be required regarding them, whenever they may be demanded by any court
of justice, to adjust any suit that may be depending before the court, between the prop-
rietor or farmer of the estate, and the ryots, or any persons, paying rent or revenue
to them, or any other suit. (d)

(b). See explanations and further rules in R. 5, of 1892, S. 25, and R. 1, of 1901, S. 3, which last has been extended to Benares by section 13 of the same Regulation.

(c). The duties, powers, and authority of this Board in the province of Benares, have been transferred to the commissioners in Behar and Benares, by R. 1, of 1902.

(d). The above, and clauses fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh following, are equally applicable to all descriptions of native agents employed by landholders in the management of their estates, or in keeping the accounts of their
payments, receipts, disbursements, &c. as to putwarries. See R. 1, of 1901, S. 8, extended to Benares by the
same Regulation.
Fourth. The putwarries in each estate, shall also produce the accounts specified in the proceeding clause, and furnish every explanation and information that may be required respecting them, for the allotment of the public revenue, agreeably to the principles laid down in this Regulation, in the event of the whole or any portion of the estate being directed to be disposed of at public sale, or being transferred by any private act of the proprietor or proprietors, or of the estate being ordered to be divided pursuant to a decree of a court of judicature, or, where it may be a joint estate, in consequence of the request of one or more of the proprietors. But the collector is not to require a putwarry to attend and produce his accounts, but for the purposes above mentioned, or in any other cases in which he may be expressly empowered to require them, by any Regulation, printed and published in the manner directed in Regulation XLI, 1793, extended to Benares by Regulation 1, 1795; and, if the collector shall require the putwarry of any village or villages, to attend him and produce the village accounts for purposes, or, in cases, in which he may not be authorized to inspect them, the court of dewanny adwailt, upon the circumstances being represented to it by the proprietor or farmer of the estate, is empowered to make an order to prohibit the collector requiring the accounts, and in the event of his rejecting the requirement, to adjudge him to pay a fine to the proprietor or farmer of the estate, of such sum as to the court may appear proper, and to levy the fine in the mode in which the courts are empowered to levy fines from the collectors, in the suits described in section XXXIX, Regulation VI, 1795.

Fifth. When a collector shall require the attendance of a putwarry for the examination of his accounts, either before him, or any officer whom he may depute for the purpose, he is to serve such putwarry with a written notice, under his official seal and signature, to attend with the accounts required, which are to be particularized in the notice. If he shall omit to attend with the accounts by the limited time, and shall not show good cause to the collector for the omission, the collector is authorized to represent the circumstances, through the vakeel of government, to the court of dewanny adwailt of the zillah, the judge of which, provided their shall appear to him sufficient cause for so doing, may order such putwarry to be committed to close custody until he produces the accounts. The courts are to observe the same process with putwarries who may omit to attend with their accounts, when required for the adjustment of any matter or dispute before the courts.

Sixth. Putwarries shall be required to swear to the truth of the accounts they may produce, when deemed necessary, and in the event of the collector having occasion to proceed in person, or to depute an officer to examine any village accounts on the spot, the judge, upon application being made to him for that purpose by the collector, through the vakeel of government, may grant to him or to such officer, a commission to swear the several putwarries whose accounts are to be inspected, inserting in the commission the name of each putwarry to be sworn. If the collector shall have occasion to examine the accounts of a putwarry, at the station at which the court may be established, he is to cause him to be sworn before the court, if he shall judge it necessary to require him to make oath to the truth of his accounts.

Seventh. If a putwarry who shall have sworn to the truth of any account, that he may have been required to produce before a court of justice, for the purpose of deciding any matter before the court, and the accounts shall afterwards be found to have been fabricated, or altered, or not to be the true accounts, the judge of the court is empowered to commit him to be tried for perjury before the court of circuit.

Eighth. If a putwarry shall have been sworn before a judge, or before a collector, or the officer of a collector, to any accounts that he may have been required to produce before the collector, or his officer, in a case in which the collector may have been empowered to require him to produce such accounts, and the accounts shall afterwards appear to have been fabricated, or altered, or not to be the true accounts, the collector
is empowered to employ the vakeel of government to prosecute such putrarry for perjury. In the cases specified in this and the preceding clause, if it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court, that the accounts were fabricated, altered, or changed, by the orders, or with the knowledge or connivance, of the proprietor or farmer of the estate, the court shall impose such fine upon the proprietor or farmer so offending, as may appear to it proper, upon a consideration of the case, and the situation and circumstances of the offender. (c)

Ninth. Upon the accounts of any village being ordered to be produced, if it shall be found that no putrarry has been appointed to keep the accounts of the ryots, in conformity to the rules prescribed in clause second; the court, provided it be a case in which the requisition of the accounts may be authorized, shall fine the proprietor or farmer for the first offence, in such sum as it may judge proper, upon a consideration of his or her situation and circumstances, and the nature of the case; and for the second offence, twice the amount of the fine for the first; and for the third, and every subsequent offence, double the amount of the fine for the preceding one. If the accounts shall have been required by the collector, he is to order the vakeel of government, to sue the proprietor or farmer on the part of government under this section, for a breach of the rule in clause second.

X. For the sake of precision, it is hereby declared, that wherever the term proprietor, or actual proprietor of any talook, zamindarry, village, or other land paying revenue to government, is or may be used, in this or any other Regulation extending to the province of Benares, and printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XLII, 1793, such term is to be considered as applying to the person or persons holding under each separate lease or pottah from government, (whether he or they possess the entire proprietary right in such lands, or shall be only the principal amongst other putteedars, distinct or common,) whose name or names standing inserted in such pottahs, and who having executed the counterpart cubboolets, has or have thereby become immediately responsible to government, as well for the payment of the revenue, as for the performance of the other stipulations and conditions contained in the quattuor and decennial deeds of settlement, without however affecting or prejudicing the rights, distinct or common, of any putteedars or sharers where any such shall exist, and which, in case of dispute with the pottahdars or holders of the pottahs, are to be determined by the courts of adawlut, according to what shall be ascertained to be the respective rights of the parties, agreeably to the principles of justice, and the laws, customs, and usages of the district, as referred to in Regulation II, 1795, as far as regards the parties in question.

(e) See further rules in R. 1, of 1801, S. 8, (extended to Benares by the last section of that Regulation) for the punishment of native agents employed by the landholders in the management of their estates, who may be guilty of falsifying or fabricating accounts.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXVIII.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXXVI. 1793, entitled A Regulation for establishing a registry for wills and deeds, for the transfer or mortgage of real property.——Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1201 Fudly; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1853 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzan 1209 Higeree.

IT being necessary, for reasons similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XXXVI, 1793, for establishing offices for registering wills and deeds, for the transfer or mortgage of real property, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, that offices for the registry of such wills and deeds should be established also in the province of Benares, the following rule has been enacted.

II. An office shall be established in the city of Benares, and in the zillahs of Mirzapore, Ghazipore, (f) and Juanpore, for the registry of wills and deeds, for the transfer or mortgage of real property, under the rules prescribed in Regulation XXXVI, 1793, for establishing similar offices in the cities and zillahs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.

A. D 1795. REGULATION XXIX.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XX, 1793, entitled A Regulation for empowering the zillah and city courts, the provincial courts of appeal, and the Subder Dewanny Adawlut, and the Nizamut Adawlut, to propose Regulations regarding matters coming within their cognizance.——Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795, corresponding with the 6th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1201 Fudly; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1853 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzan 1209 Higeree.

IT being necessary, for reasons similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XX, 1793, that the judges of the courts of civil and criminal judicature, and the magistrates, in the province of Benares, should have the same power of proposing Regulations, as is vested in the judges and magistrates, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, the following rule has been enacted.

II. Regulation XX, 1793, is hereby extended to the province of Benares.

(f) This zilah has been done away, as appears from a note of Dec. 2, 1842. C. 2
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXX.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXI, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for establishing in each zillah, an office for keeping the records in the native languages which relate to the public revenue, and prescribing rules for the conduct of the keepers of the records.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fosly; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1858 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higere.

On grounds similar to those stated in Regulation XXI, 1793, for establishing an office in each collectorship in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, for keeping the records in the native languages which relate to the public revenue, the following rule has been enacted.

II. An office shall be established in the province of Benares, for keeping all records and papers in the native languages, which in any respect relate to the public revenue arising from the lands, or other sources, in the jurisdictions of the city court, and the zillah courts, under the rules prescribed in Regulation XXI, 1793.

A. D 1795. REGULATION XXXI. (g)

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, with modifications, Regulation XL, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for granting commissions to natives, to hear and decide civil suits for sums of money, or personal property of a value, not exceeding fifty sicca rupees, and prescribing rules for the trial of the suits, and enacting the decisions which may be passed upon them.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyte 1201 Bengal; the 22d Chyte 1202 Fosly; the 16th Chyte 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyte 1858 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Higere.

The Governor General in Council, having deemed it advisable to grant commissions to natives in the province of Benares, for determining civil suits for sums of money or personal property, not exceeding in amount or value fifty sicca rupees, for reasons similar to those which induced him to grant such commissions to natives in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, as stated in the preamble to Regulation XL, 1793; and it being necessary, in consequence of certain districts, which surround the city of Benares and its suburbs, having been included in the jurisdiction of the city court, that rules should be prescribed for enabling the commissioners who may reside in those districts, to officiate as moonsahs; and the difference in the system of police in the province of Benares, from that established in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa,

(g) Rescinded by B. 25, of 1814, & 2.
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requiring that separate provisions should be made for the conveyance of the monthly and quarterly reports of the commissioners to the judges; and it being necessary that some variation should be made in the form of the commissions to be granted to the commissioners in the province of Benares; the following rules have been enacted:

II. Commissions shall be granted to mahomedans and hindoos, in the city of Benares, and the places adjacent, subject to the jurisdiction of the city court, and in the zillahs of Mirzapore, Ghazepore, and Juampore, to try and determine suits for sums of money or personal property, not exceeding in amount or value, fifty sicca rupees, under the rules prescribed in Regulation XL, 1793, respecting the city and zillah commissioners in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, with the modifications specified in the following sections.

III. All the commissioners in the jurisdiction of the city court, whether residing within or without the city of Benares and is suburbs, shall be considered as city commissioners, but the judge of the city court, with the sanction of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, is empowered to nominate the commissioners residing in that part of his jurisdiction, which is without the limits of the city of Benares, and its suburbs, to officiate as moonsifs, as well as referees and arbitrators, in cases in which it may appear to him necessary.

IV. In lieu of the provisions made in section XVIII, for the conveyance of the monthly and quarterly reports of the commissioners to the judges, those reports, in the province of Benares, are to be enclosed in a cover, addressed to the judge of the city or zillah, and sealed with the seal of the commissioner. The packet shall be forwarded to the judge, either by the public dawk, the officers of which are hereby required to receive and convey such packets free of postage, or by a servant of the commissioner, or the commissioner, (if he be not himself a tehsildar,) may deliver it to the nearest tehsildo, who shall give a receipt for it, and convey it to the judge, with the monthly report which he is required to transmit to him in his capacity of magistrate by Regulation XVII, 1795.

First. The following form of commission, is to be granted to the commissioners in the province of Benares, instead of that prescribed for the commissioners in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, in section VI.

Second. "I, A. B. judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, or the zillah of———-in virtue of the powers vested in me by Regulation XL, 1793, and Regulation XXXI, 1795, appoint you ————-commissioner, with the powers of referee, (ameen), and arbitrator, (sallis,) and (if the commissioner be appointed moonsif also,) moonsif, for trying and deciding suits for sums of money or personal property of a value, not exceeding fifty sicca rupees, which may be referred to you by the court in your capacity of referee, (ameen,) or that may be submitted to you by the parties by arbitration bonds, in your capacity of arbitrator, (sallis,) or, (if the commissioner be a moonsif also) that may be preferred to you in the first instance, in your capacity of moonsif, against any individual coming within the description of the persons subject to your jurisdiction as described in clause sixth, section V, Regulation XL, 1793, and residing in your estate, farm, jughire, allumgah, or other lands, the rents and revenues of which are collected by you. You are to fix up this commission in the room or place, in which you may try and decide the suits that may come before you, in either of the capacities abovementioned, and are not on any account to try or decide any suit without fixing up this commission, or a counterpart or copy of it, under the seal and signature of the judge of the city of Benares, or the zillah of———. You are to try and decide all such suits, and to exercise the authority vested in you, agreeably to the rules prescribed in Regulation XL, 1793, and Regulation XXXI, 1795, or such other Regulations for your guidance, as have been or may be passed by the Governor General in Council, and printed and published.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXXII. (h)

A REGULATION for enacting into a Regulation, the terms of the contract concluded for the provision of opium on account of government in the province of Benares, from the 1st September 1793, to the 31st August 1797, and for preventing illicit trade in that article.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1901 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Farsal; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1839 Sumbat; and the 5th Ramzaan 1200 Hijiree.

IN adjusting the terms of the contract for the provision of opium in the province of Benares, it was the object of government, as in settling the terms of the contracts in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, to prevent this source of public revenue operating as an oppression on the ryots, by depriving the contractors of the power of compelling any person to cultivate the poppy, and by ensuring to those who might voluntarily enter into engagements for that purpose, the full price of the quantity of opium which they might deliver. It was at the same time necessary, that provisions should be made to guard against the contractors being defrauded by the cultivators, and also for preventing illicit traffic in opium, the terms of the contract as amended on the 28th April 1793, and the provisions above alluded to, are hereby enacted into a Regulation.

First. The contract for the provision of the opium in Benares, is to be held under the following conditions.

Second. Art. 1st. In the event of the Court of Directors disapproving of the terms of the contract, or making any alteration in the mode of providing the opium in Benares, or relinquishing the provision of the same altogether, the Governor General in Council, is to be at liberty to annul the engagements which may be entered into in consequence of this advertisement, from the end of the year or season (that is the 31st of August) in which the orders notifying such disapproval, alteration, or relinquishment, shall be received in Bengal.

Third. 2d. The contract is to be for four years, commencing from the 1st of September 1793.

Fourth.
Fourth. 3d. The contractor, or contractors, shall engage to deliver annually, six hundred chests of opium of two maunds each, each maund containing forty seers, and each seer weighing seventy six Benares sicca rupees, and four annas. The contractors are to receive for every chest of opium of the abovementioned weight, which shall be delivered by them over and above the stipulated quantity, the sum of fifty sicca rupees per chest, in addition to the contract price.

Fifth. 4th. The contract is to be concluded for Benares sicca rupees, and the advances to the contractors, are to be made in that specie, and no other specie is to be advanced by them to the ryots. The advances are to be made to the contractors in the following portions, and at the undermentioned periods:

| In Assar   |   |   |   | 2 sixteenths |
| Sawun     |   |   |   | 3 ditto.    |
| Bhuddoon  |   |   |   | 3 ditto.    |
| Assun     |   |   |   | 3 ditto.    |
| Gauth     |   |   |   | 2 ditto.    |

16 ditto.

Sixth. 5th. The opium to be delivered in the first year of the engagement, is to be equal in quality to a chest of approved Benares opium, delivered in the last year of the preceding contract; that of the second year, is to be equal to approved Benares opium of last year; and a corresponding rule is to be observed with respect to the deliveries in the two years succeeding. Three chests of approved Benares opium, of the years from the supplies of which the masters are to be taken, will be deposited at the office of the Board of Trade, as a standard for ascertaining the quality of the opium delivered. The deliveries shall be compared with the masters by one of the members of the hospital board, and a person appointed by the Board of Trade, and any disputes that may arise between the officers of government, and the contractors, regarding the quality of the opium, are to be determined by three creditable persons to be appointed by government, who shall be bound by oath to decide impartially.

Seventh. 6th. The contractors are to pay to the Company, a penalty of three hundred sicca rupees per chest, for every chest of opium short of the stipulated quantity, of which they shall fail in the delivery, and to refund the amount of the advances made to them for the provision of the quantity deficient. Should either the whole, or any part of such deficiency, be occasioned by hail storms, hurricanes, or any other calamity of season affecting the crop, the contractors are not to be liable to the payment of the abovementioned penalty, for such part of the quantity deficient as they may prove, to the satisfaction of the resident, or the local agent of government for the time being, and the Governor General in Council, to have been occasioned by such calamity; but they shall only refund the amount of the advances, with an interest of eight per cent per annum, for the time they may have had the use of it. The contractors, within five days after such calamity shall have occurred, are to represent the same to the resident, in order that he may take the necessary measures for ascertaining the loss occasioned thereby, as directed in clause fourteenth, article thirteen; should the contractors fail to inform the resident of such calamity within the period abovementioned, no remission of the penalty will be allowed to them, for deficiencies occasioned thereby in their deliveries.

Eighth. 7th. The contractors are to deliver to the Company, or their agents, all the opium which they may be able to provide, and to pay a penalty of seven hundred and fifty sicca rupees per chest, for every chest of opium that they may sell, barter, or otherwise dispose of, to any other person or persons whatsoever.
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Ninth. 8th. The opium is to be delivered by the contractors at the office of the Board of Trade in Calcutta. The charges of package and manufacture, and the charges and risk of transportation, and delivery, are to be on account of the contractors.

Tenth. 9th. The contractors are to pay to the Rajah of Benares, a duty of two and a half per cent on all opium that they may import from the dominions of the Nawab Vizier, on the valuation that may be specified in His Excellency's rowannah, and a duty of two and a half per cent to the Company, on the valuation inserted in the Benares rowannah, (which will be the same as that specified in the rowannah granted by the officers of the Nawab Vizier,) upon its entering the Company's provinces. Upon all opium provided within the zamindary of Benares, the contractor, upon the exportation thereof, is to pay to the Rajah a duty of two and a half per cent on the valuation specified in the Benares book of rates, and a duty of two and a half per cent on the same valuation to the Company, upon its entering the province of Behar.

Eleventh. 10th. The contractors are not to import, or provide, any opium the produce of Behar, or Bengal, under pain of the same being confiscated.

Twelfth. 11th. The contractors are to pay to the ryots, two Benares sica rupees, and eight annas, for each seer of pure opium, weighing ninety-six Benares sica rupees, and to advance the same to them at the customary periods. It must however be clearly and particularly understood, that the ryots are to have it entirely at their option, to cultivate the poppy or not, as they may think proper. The contractors are to be allowed to take from the ryots, exclusive of the above weight, a surplus of one chittack per seer, making two and a half seers per mundra, as an allowance for the drying up, and wastage of the crude material, before it is made into cakes. This allowance however, is not to be exacted by the contractors until the end of the year, or towards the ultimate settlement of accounts.

Thirteenth. 12th. The contractors, or their agents, at the season for sowing the poppy, are to be allowed to take engagements from the cultivator, for the specific number of begahs to be cultivated only; but not for the specific quantity of opium to be produced in those begahs. When the poppy shall be full grown, the contractors are then to depute their agent, who with the cultivator, shall proceed into the field, and with the assistance of two or three other creditable cultivators, form the estimate of what such field is to produce; whereupon the grower shall enter into an engagement to deliver so much, and should the field produce more, to deliver that also, pro rata.

Fourteenth. 13th. In the event of the crops being injured by hail, or any other calamity of season, either previous or subsequent to the period when the estimate of the produce directed to be formed in the preceding article, shall have been completed by the resident, or the local agent of government for the time being, is upon application being made to him by the contractors (within five days after such calamity shall have happened,) to depute an aumeen to ascertain, in conjunction with the agents of the contractors and the ryots, the actual extent of the loss occasioned thereby. The charges of aumees so deputed, are to be defrayed by the contractors.

Fifteenth. 14th. The scales and weights made use of by the contractors, or their agents, in weighing the opium received from the ryots, are to be sealed with the seal of the resident, or the local agent of government for the time being, and examined annually by him, or by such person as he may think proper to appoint for that purpose, during the course of the month of January. The contractors, or their agents, making use of weights or scales not so sealed, or of uneven scales, or deficient weights, although sealed, are to be liable to such fine as the resident, or the local agent of government for the time being, may think proper to impose. In weighing the opium, the scales are not to be held up in the hands of the dundeezers, or native weighmen, but
but the opium is to be weighed in the presence of both parties, in the mode known under the denomination of dhern dundee, (or fair and conscientious weighing,) by the scales being poised on a wooden stand, fixed in the earth.

Sixteenth. 15th. In the event of the cultivator failing to deliver in the full quantity of opium agreed for by him, in the manner specified in clause thirteenth, article twelfth: the following consequences are to ensue.

Seventeenth. If such failure be occasioned by no fault on his part, he is only to refund the proportional part of the advance received by him, with interest at the rate of eight per cent per annum, for the time he had the use of it, and without any mulct, penalty, or fee whatsoever.

Eighteenth. If the contractors suspect or believe the cause of failure, to be in the willful neglect or embezzlement of the ryot, they are to complain to the judicial power, that is to the adawults, or directly to the resident, and upon proof of its being owing to neglect, the judge or resident is to award, that the ryot shall restore the proportional advance, with interest at the rate of twelve per cent per annum; and if from embezzlement, or otherwise disposing of it, the resident or judge is to punish such offence, by imposing a fine of four sica rupees per seer, and confiscating the opium, if it can be seized, and where it cannot be seized, by imposing a fine of ten sica rupees per seer, to be levied by the mode of process laid down in the judicial regulations for the enforcement of decrees.

Nineteenth. The ryot is to be liable to no penalty for breach of contract, (unless in the case of embezzlement,) where it shall not appear and be proved, that he had in his hands, at the period of the failure, unliquidated advances from the contractors; but where he willfully embezzles the crude material, by selling it to others, although without having at such time any advances of the contractors in his hands, the contractors are to complain against him to the resident, or the court of adawult of the district in which such person shall reside, and the resident or judge shall punish such offence in the mode pointed out in clause eighteenth.

Twelveth. Where the ryot mixes water with the crude material, with a view to increase the weight of it, and brings it in that state to be delivered, the contractors, or their agents, shall appoint two or more head and creditable opium growers, to decide on their dhern or consience, what surplus quantity shall be taken for such increase of weight by the undue admixture of water, and the parties shall abide by their award, unless it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the resident or judge, that the arbitrators have been guilty of partiality.

Twenty-first. Where the crude material shall be delivered in the growers in an adulterated state, by the admixture of foreign ingredients, (exclusive of the water noticed in the preceding article,) the contractors are immediately to seize on, and decide the same confiscated, selling it up at the same time in the ryots' presence, and under his mark, depositing it also in a secure and separate place, and leaving the ryot to have recourse against him to the judicial power; for which purpose, they are to keep the said opium thus sealed up for three weeks, and if in that time the ryots lodge not his complaint, it shall not be afterwards heard, but the contractors may then open the said opium, and sell it for their own advantage for local consumption, they being liable however to such fine as government may think proper to impose, should it ever be proved that they had made up any part of such adulterated and condemned opium, in that which they were to deliver to the Company.

Twenty-second. The contractors, or their agents, officers, and servants, of every description, are positively prohibited from collecting any fee, premium, arre, or dus- toor, on their engagements with the queyree or opium ryots, on pain of paying three times the amount of all such exactions, or receipts, together with the complainants costs of suit, to be estimated by the judge, on proof before the court, which fine is to be
be levied by the courts, not from the native receivers, but from the contractors, or from their chief agents on the spot, leaving them to settle with their inferior agents thus offending; and the whole amount of this penalty, together with the costs of suit as above specified, are to be awarded by the judge to the party from whom the exaction was made.

**Twenty-third.** The contractors are to be amenable to the courts of justice, in all matters relating to their contract. The contractors or their agents, and the opium cultivators, during the existence of the late office of resident, had the option of lodging their complaints in the first instance before the native judges of the mofussil courts, or immediately before the resident, and complaints preferred in the native courts, were appealable to the resident, and complaints lodged before the resident, were appealable to the Governor General in Council, provided the amount of the suit was not less than the sum limited by the Regulations respecting appeals. But from the period of the abolition of the office of resident, (in which were united the authorities of collector of the revenue, and of judge of the court of appeal from the native judicatures then established,) the contractors and ryots, are to make their applications in the manner prescribed by the Regulations for the administration of justice in the province of Benares.

**III.** All British subjects, detected in a thing contrary to the Regulations of government, limiting the provision and manufacture of opium to the public contractors, upon proof of the offence, shall forfeit the Company's protection, and be sent to Europe; and any native guilty of the same offence, upon proof thereof being established in any of the courts of dewanYellow aydawul, shall be subject to a fine of three hundred and twenty-five Benares sicca rupees per maund, for every maund of opium which he may be convicted of having illegally provide, one half to be paid to the informer, and the other half to government.

**IV.** All persons not European British subjects, who may be proved to have purchased smuggled opium, or in whose possession smuggled opium may be found, shall be liable to the same fines as are imposed on ryots, selling, or embezzeled opium; viz. four six rupees per seer, in addition to the confiscation of the opium, when it can be seized, and when it cannot be seized, ten sicca rupees per seer, recoverable in the dewanYellow aydawul by the process laid down in the judicial Regulations. Such fines, as well as the net proceeds of the opium confiscated, are to be paid, half to the informer, and half to government; and all zamindars, taluksdars, or other land-holders, (when not themselves the purchasers or possessors of the opium, in which case they will be subject to the fines abovementioned,) shall be liable to the like penalty of ten sicca rupees per seer, recoverable and payable as aforesaid, for all smuggled opium, which may be proved to have been sold within the limits of their lands, with their consent, or knowledge.
A.D. 1795. REGULATION XXXIII.

A REGULATION for enacting into a Regulation, the rules passed relative to the cultivation and manufacture of indigo, on behalf of, or by, natural born British subjects, and other Europeans, having the permission of government to reside in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 21st March 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1202 Jusly; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1852 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramzaan 1209 Hegere.

It has long been an established rule, that no European shall hold lands in the interior parts of the country without the express permission of government; and an adherence to this rule, was considered particularly necessary in the province of Benares, where the reasons on which it is founded, apply with additional force. Accordingly, when government were first informed that the two first projectors of works for the manufacture of indigo in that province, had, for the purpose of facilitating the raising of the plant, formed one or more talooks, the resident was immediately directed to dispossess them of such farm or farms; but in consideration of the heavy expense which they had incurred, and as it was presumed that the extension and cultivation of indigo, under proper regulations, might prove beneficial to the country at large, they were permitted in the beginning of 1790, to continue their manufacture, and to make advances to such ryots as might be willing to cultivate, and furnish them with the indigo plant, as well as to hold land upon pottah from the zamindars and farmers, in the same manner as other ryots, for the purpose of cultivating the plant themselves. This special permission granted in consideration of the peculiar circumstances of these two manufacturers, and who had also entered on the business with the permission of government, was afterwards, erroneously construed as extending to all Europeans who might undertake the cultivation or manufacture of indigo in the province of Benares. Accordingly, between the last mentioned period, and the beginning of the year 1794, sundry other British subjects, obtained and held grounds for the cultivation of indigo, without the knowledge or sanction of government. The inconveniences and evils which arose in consequence, at length attracted the attention of government, and on the 7th of March 1794, the Governor General in Council ordered, that Europeans should not be allowed to acquire any landed property in Benares, exceeding what might be sufficient for the erection of houses or buildings for carrying on manufactures, nor be competent to hold a greater extent of land upon lease, than might be sufficient for the same purposes. This order affecting materially the interests of the indigo planters who had established themselves in the province without the sanction of government, they presented a memorial to the Governor General in Council, setting forth the circumstances of their situation. Although the leases which they had procured for ground for the cultivation of the indigo plant, from having been obtained without the permission and sanction of government, were liable to immediate resumption, the Governor General in Council, on the supposition that many of these individuals, from not being prohibited in the first instance from holding the lands, might have been induced to believe that they were not deviating from public Regulations; and advertising also to the heavy loss which they might have sustained, had they been compelled to relinquish the lands immediately; resolved on the 29th of May 1794, to allow them the term hereafter specified for reaping the full benefit of any lands that they might have actually sown with indigo, and for enabling them to make the necessary arrangements with
with the ryots or other individuals to furnish them with the weed, in the same manner as it is procured by the planters in Bengal. These rules, with the subsequent additions made to them, are now enacted into a Regulation. (i)

II. Conformably to the restrictions alluded to in the preamble to this Regulation, on the 29th March 1794, a circular order was issued to the auxiliaries forbidding any more ground to be leased to natural born British subjects, or to other Europeans, or conveyed to them by sale, or otherwise, without the sanction of government to be first had and obtained; and lest the natives should misconstrue, and any of them make an improper use of this Regulation, it was at the same time ordered, that the Europeans were not to be dispossessed of what ground they now occupied without the resident's sanction, and to enable him to pass his determination in all such cases, an account was ordered to be prepared of all such lands in the occupancy of Europeans.

III. On the 29th of March 1795, the resident notified to all the auxiliaries by a circular order, that as it was contrary to the intentions of government that any part of the public revenue should be paid, (excepting in a few villages) through medium of any Europeans, either for the ground in which they cultivated the indigo, or on any other account, they (the auxiliaries) were prohibited from receiving the revenue through any other channel than that of the native zamindars, or farmers, holding pottals from government, leaving it to them to settle with those who were indigo planters, according to the existing engagements between the parties.

IV. First. On the grounds set forth in the preamble to this Regulation, and with a view to obviate or provide against the numerous complaints which the planting and manufacturing of indigo by British subjects had occasioned; the rules contained in the following clauses were passed by government on the 23rd of May, and 4th of July 1794.

Second. Art. 1st. "That all existing leases of lands for the purpose of cultivating indigo, actually and bona fide obtained before the 20th of March 1794, by any European, be allowed to remain in force, until they expire, provided the term of them shall not extend beyond the period of the decennial settlement."

Third. Art. 2nd. "That all leases obtained directly or indirectly by Europeans, either in their own names, or those of others, since the 20th day of March 1794, be declared null and void, and that the lessee be immediately dispossessed."

Fourth. Art. 3rd. "That in future, no new leases for lands shall be entered into, by any European; and that any such leases shall be void, and the lease, not only be dispossessed, but be liable to be ordered immediately to Calcutta."

Fifth. Art. 4th. "After the expiration of the last year of the decennial settlement, every European shall be permitted to rent or hold any land, directly or indirectly, either in his own name, or that of others. This rule however is not to extend to land not exceeding fifty bighas, which Europeans shall be permitted to purchase or rent, for the purpose of erecting dwelling houses, or buildings for carrying on manufactures, provided they previously obtain the sanction of the Governor General in Council, through the resident, to purchase or rent the land."

Sixth. Art. 5th. "If any native servant, or dependent of any British subject, or other European, shall intercept on the road, or otherwise unduly seize, any bhoona, or other property, he shall, on the party injured complaining to the resident, and on the latter seeing sufficient ground for such a mode of procedure, be committed by

(i) See P. 34, of 1795, for prohibiting commissioned civil servants of the Company in Benares from lending money to landholders, and Europeans of any description, from purchasing, renting, or holding mortgaged lands, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council.
him for trial for such violence to the fonjardry court, and besides suffering such punishment, (in case of conviction,) as the court may inflict, such servant shall be thereon rendered incapable of entering again within the district, into the service of any British-born subject, or other European, in any capacity whatsoever; and in all cases of undue seizure of bhoosa, or other property, as aforesaid, by any British subject or subjects, or by his or their servant or servants, on their behalf, it shall be the duty of the resident, on the receipt of any complaint to this effect, to enter on a summary inquiry into the circumstances of the case: whereupon, every such British subject shall strictly and without reserve, conform to any requisition or order that he (the resident) may thereupon issue, for full restitution of the bhoosa, or other article, so detained, to the proper owner, as well as for the paying to the latter such indemnification and damages as the resident may award.”

Seventh. Art. 6th. “In the event of the servants of any British subject attempting to press into, or forcibly carry away for, their master’s service, any artificers, workmen, or labourers, they shall be liable for every such offence, to be themselves apprehended by the proper local officers of government, and brought thereto to such trial or punishment, as the laws of the country point out; besides being in all cases where conviction shall ensue, rendered incapable, (in like manner as is expressed in clause sixth,) of acting again in the service of any European.”

Eighth. Art. 7th. “No British subjects shall be permitted to cut down any trees, unless the owner shall have previously and voluntarily sold them to him, and executed to him a writing, attested by two credible witnesses, expressing his consent to the sale of the trees, and the price of them.”

Ninth. Art. 8th. “The Regulations of the 7th March last, prohibiting all epistolary correspondence between the resident, or the native judges of the several courts, and parties in suits or complaints brought before them; it is directed, with a view to facilitate the resident’s inquiring into, and settling the frequent and various complaints that are preferred in respect to the indigo cultivation and manufacture, that the several persons concerned in it, shall at all times have in attendance in the resident’s catchery, well informed vaakeels on their respective parts, properly authorized and instructed to deliver competent answers to, and explanations in, the Hindoo tongue, of such allegations as may from time to time be brought by any of the natives against their constituents, or their servants.”

Tenth. Art. 9th. “No European shall seize or confine an individual ryot, or other person, or do any of the acts which their servants are prohibited doing by these Regulations; and where it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the resident, that the servants of any such British subjects have done any such acts, by the orders or with the connivance, or knowledge of their masters, the latter shall be held responsible for the act, and shall be considered to have committed a breach of the Regulations.”

Eleventh. Art. 10th. “Every European indigo planter shall sign, and personally engage for the adherence to, the above articles, or any other Regulations that may be hereafter enacted respecting them, under the penalty of five hundred rupees for the first offence, and of being sent to Calcutta for the second.”

Twelfth. Art. 11th. “No European is to take up his abode in the zemindarry of Benares, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council. The resident is to send any person guilty of a breach of this rule to Calcutta.”

V. The resident was at the same time desired to afford every encouragement to Europeans in procuring the indigo plant to be raised for them, at a given rate, for every

\(\text{(f) See the bond in R. 28, of 1793, extended to Benares by R. 24, of 1795, required to be executed by British-born subjects, for rendering themselves amenable to the civil and city courts, for all demands against them to the amount of 500 sixrupees.}\)
VI. On the 31st July 1794, the amuils and the people of the country at large, were furnished with a translation of the preceding rules, and at the same time apprized, that government had no immediate concern whatever in the provision of the indigo, and that the above measures had been adopted solely upon the ground that the introduction of a new and valuable article of produce could not fail to be productive of advantage both to the cultivators and proprietors of the soil, as well as to the merchants, provided the trade in it could be conducted without prejudice to individuals, or to the good order and government of the country.

VII. First. On the promulgation of the prohibition in section II, it was set forth on behalf of several Europeans, that previous to the date thereof, they had obtained fair and voluntary engagements from sundry zamindars and others, for a certain extent or number of begun for the cultivation of indigo; and therefore requested that orders might be issued for the ground in question being measured out, and delivered over to them, for the term allowed under clause second, section IV, which the resident did accordingly admit of and order on the 7th of June 1794; in as far as the land thus found to be fairly contracted and engaged for, previous to the order of prohibition, might not be liable to all or either of the grounds of objection in the following clauses, the existence of which was to bar the European's possession of the lands in question.

Second. Art. 1st. "The engagement or contract for the delivery of the ground to the Europeans, must issue and be from the party or parties holding the pottahs of government; and not merely from their putteedars, as the subordinate partners of such pottahdars are not authorized to introduce, without the concurrence of the government's pottahdar, any ryot, and still less a natural born British subject, into the possession or cultivation of any part of the territory included under such pottah.

Third. Art. 2d. "In consideration that the Governor General in Council hath prohibited any British subject from holding farms of revenue, and as in fair construction, any pottahdar of government making over all the territory under the pottah to any British subject, would be equivalent to such a taking in farm, as is meant to be forbidden, therefore no pottahdar is, out of the grounds included under such pottah, to be allowed to make over to any European, a larger proportion than shall be suitable to the moderate idea of a ryoty tenure."

Fourth. Art. 3d. "A pottahdar of government is not to be deemed competent to grant to any natural born British subject for the cultivation of indigo, the grounds of any chupperbund or khud-cashrut ryot, unless on the condition of such settled ryots raizenamah being previously delivered into the office of the resident under the attestation of the canoonagies."

Fifth. Art. 4th. "As the amuils is in the anna ryot, or unsettled villages of each purgunmah, in the stead and place of the pottahdars of government; such amuils are, as far as regards the granting of any grounds therein to any European for the cultivation of indigo, to consider themselves as bound to be governed by the same qualifications, restrictions, and conditions, as are provided and specified in the three preceding clauses and articles, for the guidance of the pottahdars in similar instances; nor is any amuil to make such grants out of the cutchah lands, without the privity and consent of the canoonagies, who are to attend in every such instance to the due and full observance of the requisitions thus made."

Sixth.
Sixth. The notification comprehended in this section, was confirmed by the Governor General in Council under date the 4th of July 1794.

VIII. First. On the 12th of July 1791, a circular notification was published by the resident, in dug to the natives, that the Governor General in Council had no objection, but rather wished to encourage their entering into contracts with Europeans, to raise for them the indigo plant, and to deliver it to them when ready to be cut, in transport to their manufacturing-houses, subject however to the conditions in the clauses unmentioned.

Second. Art. 1st. "That only the pottahdars of government, (or in annexed lands the annails,) be competent to enter into such contracts with Europeans, which condition has however been since modified as under the next section."

Third. Art. 2nd. "That even pottahdars of government shall not be competent to apply the grounds annexed in husbandry by chupperband or khud-cashTy rrots not in bulan to their rent, to raise indigo on, without the latter's full and free consent."

IX. First. Art. 3rd. A representation being made by some of the indigo planters that the provisions in clause second, section VIII, would prove highly prejudicial to them, and particularly expose them to undue exactions on the part of the pottahdars of government; at the same time that they offered to hold the produce of the indigo crops at all times bound for the payment of the amount of the contract rates, for which the had agreed, so as always to prove an adequate security to the pottahdar of government, for the jamma of the part of his or their zamindar or indigo planted with indigo; clause second, section VIII, was with the view to the promotion and general increase of cultivation, declared on the 22d July, 1794, to be removed, so far as that Europeans were pronounced at liberty to enter into contracts on the above conditions with the chupperband or khud-cashTy rrots, or with pottah dar whose puttee might be distinct and separate, and have been divided off from the pottahdar's part of the estate, for cultivating, sowing, and rearing the indigo plant by their own labour, within their respective limits of cultivation, in the same manner as is allowed to pottahdars under section VIII.

Second. Where such indigo cultivation as is described under the first class of the present section, shall take place in spots where hitherto the rent of the land payable by the rrots has been the moiety or other proportion of the produce; the canoongoes shall in all such cases fix the money assessment which is to be, on an indigo crop, paid by the rrots, or joint putteedar, to the pottahdar of government, whilst the indigo manufacturer are to pay to either of the two latter by whom the ground may be possessed, the amount for which they shall have contracted.

Third. The rules contained in this section were declared by the resident to the parties soliciting them, to be passed merely by way of experiment, and liable to such future amendment or entire revocation, as might hereafter appear necessary, or as government might at any time direct.

X. The authorities vested in, and duties required to be discharged by, the resident, under the preceding sections, are to be considered as transferred from the date of their entering respectively into office, to the judges of the city and zillah courts, from whose decisions appeals are to lie, in all cases allowed by the Regulations.
A REGULATION for re-enacting with modifications, the rules respecting the pensions payable from the Government and moonyk treasuries in the province of Benares. — Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 27th March, 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyfe 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyfe 1299 Farisi; the 16th Chyfe 1202 Wilsity; the 22d Chyfe 1852 Sambut; and the 5th Ramzaun 1299 Hijreer.

The following rules are prescribed, for determining the continuance or discontinuance of the pensions, payable in money from the Government and the moonyk treasuries at Benares. (k)

II. The pensions under the heads of masnab, and rozeena, sanctioned by the Governor General in the year 1781, amounting to Benares six hundred rupees 33,296, 7 annas, having been originally granted, either wholly or in part, as indemnifications for annabals, or other lands, resumed under the native government, are not to be liable to resumption on the death of the persons who now receive them, notwithstanding that such resumption made part of the original order issued for the confirmation of them, but are to be considered as property, and are to descend to the heirs of the present and future receivers, and are declared liable to be sued for and inherited, in the same manner as other property.

III. The second class of pensions payable from the treasury, consist of allowances granted in 1781 by the Governor General, to certain persons who represented themselves to have been landholders in the zamindary of Benares, and whom it was then intended to reinstat. Agreeably to the orders of the Governor General in Council under date the 11th of April 1788, no part of these pensions are to be continued to the heirs of the persons now in the enjoyment of them, without his special sanction.

IV. Besides the pensions noticed in the preceding section, there are others payable from the moonyk treasury, which were heretofore paid by the annuls in their several purgannahs, and for the amount of which they received credit in their accounts of the revenue; and also certain other miscellaneous allowances to individuals, receivable partly from government's, and partly from the moonyk treasury, the continuance of all which depend on the conditions and limitations under which they were severally granted. But it is to be considered as a general rule, that the collector is to report to the Board of Revenue, (l) the death of all pensioners whose pensions are receivable either from the government's or the moonyk treasury, with the circumstances and conditions of the original grant, and the several orders that may have been subsequently passed on the subject. The Board of Revenue are to submit this report, with their sentiments on the case, to the Governor General in Council, who will thereon issue such orders as may be applicable respecting the continuance or resumption of each particular pension or allowance. (m)

V. The causey and moonyk of Benares, having always received khelauts at the two Ides, or annual mahomedan festivals, denominated the Edyn, the fixed expense of such khelauts is to be defrayed by the collector in the usual manner.

(k) See Regulations 92, of 1806, and 11, of 1812, entitled respectively, A Regulation for modifying the rules hitherto observed in the admission and payment of claims to pensions, and A Regulation for modifying some of the rules before established respecting the payment of pensions, and for preventing the abuses committed in the receipt of pensions.

(l) The authority, powers, and duties of the Board have been transferred to the Commissioner in Behar and Benares, appointed under Regulation 1, of 1814, as to be understood whenever the Board is named or intended in this Regulation.

(m) The Commissioner in Behar and Benares is empowered to determine finally on all original claims to pensions, as well as on claims to the continuance of unpaid pensions, not exceeding in amount fifty rupees. See Regulations 3, of 1813, 3, and 7.
VI. The sixth class of pensions, consists of the allowances granted by the order of the Governor General in Council of the 11th of February 1791, and paid from the East India Company's funds, to such of the persons who formerly received pensions from the said Company from the funds, as from indigence, age, or helplessness, were deemed objects of real charity, under tushsas or certificates, specifying that such pensions were to cease on the death of the holders. That this fund may continue to be faithfully applied to its original object, by being appropriated solely to the relief of those natives and settled inhabitants of the district of Benares, who from age, sex, or infirmity, shall be unable to provide for themselves, or earn a livelihood by their labor, it shall be the duty of the collector of Benares, to report immediately to the Board of Revenue, the demise of every pensioner on this list, and to recommend the transfer of the pension, wholly or in part, to one or more proper objects. The Board are to submit this recommendation to the Governor General in Council, with their opinion on it, (a) and in the event of its being approved by him, they are to order the collector to grant a tusha or certificate for the pension under his seal and signature, bearing date from the demise of the last holder. This certificate, is to be the seal and signature of the party on whom the pension may be conferred, and the motive for bestowing it on him or her, with a provision that it is to be continued only during the natural life of the holder. The aggregate of the pensions specified in this section, is not to be increased beyond the present amount of them, excepting by order of the Governor General in Council.

VII. Certain charitable allowances are likewise derivable from the religious offerings made at the temple of Bindabashnee near to Mirzapoor, the distribution of which (as hitherto made to the parties entitled to receive it under the authority of the native judge,) is to be continued as formerly, with this alteration, that the distribution is to be made, under the orders of the Board of Revenue, and the Governor General in Council, by the collector, who is to be held responsible for the proper dispensation of the charity, according to the established rules for the management of it. If any of the parties interested in this fund, shall deem themselves aggrieved by the orders of the collector, they may represent the circumstances to the judge of the deputation, and who is to forward the petition to the Governor General in Council, who reserves to himself the power of passing such determination on the petition as may appear to him proper. (c)

VIII. For every pension which may be hereafter granted by the Governor General in Council, or that may be renewed on the demise of a pensioner, and which may be issuable from either of the before-mentioned treasuries at Benares, (p) the collector shall deliver to the party by whom the pension is to be received, a certificate stating the amount of the pension, the title of the party thereto during his or her life, the ground of such title, and the date of the grant.

IX. The collector is to keep a separate list of all pensions paid under this Regulation, and is to number and register the certificates or other sundry vouchers under which they are held, in a register in the English and Persian languages to be kept for this purpose; and he is to be careful to note therein such personal identifications of the parties receiving the pensions, as may detect any future attempt to transfer them to others. (q)

(a) See the preceding note.

(c) See Regulation 2, of 1814, for the trial of suits against public officers, amenable to the courts of civil jurisdiction for acts connected with the discharge of their official duties. By R. 22, of 1806, S. 3, the Commissioner in Behar and Benares, is empowered to decide on all claims to pensions not exceeding fifty rupees.

(p) All such pensions which may be granted by the Commissioner in Behar and Benares, under the provisions of R. 22, of 1806.

(q) See further rules in R. 11, of 1815, S. 3.
X. The annual amount of the pensions is to be issued in monthly proportions, agreeably to the practice which has hitherto prevailed in the province.

XI. All persons receiving pensions exceeding fifty seca rupees per annum, are to attend the collector in person at the stated periods, to receive the amount of their respective pensions, and the collector is prohibited from issuing any pensions excepting to the parties personally, unless they shall be disabled from attending by illness, or other sufficient cause, of which satisfactory proofs shall be exhibited. The collector, on being satisfied of the inability of the parties, whether from age, sex, or distance of abode, to attend in person, is permitted to issue their pensions to their authorized agents; but he is to take due precautions to prevent impostions after the death of the pensioners, and in the event of any pension not being claimed within six months after it may become payable, he is to ascertain whether the party who received it be deceased, and report accordingly.

XII. All pensions not exceeding fifty seca rupees per annum, are to be paid by the cauzy of the puggannah in which the pensioners may reside, the collector supplying him monthly with the funds necessary for that purpose, and furnishing him with a list of the persons entitled to such pensions. In issuing these pensions, the cauzies are to be guided by the same rules and restrictions as are prescribed to the collector in section XI, respecting the pensions exceeding fifty rupees per annum, which are to be paid to the pensioners immediately by him. The cauzies are to take receipts from the pensioners for their respective allowances, and transmit them to the collector. They are to report to the collector the death of any pensioner, the payment of whose allowance may have been intrusted to them, and any cauzy who shall issue a pension without taking the prescribed precautions to ascertain that the person entitled thereto is in existence, or appropriate to his own use the allowance of any pensioner, or continue to any person not entitled thereto, the allowance of a deceased pensioner with whose demise there shall be satisfactory grounds for believing he was acquainted, shall be liable to be dismissed from his office, upon such misconduct being proved to the satisfaction of the Governor General in Council. (*f*)

XIII. In districts in which no cauzies are stationed, the collector is to commit the payment of the pensions not exceeding fifty rupees per annum, to the tehsildar, or other officer of government, who may be stationed in the puggannah or village, where such pensioners may reside; or, if there be no such officer, to any trustworthy person in the neighbourhood, who may be willing to undertake the trust.

XIV. The determining upon the continuance of the pensions and allowances to which this Regulation relates, being provided in respect to each class, under the rules prescribed in the several sections in which they have been successively noticed, all claims to such pensions and allowances, with the exception of those specified in section II, are declared not cognizable in any court of judicature. But if a collector, or a cauzy, or any person, intrusted with the payment of pensions under this Regulation, shall withhold from any pensioner the pension to which he or she may be entitled, the collector or person withholding the pension, shall be liable to be sued for such act, in the dewanny adawlut of the jurisdiction in which the pension may be payable, and provided proof be made to the satisfaction of the court, that the complainant conformed to the rules herein prescribed to pensioners, respecting the receipt of their pensions, and the person complained against cannot show good and sufficient cause to the satisfaction of the court for having withheld the pension, the court is to order it to be

(*f*) This and the next sentence are probably not the best, but are expressly recast. Rule exactly similar provisions contained in these two sections, (except that of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and the Ceded and Conquered Provinces), are recast by H. B. to standardize, and other cases have been prescribed in their stead. Regulation II of 1813, is declared to be in force, that the pensions immediately dependent on the presidency of Rohilcumbarren charged.
charged, and compel the collector, or other person by whom the pension may have been withheld, to pay to the complainant such sum for costs, as may appear to it equitable. (6)

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXXV.

A REGULATION for better enabling individuals to recover arrears of rent or revenue due to them.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March 1795; corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 22d Chyote 1292 Fawly; the 16th Chyote 1202 Willaity; the 22d Chyote 1832 Sambat; and the 9th Ramzan 1209 Higeree.

GOVERNMENT not admitting of any delay in the payment of the public revenue receivable from proprietors and farmers of land, justice requires that they should have the means of levying their rents and revenues with equal punctuality, and that the persons by whom they may be payable, whether under-farmers, dependent talookdars, ryot; or others, should be enabled, in like manner, to realize the rents and revenues from which their engagements with the proprietors or farmers are to be made good. Regulation XVII, 1793, was enacted with a view to enable all of the aforesaid descriptions of individuals, to enforce payment of arrears of rent or revenue, without application to the courts of judicature, as far as the amount might be realizable from the crops and personal property of the defaulter, leaving him to sue in the courts for redress, in the event of any sums being unjustly exacted from him. This was the leading principle of the Regulation; but to prevent so extensive a power being abused on the first delegation of it, provisions were made for obliging the distrainor to withdraw the attachment on property, in the event of his demand being contested by the defaulter, and of his giving security to try the justness of it within a specific time in the court of judicature, and to pay interest on the amount, with costs, in case of its being decreed to be due. These provisions, however, have been found to counteract the object of the Regulation, by the delay often unavoidable in bringing suits to a conclusion, and the opportunity which they afford to defaulters of protracting the discharge of just demands. In large estates, in which extensive tracts of country are underfarm'd, the under-farmers often fall in arrear to so considerable an amount, as to render the realizing of the deficiency by the distress of their personal property impracticable. In such cases, the proprietors or farmers, are obliged to sue the defaulter or his surety in the dewanney adawlut for the recovery of the arrears, but as the persons to whom the arrears may be due, are not allowed any suspension in their payments to the public whilst the suit is depending, the lands of proprietors are liable to be sold, and the persons and property of farmers are subject to attachment; for deficiencies arising not from their own misconduct or mismanagement, but from breach of engagements on the part of their under-farmers. To obviate the above inconveniences, the following rules have been enacted. (1)

(6) See R. 3, of 1815, entitled, A Regulation for modifying the rules before established for the trial of suits proposed to be instituted against any of the public officers, who have been declared amenable for acts connected with the discharge of their official duties, to the regulation of the courts of civil judicature.

(1) See R. 45, of 1793, for similar rules for the province of Bahar, as those contained in this Regulation.

Extended to Calcutta by R. 6, of 1805, S. 86. See also the general provisions of R. 5, of 1804, for enabling proprietors and farmers of land to realize their rents with greater punctuality;
II. Sections IX and X, Regulation XVII, 1793, by which distrainers are required to withdraw the attachment on distrained property, on the person from whom the arrest is demanded, denying the justness of the demand, and giving security to have it tried in the dewanny adawlut within a certain time, and to pay interest to the date of the decree, with costs, in the event of the demand being decreed to be just, are hereby rescinded, together with the following clause of section VIII, of that Regulation, viz. "or he shall contest the demand, and procure the attachment to be withdrawn in the manner hereafter specified." (v)

III. In future, distrainers are permitted to affix their signatures only to writings for the attachment of property, instead of both their seals and signatures as required by section VIII, Regulation XVII, 1793.

IV. Section XXII, Regulation XVII, 1793, regarding the mode of selling distrained property, is hereby rescinded, and the rule contained in the following section is adopted in lieu of it.

V. After the expiration of the fifteenth day, and before the close of the eighth day, calculating from the day following the day on which the attachment of the property of a defaulter shall have taken place, or, if the property attached shall consist of crops, or other ungathered products of the earth, after the expiration of the fifth day, and before the expiration of the eighth day, commencing from the day following the day on which such crops or products may have been stored as directed in section XII, Regulation XVII, 1793, the distrainer shall apply to the cauzy, (h) of the pargunnah to have the same appraised and sold. (w) Upon the receipt of such application, the cauzy shall proceed as follows. He shall fix a day on the outer door of his own house, and at the place at which he may determine to dispose of the property, a list of the property attached, with a notice, which shall specify, firstly, the place at which the property is to be sold, which shall be on the spot where it may be lodged by the distrainer, or at the nearest gungan, bazar or haunt, or any place of public resort where the cauzy may be of opinion it is likely to sell to the best advantage: secondly, the day on which it is to be sold, which shall be the twentieth day, commencing from the day following the day on which the attachment may take place, unless the property shall consist of crops or other ungathered products of the earth, in which case, the sale shall be made on the twentieth day calculating from the day following the day on which such crops or products may be stored as directed in section XIII, Regulation XVII, 1793; (x) and thirdly, the time of the day when the sale is to be made, which shall be during the hours of business when the greatest number of people may be supposed to assemble. (y) The cauzy shall nominate two creditable persons, competent by their profession, (z)

The rules contained in sections 9 and 10, R. 17, of 1793, and the clause from S. 8, of the same Regulation, above quoted, having been revived by R. 5, of 1812, S. 15 and 18; this section is therefore virtually abrogated, according to the rule of construction laid down in R. 41, of 1793, S. 20.

(a) The general powers formerly delegated to cauzys for the sale of distrained property, have been revoked.

(b) The judicial powers formerly vested in the Collector for the collection of the public revenue, are generally empowered as sellers of distrained property, all other persons, including cauzys, not officers under R. 21, of 1814, must have an express commission to sell distrained property. See R. 7, of 1799, S. 6 and 7.

(c) Applications for sale of distrained property are to specify the cause due to the distrainer, and the place where the property may be, and in cases of abondoned tenants, to whom an inventory of the property to be sold, and the specified notice are directed to be served, at the time of attachment; the inventory is to be delivered to the person who may be employed to sell the distrained property, at the time when the application for the sale of it may be made. See R. 7, of 1799, S. 4.

(d) Rescinded by R. 7, of 1799, S. 4. The sale may take place nearly as practicable, five days after attachment, as may be compatible with the observance of the rules in this section. With reference to persons employed in the manufacture of the Company's salt, and the properties of the Company's investments, the sale is not to take place until sufficient time has been given to enable the Company's officers to examine the demand, exclusive of the time that may be necessary for carrying into execution the provisions of this section.

(e) The publication of the sale of distrained property is to be made by the cauzy on one market day at least before the day of sale, or at least in the morning of the day on which the property may be sold. See R. 7, of 1799, S. 4.
trade, or occupation, to appraise the property. The persons so appointed, shall appraise the property according to the current price which the several articles may then bear in the country, and shall deliver the particulars of the appraisement in writing, and attest the same with their signatures, and shall certify in writing at the foot of the paper, that they have appraised the property according to the best of their knowledge and judgment. 

(2) The cauzy shall affix his seal to the paper of appraisement, and cause it to be stuck up on the outer door of his own house, and at the place where the property is to be sold. The property shall be brought to the place of sale on the morning of the day of sale, in order that it may be examined by the persons intending to bid; unless it shall consist of grain or other products of the earth, the removal of which would be attended with considerable expense, in which case, samples only, indiscriminately taken from each article, shall be brought to the place of sale, and exposed for the purpose abovementioned. The property shall be put up to sale in one lot, or in two or more lots, as the cauzy may think advisable. The property shall be disposed of for the highest price that may be offered for it. (a) If the property shall sell for more than the amount of the arrear, the overplus, after deducting the charges attending the attachment and sale of it, shall be returned to the defaulter. If the proceeds of the sale shall be insufficient for the discharge of the arrear, and the expenses attending the attachment and sale, the distrainer shall be at liberty to attach another property belonging to the defaulter, and to cause it to be sold to make good the deficiency. The cauzy is in every case to examine the distrainer's statement of the expenses consequent to the attachment and sale of the property, and to reject any part of it that may appear to him unreasonable. If any person vested with the power of distraint, shall sell or dispose of property which he may have attached for arrears of rent or revenue, in any other mode than that prescribed in this section, he shall forfeit the arrear for which the distress may be levied to the defaulter, and make good to him the value of the property sold or disposed of, with all costs of suit.

VI. Section XXVI, Regulation XVII, 1793, regarding the payment of the purchase money of distrainted property, is hereby rescinded, and the rule contained in the following section is enacted in lieu of it.

VII. The property shall be paid for in ready money at the time of the sale, and the purchaser shall not be permitted to carry away any part of the property which shall not have been paid for. Should the purchaser fail in the payment of the whole or part of the purchase money within five days, calculating from the day following the sale, the whole of the property, or the part of it which may be unpaid for, shall be resold by the cauzy on such day as he shall fix, for the best price that may be offered for it. The defaulting purchaser shall forfeit to the distrainer, ten per cent on the amount of the price at which he shall have purchased the property so resold, and make good to him any loss that may arise, as well as the expenses that may be incurred, on the resale. If any profit shall accrue on the resale, it shall be carried to the credit of the defaulter.

VIII. To facilitate the sale of distrainted property, every person having a commission from the judge of the zillah to hear and determine civil suits not exceeding fifty rupees, under Regulation XL, (b) 1793, is authorized and required to dispose of,

(a) Appraisers of distrainted property, are to be persons conversant with the sale and purchase of the kind of property to be sold, the purport of whose certificate of appraisement, is to be communicated to the tenant whose property may be distrainted, three days at least before the day of sale. See R. 5, of 1812, S. 18.

(a) If on the first day of sale a price shall not be offered equal to the appraised value of the property put up to sale, the sale is required to be postponed to the next market day, when it shall be sold, whatever price (not less than the amount fixed in the first day of sale) may be offered for it. See R. 5, of 1812, S. 18.

(b) This Regulation is rescinded by R. 29, of 1814, in which has been re-enacted the rules regarding the office of Receiver, or native commissioner. Suits not exceeding sixty-four rupees, are cognizable by municipl so under the amended provisions of that Regulation.
under the rules prescribed to cauzies in Regulation XVII, 1793, and this Regulation, any property that may be distrained in the pargannah in which he may reside, and for the sale of which application may be made to him. The cauzies are likewise to continue to exercise the authority vested in them by Regulation XVII, 1793, and this Regulation, and where a greater number of persons to be vested with this authority, shall be requisite in any pargannah for facilitating the sale of property, the judge is empowered to appoint them. But no person vested with the power of disposing of distrained property, shall sell property that may have been distrained for arrears due to himself. Persons of this description, having occasion to levy arrears by distress, are to apply to some other person duly empowered for the sale of the property.

X. To enable proprietors of land, and farmers of land holding their farms immediately of government, to recover more speedily arrears of rent or revenue, which, from the largeness of the amount, cannot be immediately realized by a levy of distress on the personal property of the defaulters, such proprietors or farmers who may now have on account of the current or past Bengal, Fussly, or Williary year, or who may hereafter have on account of the current or any future year of those eras, a demand on any of their dependent talookdars, under farmers, or ryots, or their sureties, for an arrear of rent or revenue, exceeding five hundred sicca rupees, are empowered to proceed for the recovery of the amount in the manner hereafter specified.

X. The proprietor or farmer shall cause to be delivered to the defaulter, or to be stuck up, at the outer door of his immediate or usual place of residence, a statement of the arrear claimed, with a notice subjoined to the statement, that if he shall fail to discharge the amount within three days, calculating from the day following the day on which the statement may be so delivered to him, or fixed up, he will be proceeded against, as authorized in the following sections.

XI. If the defaulter shall fail to discharge the demand by the time limited in the written notice, the proprietor or farmer, is to present in person, or through an authorized vakil of the court, a petition to the judge of the dewanmy adawlut to which the defaulter may be amenable, praying that he will cause the defaulter to be committed to close custody until he makes good the amount of the arrear claimed, with interest from the date of the delivery or fixing up of the notice as directed in the preceding section, to the date of the payment of it. The petition shall be accompanied by a copy of the statement of the demand, and of the written notice directed to be subjoined to it, without which the judge shall not receive the petition.

XII. First. On receipt of the petition, and the statement with the subjoined notice, the judge is immediately to issue a summons to the person from whom the arrear may be claimed, requiring him to appear without delay, either in person or by an authorized vakil of the court, and to deliver in an answer to the demand, with any papers or vouchers he may have to exhibit against the demand, the amount of which is invariably to be specified in the summons.

Second. In cases in which the judge shall have ground to apprehend, that the person from whom the arrear may be demanded, will abscond, he is empowered to require him to give personal security, for his appearing and delivering himself up into the custody of the court, in the event of his ordering him to be committed to confinement under the following section, and in default of his giving such security, the judge shall forthwith order him to be committed to custody.

Third. The judges are empowered to proceed on applications for the confinement of defaulters as authorized in this Regulation, out of court, or when the courts may be otherwise occupied.

(c) This clause is not in force. See R. 7, of 1799, 8. 14, and the note (a) attached to section 5 of this Regulation.

(d) The remainder of this Regulation, including this section, is rescinded by R. 7, of 1799, 8. 14, and the rules 10. 15. of the same Regulation, substituted in its stead.
be adjourned, notwithstanding any thing that may be said to the contrary in any Regulation passed prior to this date.

XIII. First. On the appearance of the person from whom the arrear may be claimed, or his vakeel, the judge shall peruse his answer to the demand, and cause to be produced the engagements under which the arrear may be demanded, and the vouchers for the payment made under it, which the parties respectively are required to have ready to exhibit, and after a summary examination of them, and any inquiry which he may deem it necessary to make, if it shall appear to him that the amount demanded, or a sum exceeding five hundred sika rupees is due to the party claiming the arrear, he shall commit the defaulter to close custody until he discharges such arrear, or the sum so appearing to be due, with interest at the rate of twelve per cent per annum, from the date on which the statement and notice was delivered to him or fixed up as directed in section X, to the date of payment, or the person claiming the arrear, shall apply for his release, or until by a regular suit to be commenced in the dewanny adawlut under section XIX, the amount or sum for the discharge of which he may have been committed to custody on the above directed summary inquiry, shall be found on a regular judicial investigation, not to be due from him.

Second. If the person summoned under section XII, shall not appear as required by the prescribed time, and shall not show satisfactory cause to the judge for not so appearing, the judge shall proceed upon the documents and vouchers of the party claiming the arrear, and make an order against the defaulter for the payment of the sum which may appear due from him on such examination, and cause him to be immediately committed to confinement.

XIV. When a judge shall commit a defaulter to confinement under the preceding section, he shall enter on his proceedings, the sum that may appear to him due from the defaulter, and a list of the papers and documents, on the inspection of which he may have grounded the order for his confinement.

XV. Proprietors or farmers now having suits depending in any of the zillah or city courts for arrears, being of the description of the arrears specified in section IX, are declared to be at liberty to withdraw such suits, and to proceed against the person from whom they may claim the arrears, in the manner above authorized.

XVI. On making the summary investigation directed in section XIII, if the judge shall be of opinion, that the arrear demanded, or a sum not exceeding five hundred sika rupees is not due, he shall not commit the person from whom the arrear may be claimed, but shall leave the proprietor or farmer to institute a regular suit in the adawlut for the amount of his demand, and if the person from whom the arrear may have been claimed, shall have appeared in person or by vakeel, the judge shall cause the claimant to the arrear to pay to him in the former case, such sum as may appear adequate to his trouble, or any loss that he may have incurred in consequence of his having been caused to attend in person, and in the latter, the charges of his vakeel, or any other expenses he may have incurred on account of the process instituted against him.

XVII. The confinement of a person under section XIII, shall not be considered to preclude the proprietor or farmer from distraining the personal property of the defaulter for the recovery of the arrear for which he may have been imprisoned, or for any other arrear.

XVIII. Persons imprisoned under section XIII, who may deem the sum for the discharge of which the judge may have committed them to confinement on the summary investigation therein directed, not to be due from them, may institute a regular suit in the dewanny adawlut against the proprietor or farmer, at whose instance they may be

R. B.
may have been imprisoned, and should the amount be found upon trial not to be due from them, the court shall award costs, and heavy damages according to the circumstances of the case, against the proprietor or farmer by whom the arrear may have been claimed.

XIX. If any person from whom an arrear may be demanded by a proprietor or farmer under the Regulation, shall consider the whole or any part of the demand to be unjust, he shall discharge the whole amount to avoid being summoned to appear before the judge under section XII, or if any such person from whom a sum exceeding five hundred sica rupees shall be declared to be due by the judge under section XIII, shall be of opinion that the whole or a part of such sum is not justly due from him, but to avoid being confined shall pay the whole amount, such person shall be at liberty to sue the proprietor or farmer in the dewanny adawlut for the amount which he may have so paid, over and above what he may consider to have been due from him, and the court shall decree to him such sum as he may prove not to have been due from him, with interest, at the rate of twelve per cent per annum, and such costs and damages as the court may deem equitable, on a consideration of the circumstances of the case.

XX. The rules in the preceding sections, regarding the recovery of arrears of rent or revenue due to proprietors and farmers of land, are to be considered equally applicable to the managers of estates of disqualified proprietors, and of joint undivided estates, and to collectors holding lands in attachment for the purpose of adjusting the public assessment on them, or for any other purpose.
purposes of justice, or at all events, that the advantages which might be expected to result from allowing of a further appeal to the provincial courts of appeal, from the decisions of the judges of the zillahs and cities, would be more than counterbalanced by the delay in the determination of causes of greater importance that must necessarily arise from the considerable portion of the time of the zillah and city courts, and the provincial courts of appeal, which would be occupied in preparing and transmitting the records of the trials in these petty causes, and in the decision of them; and with a view to render serberakars or managers of joint undivided estates, eligible to the office of commissioner for the decision of suits under Regulation XL, 1793; and to provide against the undue detention of prisoners in confinement, or delay in the execution of sentences or orders of the Nizamut Adawlut, by the loss or miscarriage of the proceedings in trials referred to that court, or of the sentences or orders on such trials; and to accelerate the decision of civil suits arising in the districts now comprised in the zillah of Burdwan, which, from the great extent of the zillah, have been found too numerous for one court to determine with sufficient expedition; the following rules have been enacted. (c)

11. Section VII, Regulation VIII, 1794, empowering the provincial courts of appeal to hear appeals from certain decisions passed by the registers to the zillah and city courts under that Regulation, is hereby rescinded.

III. First. From all decisions in suits for real property, and for money or personal property, the amount or value of which shall exceed twenty-five sicca rupees, that may be passed by the registers to the zillah and city courts, in virtue of the powers vested in them by Regulation VIII, 1794, an appeal shall lie to the judge of the zillah or city court, under similar rules and regulations to those prescribed regarding appeals to the provincial courts of appeal, from decisions passed by the judges, with the qualifications specified in the two following clauses. (f)

Second. The petition of appeal shall be presented within thirty days after the date of the decision, (g) either to the register, or to the judge; but the judge is empowered to admit the appeal although the petition should be presented after the prescribed time, provided the appellant can show to his satisfaction, good and sufficient cause for not having filed the petition within the limited period.

Third. On the judge admitting an appeal from the decision of his register, he shall cause to be endorsed on the back of the petition, the word 'admitted' (muno-zoor), and shall have the seal of the court affixed thereto, and attest the endorsement with his signature. He shall cause the petition so endorsed to be sent to the register, who shall thereupon submit to the judge all the original proceedings and papers in the cause, with his original decree.

IV. The decrees of the judges of the zillah and city courts in appeals from decisions for money or personal property, passed by the registers under Regulation VIII, 1794, and also from the decisions of the native commissioners appointed to hear and determine suits under Regulation XL, (h) 1793, are declared final, notwithstanding

(c) Extended to Benares, with the exception of the last section, by R. 54. of 1795, and to Cuttack, and the pargannahs of Patna and Fyzabad, with the like exceptions, by R. 14. of 1805, S. 11.

(f) Appeals lie to the zillah or city courts, from the decisions of registers in all original suits, without limitation of amount, excepting suits tried by them under R. 24. of 1814, S. 8. C. 6., see S. S. C. 2, of the same Regulation. The registers are empowered to try all causes not exceeding in amount or value the sum of twenty-five rupees five hundred. See S. 8. of the same Regulation. Registers may be invested with certain additional powers for the trial of civil suits, and suits decided by them under such additional powers, are appealable to the provincial courts of appeal. See S. 9. of the same Regulation, for the appointment of additional registers, in addition to the persons holding that office under the established constitution of the zillah and city courts, and a specification of the suits; and the provisions of R. 26. of 1814, S. 8. and 9., regarding summary appeals and reviews.

(g) See R. 26. of 1814, S. 8. and 9., how the time limited for the admission of appeals is to be calculated.

(h) This Regulation is repealed by R. 25. of 1814, S. 2., and other rules enacted by it, in its stead.
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withstanding any thing that may be said to the contrary in any Regulation enacted previous to this date. (i)

V. Serberakars, or managers of joint undivided estates, appointed under section XXIII, XXIV, XXV, XXVI, Regulation VIII, 1793, are declared eligible to the office of commissioner for hearing and determining suits under Regulation XL, 1793, in the zillah in which the estates they may be appointed to manage, may be situated. (j)

VI. Previous to the commencement of each circuit, the courts of circuit are to examine the lists of trials held on the preceding circuit, which may have been referred by them to the Nizamut Adawlut, and in the event of their not having received the orders or sentence of that court on any trial so referred, they are to report the same to the court, that in the event of the proceedings not having been received by the court, duplicates of such proceedings, or of the sentences or orders passed thereon, which may have miscarried, may be forwarded or issued before the commencement of the ensuing circuit, that the sentence or orders of the Nizamut Adawlut on such trials may be forthwith passed or executed.

VII. The districts now comprised in the zillah of Burdwan shall be formed into two zillahs, the northern division to be denominated the zillah of Burdwan, and the southern division the zillah of Hooghly. The limits of each zillah are to be determined by the Governor General in Council. A dewanny adawlut superintended by one judge, shall be established in each zillah, with the same powers as the other zillah courts of dewanny adawlut. The judge of each court shall likewise be vested with the office of magistrate, with the same powers as the magistrates of other zillahs. (k) The court so established in the northern division, shall be denominated, "The court of dewanny adawlut for the zillah of Burdwan," and the court in the southern division, "The court of dewanny adawlut for the zillah of Hooghly." The half yearly jail delivery directed to take place in the several zillahs by section XL, Regulation IX, 1793, shall be made at Hooghly by the judge of the court of circuit for the division of Calcutta who may proceed to the zillahs of Nutdea and Jessore; and the half yearly jail delivery at Burdwan, by the judge of that court who may proceed to Munsore and Boerboo, agreeably to Regulation VII, 1794. (l)

(i) See the provisions for second or special appeals, in R. 25, of 1814, S. 3, C. 4, and R. 26, of 1814, S. 2.
(j) Revised by R. 29, of 1814, S. 2.
(k) Modified by R. 16, of 1810, S. 2. The governor general may appoint a person, not being the judge of the civil court of any zillah or city, to the office of magistrate of any zillah or city court, with or without the civil judge holding a concurrent authority as magistrate.
(l) The zillahs of Hooghly and Burdwan continue to be included within the circuit of the court of circuit for the division of Calcutta; but the circuits are performed by one court, half yearly, instead of two, which is superintended alternately by one of the three junior judges of the court of circuit for the division of Calcutta. See R. 3, of 1797, S. 2, and R. 5, of 1814, S. 3. The rules of Regulation 7, of 1794, will be found to be thus modified. The zillah of Boerboo has been transferred to the division of the court of circuit for Moonshedabad, by R. 1, of 1805, S. 3. See the order of succession for holding the half yearly jail deliveries for the division of Calcutta, in section 4 of the last mentioned Regulation. A further division of the zillah of Burdwan, has since taken place, which, with parts of Boerboo and Munsore, constitute a distinct civil and criminal jurisdiction, called the Jungle Mahauli, which forms a part of the circuit of the division of Calcutta. See R. 15, of 1806.
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A REGULATION for better enabling the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut to judge of the progress made by the zillah and city courts, and the provincial courts of appeal, in determining the suits now depending before them, and also of the expedition with which suits hereafter filed may be decided.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 27th March 1795, corresponding with the 16th Chyote 1201 Bengal era; the 92d Chyote 1902 Fasly; the 16th Chyote 1903 Wiliaity; the 92d Chyote 1893 Sumbut; and the 5th Ramaasuan 1209 Higeree.

To assist the court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in forming a judgment of the progress made by the zillah and city courts, and provincial courts of appeal, in determining the suits now depending before them, and also of the expedition with which suits hereafter filed may be decided, the following rules are enacted.

II. By the last day of each month, the register to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut shall prepare to be submitted to the court at their next meeting, a general report on the abstract registers required to be furnished by the zillah and city courts by section XI, Regulation XVIII, 1793, for the preceding month. The report is to specify the number of suits appearing in the abstract register of each court to have been determined by the judge, and by his register under Regulation VIII, 1794, and by the native commissioners appointed under Regulation XI, (m) 1793, or adjusted by the parties.

III. The register is likewise to prepare by the last day of each month, to be submitted to the court at their next meeting, a report on the abstract registers required to be furnished by the provincial courts of appeal by section XV, Regulation XVIII, 1793, specifying the number of appeals and causes determined or adjusted in the courts in the preceding month.

IV. On the 15th of February, and the 15th of August in each year, or at the first court which may be held after those dates respectively, the register shall submit to the court a report on the last yearly reports of causes depending in the zillah and city courts, which they are required to furnish by section XII, Regulation XVIII, 1793. The report shall specify the number of causes depending before the judge, the register, and the native commissioners, in each zillah and city, and the number of causes depending in the preceding half yearly report, so as to exhibit a comparative statement of the number of suits depending at the period of the transmission of the two reports. The register is to annex to his report, a summary of the reasons assigned by the several courts for any causes remaining undecided, which may have been inserted as depending in any of their preceding half yearly reports.

V. The register is likewise to submit with the report required in the preceding section, a similar report on the causes depending in the provincial courts of appeal, as appearing in their two last half-yearly reports.

VI. In the event of any of the zillah or city courts, or provincial courts of appeal, omitting to forward their monthly abstract registers, or half yearly reports in time to enable the register to submit the reports and statements above required, he is to notice the omission in his report; with the reasons for the deficient reports not having been forwarded, should any have been assigned by the courts.

VII. First. To enable the register to prepare the required reports and statements with greater facility, the following rules are prescribed.

(m) This Regulation is reserved by H. 23, of 1814, S. 3, wherein see the rules for the guidance of the native commissioners in the trial of suits, regulizable by them.

S S
Abstract to be inserted by the judges of the zillahs and cities at the foot of their monthly abstract registers.
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Second. The judges of the zillahs and cities are directed to insert at the bottom of their monthly abstract registers, an abstract of the number of causes determined as follows:

**B Y T H E J U D G E.**

In appeal from decisions of the Register.

Decreed or dismissed

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Adjusted by razenamahs of the parties

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4

In appeal from decisions of the Native Commissioners.

Decreed or dismissed

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Adjusted by razenamahs of the parties

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4

Tried in the first instance by the Judge.

Decreed or dismissed

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Adjusted by razenamahs of the parties

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4

Total

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 12

**B Y T H E R E G I S T E R.**

Decreed or dismissed

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Adjusted by razenamahs

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4

**B Y T H E N A T I V E C O M M I S S I O N E R S.**

Decreed or dismissed

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Adjusted by razenamahs of the parties

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4

Total

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 20

Third. The judges of the zillahs and cities are to insert at the bottom of their half yearly reports of causes remaining undecided, the number of suits depending as follows:

**D E P E N D I N G B E F O R E T H E J U D G E.**

In appeal from decisions of the register

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

In appeal from decisions of the commissioners

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Under trial before the judge in the first instance

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 6

**D E P E N D I N G B E F O R E T H E R E G I S T E R,**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 2

**D E P E N D I N G B E F O R E T H E C O M M I S S I O N E R S,**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 2

Total

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 10

Fourth. The provincial courts of appeal are to insert at the bottom of their monthly abstract registers, an abstract of the number of appeals or causes determined by them in the month as follows:

**A p p e a l s.**

Decreed or dismissed

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Adjusted by the razenamahs of the parties

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4

Total

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 4
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Causes tried before the court in the first instance.
Decreed or dismissed, ........ 2
Adjusted by the razeramahs of the parties, ........ 4
Total, 8

Fifth. The provincial courts of appeal are to insert at the bottom of their half yearly reports, an abstract of the number of appeals or causes depending before them as follows:

Appeals, ........ 2
Causes under trial before the court in the first instance, ........ 2
Total 4

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XXXVIII. (n)

A REGULATION for prescribing the payment of certain fees on the institution and trial of suits in the courts of civil judicature, and on petitions presented to those courts, and on the institution of suits before the moonisfs under clause sixth, section V, Regulation XL, 1793; and for the appropriation of the fees so collected.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 10th April 1795; corresponding with the 30th Chyte 1201 Bengal era; the 6th Bysnak 1802 Fauly; the 30th Chyte 1201 Wil-livity; the 6th Bysnak 1852 Sambut; and the 19th Ramaan 1209 Higere.

No expense attending the institution of suits in the first instance; and the ultimate expense, being moderate and limited, what ver length of time the suit may be depending; and no fees whatever being charged on the exhibits and papers filed in the courts, nor on petitions presented to the courts not immediately forming part of the proceedings in any suit under trial; many groundless and religious suits and complaints have been instituted against individuals, and the trials of others have been protracted, by the filing of superfluous exhibits, or the summoning witnesses whose testimony was not necessary to the development of the merits of the case. The business in many of the courts of judicature, has in consequence increased so as to prevent the judges determining the causes and complaints filed, with that expedition which is essential for deterring individuals from instituting vexatious claims, or refusing to satisfy just demands, and for giving full effect to the principles of the Regulations. The establishing of fees on the institution and trial of suits, and on petitions presented to the courts, being considered to be the best mode of putting a stop to this abuse of the ready means now afforded to individuals of availing themselves of the exercise of the laws, without obstructing the bringing forward of just claims; the following rules have been enacted.

II. First. The native commissioners vested with the powers of moonisf, under Regulation XL, 1793, are to levy from the plaintiff in every suit that may be preferred to them in the first instance, a fee of one anna in the rupees to be paid on the institution of suits before the moonisf.

(n) This Regulation is superseded by R. 6, of 1807, which itself, excepting 3. 9, is regarded by subsequent Regulations. See Regulations 1, 23, and 28, of 1811, regarding the stamp duty substituted in place of the institution in the office of moonisf, or native commissioner, and regarding suits on the part of, or by, pagars.

Fee of one anna in the rupee to be paid on the institution of suits before the moonisf.
the money, or the value of the personal property, which may constitute the subject of the suit.

Second. The moonsifs are not to receive any such suit, until the prescribed fee shall have been paid.

Third. The moonsifs are to endorse on the back of the petition of complaint, the amount of the fee which may be so received by them, and the date of the receipt of it, and subscribe the endorsement with their signature, and they shall also state the amount after the particulars of the decision of the suit, in the third column of the monthly report which they are required to transmit to the judge in their capacity of moonsifs, by section XV, Regulation XL, 1793.

Fourth. The moonsifs are to appropriate the fees they may collect under this section, to their own use, as a compensation for their trouble, and an indemnification for the expense which they may incur in the execution of the duties of their office.

III. First. The following fees are to be paid by plaintiffs on the institution of suits in the zillah and city courts, and the courts are prohibited filing any petition of complaint until the fees shall have been paid.

Second. In suits for money, or for the value of personal property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sums</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fifty</td>
<td>One anna per rupee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two hundred</td>
<td>Half an anna per rupee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One thousand</td>
<td>Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five thousand</td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-five thousand</td>
<td>One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifty thousand</td>
<td>Half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A quarter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fees on sums exceeding fifty rupees, are to be calculated in the following manner. On sums exceeding fifty rupees, and not above two hundred, one anna on fifty rupees, and half an anna on the remainder of the amount. On sums above two hundred, but not exceeding a thousand, one anna on fifty rupees, half an anna on one hundred and fifty rupees, and three per cent on the remainder of the amount. The same rule of calculation, at the prescribed rates, is to be observed on all sums exceeding one thousand rupees.

Third. In suits for malguzarry land (land paying revenue to government) fees are to be levied from the plaintiff on the amount of the annual jumma payable from the land to government, at the rates and under the rules specified in clause second.

Fourth. In suits for lakhraje land, (land held exempt from the payment of revenue to government) fees are to be paid by the plaintiff at the rates, and under the rules specified in clause second, on the annual produce of the land, which is to be estimated according to the rule prescribed in section 111, Regulation IV, 1793.

Fifth. In suits for houses, tanks, gardens, or other real property, not being land of the descriptions specified in the two preceding clauses, fees are to be paid by the plaintiff on the estimated value of the property, at the rates and under the rules specified in clause second.

Sixth. The fees collected under this section, on suits which may be referred by the judge to his register for decision under Regulation VIII, 1794, shall be paid to the register by whom the suits may be determined, or before whom they may be depending in the event of the parties adjusting them by razonamahs, and the amount shall be appropriated to his own use.

Seventh. The fees that may be collected under this section, on suits which may be referred to the commissioners for decision in their capacities of referees (aujans), or arbitrators (sailan), under Regulation XL, 1793, shall be paid by the courts to
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the commissioner by whom the suits may be determined, or before whom they may be depending in the event of the parties adjusting them by razenamahs, as a compensation for their trouble, and an indemnification for the expense which they may incur in the discharge of the duties of their office.

IV. First. The following fees are to be paid on the trial of suits, tried in the first instance by the judges of the zillah and city courts, or by their registers.

In suits for money, or personal property, not exceeding in amount or value two hundred sicca rupees, or for lakheraje land, the annual produce of which shall not be above twenty sicca rupees, or for maluzarry land, the annual jumma payable from which to government shall not exceed two hundred sicca rupees, or for other real property, the estimated value of which shall not be above two hundred sicca rupees.

On every exhibit filed in addition to the plaint, answer, reply, and re-joinder, four annas.

On every witness summoned, or ordered to be examined on commission, four annas.

In suits for money, or property, the amount, value, annual jumma, or annual produce of which may exceed that above specified, but which shall not be such as is declared to render a suit appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

On every exhibit filed, in addition to the plaint, answer, reply, and re-joinder, eight annas.

For every witness ordered to be summoned, or examined on commission, eight annas.

In suits for money or property, the amount, value, annual jumma, or annual produce of which shall be such as is declared to render a cause appealable to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.

On every exhibit filed in addition to the plaint, answer, reply, and re-joinder, one rupee.

For every witness summoned, or ordered to be examined on commission, one rupee.

Second. The fees to be levied under this section, are to be paid on the determination of the suit, and the amount of them is to be invariably specified with the other costs, in the decree.

Third. The fees paid under this section are to be carried to the account of government.

V. First. In appeals to the judges of the zillah and city courts, from the decisions of the native commissioners appointed under Regulation XLI, 1793, in their capacities of referees, arbitrators, or moonsifs, and from decisions passed by the registrar under Regulation VIII, 1794, fees are to be levied on the institution of the appeal, on the amount of the money, or the value, or the annual jumma, or the annual produce of the property which may constitute the subject of the appeal, and on the trial of the appeal, at the rates, and under rules and restrictions similar to those specified in Sections III and IV.

Second. To prevent misconstruction it is declared, that if an appellant shall present a petition of appeal to the court, or (if the decree with which the party may be dissatisfied shall have been passed by the registrar) to the registrar, and the judge or registrar, in conformity to the directions prescribed in clause first section III, respecting petitions of complaint preferred in the first instance to the zillah and city courts, the court the fees levied under this section on suits determined before them.

Fees to be paid on the trial of suits in the zillah or city courts or before the registers of those courts.

Fees to be levied under this section to be paid on the determination of the suit.

Fees paid under this section to be carried to the public account.

Persons desirous of appealing, who shall not pay the fees, and present
shall refuse to file the petition, in consequence of the petitioner not having paid the fees, and he shall not both pay the fees and present the petition before the expiration of the time limited for filing. Petitions of appeal, his having presented the petition without the fees before the expiration of the limited time for appealing, shall not be considered as preserving to him his right of appeal, but his appeal shall be rejected, unless the judge should deem it proper to admit the appeal under the discretionary power vested in him by section XX, Regulation XXII, 1793, or clause second, section III, Regulation XXXVI, 1793, according as the decision appealed from may have been passed by a native commissioner, or a register.

Third. The fees paid under this section, are to be carried to the account of government.

VI. First. In appeals preferred to the provincial courts of appeal from the decisions of the zillah and city courts, and in appeals presented to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, from the decisions of the provincial courts of appeal, and in suits tried in the first instance in the provincial courts of appeal, and in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the provincial courts of appeal and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut respectively, are to levy fees on the institution of the appeals or suits, on the amount of the money, or the value, or the annual jumma, or the annual produce, of the property which may constitute the subject of the appeals, or suits, and also on the trial of the appeals or suits, at the rates, and under rules and restrictions similar to those specified in sections XI and IV, and clause second, section V.

Second. The fees paid under this section are to be carried to the account of government.

VII. First. The fees directed to be collected in the preceding sections of this Regulation, on the institution of suits or appeals, are to be added by the court or commissioner, before whom the suits or appeals may be tried, to the costs that may be awarded against the party who may be cast, or, in cases from a consideration of the circumstances of which the courts or commissioners may deem it proper to do, they may order the fees to be borne by the parties respectively in such proportions as they may consider equitable.

Second. The fees on exhibits and summonses, which are directed to be paid on the determination of the suits and appeals, shall invariably be specified in the decrees, with the other costs, and the amount of them, shall be defrayed by the party cast, or by the parties respectively, in such proportions, as the courts may deem equitable, on a consideration of the circumstances of the case.

Third. In cases in which suits depending before the zillah or city courts, or the provincial courts of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, shall be adjusted by the parties by razenamah, the fees which may be due on any exhibits, or summonses for witnesses, or orders for the examination of them, which may have been filed or issued, shall be collected from the plaintiff or appellant, who is to settle with the defendant or respondent, the proportions in which the amount is to be defrayed by them respectively.

VIII. In cases of paupers, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the provincial courts of appeal, and the zillah and city courts, are empowered to dispense with the payment of the fees directed to be levied in the preceding sections, under rules and restrictions similar to those prescribed in Regulation XLVI, 1793, regarding paupers who are unable to plead their own causes, or to find the security therein required for the payment of the fees of the vakels. Commissioners in their capacity of munisifs are empowered to dispense with the payment of the fees in suits instituted before them in the first instance under the rules and restrictions prescribed to the courts in this section.
IX. Fees calculated at the rates of the fees required to be paid on exhibits by section IV, according to the property to which the petition may relate, shall be paid on every petition not immediately forming part of the proceedings in any suit or appeal depending before the court, which may be presented to the court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and the provincial courts of appeals, or the zillah or city courts, and until the fees be paid, the petition shall not be filed, unless in consideration of the poverty of the petitioner, the court shall deem it proper to dispense with the payment of the fee, in which case they are empowered to remit it.

X. First. The fees required to be paid in the preceding sections on the institution of suits or appeals, which may be hereafter preferred to the zillah or city courts, the provincial courts of appeal, and the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, shall be paid, under the like rules and exceptions with regard to paupers, by the plaintiff, or appellant, in all suits or appeals now depending in those courts, which may have been instituted subsequent to the 1st May 1793, and prior to this date, unless the parties in such suits, or appeals shall execute razzemahs, and withdraw the suits or appeals, in which case they shall not be liable to the payment of such fees.

Second. If the plaintiffs or appellants, in the suits or appeals specified in the proceeding clause, shall not pay the fees, or adjust and withdraw the suits, under the option allowed to them in that clause, within one month after they may be required to discharge the fees by a publication to that effect, which the several courts are required to fix up in their court-rooms as soon as may be practicable after the receipt of this Regulation, the courts in which such suits or appeals may be depending, shall dismiss them with costs to the defendant, or respondent, unless the plaintiff or appellant shall show to their satisfaction, good and sufficient cause for not having paid the fees as therein required.

Third. Persons whose suits or appeals may be dismissed under the preceding clause, shall be at liberty to re-institute them on paying the required fees.

Fourth. The fees which may be paid under this section are to be carried to the account of government.

XI. The fees above required to be paid on exhibits and summonses, or orders for the attendance or examination of witnesses, on the trial of suits or appeals that may be hereafter instituted, shall be paid, under the like rules and exceptions with regard to paupers, on all such exhibits, summonses, and orders, which may be filed or issued at or before this date, in any suits or appeals now depending in the courts, and the trial of which may be prosecuted, whether they shall have been filed previous or subsequent to the 1st May 1793, and the fees which may be so collected, shall be carried to the public account.

XII. The fees directed to be levied on petitions of the nature of those specified in section IX, shall be paid, under the like rules and exceptions with regard to paupers, on all such petitions as may have been presented previous to the date of this Regulation, to the courts of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the provincial courts of appeal, and the zillah and city courts, on which orders have not been passed, and those courts respectively, are prohibited from passing any orders on such petitions, until the fees be paid. The fees levied under this section are to be carried to the account of government.
A REGULATION for abolishing the Calcutta customs, or town duties, collected under the several sections of Regulation XLII, 1793, from section XXI, to the conclusion of the said Regulation; and for reviving with alterations, the government customs formerly levied at the port of Calcutta, and discontinued on the 20th June 1788; and prescribing to what sorts of individuals considering themselves aggrieved under the Regulations respecting the government customs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, or Orissa, by the act of any collector of the said customs, or his officers, or by any act or order of the Board of Trade, or the Governor-General in Council, are to apply in the first instance for redress.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 22d May 1795; corresponding with the 11th Jeyte 1202 Bengal era; the 18th Jeyte 1202 Fastly; the 11th Jeyte 1202 Willicity; the 18th Jeyte 1892 Sumbat; and the 2d of Zekaaad 1209 Hijiree.

Previous to the 20th June 1788, the imposts levied by government on the trade of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, were of two descriptions, the Calcutta customs, and the government customs. The Calcutta customs, also denominated the Calcutta town duties, were collected by the Company, in virtue of their ancient factorial rights, and were leviable on all goods whatever, imported into Calcutta, by land or by water, whether for consumption in the town, or for the purpose of being afterwards exported from it. The government customs were collected by the Company, as the ruling power, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and were leviable, under certain restrictions, on all goods, (including the exports and imports by way of the foreign settlements,) imported into, or exported from, any part of those provinces under their immediate dominion, by land or by water, either by British subjects, foreigners, natives, or others; being equally exacted on the imports and exports of the port of Calcutta, in addition to the Calcutta town duties. Merchants however being required to pay the government customs, and take out a revenue or pass from one of the custom-houses, before they moved any goods, the produce of the country, from the places of provision or manufacture, these customs operated also as an internal impost on consumption, on such of the articles produced or manufactured in the country as were not exported. On the 3d November 1787, the Company judged it expedient, for reasons assigned in their orders of that date, to direct that the government customs throughout the three provinces should be abolished. On the 20th June 1788, the Governor General in Council, on a consideration of these orders, determined that they were not meant to extend to the Calcutta customs, or town duties; and at the same time that in conformity to those orders, he abolished the custom-houses at Calcutta, Moorshedabad, Patna, Dacca, and Islamabad; he resolved that a custom-house should be established at Manje, at the conflux of the rivers Ganges and Gogra, for the purpose of levying the government customs on all exports and imports passing the frontier by that route. Under this arrangement, all imports and exports, (excepting those which passed the frontier at Manje, or entered the port or town of Calcutta,) including the imports and exports by way of the foreign settlements, became exempt from the payment of any duty to government. This arrangement however having been found objectionable, both on account of the diminution which it occasioned in the public resources, and the moral burden which it imposed

(o) The whole of this Regulation is reprinted in the Bengal Laws of 1810, S. 2.—
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on the trade of the town of Calcutta, it was deemed advisable, with a view to the re-establishment of the revenue formerly derived from the customs, and to the future increase of it from the expected extension of the trade of the country, as well as to place all persons, whether foreigners or others, trading to or from the Company's dominions, on the same footing, that goods imported into, or exported from, any part of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, or Orissa, under the immediate dominion of the Company, and by whatever channel or route, and whether by British subjects, foreigners, natives, or others, should be equally subjected to the payment of duties. The Governor General in Council has accordingly resolved as preparatory to this last-mentioned arrangement, to abolish the Calcutta customs or town duties, and to re-establish the government customs formerly levied on all imports into, or exports from, the provinces by the port of Calcutta, which were discontinued on the 20th June 1788; reserving for his future determination, what arrangements shall be made for collecting the government customs on the imports or exports by way of the foreign settlements, and on the goods imported into, or exported from, the said provinces, by any other channel or route than the port of Calcutta, or the station of Manjee. The following rules have been accordingly enacted.

II. The duties denominated the Calcutta customs, or town duties, levied on all goods and merchandise, imported into the town or port of Calcutta, are hereby abolished, and all the rules for levying those duties contained in the several sections of Regulation XLII, 1793, from section XXI, to the conclusion of the said regulation, are hereby rescinded, from the 1st June next.

III. First. The government customs heretofore levied on all goods imported into, or exported from, the port of Calcutta, and which were discontinued on the 20th June 1788, are hereby revived with certain alterations, and are to be collected under the rules hereafter specified, which are to be considered as in force from the 1st June next.

Second. The customs shall be collected by a covenanted servant of the Company, who shall be styled, collector of the government customs at Calcutta, and who, previous to entering upon the execution of the duties of his office, shall take an oath of office, similar to that prescribed to the collector of the government customs at Manjee.

Third. The custom-house for the collection of the government customs at Calcutta, shall be established in the town of Calcutta, and shall be open every day, (Sundays excepted,) from nine o'clock in the morning, until two o'clock in the afternoon.

IV. First. The following rules are prescribed for the collection of the duties hereafter directed to be levied on imports by sea.

Second. A tide-waiter shall go on board every vessel that may come to anchor in the port of Calcutta, and enter in his book, her name, the nation to which she may belong, the name of her commander; from what port she may have sailed last; and every other particular concerning her.

Third. The following notification shall be inserted in the tide-waiter's book:

"FORT WILLIAM, [date]."

"To all Commanders and Superintendents of vessels trading to the Port of Calcutta.

"You are hereby directed immediately on your arrival at this port, to transmit to the custom-house, a true manifest upon oath of all the goods and merchandise loaded on board of your vessel, shipping at what port they were received, and to whom they...

Abolition of the Calcutta customs, or town duties, and of the rules in Regulation XLII, 1793, under which they were levied.

Government customs at Calcutta re-established.

Customs to be collected by a covenanted servant of the Company.

His official appellation, and oath of office.

Government custom-house at Calcutta to be open from nine until two o'clock.

Rules for the collection of the duties on imports by sea.

Tide-waiter to go on board vessels on their arrival, and to enter all particulars concerning them in his book.

Notification to be inserted in the tide-waiter's book.
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they belong, either on account of the owners, or on freight, together with their marks and numbers agreeably to the annexed form.

(Signed) "A. B.
"Collector of the Customs."

The following Form of the manifest shall be subjoined to the notification:

"Manifest of the cargo of the ship A. from B. Commander Captain C. under English colours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Packages</th>
<th>Quantity of goods</th>
<th>Quality of goods</th>
<th>Where shipped</th>
<th>To whom consigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fourth. As soon after the arrival of the vessel as may be practicable, the master or supercargo shall deliver in his manifest at the office of the collector of the customs; and the collector or his deputy, shall annex the following form of an affidavit to the manifest:

"A. B. commander of the ship C. maketh oath and saith, that the annexed manifest, to the best of his knowledge and belief, contains a true and just account of all goods and merchandises, imported on the said ship C. into the river Hugli, on his account, and that the sums written opposite to the articles, are the true and just prime cost.

"Sworn this day of before me,"

Fifth. The master or the supercargo, shall next proceed to swear to his manifest, before one of the judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature, or one of the Calcutta justices of the peace, and shall return it to the collector of the custom's office, with a certificate from the police office, purporting that he has complied with the police regulations, passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 25th of June 1788. No merchandise shall be permitted to be landed from any ship until the above rules shall have been observed; and should any goods not included in the said manifest be afterwards landed, or attempted to be landed, they shall be liable to confiscation.

Sixth. When the above forms shall have been observed, and sufficient security taken from the owners or freighters of cargo for the duties, which must be paid within ten days, they shall be permitted to land the goods.

Seventh. All goods and packages without exception imported from Europe, shall be landed at the custom-house.

Eighth. In landing the cargoes of vessels, every separate boat-load shall be accompanied with a note addressed to the collector of the customs, specifying the quantity and quality of the goods. The collector of the customs shall sign an order on each separate note to weigh or examine the goods specified in it, and to pass them.
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No goods shall be landed without a note or permit, and great care shall be taken that no more goods are passed than the quantity specified in the permit.

V. First. When the cargo shall have been landed, the boat notes or permits mentioned in the preceding section, shall be compared with the manifest; after which the collector of the customs shall proceed to make out bills for the duties agreeably to the following rules.

Second. The duties on ships' manifests shall be finally settled by the collector of the customs, without any reference.

Third. Duties shall be levied at the rate of two and a half per cent on the Calcutta price, of all foreign goods imported by sea, without any deduction, with the exceptions hereafter specified.

Fourth. The owners or commanders of all ships under foreign colours, importing from Europe, or elsewhere, shall be required to deliver a manifest of their import cargoes on oath, and an advance of sixty per cent shall be added to the prime cost of the articles imported on such ships, and the duty levied upon the aggregate.

Fifth. European, and all other goods from sea, imported into Calcutta, from the foreign settlements, shall be assessed in the same manner as if imported into Calcutta directly from sea.

Sixth. British ships importing at the foreign settlements, shall pay duties in the same manner as if they imported at Calcutta.

Seventh. The duties shall be levied on the investments of the captains and officers of the Honourable Company's ships on the amount of their invoices, without adding the usual percentage.

Eighth. An advance of fifteen per cent shall be added to the invoice of goods, the produce or manufacture of the Coromandel coast, instead of levying the duties on the Calcutta price; and the duties shall be levied on the aggregate.

Ninth. Copper imported from Madras, with a certificate, specifying that it has been taken from the government of that presidency, in payment of advances due on contracts with the Company, shall pass duty free.

Tenth. As the prime cost of imports by American ships, the produce of America, cannot always be sworn to, the duties in such cases, are to be levied on the account sales properly attested.

Eleventh. The duties shall be levied on China goods at an advance of thirty per cent on the invoice price.

Twelfth. The duties on cargoes imported on Macao ships, shall be levied agreeably to the account sales delivered in upon oath. In cases in which the owners may refuse to authenticate their account sales by affidavit, an advance of forty per cent on the prime cost shall be added, and the duty levied on the aggregate.

Thirteenth. In future, the collector of the customs shall not refund half of the duties on certificates from the other presidencies.

Fourteenth. Batavia arrack shall be assessed at the rate of sicca rupees fifty-five per leaguers.

Fifteenth. Arrack imported into Calcutta from Bencoolen, shall be exempted from duty.

Sixteenth. The usual deduction of ten per cent shall be made on account of leakage, &c. of liquors. All vellages, or parts of casks, shall be filled up and their quantity ascertained, before they are removed out of the custom-house. No deduction, or vellages, shall be allowed, after liquors have passed the custom-house.
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VI. First. Should any person refuse or omit payment of the import duties, or if the security tendered for them should not be satisfactory, such part of the goods as may be deemed equal in value to the amount of the duties due on them, shall be secured and deposited in the custom-house, until the duties shall be paid. And in the event of the duties not being liquidated within the period of two months, the goods shall, at the expiration of that period, be sold at public sale.

Second. After deducting the duties and custom-house charges, the balance of the sales of goods sold under the preceding clauses, shall be paid to the owners of them on their making application for the same.

- Third. The collector of the customs shall report to the Board of Trade, the goods remaining unredeemed at the expiration of the two months, previous to proceeding to the sale of them.

VII. Particular care shall be taken by the collector of the customs to prevent vessels mooring or lying between the north-west bastion of the old fort, and the export warehouse wharf, nearer than the middle of the stream, and no boats or small craft, excepting such as may be employed in landing goods, are to be allowed to remain within the said limits.

VIII. The collector of the customs shall not allow the cargoes to be landed from any ships or vessels, the commanders of which are required to furnish the list of Europeans prescribed by the Governor General in Council, on the 25th June 1788, until he receives a copy of it from the master attendant; and he shall also refuse permission for the landing of any cargoes belonging to the captains or officers of such ships or vessels, or of any baggage belonging to passengers that may come in them, excepting the cargoes or baggage of persons named in the list.

IX. The collector of the customs shall report to the Governor General in Council, through the Board of Trade, whenever any arms or military stores, being private property, are landed from any vessels importing at Calcutta, specifying the nature, numbers, and quantity of such arms and stores, together with the name of the ship, and of the commander or consignor.

X. The collector of the customs shall grant receipts on application being made for them, for all goods landed from ships, and lodged in the custom-house. The collector of the customs shall be held responsible for delivering from the custom-house, all goods for which receipts shall have been so granted. Should the captains, officers, or passengers, omit to take such receipts upon their goods being landed, and lodged as abovementioned, they shall not be entitled to an indemnification for any part of them, which may be lost in passing through the custom-house. The receipts shall be returned on clearing out the goods.

XI. All duties collected on imports by sea, shall be entered in a book, to be kept in the following form:

**Fort William, Register of Customs, collected on imports by sea, in June 1795.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of vessels</th>
<th>Vessels</th>
<th>Number of packages</th>
<th>Number of merchants</th>
<th>Quantity of goods</th>
<th>Amount of goods</th>
<th>Amount of duties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1796</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XII
XII. No packages, casks, bales, chests, or parcels of goods, of any kind, shall be received into the custom-house godowns, unless marked or numbered; and no receipts shall be granted for any packages, not marked or numbered.

XIII. No goods shall remain in the custom-house godowns more than seven days, unless by express permission; should any goods remain longer, they shall be liable to a charge for godown rent.

XIV. An account shall be kept by the tide-waiters, of all packages, received into, or delivered out of, the godowns.

XV. The following rules are prescribed for the collection of the duties on exports.

XVI. First. All goods for exportation, the property of individuals, (with the exceptions hereafter to be specified,) shall be shipped from the custom-house, with a permit from the collector of the customs. Goods brought for exportation, from the interior of the country, previous to being shipped, shall be brought to the custom-house, grant for examination.

Second. Grain may, by permission of the collector of the customs, be shipped from the godowns, after it shall have been duly entered at the custom-house.

Third. The goods of individuals going to England upon the Company's tonnage, may, if permission be granted by the Board of Trade, or the export warehousekeeper, be shipped from the export warehouse, or other godown, after the shippers have duly entered and manifested their goods at the custom-house, and settled for the duties.

Fourth. All applications for permits shall be made to the collector of the customs in writing, and shall specify the name of the vessel on which the goods are to be laden, the name of the commandant, and the port to which the vessel is bound, and shall be accompanied by a chailaum or invoice, specifying the numbers and marks of the packages, the sorts and quantities of goods in each, the place of manufacture, and the auring or prime cost.

Fifth. Should the collector of the customs have reason to suspect any bale of piece goods not to correspond with the chailaum, he shall summon the shipper, and in his presence, should he think fit to attend, cause the goods to be examined by the Company's examiner and appraiser of piece goods, who, should they appear to him rated below the auring cost, shall proceed to appraise them according to the best of his judgment, and certify his appraisement in writing under his signature, to the collector of the customs, who shall assess the goods agreeably to this appraisement. Should the shipper refuse to pay the duties upon such appraisement, the goods shall be taken on the Company's account, and paid for according to the appraisement. Each case however shall be reported by the collector of the customs to the Board of Trade, and their determination obtained, previously to the property being transferred to the Company.

Sixth. Should any bales be found to contain a greater quantity than may be specified in the chailaum, the whole of that day's dispatch shall be liable to confiscation, and whatever goods the same person, on the faith of his chailaum, shall have before been permitted to ship on the same vessel without examination, shall be subject to double duty.

Seventh. On exporting gruff or other goods, not being piece goods, one or more chests, bags, &c., at the discretion of the collector of the customs may be examined or weighed, subject to the same penalties in case of a difference from the chailaum, as are specified in the preceding clause.

Eighth. All boats, laden with goods or merchandise from the interior of the country, shall be brought to at the custom-house. The goods on any boats attempting to pass

Collector of the customs upon suspecting piece goods not to correspond with the chailaum, to have them appraised, and to the duties subject to the appraisement, and should the shipper refuse payment of such duties, or goods to be taken and paid for, by the Company.

All cases of this nature to be reported to the Board of Trade.

Consequence of bales being found to contain a greater quantity than that expressed in the chailaum.

Gruff or other goods, how to be examined. Penalties which are incurred upon such goods being found to differ from the chailaum.

All boats, with goods from the country, to stop at the
custom-house on pain of confiscation of their holdings.

Export duty free to be entered in the custom-house.

Rate of duties to be levied on goods exported from Calcutta.

Goods exempted from duties.

Ninth. Goods for exportation free from duty, shall be entered at the custom-house as required with regard to goods paying duties by clause first, of this section.

XVII. First. Duties shall be collected on the arraungs or prime cost of all goods exported from Calcutta, at the rate of two and a half per cent, without any deduction, the following goods excepted, which are exempted from duties:

Grain, of all sorts.

Opium, purchased at the Company’s sales.

Indigo, exported on the Company’s ships to the port of London.

Raw Silk, exported on the Company’s ships to the port of London.

Carriages.

Palanquins, mahannah and chair.

Brass and copper utensils.

Spirits, distilled after the European manner, in Bengal, Behar, or the Company’s portion of Orissa.

Second. Goods imported declaredly for re-exportation, shall on re-exportation, be allowed a draw-back of the whole of the duties paid on importation.

Third. A similar draw-back shall be allowed on indigo, imported into Bengal from Malab, which may be re-exported to England on the Company’s ships.

Fourth. Persons who may be desirous of exporting opium, purchased at the Company’s sales, shall produce a certificate from the Board of Trade, or their officers, signifying, that the opium in question was purchased at the Company’s sales. The certificate must specify the pur hare, lot, the mark and number upon each of the chests applied for, the name of the purchaser, the cost of the opium, and the date of the sale. Any opium not really purchased at the Company’s sales, and attempted to be passed as such, or differing from the cost stated in the certificate, shall be liable to confiscation.

Fifth. Persons desirous of sending presents to Europe, as permitted by the Honorable Court of Directors, shall pay the export duties thereon. The parcels or packages containing presents, the value of which shall not exceed one hundred pounds sterling, shall in future be registered at the office of the secretary to the Board of Trade, and when application is made to him for such registry, it must be accompanied by a certificate from the Collector of the customs, that the duties have been duly settled. The secretary to the Board of Trade shall not register any parcel or package, or grant an order for its being received on board any of the Company’s ships, without the required certificate.

Sixth. British ships exporting from the foreign settlements, shall pay duties in the same manner as if they exported from Calcutta.

Seventh. Goods, the produce of the Company’s provinces, imported from Bengal, at Fort St. George, or Bombay, shall be exempt from the import duties at those places, on the production of a certificate in the following form, with which the shipper, on his application, will be furnished by the collector of the customs:

"CALCUTTA"
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CALCUTTA CUSTOM HOUSE,—179.

This is to certify, that the following merchandise, declared to be the produce of Bengal, and its dependencies, has been shipped from Calcutta, for the port of—on the ship—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eighth. Official bills shall be made out for the duties, and the amount shall be paid, or security given for the payment of it, in ten days before the goods shall be permitted to be shipped.

Ninth. All duties collected on exports, shall be entered in a book, to be kept in the following form:

FORT WILLIAM, Register of customs, collected on exports by sea, in June 1795.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1795</th>
<th>Number and name of packages</th>
<th>Place of manufacture</th>
<th>Merchants names</th>
<th>Quality of goods.</th>
<th>Quantity of goods.</th>
<th>Amount of invoices.</th>
<th>Amount of customs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tenth. All goods exported free of duty, shall be entered in a book, to be kept in the following form:

FORT WILLIAM, Register of goods, exported free of customs, in June 1795.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1795</th>
<th>Number and nature of packages</th>
<th>Place of manufacture</th>
<th>Merchants names</th>
<th>Quality of goods</th>
<th>Quantity of goods</th>
<th>Amount of invoices</th>
<th>Amount of customs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XVIII. First. Goods of individuals for exportation on the Company's tonnage, shall not be permitted to be laden, until the duties shall have been settled and paid; or, in the case of their being exempt from duties, until the entry prescribed in clause tenth, section XVII, shall have been made, the same to be certified by the collector of the customs at the foot of the manifest to be delivered at the export warehouse.

Second. The master attendant shall not grant a pilot to any vessel, until a certificate shall be produced to him from the collector of the customs of the duties on her cargo, both import and export, having been paid, or settled; or of her export cargo, not to be laden until the payment and settlement of the duties, or if duty free, until entered as prescribed in clause tenth, section XVII.
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if exempt from duties, having been entered at the custom house, as directed in clause tenth, section XVII; and also of the police regulations, of the 25th June 1788, having been complied with.

Third. The pilot of every vessel which may have obtained her clearance, shall be ordered by the master attendant, not to permit any goods or merchandise to be received on board, unless the goods shall be accompanied by a certificate from the collector of the customs of their having paid or settled the export duties.

Fourth. If the commander of any vessel shall withhold and the remonstrance of the pilot, receive on board any goods or merchandise, not accompanied with a certificate as prescribed in the preceding clause, the pilot shall immediately report the circumstance to the master attendant, and detain the vessel for his further orders, and all goods in such predicament, shall be liable to confiscation.

XIX. First. Whenever goods shall be stopped on the ground of their being liable to confiscation, the collector of the customs shall without delay report the case for the determination of the Board of Trade.

Second. In the event of goods or merchandise being confiscated, under this regulation, the net sale proceeds shall be divided as follows:

One-fifth between the collector of the customs and his deputy, in the proportion of two-thirds to the former, and one-third to the latter.

Two-fifths to the informer or seizor.

Two-fifths to the Company.

XX. The collector of the customs shall charge for his own benefit the following fees:

Five seicca rupees upon each port clearance.

Five per cent upon the amount of each of his bills for the export and import duties.

The collector of the customs shall be at liberty to enforce payment of the above fees in the same manner as is prescribed for enforcing payment of the customs. And he shall report monthly to the Board of Trade, the amount charged and collected for fees, distinguishing those for clearances, from those on the bills.

XXI. Parcels for individuals, and necessaries, shall be passed at the discretion of the collector of the customs.

XXII. First. That no doubt may be entertained in consequence of the collector of the government customs at Calcutta residing and carrying on the public business within the limits of the town of Calcutta, to what court of dewanny adawlut persons are to be at liberty to apply for redress, under sections X and XI. Regulation 1793, in the event of their deeming themselves aggrieved under any regulation, printed and published in the manner prescribed in Regulation XLI, 1793, by any official acts, done by the said collector, or by his deputy or assistant, or by any European or native officers employed under him in the collection of the customs, or by any act done by the collector or any of his officers, pursuant to a special order of the Board of Trade, or of the Governor General in Council; it is hereby declared, that the complaints of persons considering themselves so aggrieved, shall be cognizable in the first instance in the dewanny adawlut of the zillah of the twenty-four purgunnahs, in the same manner as if the collector resided and carried on the public business within the jurisdiction of the said court.

Second.
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Second. Complaints of the nature of those described in the preceding clause, for acts done by any collector of the government customs stationed out of the limits of the town of Calcutta, or by any of his officers, are declared cognizable in the court of deemanny adawlut within the jurisdiction of which the custom-house may be established.

XXIII. In suits instituted against a collector of the government customs, whether stationed within or without the limits of Calcutta, and where the act complained of, shall not have been done pursuant to special orders from the Board of Trade, or the Governor General in Council, the party complained against is to appoint one of the authorized vaqueels of the court to defend the suit at his own risk.

XXIV. The collectors may take upon themselves the defence of any suits which may be instituted against their officers; but in such cases, the collectors are to be answerable for the decree of the court, in the same manner, as if the suit had been originally instituted against themselves.

XXV. When written process shall be issued by a court of civil judicature to a collector, the judge, or the register to the court, shall transmit it under a sealed cover, addressed to the collector in the form of a letter, and superscribed with his name and official appellation. The collector shall immediately acknowledge the receipt of the process by an endorsement to that effect on the instrument, and return it under a sealed cover, addressed to the judge or the register of the court, from which it may have issued.

XXVI. Where the Board of Trade shall approve of a decision given against a collector, or any of his officers, in a suit in which they may have been engaged in their official capacity, and which may not have been prosecuted or defended by them pursuant to orders from the Board, or the Governor General in Council, they are empowered to make the collector, or his officer by whom the act complained of may have been done, responsible for the whole or any part of the costs and damages awarded by the decree, or of the decree itself, if upon a consideration of the merits of the case, and of the conduct of the person against whom the decree may be given, or the act complained of may have been done, they shall be of opinion that the Company ought not to be charged with all or any part of such costs, damages, or decree. But in such cases, the person whom they may so determine to hold responsible, may appeal the cause at his own risk and cost.

XXVII. If the Board of Trade shall be dissatisfied with a decree passed against a collector, or any of his officers, in suits in which they may have been engaged, either with or without their orders, or the orders of the Governor General in Council, they may authorize an appeal from it under the regulations; and in the event of their lodging an appeal, it shall be carried on in the provincial court of appeal, and in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, (should the cause be carried to the last mentioned court) by the vaqueel of government, or by any other authorized vaqueel of the court into which the cause may be brought, notwithstanding any thing that may be said to the contrary in any regulation passed on this date.

XXVIII. Security shall not be demanded from the collectors for their personal appearance in any suit in which they may be engaged in their official capacity; nor shall security be required from them for the payment of costs or damages, nor for the performance of the decrees or orders of the court, as government will be responsible for causing the collectors to answer to all such suits as may be instituted against them, and to make good the decrees or orders of the court.

XXIX. The collectors shall not be liable to prosecution for any official act of their predecessors. But any person who may be removed from the office of collector of the government customs, is to carry on in the same manner as if he had continued in
in the office, all suits in which he may be engaged in his official capacity, unless the Board of Trade, upon a consideration of the circumstances of the cases, shall deem it advisable to order his successor to prosecute or defend the suits. This rule however is not to extend to suits in which a collector who may have been removed, shall have been engaged in consequence of orders from the Board of Trade, or the Governor General in Council. All such suits are to be carried on by the collector of the government customs for the time being, and at the risk and expense of government.

XXX. To facilitate the communication between the collectors and their vakeels in the zillah or city courts, or the provincial courts of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, who may be intrusted with the conduct of any suits or appeals in which they may be engaged in their official capacity, either whilst they may continue in the office, or after their removal from it. they are permitted to forward, free of postage, any instructions which they may have to transmit to their vakeels in those courts. The instructions are to be enclosed under a sealed cover directed to the vakeel. The instructions so sealed and directed, are to be transmitted under a sealed cover, addressed to the register of the court, in which the cause may be depending, and superscribed with the name and official appellation of the person dispatching it, or that which he bore when the cause of action arose. The register of the court immediately on receiving the instructions, is to deliver them sealed to the vakeel to whom they may be directed. In like manner, the vakeels in any of the courts, to whom the pleading of such suits or appeals may be committed by the collector, are authorized either whilst their constituents remain in such office, or after they shall have been removed from it, to forward any papers which they may have to convey to their constituents by the public dawk, free of postage. The papers are to be enclosed in a cover, sealed with the seal of the vakeel, and the judge, or the register to the court, is to transmit the papers so sealed, in a cover sealed and addressed to the person to whom they are to be forwarded, and superscribed with his official signature.

XXXI. In cases in which the Board of Trade may judge it expedient, or in which they may receive orders for the purpose from the Governor General in Council, they are to take upon themselves the superintendence of the prosecution or defence of any suit or appeal, in which they or any of their officers may be engaged, either in a zillah or city court, or in a provincial court of appeal, or in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, instead of leaving the conduct of the suit or appeal to the collector.

XXXII. The collectors shall not derive any advantage whatever from suits in the courts of justice in which they may be engaged, or in any wise concerned, in their official capacity. On the other hand, it is not intended that the collectors, should sustain any loss in consequence of such suits, where their conduct may be adjudged to be conformable to the regulations, or may be approved by the Board of Trade, or the Governor General in Council. The collectors are accordingly to bring to the credit of the Company in their accounts, all sums whatever that may be adjudged to them by any of the courts of justice, and they are to note at the foot of their accounts, or in a separate account, or under a distinct head in their accounts, according as the Board of Trade may direct, all sums which they may disburse, or be adjudged to pay, on account of suits which they may be engaged, or be concerned, in their official capacity; but no such disbursements or payments are to be considered as passed to the debit of the Company until the previous sanction of the Board of Trade, or the Governor General in Council, shall have been obtained for that purpose; and until such sanction is proceeded, the collector making the disbursements or payments, is to be held answerable for the amount.

XXXIII. All the rules in the regulation respecting collectors, are to be considered equally applicable to their assistants in native, being covenanted servants of
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th. Company, whilst officiating as collectors in the absence of the collectors, or whilst the office of collector is vacant.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XL: (p)

A REGULATION for modifying such parts of section III, and clause third, section VIII, and section IX, Regulation XXX, 1793, as relate to the rewards payable on information being given of the illicit manufacture, transportation, or importation of salt; and for increasing the rewards, and authorizing the servants of government to benefit by them; and for modifying and altering the rules and restrictions contained in section IV, Regulation XXX, 1793; and sections XXXIV and XXXV, Regulation XLII, 1798, in respect to the importation of Muscat salt.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 1st June 1795; corresponding with the 21st Jyete 1802 Bengal era; the 28th Jyete 1802 Fasly; the 21st Jyete 1802 Willaity; the 28th Jyete 1802 Sambut; and the 12th Zekaua 1809 Hejeree.

GOVERNMENT being of opinion, that an increase of the reward payable on seizures of contraband salt according to Regulation XXX, 1793; the prompt payment of it; and the extension of the benefits arising from seizures to the officers of the salt department, who have not hitherto participated in them, however instrumental or active they may have been in effecting the seizures, would contribute greatly to the detection of any illicit manufacture or trade in this article; and many instances of the illicit importation of Muscat salt having occurred; and the Governor General in Council being desirous of putting a stop to such practice in future, and at the same time of continuing to the port of Muscat, the privilege of importing salt the produce of that place to a certain extent; the following rules have been enacted.

II. All persons who may give information of salt illegally manufactured, sold; or transported within, or imported into the Company's provinces of Bengal, or Behar, or that part of Orissa which is under the dominion of the Company; or of any description of contraband salt, provided such salt be attached in consequence of their information; shall be entitled to a reward of twenty-five per cent on the value, to be estimated by the medium price at which the salt of the district where the seizure may be made, shall have sold at the last public sales preceding the attachment. All officers of government to whom the information may be given, and who may be immediately concerned in making the attachment, shall be entitled to an equal reward, that is to say, twenty-five per cent on the value as above specified, subject however to the discretion of the Board of Trade, to make the distribution of the reward to one or more persons, as their conduct may respectively appear to merit.

III. In case any attachments should be made of such salt, wholly by the officers of government, and not upon information, the persons concerned in making such attachment, shall be entitled to a reward of fifty per cent upon the value, to be estimated by the medium price at which the salt of the district where the seizure may be made shall have sold at the last public sales preceding the attachment, subject however to the discretion of the Board of Trade to make the distribution of the reward to one or more persons as their conduct respectively shall appear to merit.

IV. All persons who shall become entitled to the reward for the information or the attachment of such salt, shall be paid by the Board of Trade immediately, that the (p) The whole of this Regulation is reprinted by R. 6, of 1801, S. 2.
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The privilege of importing Muscat salt on a ship from Bombay is disallowed.

Moscat salt to be imported in ships from Muscat, and to be accompanied by a certificate from the Muscat custom officers.

Quantity to be imported on any one vessel restricted.

Moscat salt imported in opposition to the restrictions contained in the preceding section, to be confiscated. Rewards to be paid to persons giving information, and making seizure of Moscat salt, so illicitly imported, according to sections II and III.

Moscat salt to be delivered on account of the Company at a certain price specified. Customs to be furnished with an account of the quantity imported, and such quantity to be paid for, on producing the golah keeper's receipt for it. Certain duties formerly levied on this salt abolished.

Rules in section V, Regulation XXX, 1793, continued in force.

Confiscation of salt shall be declared to be legal, and the judgment on it to be final.

V. The reward to be granted on coast salt, or any other foreign salt, that may be seized, shall be regulated by the price at which salt of the same description as that attached, may have sold at the last sale preceding the seizure.

VI. Section IV, Regulation XXX, 1793, and sections XXXIV and XXXV, Regulation XLII, 1793, are hereby annulled, and shall cease to be in force from the 1st August 1795; and the following rules shall take effect in their stead.

VII. First. There being ground to believe that salt manufactured on the island of Bombay, or in its neighbourhood, has often been imported under the plea of its being Moscat salt, the former privilege of importing two hundred maunds of Moscat salt on a ship from Bombay, is discontinued.

Second. No salt under the denomination of Moscat salt, shall be allowed to be imported into Bengal, Behar, or that part of Orissa, which is under the dominion of the Company, unless it shall be imported on a ship coming from Muscat, and be accompanied by a certificate duly authenticated by the officers of the customs at Muscat, of its being the produce of that place.

Third. No greater quantity than five hundred maunds of eighty-two sicca weight to the seizor, shall be imported on any one vessel.

VIII. Any quantity of salt under the denomination of Moscat salt, attempted to be imported in opposition to the restrictions contained in the preceding section, shall be confiscated. Any person giving information of Moscat salt so illicitly imported, shall receive a reward of twenty-five per cent calculated at the selling price of salt of this description disposed of at the last public sale antecedent to the seizure: and twenty-five per cent more shall be distributed among the officers of government who may be immediately concerned in making the seizure. But should the seizure be made wholly by the officers of government, and not upon any information given them, the persons concerned in making it, shall receive a reward of fifty per cent calculated as above, in conformity to sections II and III, of this regulation.

IX. All the rock salt from Muscat hereby allowed to be imported, shall be delivered on shore at the Company's Golahs near Sultana on account of the Company, at the fixed price of sicca rupees two hundred the hundred maunds of eighty-two sicca weight to the seizor. The deputy secretary to the Board of Trade shall furnish the collector of government customs with an account of the quantity imported, which shall be paid for at the salt office at the above rate on the production of the Golah keeper's receipt for the salt. The rowannah duty of sicca rupees thirty per hundred maunds, and the import duty of four per cent on the assumed value hitherto paid on this salt, shall not be levied in future.

X. The powers vested in the officers of the salt department, by section V, Regulation XXX, 1793, are still continued to them, and the magistrates and darogahs of police are to afford them as heretofore, the assistance therein prescribed.

REGULATION XLII.
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A REGULATION prescribing rules for trying the validity of the titles of persons holding, or claiming a right to hold, lands exempted from the payment of revenue to government in the province of Benares, under grants not being of the description of those termed budshahee or royal, nor made by the supreme power for the time being; and for determining the amount of the annual assessment to be imposed on lands so held, which may be adjudged or become liable to the payment of public revenue.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 31st July 1795; corresponding with the 18th Sawun 1292 Bengal era; the 29th Sawun 1292 Fusly; the 18th Sawun 1292 Willatty; the 20th Sawun 1832 Sumbut; and the 13th Mohurrum 1210 Hig eree.

By the antient law of the country, the ruling power is entitled to a certain proportion of the produce of every begah of land, (demandable in money or kind according to local custom,) unless it transfers its right thereto for a term or in perpetuity, or limits the public demand upon the whole of the lands belonging to an individual, leaving him to appropriate to his own use, the difference between the value of such proportion of the produce, and the sum payable to the publick, whilst he continues to discharge the latter. As a necessary consequence of this law, if a zemindar made a grant of any part of his lands to be held exempt from the payment of revenue, it was considered void, from being an alienation of the dues of government without its sanction. Had the validity of such grants been admitted, it is obvious that the revenue of government would have been liable to gradual diminution. Numerous grants however of this description have been made, not only by the zemindars, but by amils, and other officers of government, appointed to the temporary superintendence of the collection of the revenue, under the pretext that the produce of the lands was to be applied to religious or charitable uses. Of these grants, some were applied to the purposes for which they were professed to have been made, but in general, they were given for the personal advantage of the grantee, or with a view to the clandestine appropriation of the produce to the use of the grantor, or sold to supply his private exigencies. In conformity to the principles which prevailed under the native administration, the British government have at various times declared all grants for holding land exempt from the payment of revenue made since the 1st July 1775, (the date of the final cession of the province of Benares to the Company,) without their sanction, illegal and void; and the Governor General in Council deems it incumbent on him to re over the public dues thus alienated in opposition to the antient and existing laws of the country, as also to resume the revenue of all lands the grants for which have expired, the proprietors of estates not being entitled to collect such of the public dues from the lands included in their estates, as government may have judged it advisable to transfer to individuals, or to resume those which have been alienated by themselves or others, the amount in both cases being excluded from the assets on which the permanent settlement has been formed. The Governor General in Council however, at the same time that he is desirous of recovering the public dues from lands which have been illegally alienated, is equally solicitous that persons holding such grants under titles that are declared valid, should be secured in the possession and enjoyment of their property. It is likewise his wish, that the recovery of the dues of government from those lands which have been illegally alienated previous to the commencement of the Fusly year 1196, should be attended with as little distress as possible to the possessors; and to obviate all injustice, or extortion, in the inquiry into the titles of persons holding exempted lands, he has further resolved that the claims of the publick on their lands, (provided they register the grants as required in this regulation,) shall be tried in the courts of judicature, that no such exempted lands
may be subjected to the payment of revenue, until the titles of the proprietors shall have been adjudged invalid by a final judicial decree. Upon the above grounds, and with a view to facilitate the recovery of the public dues from lands held exempt from under invalid grants, as well as to prevent any similar alienations being hereafter made to the prejudice of the public revenue which has been assessed in perpetuity upon the estates of individuals; and further that government, and the officers employed in the collection of the public revenue, may at all times have in their possession a correct register of the lands in the province of Benares held exempt from the payment of revenue; the following rules have been enacted.

II. First. All grants for holding land exempt from the payment of revenue, made previous to the 1st July 1775, the date of the session of the province of Benares to the Company, by whatever authority, and whether by a writing, or without a writing, shall be deemed valid, provided the grantee actually and bona fide obtained possession of the land so granted previous to the date above mentioned, and the land shall not have been subsequently rendered subject to the payment of revenue by the officers or the orders of government. If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court, that the grantee did not obtain possession of the land so granted previous to the 1st July 1775, or that he did obtain possession of it prior to that date, but that it has been since subjected to the payment of revenue by the officers or the orders of government, the grant shall not be deemed valid.

Second. In the event of a claim being preferred by any person to hold land exempt from the payment of revenue under a grant made previous to the 1st July 1775, and of it being proved to the satisfaction of the court in which the suit may be instituted in the first instance, or to which it may be appealed, that the grantee held the land exempt from the payment of revenue previous to that date, but that it was subjected to the payment of revenue posterior thereto, by an officer of government, and the court shall entertain doubts as to the competency of such officer under the powers vested in him, to subject the lands to the payment of revenue, the court shall suspend its judgment, and report the circumstances to the Governor General in Council, to whom a power is reserved of determining whether such officer, was or was not competent to subject the land to the payment of revenue; and upon receiving the determination of the Governor General in Council, the court is to decide accordingly. No such claim however to hold exempt from the payment of revenue, land that may have been subjected to the payment of revenue for the twelve years preceding the date on which the claim may be instituted, shall be heard by the city or any zillah court, unless the claimant can show good and sufficient cause for not having preferred the claim to a competent jurisdiction within the twelve years, and proceeded in it, as required by section VIII, Regulation VII, 1795.

Third. But no part of the two preceding clauses, is to be construed to empower the courts to adjudge any person not being the original grantee, entitled to hold exempt from the payment of revenue, land now subject to the payment of revenue, under a grant made previous to the session of Benares to the Company, the writing for which may expressly specify it to have been given for the life of the grantee only, or, supposing no such specification to have been made in the writing, or the writing not to be forthcoming, or no writing to have been executed, where the grant from the nature and denomination of it shall be proved to be a life tenure only, according to the antient usages of the country.

Fourth. Nor to entitle the heir of any person now holding land exempt from the payment of public revenue under a grant made previous to the 1st July 1775, to succeed to and hold such land exempt from the payment of revenue upon the demise of the present possessor, where the writing for such grant may expressly specify it to have been given for the life of the grantee only, or, supposing no such specification
to have been made in the writing, or the writing not to be forthcoming, or no writing to have been executed, where from the nature and denomination of the grant, it shall be proved to be a life tenure only, according to the ancient usages of the country. Nor to entitle the heir to any such person, to hold the lands exempt from the payment of revenue after his demise, supposing the writing for the grant not to specify whether it was to be considered hereditary or otherwise, unless it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court, that the grant, from the nature and denomination of it, is hereditary, according to the ancient usages of the country. But upon the demise of the present possessor of any such grant, which may be adjudged not hereditary under this clause, if it shall appear that one or more successions, in virtue of whatever right, shall have taken place before the 1st July 1775, the lands shall not be subjected to the payment of revenue under the decree, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council, to whom a copy of the proceedings and decree of the court is to be transmitted, and to whom is reserved a power of declaring the lands subject to the payment of revenue or not, as may appear to him proper.

Fifth. The present possessors of lands now exempt from the payment of revenue, under such life grants made previous to the 1st of July 1775, and declared by the preceding clause not to be hereditary, are prohibited from selling, or otherwise transferring them, or mortgaging the revenue of them for a longer period than their own lives, and all such transfers and mortgages, are declared illegal and void. It is to be understood however, that if any such life grants shall have been confirmed as hereditary tenures by government, or by the officers of government empowered so to confirm them, they are not to be liable to the payment of revenue on the death of the present possessor, and are to be excepted from the other rules contained in this and the preceding clause. If doubts shall arise in any court, as to the competency of the authority of any officer of government to confirm any such life grant as hereditary, the court is to suspend its judgment, and report the circumstances to the Governor General in Council, to whom a power is reserved of determining finally, whether such officer possessed competent authority to confirm the grant as hereditary, or not, and the court, upon receiving the determination of the Governor General in Council, is to decide accordingly.

III. First. All grants for holding land exempt from the payment of revenue, which may have been made since the 1st July 1775, and previous to the beginning of the Fusly year 1196, by any other authority than that of government, and which may not have been confirmed by government, or by any officer empowered to confirm them, are declared invalid.

Second. If doubts shall be entertained by any court as to the competency of the authority of any officer to confirm any such grant, the court is to suspend its judgment, and report the circumstances of the case to the Governor General in Council, to whom a power is reserved of determining finally, whether the officer possessed competent authority to confirm the grant, or otherwise, and the court, upon receiving the determination of the Governor-General in Council, shall decide accordingly.

Third. The rule contained in clause first, is not to be considered to extend to authorize the subjecting to the payment of revenue, any land, the grants for which, whether for the life of the grantee, or otherwise, were made previous to the 1st of July 1775, where the quantity of land granted shall not exceed ten begahs, and the produce of it is both side appropriated as an endowment on temples, or to the maintenance of brahmns, or other religious or charitable purposes. The rule in this clause is declared to extend also to all grants of land whatever not exceeding ten begahs, made previous to the above date, the produce of which may be now so appropriated.

IV. This regulation, as far as regards lands alienated previous to the commence- ment of the Fusly year 1196, respects only the question whether they are liable to the
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the payment of revenue or otherwise. Every dispute or claim regarding the proprietary right in lands alienated previous to that date, and which in conformity to this regulation may become subject to the payment of revenue, is to be considered as a matter of a private nature to be determined by the courts of dewanny adawlut, in the event of any dispute or claim arising respecting it, between the grantee and the grantor, or their respective heirs or successors. (q) The grantee, or the present possessors, until dispossessed by a decree of the dewanny adawlut, are to be considered as the proprietors of the lands, with the same right of property therein as is declared to be vested in proprietors of estates subject to the payment of revenue, and they are to execute engagements for the revenue with which their lands may be declared chargeable, either to government, or to the proprietor, or farmer of the estate in which the lands may be situated, or to the officer of government, (according as the revenue of the estate in which the land may be situated, may be payable by the proprietor, or a farmer, or collected khuas,) under the rules for the permanent settlement.

V. By continuing the proprietary right in the land to the grantee or possessor, as specified in the preceding section, instead of dispossessing him of the land altogether agreeably to former usage, and assessing the land in the mode prescribed in the two following sections, a liberal provision will be left to him. Where the grant may have been made subsequent to the 1st July 1775, and previous to the 31st August 1781, the proprietor will hold his land as an estate paying a fixed revenue of only half the amount assessed on other malguzar lands in the country, and where the grant may have been made subsequent to the last mentioned period, and previous to the commencement of the Fusly year 1196, he will hold the land subject to the payment of the same revenue as other lands assessed with revenue under the rules for the permanent settlement, as hereafter directed.

VI. The revenue assessable under section IX, on land not exceeding fifty bighas of the measurement that may prevail in the purgunnah wherein it may be situated, and whether lying in one village, or two, or more villages, and that may have been alienated by any one grant made previous to the Fusly year 1196, and which may be adjudged or become liable to the payment of revenue, shall belong to the person or persons responsible for the discharge of the revenue of the estate or putteedarry, in which the land may be situated, notwithstanding any thing said in section V, Regulation XXVII, 1793, and he shall not be liable to the payment of any additional revenue on account of the assessment which may be chargeable on such lands, during the continuance of the engagements under which he may pay the revenue of such estate, or putteedarry, when the land may be so adjudged liable to the payment of revenue. If the estate or putteedarry, shall be held amanny or khaus, when the lands are declared liable to the payment of revenue, the amount is to be collected by, and paid to whomsoever the rent, and revenue of the estate or talook may be payable, until a settlement shall be concluded for the revenue of it either with the proprietor or a farmer.

VII. The revenue assessable under section VIII, on land exceeding fifty bighas of the measurement that may prevail in the purgunnah wherein it may be situated, and whether lying in one village, or two or more villages, and alienated by any one grant made previous to the Fusly year 1196, and which may be adjudged or become liable

(q) The courts of judicature standing here, changing the proprietary right in, or possession of lands malguzar and kahhars, are directed to furnish a copy of it to the collector where the land may be situated, and the Commissioner in Behar and Burrend, twenty days after passing it, for the purpose of preserving copies of the different registers of land kept by the collectors under this and other regulations. See R. 8, of 1795, 8, 20 and R. 38, of 1795, 8, 5 and 4.
to the payment of revenue, is declared to belong to government, but is to be paid through the proprietor of the estate from which the alienation was originally made, under clause third, section XIV, Regulation II, 1795.

VIII. First. The amount of the revenue payable from the lands specified in section VII, is to be adjusted according to the following rules:

Second. If the grant shall have been made previous to the 31st August 1781, the revenue to be paid to government, shall be equal to one half of the annual produce of the land, calculating according to the rates at which other lands in the pargannah of a similar description may be assessed. If any part of the land shall be uncultivated, the proprietor is to be required to bring it into cultivation, and to pay such annuity or progressive increase, to be regulated with a reference to the reduced rate of the assessment on the cultivated land, as the Board of Revenue, (r) with the sanction of the Governor General in Council, may deem reasonable. The produce of the land shall be ascertained by a survey and measurement, one half of the expense attending which, is to be defrayed by the proprietor, in the event of his agreeing to the jumma required of him, and the other moiety by government; or, by such other mode of investigation as the Collector, with the sanction of the Board of Revenue, may judge advisable. If the proprietor shall refuse to agree to the assessment, the lands are to be let in farm or held amanny. If the proprietor shall agree to pay the revenue that may be required of him, the amount shall not be liable to any variation in future, but he and his heirs and successors, shall hold the land at such fixed revenue, for ever.

Third. If the grant shall have been made subsequent to the 31st August 1781, the revenue or jumma to be paid to government from the land, shall be assessed agreeably to the rules prescribed in Regulation V, 1793, for forming the settlement of estates paying revenue to government, and the produce shall be ascertained, and the expense of the investigation defrayed, in the manner specified with regard to the lands in the preceding clause. If the proprietor shall refuse to agree to the assessment, the lands are to be let in farm or held amanny or khasa, under the rules for the decennial and quartennial settlements. If the proprietor shall agree to pay the revenue that may be required of him, the amount shall not be liable to any variation in future, but he and his heirs and successors, shall hold the land at such fixed revenue, for ever.

IX. The rules in the preceding section, are to be held applicable to the lands specified in section VI, with this difference, that the proprietor, farmer, putteejadar, or officer of government, to whom the revenue may be payable, shall ascertain the produce of the land without subjecting the grantee to any expense, and submit the accounts of it to the collector, who shall fix the revenue to be paid from the lands in perpetuity, reporting the amount for the confirmation of the Board of Revenue, who are empowered in cases in which it shall appear to them proper to increase or reduce the amount. If the proprietor shall agree to pay the revenue required of him, he, and his heirs, and successors, shall hold the lands as a dependent puttee, subject to the payment of such fixed revenue, for ever.

X. All grants for holding land exempt from the payment of revenue, whether exceeding or under fifty bighas, that have been made since the beginning of the Fasly year 1193, or that may be hereafter made, by any other authority than that of the Governor General in Council, are declared null and void, and no length of possession shall be hereafter considered to give validity to any such grant, either with regard to the proprietor or to the property in the soil, or the rents of it. Any person who now possesses or may succeed to the proprietary right in any estate, or who now holds, or

(r) The duties, powers, and authority of this Board in Benares, have been transferred to the Commissioner appointed under R. I, of 1816, who is to be understood instead of the other, wherever the latter may be named or intended throughout this Regulation.
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may hereafter hold, any estate in form of government, or of the proprietor, or any other person, and every officer of government appointed to make the collections from any estate or talook held khaus, is authorized and required, to collect the rents from such lands at the rates of the purgannah, and to dispossess the grantee of the proprietary right in the land, and to re-annex it to the estate or talook in which it may be situated, without making previous application to a court of judicature, or sending previous or subsequent notice of the dispossessment or re-annexation to any office of government; nor shall any such proprietor, farmer, or putteedar, be liable to an increase of assessment on account of such grants which he may resume and annul, during the term of the engagements that he may be under for the payment of the revenue of such estate or talook, when the grant may be so resumed and annulled. The managers of joint undivided estates, are authorized and required to exercise on behalf of the proprietors, the powers vested in proprietors by this section.

XI. Proprietors or farmers of land, or putteedars, who may deem themselves entitled to the revenue of any land of the description of that specified in section VI, situated in their respective estates, farms, or talooks, are to institute a suit for the recovery of it in the court of zemannya adawlut. Any proprietor or farmer of land, or putteedar, or other person, subjecting such lands to the payment of revenue without having previously obtained a judicial decree for that purpose, shall be liable to be sued for damages by the parties injured. Where estates or dependent talooks may be held among, (chalis) the right of suing for the recovery of the revenue from the lands specified in section VI, is to be considered as vested in the party to whom the collections from the estate or talook may be payable. If the estate or talook be held khaus by government, the tehsedar, or other officer, is to sue for the revenue chargeable on such lands in the room of the proprietor, but under the directions of the collector.

XII. It is to be the duty of the collector, after receiving the sanction of the Board of Revenue for that purpose, as directed in section XIV, to prosecute on behalf of government, in the court of zemannya adawlut, in the jurisdiction of which such lands shall be situated, for the recovery of the public dues from the lands specified in section VII, that are declared by this regulation subject to the payment of revenue; and no lapse of time shall be considered as a bar to the recovery of the public dues from such lands.

XIII. The collector shall receive a commission of twenty-five per cent on the amount of the jumma which may be assessed in perpetuity, on land adjudged liable to the payment of revenue to government, in consequence of suits which may be prosecuted by him to a final judgment. Collectors who may institute suits for the recovery of the public dues from lands, but who shall not prosecute them to a final decision whilst they hold the office, shall not be entitled to any commission, in the event of the lands being adjudged liable to the payment of revenue, out the commission shall be paid to the collector who may prosecute them to a final judgment as above prescribed, unless the Governor General in Council shall deem it equitable, upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case, to give the whole or any part of the commission to the collector, by whom the suits may have been instituted, or to the collector who may have succeeded the collector who instituted the suits, and preceded the collector by whom they may have been prosecuted to a final decision. (*)

XIV. When a collector shall have ground to believe that any land exceeding fifty begahs, and alienated by any one grant previous to the beginning of the Poushy year 1196, is held exempt from the payment of revenue under an invalid title; he is to state

(*) If circumstances should prevent the holding of a permanent settlement of lands adjudged to pay revenue under this section, the Governor General in Council may, at his discretion, in him, in such cases, grant commission to the collector on whatever amount he may deem an allowable jumma. See H. 56, of 1793, R. 2.
such information as he may possess, or be able to procure, respecting it, to the Board of Revenue, who, if there shall appear to them ground to believe that the land is liable to the payment of revenue, are empowered to order the collector to institute a suit for the recovery of the public dues. The Board of Revenue are likewise empowered previous to ordering the institution of the suit, to authorize the collector to demand from the proprietor, by a written requisition under his official seal and signature, and expressly specifying it to be made pursuant to the orders of the Board, to deliver into his custody, by a time to be limited in the requisition, all the writings in virtue of which he may possess such lands, or under which they may have been held exempt from the payment of revenue. The collector is to give a receipt for the writings. If the proprietor shall omit or refuse to deliver the writings within the limited time, the Board of Revenue are empowered to order the collector to issue a second and similar requisition to him to deliver the writings by a specific day, and shall at the same time impose such daily fine on the proprietor as they may judge proper, upon a consideration of his situation and circumstances in life, and the amount of the fine shall be levied by the process prescribed for the recovery of arrears of revenue; and if the proprietor shall not deliver up the writings by the time prescribed in the second requisition, the Board of Revenue are empowered to attach the lands, and collect the rents on a court of government, until the proprietor shall produce the writings, or the lands shall be adjudged liable to the payment of revenue. If the proprietor shall deny that he has any writings, or shall not deliver up all the writings, and upon a suit being instituted against him for the recovery of the public dues, he shall in the first case, produce any writing, or in the second, any writing or writings besides such as he may have delivered to the collector, the writing or writings so produced, shall not be received by the court in evidence, nor shall they have any weight in the decision, any more than if they had never existed; unless in the second case, he shall show good cause to the satisfaction of the court for not having produced the writings, and shall prove that he assigned such a cause in answer to the collector’s requisition. But no collector is to require any person holding land exempt from the payment of revenue to produce his title deeds or writings, (excepting for the registry of them by the publication specified in section XXV.) or to institute a suit for the recovery of the dues of government from such exempted lands, without obtaining the previous orders of the Board of Revenue for that purpose. The Board of Revenue are empowered without receiving any previous report from the collector, to order suits to be instituted for the recovery of the public dues from lands, which they may have ground to believe are held under invalid titles.

XV. The collectors of the revenue are to defend all suits that may be instituted against government, (who alone agreeably to the principles prescribed in this regulation can be the defendant,) by any individual claiming a right to hold exempt from the payment of public revenue, lands paying revenue; and such suits, and the suits which the Board of Revenue may direct the collector to institute, are to be defended and prosecuted by the vaheld of government under the instructions of the collector; and in the event of government being cast either wholly or in part, or, if the collector shall be dissatisfied with the decree in any respect, all the rules contained in section XXXVI, Regulation VI, 1795, and the other sections in that regulation, respecting decisions given against a collector in the city or any zillah court, in suits instituted against him by any proprietor or farmer of land, for sums of money demanded or actually received by him as arrears of revenue, are to be held applicable to such decree, with this difference, that the suit, from the commencement of it, is to be defended or carried on at the expense of government; and in the event of the Board of Revenue not deeming it proper to order an appeal against the decision of the city or zillah court, to be preferred to the provincial court of appeal, or against the decision of the provincial court, to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlat, in the event of their ordering the
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cause to be appealed to the provincial court, and of its being given against them therein; they are to report their reasons in both cases for not preferring the appeal, to the Governor General in Council, who will direct the cause to be appealed or not in either case, as may appear to him proper. (1)

XVI. If a suit shall be brought before a court of judicature by the collector, or any officer of government, or by a proprietor or a farmer of land, or a putteeedar, for the recovery of the revenue of lands now held exempt from the payment of revenue, or by any individual to hold exempt from the payment of revenue, lands which are now subject to the payment of revenue, and it shall appear to the court that the suit was instituted upon insufficient grounds, or from vexatious or other unjustifiable motives, it shall award against the prosecutor in favor of the party sued, such costs and damages as may appear to it equitable upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case.

XVII. If it shall appear to any court of judicature during the course of a trial, that a grant for land to be held exempt from the payment of revenue dated prior to the beginning of 1196 Fasly, has been forged, or that the name of the original grantee has been erased, and any other name substituted, or that any name not in the original grant has been inserted, or that the denomination of the tenure in the original grant has been erased or altered, or that the date of the grant has been changed, or that the grant has been antedated, the grant shall be adjudged null and void, as far as regards the exemption of the land from the payment of revenue, and the land shall be subjected to the payment of revenue accordingly.

XVIII. Any person by whom any of the grants specified in the preceding section may appear to have been committed, or who may have been concerned therein, shall, provided the court is of opinion that there are sufficient grounds for a criminal prosecution, be committed or held to bail, (according to the circumstances of the case) to take his trial before the court of circuit.

XIX. The proprietor of a grant of exempted land which may be adjudged liable to the payment of revenue, shall not be required to refund any part of the collections which he may have made from the land previous to the date of the first decree adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue, whether it be given in the city or a zillah court, the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. But he shall pay the jumma which may be assessed upon the land from the date of such first decree adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue.

XX. Grants of land, which from the terms of the grant, or the nature of the tenure, are hereditary, and are declared valid by this regulation, or which have been or may be confirmed by the British government, or any of its officers possessing competent authority to confirm them, are declared transferable by gift, sale, or otherwise, and all persons succeeding to such grants by whatever mode, are required to register their names in the office of the collector within six months after they may succeed to the grant. (v) But all such purchases are to be considered as made at the risk of the purchaser, and in the event of the grant not proving to be hereditary, or not to have been made, or confirmed by the British government, or its officers possessing competent authority, the transfer is not to preclude the land from being subjected to the payment of revenue under this regulation.

(1) See R. 9, of 1814, regarding the trial of suits proposed to be instituted against any of the public officers, who have been declared amenable for acts connected with the discharge of their official duties, to the courts of civil judicature.

(v) The succession to kherajee or agricultural lands, by R. 8, of 1809, S. 21, is required to be forthwith reported to the collector of the place, together with other necessary information, to enable him to make the prescribed entry in the public registers under the penalty of fine.

XXI.
XXI. First. When land of the description specified in section VII, shall be finally adjudged liable to the payment of revenue, the name or names of the village or villages, or land included in the grant, and the measurement thereof, (u) the purgannah in which the land granted may be situated, the amount of the public revenue payable therefrom, the name or names of the proprietor or proprietors, and a copy of the decree, are to be entered in the register of intermediate resumptions directed to be kept by section XXXIII, and opposite to such entry, the collector is to insert in red ink, the number of the page in the periodical register directed to be kept by section XXII, in which the lands may stand recorded; and in the periodical register, he is to specify in red ink, the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions in which the decree adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue, and the other entries above specified, may be inserted. These entries in the register of intermediate resumptions, are likewise to be inserted in the register of intermediate mutations in landed property paying revenue to government, directed to be kept by section XVI, Regulation XIX, 1793, in order that the land may be recorded in its proper place, as an estate paying revenue to government, in the next quinquennial register which may be formed agreeably to the aforesaid regulation. The collector is to insert in red ink, opposite to the entries relating to such land, in the periodical register and the register of intermediate resumptions, the number of the page in the register of intermediate mutations, in which the above required entries may be made, and he is also to specify in red ink opposite to such entries in the register of intermediate mutations, the number of the page in the periodical register and the register of intermediate resumptions, in which the entries respecting the lands may be inserted.

Second. When land of the description specified in section VI, shall be finally adjudged liable to the payment of revenue, the measurement of the land, (v) the name of the purgannah in which it may be situated, the jumma payable therefrom, the name or names of the proprietor or proprietors, and a copy of the decree, are to be entered in the register of intermediate resumptions, and opposite to such entry, the collector is to insert in red ink, the number of the page in the periodical register in which the lands may stand recorded; and in the periodical register, he is to insert in red ink, the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions, in which the decree adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue, and the other entries above specified, may be inserted. The lands mentioned in this section not being liable to the payment of revenue to government, no entry respecting them is to be made in the register of intermediate mutations, or the quinquennial register directed to be kept by Regulation XIX, 1793.

Third. When land now subject to the payment of revenue, shall be finally adjudged to be exempted from the payment of revenue, the name or names of the village or villages, or land, which may be so exempted, the measurement thereof, (x) the purgannah in which it may be situated, the name or names of the proprietor or proprietors, the amount of the jumma, and a copy of the decree, are to be entered in the register of intermediate mutations, and the collector is to insert in red ink opposite to such entry, the number of the page in the last formed quinquennial register in which such village or villages, or the village or villages in which the lands may be situated, may be recorded, (x) that the lands included in the grant may be omitted in the quinquennial register which may be next formed, and also the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions, in which such entries are also to be recorded, that they may be inserted in their proper place in the periodical register of land held exempt from the

(u) Regulation III, c. 19, ss. 11 and 12. See therein what entries are to be made in the different registers required to be kept by this regulation.

(v) Regulation by R. S. of 1800, ss. 12. See the last note.

(x) Regulated by R. S. of 1800, ss. 11 and 12. See the note (u) to section 21, clause 7, of this regulation.
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Payment of revenue, and the collector shall insert in red ink opposite to such entries, the number of the page in the register of intermediate mutations from which they may have been taken. The rules in this clause are to be observed likewise, in case the Governor General in Council should deem it proper, from particular circumstances, to renew any former grant, the lands included in which may be now subject to the payment of revenue.

XXII. That government and its officers may at all future periods have in their possession, a complete register of the lands throughout the province of Benares, held exempt from the payment of revenue under grants of the nature of those described in this regulation, and with a view to prevent any such grants being made in future, a register of all lands, whether exceeding or under fifty begahs, held exempt from the payment of revenue under grants made previous to the Pusly year 1196, shall be formed every five years. The register is to specify the denomination of each grant, whether Mafty Mijrau, Kishnarpun, Baughart, or other tenure, the names of the grantor, the original grantee, and the person in possession, and if the person in possession be not the original grantee, his relationship to him, if any relationship exists, and in virtue of what right he succeeded to the grant, and the date of the grant; the names of the village or villages comprised in the grant, or in which the land granted may be situated; the measurement in begahs of the village or villages, or the land included in the grant; and the name of the purgannah in which the land granted may be situated. The register shall be denominated, the "Periodical Register of lands held exempt from the payment of revenue under grants made previous to the beginning of the Pusly year 1196, not being badshahoo or royal grants." (1)

XXIII. Upon the receipt of this regulation, the Board of Revenue are to prepare a form for the periodical register, and transmit a copy of it for the guidance of the collector, who is strictly enjoined to adhere to it.

XXIV. All persons actually holding lands exempt from the payment of public revenue, whether exceeding or under fifty begahs, in virtue of grants made previous to the Pusly year 1196, and whether made or confirmed by the government of the country for the time being, or any other authority, shall be allowed one year from the date of the publication prescribed in the following section, to register the required particulars respecting their grants in the office of the collector of the revenue.

XXV. To prevent any pleas being hereafter urged of ignorance of the rules contained in the preceding section, the collector upon the receipt of this regulation, is to cause the following publication, which shall be written in the Persian language, and the Hindostanee language and Nageree character, and attested with his official seal and signature, to be fixed up in the principal cutcherry of every proprietor and farmer of land paying revenue immediately to government, and of every native collector in lands held amanny or khaus by government, and take a receipt, specifying the date on which the publication may be fixed up, from such proprietor, farmer, or native officer, who shall respectively be held responsible for the paper remaining so affixed for one year from the date of it.

"In conformity to Regulation XLI, 1795, every person being actually in possession of Mafty Mijrau, or Kishnarpun, Baughart, or other land now exempt from the payment of revenue, in the estate of , or the form of , or the amanny or khaus lands under the charge of , whether exceeding or under fifty begahs of ."

(1) Repealed by R. 8, of 1800, S. 11 and 12. See the note (a) attached to R. 3, end of this regulation.

(a) The canongazes in the province of Benares are also required, as a matter of great duty, to keep an account of all lands held under rent-free tenures, whether the grants be hereditary or not, and report to the collector all escheats of such lands to government. See R. 4, of 1800, S. 3, number 2. By R. 10, of 1801, a general purgannah register of lands, manumarry and khasenary, and the intermediate purgannah registers are directed to be established in the office of the collectors of revenue, and to be continued every five years.
the measurement of the pargunnah in which the land may be situated, and whether comprising or lying in one village or two or more villages, and which may be held in virtue of any grant made previous to the Fidy year 1196, and whether made or confirmed by the government of the country for the time being, or its officers, or any other authority, are required to register the following particulars respecting such lands in the office of the collector, before the expiration of one year from the date of this publication. If any holders of such grants shall not so register their grants, either in person, or by a vakeel with a vakulutnamah attested by two credible witnesses, and given for the express purpose of registering the grant, the lands will be considered liable to the payment of revenue in the same manner as if they had been adjudged to be so by a final decree of a court of judicature. Persons having claims only to hold land exempt from the payment of revenue, but who do not now hold the lands exempt from the payment of revenue, are not to register the land so claimed by them.

Denomination of the grant, whether Maafy Mujray, Kishnarpun, Baughaut, or other tenure.

Name of the grantor.

Name of the original grantee.

Name of the present possessor, and, if he be not the original grantee, his relationship to him, and whether he succeeded to the land hereditarily, or by purchase, or what other mode.

Date of the deed, if the grant be in writing, and if not, the date on which the grant was made.

The name or names of the village or villages comprised in the grant, or in which the land may be situated. (a)

The measurement of each village, or the villages, or the land included in the grant.

The pargunnah or pargunnahs in which the land may be situated.

A copy of the original grant, and other writings, under which the land may be held.

XXVI. If any person in possession of any such grant of land now held exempt from the payment of revenue, shall omit to register it by the time prescribed in the publication, together with as accurate a detail of the particulars thereby required as he may be able to furnish, the land included in the grant, shall, by such omission, become subject to the payment of revenue, in the same manner as if it had been adjudged liable to the payment of revenue by a final decree of a court of judicature, and the collector, if the land shall exceed fifty begahs, shall proceed to assess the land accordingly, and if it shall be under fifty begahs, the party to whom the revenue of the land may be payable under section VI, is empowered to assess the land as therein directed. The Governor General in Council however, reserves to himself the power of admitting any grant upon the register after the expiration of the prescribed time, in the event of the possessor of the land showing good and sufficient cause to his satisfaction, for not having registered it within the limited period, and the Board of Revenue are to report to the Governor General in Council, every case in which persons who may have omitted to register their grants as required, may appear to them entitled to have their grants admitted upon the register. (b)

(a) The particulars specified in this and the next paragraph, are not to be stated in the registers directed to be kept by this regulation. See R. 8, of 1800, S. 11 and 12.

(b) By R. 8, of 1800, S. 19, wherever the publication prescribed in the preceding section was not duly made, the collectors were directed to make it, and the period of one year was allowed for the registry of exempted lands after the making thereof. But after the expiration of the allotted time, any lands exempted from the payment of revenue, found not registered, provided the publication was duly made, became subject to the payment of the public revenue. By S. 20 of the same regulation, the holders of estates paying revenue to government, are required to give notice to the collectors. Every one on their estates, under certain penalties, and they are declared liable to the forfeitures of their estate and proprietors, if not proprietors, to a fine, for any wilful omission in the village to be furnished by them to the collectors, for the purpose of preparing the public registers. The aforesaid sum is to be paid to a commission of twenty-five per cent on the jamma assessed in perpetuity on lands un-
XXVII. After the expiration of the period limited for registering grants, all grants not registered within the prescribed period, or admitted by the Governor General in Council, to be considered invalid.

Registry of lands not to be considered as an admission of the possessory proprietary right in the soil, nor of title to hold the land exempt from the payment of revenue. Collectors to prepare the register upon the expiration of the period limited for the registry of grants. Inscription on the back of the register. Book to be parsed and each page to be subscribed by the judge of the city court of Benares. Judge to specify the number of pages in the book on the last leaf. Second periodical register to commence with the year 1830, to be numbered Two, and the subsequent registers in their order. Counterpart register in the native languages to be kept by the keepers of the native records. In what language the counterfeit registers are to be kept. Manner in which resumptions, and other occurrences respecting the lands which form the subject of this regulation, that may take place during the interval of the five years between the forming of each periodical register, and the particulars of which will be necessary for forming the second and all future periodical registers, the collector is to prepare a book of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be denominated "The Register of intermediate resumptions, or other occurrences respecting grants of exempted land not badshahed," and shall have the following inscription on the back "Register formed under Regulation XLI, 1795, of intermediate resumptions, or other occurrences respecting lands held exempt from the payment of revenue under grants not badshahed.

XXVIII. It is expressly declared however, that the registry of grants under this regulation, is not to be considered as an admission of the right of the person in whose name they may be registered, to the property in the soil, or of his title to hold the lands exempt from the payment of revenue. Any person will be at liberty to sue him in the dewanny adawlut for the former, and he will be liable to be sued for the recovery of the latter by the collector, with the sanction of the Board of Revenue, in the event of it appearing to the Board that the lands are liable to the payment of revenue.

XXIX. Upon the expiration of the period for registering the grants, the collector is to prepare a draft of the register in the form which may be prescribed by the Board of Revenue, and to cause it to be transcribed into a book of such dimensions as they may direct. The book shall have the following inscription on the back of it, "Periodical Register formed under Regulation XLI, 1795, of lands held exempt from the payment of revenue, under grants not badshahed or royal, made previous to the Buxy year 1196, in the province of Benares, at the commencement of the year — Fussasy era, corresponding with the year of our lord — number —" Each leaf of the book shall be paged, and be signed by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, and on the last leaf of the book, be to note in his own hand writing, the number of pages in the book, and subscribe the note with his signature, and no register is to be deemed authentic but such as may be entered in a book so paged and attested. The first periodical register is to be numbered One.

XXX. The second periodical register, is to commence with the year 1807 of the era current in the province of Benares. This register is to be numbered Two, and the periodical registers to be prepared at the commencement of every subsequent five years, in the order in which they may be formed.

XXXI. The keepers of the native records, are to keep an exact counterpart of the English periodical register in a volume of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be paged, and be attested by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, in the same manner as the books containing the English registers; and no other counterparts of the registers of estates shall be considered as authentic, but such as may be entered in a book so paged and attested.

XXXII. The counterpart registers are to be kept in the persian language, and the Hindustani, language and Nagaree character. (c)

XXXIII. For the purpose of recording all resumptions, or other occurrences respecting the lands which form the subject of this regulation, that may take place during the interval of the five years between the forming of each periodical register, and the particulars of which will be necessary for forming the second and all future periodical registers, the collector is to prepare a book of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be denominated "The Register of intermediate resumptions, or other occurrences respecting grants of exempted land not badshahed," and shall have the following inscription on the back "Register formed under Regulation XLI, 1795, of intermediate resumptions, or other occurrences respecting lands held exempt from the payment of revenue under grants not badshahed.

(c). Recast by H. S. of 1837, XI. The counterpart registers are directed to be kept in the language only.
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or royal, made previous to the Fusly year 1196 in the province of Benares between the commencement of the year——, and the expiration of the year——, Fusly era." Previous to any entries being made in this register, it is to be pagd, and the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares is to sign each leaf of it, and on the last leaf, note in his own hand writing, the number of pages contained in the book, and attest the note with his signature. The collector is to cause to be entered in this register, all grants not registered within the time prescribed in the publication in section XXV, which the Governor General in Council may order to be admitted upon the register under section XXVI; all grants of exempted land that may be adjudged or become liable to the payment of revenue; all lands now paying revenue which may be adjudged not subject to the payment of revenue; all old grants of land now subject to the payment of revenue, which the Governor General in Council may judge it proper from particular circumstances to renew; and all exempted lands which may be separated from, or annexed to, the province of Benares, with the authority for the several occurrences, and also the particulars for completing the requisite entries in the register of intermediate mutations in landed property paying revenue to government, in the cases specified in section XXI, in which entries are directed to be made in that register.

XXXIV. In the event of the province of Benares being hereafter divided into two or more collectorships, and of lands being ordered to be separated from one collectorship, and annexed to another, the collector from whose district the separation is to take place, is to transmit to the collector to whose district the annexation is to be made, a copy of the entries in the preceding periodical register, as far as they may regard the lands held exempt from the payment of revenue in such mohals, and also of any entries respecting them in the register of intermediate resumptions, which may have taken place subsequent to the forming of the last periodical register.

XXXV. Upon the arrival of the period when the separation is to be carried into effect, the collector of the district from which the separation may be directed to be made, is to transmit to the judge of the dewanny adawlut from the jurisdiction of which the lands may be ordered to be separated, and also to the provincial court of appeal of the division, copies of the entries in the last periodical register, and register of intermediate resumptions, which may relate to the grants to be separated from his district, and the collector to whose district the annexation may be made, is to transmit copies of the above mentioned entries (with which he is directed to be furnished in the preceding section) to the judge of the jurisdiction to which the lands may be annexed. Immediately upon the receipt of these papers, the court from the jurisdiction of which the separation may be made, is to transmit the papers in any cause depending before it, which, in consequence of the separation may become cognizable in any other court, to such court, and to cause notification thereof to be communicated to the parties in writing.

XXXVI. The collector is to attest all entries in the register of intermediate resumptions with his official signature, and he is strictly enjoined never to allow the register of intermediate resumptions to fall in arrear; but to make the necessary entries immediately upon any resumptions, or other occurrences, taking place.

XXXVII. A counterpart of the register of intermediate resumptions, is to be kept by the keepers of the native records in the same form as the English register, and in a book the leaves of which are in like manner to be pagd and attested by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares.

XXXVIII. Where a periodical register shall have been transcribed fair into the book, attested, as so directed in section XXIX; if it shall be discovered that entries respecting any land are erroneous, or incomplete, or that there are inaccuracies of the transcriber, the entries are not to be altered or corrected.
or erased, but are to stand, and the collector is to cause the errors or omissions to be noted in the register of intermediate resumptions, and to attest the entry with his signature, and insert in red ink, opposite to the erroneous or incomplete entry in the periodical register, the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions, in which the errors or omissions may be noted, and at the end of the note, specifying the number of the page of the periodical register in which the property may be registered. Errors or omissions in the register of intermediate resumptions are to be noted in a similar manner.

XXXIX. Erroneous or incomplete entries in the counterparts of the registers to be kept by the keepers of the native records, are to be noted by them in the same manner as the collector is directed to note erroneous entries in the English registers. But the note of every such entry in the counterpart of the register of intermediate resumptions in the country languages, in addition to the attestation of the keepers of the native records, shall be signed by the collector.

XL. If the proprietary right in any grant of exempted land, shall be under litigation in a court of justice at the time of forming the first, or any subsequent periodical register, the party in possession is to be registered as the proprietor.

XLI. If the collector shall have occasion to require from the holder of a grant any information that may be necessary to enable him to form a periodical register, or to make the requisite entries in the register of intermediate resumptions, and such person shall omit to furnish it by the time required, after having been served by the collector with a written requisition for that purpose under his official seal and signature, the collector is to report the circumstances to the Board of Revenue, who are empowered to impose on such person whatever daily fine may appear to them proper, on a consideration of his situation and circumstances in life, and of the case, until he shall furnish the information required, unless he shall prove to the satisfaction of the Board that it was not in his power to furnish it. The collector is to levy the amount of such fines by the process to which he is authorized to have recourse for the recovery of arrears of revenue. The Board of Revenue are to furnish the collector with such records or information as they may possess regarding the exempted lands, as well to under him in preparing the first periodical register, and in detecting frauds that may be attempted to be practised upon him in registering the grants, or to aid him in ascertaining what lands now held exempt from the payment of revenue, are liable to the payment of revenue under this regulation.

XLII. The collector is to transmit as early as may be practicable to the Board of Revenue, an attested copy of the periodical registers both in the English and native languages, each in a book of the prescribed size, pagd and attested by the judge of the Dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, in the same manner as the original register, as directed in section XXIX, and within one month after the expiration of the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth months of the Fursys year, an attested copy of the entries in the register of intermediate resumptions that may have taken place during the three preceding months. (d) The collector is to transmit a similar copy of the periodical register, and of the quarterly entries in the register of intermediate resumptions, to the judges of the Dewanny adawlut of the city and districts in the province, and to the provincial court of appeal. The Board of Revenue are to furnish the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut with an attested copy of the periodical registers, and of the quarterly entries in the registers of intermediate resumptions, as soon as they may receive them from the collector. (c)

(d) The copies of the periodical registers, in the English and Persian languages, and the copies of the entries from the registers of intermediate resumptions, are to be transmitted to the Accounntant to the Commissioner in Behar and Benares, (substituted for the Board of Revenue) to whom certain duties are imposed upon the receipt of the copy. See R. 8, of 1800, S. 18.

(c) Rescinded by R. 8, of 1800, S. 15. See other and full rules therein.
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XLIII. The courts of judicature, the Board of Revenue, and the collector, are enjoined to be particularly attentive to the preservation of the periodical registers, and registers of intermediate resumptions, both in the English and native languages; and they are directed to have the fair copies of each, which are to be deposited amongst the public records, bound up with such materials as may be best calculated to prevent their being destroyed by insects or otherwise. (f)

XLIV. The periodical register which is to be formed at the commencement of the Fiscal year 1807, and at the commencement of every succeeding five years, is to be prepared from the preceding periodical register, and the entries in the subsequent register of intermediate resumptions, with the omission of any grants of land that may have been subjected to the payment of revenue during the preceding five years, or that may have been transferred to the jurisdiction of another zillah, and with the addition of any such grants of land that may have been annexed to the zillah, (in the event of the province being hereafter divided into two or more zillahs or colleterships,) or that may have been adjudged not subject to the payment of revenue, or that may have been admitted upon the register by the Governor General in Council under section XXVI. The materials for each periodical register will thus be ready upon the arrival of the period for preparing it, and the register will be completed by the mere transcript of them into the book, arranged according to the prescribed form.

XLV. If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city or any zillah, that a native officer of the collector, or of an assistant to the collector, shall have received directly or indirectly any sum of money or effects, or other property, from any person, for registering a grant under this regulation, or on account of any matter relating to the registry thereof, the court shall adjudge him dismissed from his office, and compel him to repay the money proved to have been taken, with a fine of three times the amount to government, and costs to the party suing him, and commit him to prison until he shall have discharged the amount of the decree, or it shall have been made good by the sale of his property.

XLVI. If any native servant, or dependent of a collector, or of an assistant to a collector, not being a public officer, shall be convicted before the court of dewanny adawlut of the offences specified in the preceding section, he shall be compelled to restore the money to the person from whom it may have been taken, and to pay a fine of three times the amount to government, with costs to the party suing him, and be confined for six months; and if he shall not discharge the amount of the decree by the expiration of the sixth month, he shall be confined until he makes good the amount, or it shall be realized from the sale of his property, and the collector or assistant, is to discharge such servant, and never to employ him in his public or private capacity.

XLVII. All the rules in this regulation respecting lands now held, or that may be claimed to be held, exempt from the payment of revenue, under life-grants made previous to the date of the Company’s accession to the sovereignty of Bengal, are to be considered equally applicable to grants made previous to that date for a term only.

XLVIII. No part of this regulation is to be construed to extend to jaghire, altamgha, muddud-masah, aymah, or other grants of land termed badshahsee or royal, and held or stated to be held, under a royal firman. The rules applicable to such grants, are contained in Regulation XLII, 1795.

(f) The judges of the zillahs and cities, of the provincial courts of appeal, and of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut are now furnished with copies of the periodical registers, and of entries from the registers of intermediate resumptions. See the concluding part of the last section.

REGULATION XLII.
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A REGULATION for enacting with modifications, the rules for trying the validity of the titles of persons holding, or claiming a right to hold, altumgah, jaghire, and other lands, in the province of Benares, exempt from the payment of public revenue, under grants termed badahsee or royal, or made by the supreme power for the time being; and for determining, when certain grants of that description, shall be considered to have expired; and for fixing the amount of the public revenue to be assessed upon the lands, the grants for which may expire, or be adjudged invalid.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 31st July 1795; corresponding with the 18th Sawan 1292 Bengal era; the 29th Sawan 1292 Fasly; the 18th Sawan 1292 Willacy; the 29th Sawan 1292 Sumbat; and the 13th Mohurum 1210 Hijiree.

By the antient law of the country, the ruling power is entitled to a certain proportion of the produce of every begah of land, unless it transfers its right thereto for a term, or in perpetuity. As a necessary consequence of this law, every grant or alienation of government's proportion of the produce of land without its sanction, was considered null and void. Had the validity of such grants or alienations been admitted, it is obvious that the public revenue would have been liable to gradual diminution. Under the native government, grants, under the denomination of jaghire, altumgah, and other appellations, were occasionally made of the government's share of the produce of lands, for the support of the families of persons who had performed public services, for religious or charitable purposes, for maintaining troops, and for other services. The British government have continued in possession the grantees, and their heirs, as far as respects such of these grants as were hereditary, and were made before the 1st July 1775, the date of the cession of the province of Benares to the Company; provided the grantees or their heirs obtained possession previous to that date; but those grants which were for life only, have been invariably considered as resumable from the death of the grantees. No complete register of these grants having been formed on the cession of the province to the Company, nor subsequent to that period, many persons may have retained possession of lands, under fabricated or antedated grants, or succeeded to life grants on the demise of the original grantee, or former possessor, without the sanction of government. The Governor General in Council deems it incumbent on him to resume the public dues from lands held under invalid tenures, as well as the revenue of all lands, the grants for which may expire; but at the same time that he is desirous of recovering the public dues from lands held under invalid tenures, he is equally solicitous that persons holding lands under grants that are declared valid, should be secured in the quiet possession and enjoyment of them. With this view, and to obviate all injustice, or extortion, in the inquiry into the titles of persons possessing lands under such grants, he has resolved that all claims of the public for the resumption of such grants, (provided the grantees, or persons in possession, register their grants as required in this regulation,) shall be tried in the courts of judicature, that no such grants may be resumed until the title of the grantee, or present possessor, shall have been adjudged invalid by a final judicial decree. Upon the above grounds, and with a view to facilitate the resumption of invalid grants, as well as to prevent any grants being hereafter made without the authority of government; and further that government and its officers, may at all times have in their possession a correct register of the lands held exempt from the payment of revenue under badahsee grants, the following rules have been enacted:

II. First. The term, badahsee grant, is construed to extend to all grants made by the supreme power for the time being, and consequently to include grants...
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of the following descriptions: 1st, royal grants, properly so called; 2dly, grants made by the soobahdars of Oude; and 3dly, grants made by the authority of the British government.

Second. Altumgh, jaghire, aymah, muddud-maash, or other badshahc grants, for holding land exempt from the payment of revenue, made previous to the 1st of July 1775, the date of the cession of the province of Benarces to the Company, shall be deemed valid, provided the grantee, a truly and bona fide, obtained possession of the land so granted previous to that date, and the grant shall not have been subsequently resumed by the officers or the orders of government. If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the court, that the grantee did not obtain possession of the land so granted previous to the 1st July 1775, and that it has not been since confirmed to him by the authority of the Governor General in Council, or that he did obtain possession of it prior to that date, but that it has been since resumed by the officers or the orders of government, the grant shall not be deemed valid.

Third. In the event however of a claim being preferred by any person to hold land exempt from the payment of revenue, under a badshahc grant made previous to the 1st July 1775, and on it being proved to the satisfaction of the court in which the suit may be instituted in the first instance, or to which it may be appealed, that the grantee held the land exempt from the payment of revenue previous to that date, but that it was subjected to the payment of revenue posterior thereto by an officer of government, and the court shall entertain doubts as to the competency of such officer under the powers vested in him, to resume the grant, and subject the lands to the payment of revenue, the court shall suspend its judgment and report the circumstances to the Governor General in Council, to whom a power is reserved of determining whether such officer was or was not competent to resume the grant, and upon receiving the determination of the Governor General in Council, the court is to decide accordingly. No such claim however to hold exempt from the payment of revenue, land that may have been subjected to the payment of revenue, for the twelve years preceding the date on which the claim may be instituted, shall be heard by any court of dewan-nay adawlut, unless the claimant can show good and sufficient cause for not having preferred the claim to a competent authority within the twelve years, and proceeding in it, as required by section VIII, Regulation VII, 1795.

Fourth. But no part of the two preceding clauses, is to be construed to empower the courts to adjudge any person not being the original grantee, entitled to hold land paying revenue to government exempt from the payment of revenue, under a jaghire or other grant, made previous to the 1st July 1775, where the grant may expressly specify it to have been given for the life of the grantee only, or, supposing no such specification to have been made in the grant, or the grant not to be forthcoming, where the grant from the nature and denomination of it, shall be proved to be a life tenure only, according to the ancient usages of the country.

Fifth. Nor to entitle the heirs of any person now holding land exempt from the payment of public revenue under a jaghire, or other badshahc life-grant, made previous to the 1st of July 1775, to succeed to, and hold such land exempt from the payment of revenue upon the demise of the present possessor, where the grant may expressly specify it to have been given for the life of the grantee only, or, supposing no such specification to have been made in the grant, or the grant not to be forthcoming, where from the nature and denomination of the grant, it shall be proved to be a life tenure only, according to the ancient usages of the country.

Sixth. The present possessor of lands now exempt from the payment of revenue under such jaghire, or other life-grants, made previous to the 1st of July 1775, and declared by the preceding clause not to be hereditary, are prohibited from selling, or
or otherwise transferring them, or mortgaging the revenue of the lands for a longer period than their own lives, and all such transfers and mortgages which have been or may be made, are declared illegal and void.

III. First. All badshahee grants for holding land exempt from the payment of revenue, which may have been made since the 1st of July 1775, by any other authority than that of government, and which may not have been confirmed by government, or by any officer empowered to confirm them, are declared invalid. But grants of land held exempt from the payment of revenue under grants made by the residents at Benares since the 1st of July 1775, are not to be annulled by the decree of the city or any zillah court, but the judge is to proceed with them, as directed with regard to the grants mentioned in clause third, of this section.

Second. The Governor General in Council having determined on the 11th April 1784, that the lands assigned in the year 1781 in lieu of malik-darab, to certain dispossessed zamindars, should not descendent to the heirs of the present incumbents without his express orders for that purpose, the judges and the collector are to attend to this rule, and the latter is accordingly to attach such lands on the demise of the present holders, until the determination of government respecting them be received.

Third. If doubts shall be entertained by any court, as to the competency of any officer to confirm any grant, the court is to suspend its judgment, and report the circumstances of the case to the Governor General in Council, to whom a power is reserved of determining finally, whether the officer possessed competent authority to confirm the grant, or otherwise, and the court, upon receiving the determination of the Governor General in Council, shall decide accordingly.

IV. It is to be understood that this regulation respects only the government proportion of the revenue arising from lands, held or claimed to be held, under badshahee grants, and whether government is entitled to resume or retain such revenue or otherwise. Every dispute or claim regarding the zamindary or proprietary right in lands included in any grant, is to be considered as a matter of a private nature between the contending parties, and is to be determined in the dewanny adawlut.

V. When a jaghire, or other like grant, shall escheat to government, the collector is immediately to attach the revenue of the lands, and report the circumstances to the Board of Revenue, who are to obtain the orders of the Governor General in Council, regarding the resumption of the grant.

VI. When any badshahee grant shall be resumed, or expire, or escheat to government, the revenue to be paid to government from the lands included in it shall be assessed, and the settlement made in perpetuity, agreeably to the rules contained in Regulation V, 1793, with the person possessing the zamindary or proprietary right in the lands whoever he may be. If the proprietor shall refuse to pay the jumma demanded of him, the land shall be held khas, or let in farm.

VII. It is to be the duty of the collector, after receiving the sanction of the Board of Revenue for that purpose, as directed in section IX, to prosecute in the courts of dewanny adawlut on behalf of government, for the resumption of grants that are declared invalid by this regulation, and no lapse of time shall be considered as a bar to the resumption of such grants.

VIII. The collector shall receive a commission of twenty-five per cent on the amount of the jumma which may be assessed in perpetuity, on the lands contained in grants that may be resumed in consequence of suits which may be prosecuted by him to a final judgment. A collector who may institute suits for the recovery of the public dues.

Note: The duties, powers, and authority of the Board in Benares, have been transferred to the Commissioner appointed under R. 1, of 1815, who shall be unlimited in his power, and the latter may be named or specified throughout this Regulation.
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When a collector shall have reason to believe that land is held by any person exempt from the payment of revenue under a grant that is declared invalid by this regulation, he is to state such information as he may possess, or be able to procure respecting it, to the Board of Revenue, who, if there shall appear to them grounds to believe that the grant is invalid, are empowered to order the collector to institute a suit for the resumption of it. The Board of Revenue are likewise empowered, previous to ordering the institution of the suit, to authorize the collector to demand from the grantee or person in possession, by a written requisition under his official seal and signature, and expressly specifying it to be made pursuant to the orders of the Board, to deliver into his custody by a time to be limited in the requisition, all the writings in virtue of which he may possess the lands, or under which they may have been held exempt from the payment of revenue. The collector is to give a receipt for the writings. If the grantee or possessor shall omit or refuse to deliver the writings within the limited time, the Board of Revenue are empowered to order the collector to issue a second and similar requisition to him, to deliver the writings by a specific day, and shall at the same time impose such daily fine on the grantee or possessor, as they may judge proper upon a consideration of his situation and circumstances in life, and the amount of the fine shall be levied by the process prescribed for the recovery of arrears of revenue; and if the grantee or person in possession, shall not deliver up the writings by the time prescribed in the second requisition, the Board of Revenue are empowered to attach the lands, and collect the rents on account of government, until the grantee or person in possession shall produce the writings, or the grant shall be adjudged invalid. If the grantee, or person in possession, shall deny that he has any writings, or shall not deliver up the writings, and upon a suit being instituted against him for the recovery of the public dues, shall not produce any writings; and in the second case produce any writings; and in the second, any writing or writings besides such as he may have delivered to the collector, the writing or writings so produced, shall not be received by the court in evidence, nor shall they be allowed to have any weight in the decision, any more than if they had never existed, unless in the second case, he shall show good cause to the satisfaction of the court for not having produced the writings, and shall prove that he assigned such cause in answer to the collector's requisition. But no collector is to require any person holding lands under any grant to produce his title deeds or writings, (excepting for the registry of them by the publication specified in section XXX.) or to institute a suit for the resumption of the grant, without obtaining the previous orders of the Board of Revenue for that purpose. The Board of Revenue are empowered, without receiving any previous report from the collector, to order suits to be instituted for the resumption of grants, which they may have ground to believe are invalid.

Any person having a claim to hold lands paying revenue, exempt from the payment of revenue, under a badshahnee grant, must institute his claim against government, who alone can be the defendant in such suits, in the deewan awdlawut in the jurisdiction of which such lands are situated, in the same manner as in cases where

(3) If circumstances should prevent the forming of a permanent settlement of lands adjudged, to pay revenue under this section, the Governor General in Council declares it optional in him in such cases, to grant a commission to the collector on whatever amount may seem an equitable sum. See II. 58, of 1795, S. 2.
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Individuals may claim a right to hold lands paying revenue, exempt from the payment of revenue, under grants not of the description of those termed badshahoo, in virtue of Regulation XLII, 1795. The collector of the revenue is to defend all such suits as may be instituted against government, and such suits, and the suits which the Board of Revenue may direct the collector to institute, are to be defended or prosecuted by the vakil of government, under the instructions of the collectors; and in the event of government being cast, either wholly or in part, or if the collector shall be dissatisfied with the decree in any respect, all the rules contained in section XXXVII of Regulation VI, 1795, and the other sections in that regulation, respecting decisions given against a collector in the city or any zillah court, in suits instituted against him by any proprietor or farmer of land, for sums of money demanded or actually received by him as arrears of revenue, are to be held applicable to such decree, with this difference, that the suit, from the commencement of it, is to be defended or carried on at the expense of government, and in the event of the Board of Revenue not deeming it proper to order an appeal from the decision of the city or zillah court to be preferred to the provincial court of appeal, or from the decision of the provincial court to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in the event of their ordering the cause to be appealed to the provincial court, and of its being given against them therein, they are to report their reasons in both cases for not preferring the appeal, to the Governor General in Council, who will direct the cause to be appealed or not in either case, as may appear to him proper. (i)

XI. If a suit shall be brought before a court of judicature by a collector on the part of government for the resumption of a grant, or by any individual against government, to hold exempt from the payment of revenue under a grant, lands paying revenue to government, and it shall appear to the court that the suit was instituted upon insufficient grounds, it shall award against the prosecutor, in favor of the party sued, such costs and damages as may appear to it equitable upon a consideration of the circumstances of the case.

XII. If it shall appear to any court of judicature during the course of a trial, that a grant has been forged, or that the name of the original grantee has been erased, and any other name substituted, or that any name not in the original grant has been inserted, or that the denomination, or the terms of the tenure in the original grant, have been erased or altered, or that the date of the grant has been changed, or that the grant has been antedated, the grant shall be adjudged null and void.

XIII. Any person by whom any of the frauds specified in the preceding section, may appear to have been committed, or who may have been concerned therein, shall, provided the court is of opinion that there are sufficient grounds for a criminal prosecution, be committed or held to bail, (according to the circumstances of the case,) to take his trial before the court of circuit.

XIV. Where a grant may be adjudged invalid, and the lands shall be subjected to the payment of revenue, the former holder of the grant shall not be required to refund any part of the collections which he may have made from the lands previous to the date of the first decree adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue, whether it be given in the city or a zillah court, the provincial court of appeal, or the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. But he shall be responsible for the collections from the lands from the date of such first decree, adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue.

XV. Alumgah, aymah, and muddnd maah grants, are to be considered as hereditary tenures. These and other grants, which from the terms or nature of them might...
may be hereditary, and are declared valid by this regulation, or which have been or may be confirmed by the British government, or any of its officers possessing competent authority to confirm them, are declared transferable by gift, sale, or otherwise, and all persons succeeding to such grants by whatever mode, are required to register their names in the office of the collector, within six months after they may succeed to the grant. But all such purchases are to be considered as made at the risk of the purchaser, and in the event of the grant not proving to be hereditary, or not to have been made or confirmed by the British government, or its officers, possessing competent authority, the transfer is not to preclude the land being subjected to the payment of revenue under this regulation. Jaghires are to be considered as life tenures only, and with all other life tenures, are to expire with the life of the grantee, unless otherwise expressed in the grant.

XVI. First. When any grant shall be adjudged invalid, or shall expire, or escheat to government, the name or names of the mohauls and villages, or lands included in the grant, and the measurement thereof, (k) the pargannah in which the lands may be situated, the amount of the public revenue assessed thereon, the name or names of the proprietor or proprietors, and a copy of the decree, are to be entered in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, directed to be kept by section XXVIII, and opposite to such entry, the collector is to insert in red ink, the number of the page in the periodical register directed to be kept by section XVII, in which the lands may stand recorded; and in the periodical register, he is to specify in red ink, the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, in which the decree adjudging the land subject to the payment of revenue, and the other entries above specified, may be inserted. These entries in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, are likewise to be inserted in the register of intermediate mutations in landed property paying revenue to government, directed to be kept by section XVI, Regulation XIX, 1795, in order that the land may be recorded in its proper place, as an estate paying revenue to government, in the next quinquennial register which may be formed agreeably to the above mentioned regulation. The collector is to insert in red ink, opposite to the entries relating to such lands in the periodical register, and the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, the number of the page in the register of intermediate mutations, in which the above required entries may be made, and he is also to specify in red ink opposite to such entries in the register of intermediate mutations, the number of the page in the periodical register, and the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, in which such entries respecting the land may be inserted.

Second. When land now subject to the payment of revenue shall be finally adjudged on the claim of any individual, to be exempted from the payment of revenue under any grant, or when the Governor General in Councell shall make any new grant, the name or names of the mohauls, villages, or lands, which may be so adjudged exempted, or granted, the measurement thereof; (l) the pargannah in which they may be situated, the name or names of the grantee, the amount of the revenue before assessed thereon, and a copy of the decree, or grant, are to be entered in the register of intermediate mutations, directed to be kept by Regulation XIX, 1795, and the collector is to insert in red ink, opposite to such entry, the number of the page in the last formed quinquennial register, in which such mohauls, villages, or lands, may be recorded, (l) that the lands included in the grant may be omitted in the quinquennial register which

(l) The succession to lakherne or to melgsarry lands, by 2. 6. of 1800, S. 21, is required to be forthwith reported to the collector of the place, together with other necessary information, to enable him to make the prescribed entry in the public registers, under the penalty of a fine.

(k) Rescinded by R. 8. of 1900, S. 11 and 12. See therein what entries are to be made in the different registers required to be kept by this regulation.

(l) Rescinded by R. 8. of 1900, S. 2. See the last note.
may be next formed, and also the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, directed to be kept by this regulation, in which such entries are also to be recorded, that they may be inserted in their proper place, in the periodical register of grants that may be next formed, and the collector shall insert in red ink, opposite to such entries, the number of the page in the register of intermediate mutations from which they may have been taken.

XVII. That government and its officers may have in their possession at all future periods, a complete register of all the lands in the province, held exempt from the payment of revenue under badshahee grants, a register of all such grants shall be formed every five years. The register is to specify the denomination of each grant, whether althumgha, jaghire, or other tenure; the name of the original grantee, and the person in possession, and if the person in possession be not the original grantee, his relationship to him, if any relationship should exist, and in virtue of what right he succeeded to the grant; the date of the grant, the names of the mouhals and villages or lands comprised in the grant, or in which the grant may be situated, (m) the person or persons possessing the zemindary or proprietary right in the lands, the measurement in rights of the mouhals and villages or lands included in the grant; (m) and the name of the purgunnah and sircar in which the land granted may be situated. The register shall be designated, the "Periodical Register of lands held exempt from the payment of revenue under badshahee grants." (n)

XVIII. Upon the receipt of this regulation, the Board of Revenue are to prepare a form for the periodical register, and transmit a copy of it for the guidance of the collector, who is strictly enjoined to adhere to it.

XIX. All persons actually holding lands exempt from the payment of the public revenue under badshahee grants, and whether made or confirmed by the government of the country for the time being, or by whatever authority, shall be allowed one year from the date of the publication prescribed in the following section, to register the required particulars respecting their grants in the office of the collector of the revenue.

XX. To prevent any pleas being hereafter urged of ignorance of the rule contained in the preceding section, the collector upon the receipt of this regulation, is to cause the following publication, which shall be written in the Persian language, and the Hindostanee language and Nagaree character, and attested with his official seal and signature, to be fixed up in the principal cutcherry of the holders of grants of the description of those specified in this regulation, and take a receipt from the holder of such grant, or the person intrusted with the management of it, specifying the date on which the publication may be fixed up, and that he will be responsible for the paper remaining so affixed for one year from the date of it.

"In conformity to Regulation XLII, 1795, every person being actually in possession of althumgha, jaghire, aymale, muddud-maash, or other land in the province of Benares, now exempt from the payment of revenue, and held under badshahee grants, whether made or confirmed by the government of the country for the time being, or by whatever authority, are required to register the following particulars respecting such grants in the office of the collector, before the expiration of one year from the date of this publication. If any holders of such grants shall not register their grants, either in person, or by a vaakel with a vakaanulthumaham, attested by two (m) Rescinded by R. 8, of 1800, S. 11 and added for the two last notes.

(n) The canonnors in the province of Bengal are also required, as part of their fixed duty, to keep an account of all lands held under rent-free tenure, or other grants be hereditary or otherwise, and to report to the collector all escheats of such lands to government. See R. 4, of 1809, S. 4, number 2. By R. 8, of 1800, a general purgunnah register of lands, mouhals and villages, and an internal purgunnah register, are directed to be established in the office of the collectors of revenue, and to be examined every five years.

credible
creditable witnesses, and given for the express purpose of registering the grant, the
grants will be considered liable to resumption, and the lands chargeable with revenue,
in the same manner as other lands subject to the payment of revenue. Persons hav-
ing claims only to hold land exempt from the payment of revenue under such grants,
but who do not now hold the lands exempted, are not to register the lands so claimed
by them.

Denomination of the grant, whether altaunga, jaghire, or other tenure.

By whom granted.

Name of the original grantee.

Name of the present possessor, and, if he be not the original grantee, his relation-
ship to him, and whether he succeeded to the land hereditarily, or by purchase,
or what other mode.

Date of the grant.

The name or names of the mohauls or villages or lands comprised in the grant, or
in which the land may be situated. (a)

The names of the zemindar, or other proprietor of the mohauls or villages, or lands
included in the grant, whether such zemindary or proprietary right, shall be vest-
ed in the grantee, or any other person.

The measurement of each mohaul or village, or the land included in the
grant. (a)

The pargannah or pargunnahs in which the lands may be situated.

A copy of the original grant, and other writings, under which the land may be
held.

XXI. If any person in possession of any such grant that may be now in force, shall
omit to register it by the time prescribed in the publication, together with an accu-
rate detail of the particulars thereby required as he may be able to furnish, the
grant, by such omission, shall become subject to resumption, and the lands shall be-
come liable to the payment of revenue to government. The Governor General in
Council however reserves to himself the power of admitting any grant upon the re-
sister after the expiration of the prescribed time, in the event of the possessor show-
ing good and sufficient cause to his satisfaction for not having registered it within the
limited period, and the Board of Revenue are to report to the Governor General in
Council every case in which persons who may have omitted to register their grants
as required, may appear to them entitled to have their grants admitted upon the re-
sister. (p)

XXII. After the expiration of the period limited for registering grants, all grants
not registered within the prescribed time, and which may not be subsequently admit-
Grants not registered within the prescribed time, declared liable to resumption under the Gov-
Grants not registered within the prescribed pe-
Grants not registered within the prescribed pe-
Grants not registered within the prescribed pe-

(a) The particulars specified in this and the next paragraph, are not to be stated in the registers directed to be
kept by this regulation. See R. 8, of 1803, § 11 and 12.

(p) By R. 8, of 1803, § 19, wherever the publication prescribed in the preceding section was not duly made, the col-
collectors were directed to make it, and the period of one year was allowed for the registry of exempted lands after the
making thereof. But after the expiration of the allotted time, any lands exempted from the payment of revenue, found
not registered, provided the publication was duly made, became subject to the payment of the public revenue. By S. 22
of the same regulation, the proprietors of estates paying revenue to government, are required to give notice to the
collectors of the establishment of new villages on their estates, under certain penalties; and they are declared liable to
the forfeiture of such portion of their estates as proprietors, or fact proprietors, to a fine, for any willful omission in the
village statements required to be furnished by them to the collector for the purpose of preparing the public registers.
The collectors are entitled to a commission of twenty five per cent of the sum assessed in perpetuity on lands un-
der this section; the commission is payable to the collector discovered, and reporting the omission of the registry, un-
excess the Governor General in Council should deem it equitable to give the whole, or a part, to any other collector;
and should circumstances prevent the making of a settlement in perpetuity, the Governor General in Council de-
nounces it optional, to grant a commission, what he may deem an equitable amount. See R. 38, of 1793, § 2.

(continued)
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XXII. It is expressly declared however, that the registry of a grant under this regulation, is not to be considered as an admission of the right of the person in whose name it may be registered, to the property in the soil, nor of the validity of his grant. Any person will be at liberty to sue in the dewanny adawlut for the former, and he will be liable to be sued for the resumption of the grant by the collector, with the sanction of the Board of Revenue, in the event of it appearing to that Board that the grant is invalid.

XXIV. Upon the expiration of the period for registering the grants, the collector is to prepare a draft of the register in the form which may be prescribed by the Board of Revenue, and to cause it to be transcribed into a book of such dimensions as they may direct. The book shall have the following inscription on the back of it, "Periodical Register formed under Regulation XLII, 1795, of altumgha, jaghire, and other lands, held exempt from the payment of revenue under badsahree grants in the province of Benares, at the commencement of the year ———, Fusly era, corresponding with the year of the Christian era———, number———." Each leaf of the book shall be paged, and be signed by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, and on the last leaf of the book, he is to note in his own hand writing, the number of pages in the book, and subscribe the note with his signature, and no register is to be deemed authentic, but such as may be entered in a book so paged and attested. The first periodical register is to be numbered One.

XXV. The second periodical register is to commence with the year 1807 of the Fusly era. This register is to be numbered Two, and the periodical register to be prepared at the commencement of every subsequent five years, in the order in which it may be formed.

XXVI. The keepers of the native records are to keep an exact counterpart of the English periodical register, in a volume of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be paged, and be attested by the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, in the same manner as the books containing the English register; and no other counterparts of the registers of grants shall be considered as authentic, but such as may be entered in a book so paged and attested.

XXVII. The counterpart registers are to be kept in the persian language, and the hindostane language and Nageree character. (q)

XXVIII. For the purpose of recording all resumptions, or new grants, or other occurrences respecting the grants which form the subject of this regulation, that may take place during the interval of the five years between the forming of each periodical register, and the particulars of which will be necessary for forming the second, and all future periodical registers, the collectors are to prepare a book of such dimensions as the Board of Revenue may prescribe, and which shall be denominated "The Register of intermediate resumptions or other occurrences respecting altumgha, jaghire, or other badsahree grants," and shall have the following inscription on the back, "Register formed under Regulation XLII, 1795, of intermediate resumptions, or other occurrences respecting altumgha, jaghire, or other lands, held exempt from the payment of revenue under badsahree grants, in the province of Benares, between the commencement of the year ———, and the end of the year ———, Fusly era." Previous to any entries being made in this register, it is to be paged, and the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city of Benares, is to sign each leaf of it.

(q) Rescinded by R. §, of 1800, § 18. These counterpart registers are therefore to be kept in the persian language only.

Governor General in Council, to be considered forfeited.

Registry of grants, to be considered next in admission of the possessors proprietary rights in the soil, nor of the validity of the grants.

Collector to prepare the register upon the expiration of the period limited for the registry of the grants.

Inscription on the back of the register.

Book to be paged, and each page to be attested by the judge of the city.

Judge to specify the number of pages in the book on the last leaf.

Second periodical register to commence with the year 1807, and to be numbered Two, and the subsequent registers in their order.

Counterpart registers in the native languages to be kept by the keepers of the native records.

In what language the counterpart registers are to be kept.

Manner in which resumptions and other occurrences regarding grants, in the intervals between the forming of the periodical register, are to be recorded.
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and on the last leaf, note in his own hand writing the number of pages contained in the book, and attest the note with his signature. The collector is to cause to be entered in this register, all grants not registered within the time prescribed in the publication in section XX, which the Governor General in Council may order to be admitted upon the register under section XXI, all grants of land that may be adjudged or become liable to the payment of revenue, all lands now paying revenue which may be adjudged to be held exempt from the payment of revenue by any individuals under any grant, all new grants that may be made by the Governor General in Council, and all exempted lands held under such grants which may be separated from, or annexed to, the province of Benares, with the authority for these several occurrences, and also the particulars for completing the requisite entries in the register of intermediate occurrences, in the cases specified in section XVI, in which entries are directed to be made in that register.

XXIX. In the event of the province of Benares being divided into two or more collectorships, and of mohauls being ordered to be separated from one collectorship, and annexed to another, the collector from whose district the separation is to take place, is to transmit to the collector to whose district the annexation is to be made, a copy of the entries in the preceding periodical register, as far as they may regard the baldahsee grants in such mohauls, and also of any entries respecting them in the register of intermediate occurrences, which may have taken place subsequent to the forming of the last periodical register.

XXX. Upon the arrival of the period when the separation is to be carried into effect, the collector of the district from which the separation may be directed to be made, is to transmit to the judge of the deewanny adawlut from the jurisdiction of which the lands may be ordered to be separated, and also to the provincial court of appeal of the division, copies of the entries in the last periodical register and register of intermediate occurrences, which may relate to the grants to be separated from his district; and the collector to whose district the annexation may be made, is to transmit copies of the abovementioned entries, (with which he is directed to be furnished in the preceding section,) to the judge of the jurisdiction to which the lands may be annexed. Immediately on the receipt of these papers, the court of deewanny adawlut from the jurisdiction of which the separation may be made, is to transmit the papers in any cases depending before it, which in consequence of the separation may become equaizable in any other court, to such court, and to cause notification thereof to be communicated to the parties in writing.

XXXI. The collector is to attest all entries in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, with his official signature, and he is strictly enjoined never to allow that register to fall in arrear, but to make the necessary entries immediately upon any resumptions or other occurrences taking place.

XXXII. A counterpart of the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, is to be kept by the keepers of the native records in the same form as the English register, and in a book the leaves of which are in the manner to be paged, and attested by the judge of the deewanny adawlut of the city of Benares.

XXXIII. When a periodical register shall have been transcribed into the book attested by the judge of the city of Benaras as directed in section XXIV, if it shall be discovered that the entries respecting any grant are erroneous, or incomplete, or that there are any material inaccuracies of the transcriber, the entries are not to be altered or erased, but are to stand, and the collector is to cause the errors or omissions to be noted in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, and to attest the entry with his signature, and insert in red ink opposite to the erroneous or incomplete entries in the periodical register, the number of the page in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, in which the errors or omis-
sions may be noted, and at the end of the note, specify the number of the page of the periodical register in which the property may be registered. Errors or omissions in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, are to be noted in a similar manner.

**XXXIV.** Errorns or incomplete entries in the counterparts of the registers to be kept by the keepers of the native records, are to be noted by them in the same manner as the collector is directed to note erroneous entries in the English registers.

But the note of every such entry in the counterpart of the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences in the country languages, in addition to the attestation of the keepers of the native records, shall be signed by the collector.

**XXXV.** If the proprietary right in any land included in a badsheebie grant, shall be under litigation in a court of justice at the time of forming the first or any subsequent periodical register, the party in possession is to be registered as the proprietor.

**XXXVI.** If a collector shall have occasion to require from the holder of a grant, any information that may be necessary to enable him to form a periodical register, or to make the requisite entries in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, and such person shall omit to furnish it by the time required, after having been served by the collector with a written requisition for that purpose, under his official seal and signature, the collector is to report the circumstances to the Board of Revenue, who are empowered to impose on such person whatever daily fine may appear to them proper, on a consideration of his situation and circumstances in life, and of the case, until he shall furnish the information required, unless he shall prove to the satisfaction of the Board that it was not in his power to furnish it. The collector is to levy the amount of such fines by the process to which he is authorized to have recourse for the recovery of arrears of revenue. The Board of Revenue are to furnish the collector with such records or information as they may possess regarding the exempted lands in the province, as well to assist him in preparing the first periodical register, and in detecting frauds that may be attempted to be practised upon him in registering the grants, as to aid him in ascertaining what lands now held exempt from the payment of revenue, under grants that are liable to the payment of revenue according to this regulation.

**XXXVII.** The collector is to transmit to the Board of Revenue as early as may be practicable, an attested copy of the periodical registers, both in the English and the native languages, each in a book of the prescribed size, paged and attested by the judge of the deewan adawult of the city, in the same manner as the original register, as directed in section XXIV, and within one month after the expiration of the third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth month, of the Fasly year, an attested copy of the entries in the register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, that may have taken place during the three preceding months. (*) The collector is to transmit similar copies of the periodical registers, and of the quarterly entries in the register of intermediate resumptions, to the judges of the several courts of deewan adawult in the province, and to the provincial court of appeal. The Board of Revenue are to furnish the Sudder Deewan, Adawult with an attested copy of the periodical registers, and of the quarterly entries in the registers of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, as soon as they may receive them from the collector. (s)

(*) The copies of the periodical registers in the English and Persian languages, and the copies of the entries from the registers of intermediate resumptions, are to be transmitted to the Accountant to the Commissioner in Behar and Benares, (substituted for the Board of Revenue) to whom certain duties are prescribed upon the receipt of them. See R. S. of 1800, S. 15.

(s) Rescinded by R. S. of 1800, S. 15.—See other and further rules thereon.
XXXVII. The courts of judicature, the Board of Revenue, and the collector, are enjoined to be particularly attentive to the preservation of the periodical registers, and registers of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, both in the English and native languages, and they are directed to have the true copies of each, which are to be deposited amongst the public records, bound up with such materials as may be best calculated to prevent their being destroyed by insects, or otherwise. (1)

XXXIX. The periodical register which is to be formed in the province of Bombay at the commencement of the fiscal year 1807, and at the commencement of every succeeding five years, is to be prepared from the preceding periodical register, and the entries in the subsequent register of intermediate resumptions and occurrences, with the omission of any grants of land that may have been resumed and subjected to the payment of revenue during the preceding five years, or any exempted lands that may have been separated from the province, and with the addition of any such lands that may have been annexed to it, or that may have been admitted upon the register by the Governor General in Council under section XXI, also new grants made by the Governor General in Council, and lands which any person may be adjudged entitled to hold exempted from the payment of revenue under a badshahsee grant, by a final decree of a court of judicature in a suit instituted under this regulation. (2)

(1) From what materials the periodical register commencing with 1807, and subsequent registers, are to be formed.

(2) The materials for each periodical register will thus be ready upon the arrival of the period for preparing it, and the register will be completed by the mere transcript of them into the book arranged according to the prescribed form.

XL. If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the city or any zilah, that a native officer of a collector, or of an assistant to a collector, shall have received, directly or indirectly, any sum of money or effects, or other property, from any person, for registering a grant under this regulation, or on account of any matter relating to the registry thereof, the court shall adjudge him dismissed from his office, and compel him to repay the money proved to have been taken, with a fine of three times the amount to government, and costs to the party suing him, and commit him to prison until he shall have discharged the amount of the decree, or it shall have been made good by the sale of his property.

XLI. If any native servant, or dependent of a collector, or of an assistant to a collector, not being a public officer, shall be convicted before the court of dewanny adawlut of the offence specified in the preceding section, he shall be compelled to restore the money to the person from whom it may have been taken, and to pay a fine of three times the amount to government, with costs to the party suing him, and be confined for six months, and if he shall not discharge the amount of the decree by the expiration of the sixth month, he shall be confined until he makes good the amount, or it shall be realized from the sale of his property, and the collector or the assistant, is to discharge such servant, and never to employ him in his public or private capacity.

XLII. First. No part of this regulation is to be considered to extend to lands held, or stated to be held, exempt from the payment of public revenue under grants not being of the description of those termed badshahsee or royal, under the explanation of this term contained in clause first, section II. The rules applicable to such grants, are contained in Regulation XLI, 1793.

Second. Nor to any of the peshkushi mohauls specified in section XVII, Regulation 11, 1795.

(1) The judges of the zilahs and cities, of the provincial courts of appeal, and of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut are not now furnished with copies of the periodical registers, and of entries from the registers of intermediate resumptions. See the concluding part of the last section.

(2) The courts of judicature passing a decree changing the proprietary right in or possession of lands mala- juris and lalhuraj, are directed to furnish a copy of it to the collector where the land may be situated, and the Commissioner in Behar and Bombay, forty days after passing it, for the purpose of preserving correct the different registers of land kept by the collectors under this and other regulations. See R. 8, of 1795, S. 4, and R. 18, of 1795, S. 3 and 4.

REGULATION XLIII.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XLIII. (u)

A REGULATION for enacting into a regulation, the rules passed on the 18th February, 1789, and 24th December 1790, for granting lands to discharged native invalid officers, and private soldiers, in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadon 1202 Hasty; the 14th Bhadon 1202 Willaby; the 28th Bhadon 1202 Sumbat; and the 12th Suffer 1210 Higrice.

On the 18th February 1789, and the 24th December 1790, certain rules were passed for granting lands to discharged native invalid officers, and private soldiers, in the province of Benares. The invalids to whom grants of land have been made under these rules, are dispersed in different parts of the country, receive no pay, are under no military control, and are entirely unconnected with the service. They are the tenants of the zamindars of whom they hold the lands, and are subject to the jurisdiction of the civil and criminal courts of judicature, in the same manner as other individuals. To secure to the holders of these grants the rights and privileges which they derive under their tenures, such part of the rules abovementioned, as come within the description of the rules and orders specified in section 11, Regulation XLIII, 1793, are hereby enacted into a regulation.

11. Rules passed on the 18th February, 1789. First. The invalid native troops now at Monghyr, and those who shall be hereafter invalided, who may be desirous of receiving grants of waste land, in lieu of the pay allowed to them by government on the Boghapore establishment, upon taking a final discharge from the service, shall be entitled to the same in the following proportions, according to their ranks.

- Commandants of infantry and ramsoldars of cavalry, Begals. 600
- Subadars of ditto, and first jemadars of ditto, 400
- Jemadars of ditto, and second jemadars of ditto, 200
- Havildars of ditto, and first duffadars of ditto, 120
- Naiks of ditto, and second duffadars of ditto, 100
- Sepoys and troopers, 80

Second. The lands shall be granted in such villages as each individual may point out.

Third. Should any objection occur to the resident at Benares to granting waste lands to any individual in the village which he may fix upon, he is to allot lands to him in some of the villages most contiguous thereto, and to the granting of which no objection may exist.

Fourth. The resident at Benares is directed to make it a rule to select as far as may be in his power, such tracts of waste land for the invalids as may be brought into cultivation.
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Agriculture, with the least difficulty, and at the smallest expense, and the quality of which may be such as to afford a produce adequate to the labour of the tillage; and he is to give a preference to lands contiguous to parts of the country now in a state of cultivation, in order that the invalids may have an opportunity of procuring with greater facility, such assistance as may be requisite for enabling them to establish themselves upon their lands.

Fifth. The original grantees shall hold the lands allotted to them rent-free for life, without being subjected to any tax, or demand whatever.

Sixth. The summands for the lands so granted in the zemindar of Benares, are to be made out under the seal of the rajah, with a purwannah of confirmation under the seal and signature of the resident, who is required to keep a register of all such grants, and to transmit copies thereof annually to the Governor General in Council.

Seventh. Upon the death of the original grantee, his lands are to be continued to his heirs at law at a fixed jumma, to be assessed by the resident with the consent of the rajah, upon an estimate of the next annual produce, after deducting one tenth therefrom to be annually paid by the moccurreny holder to the zemindar as malcannah, or to governments, if the estate or taluks be annam, such moccurreny holders shall therefrom be considered upon the same footing as other persons in the province holding lands at a fixed rent.

Eighth. The resident having fixed the rent to be paid to government, and the amount payable to the zemindar as malcannah, or the consideration to the same amount to government, as directed in the preceding article, shall cause moccurreny sumnads to be drawn out and authenticated in the mode prescribed in clause sixth, in the name of the heirs of the deceased, who shall accordingly hold the soil lands in perpetuity as long as they shall continue to discharge the rent and the malcannah, or the consideration to the same amount to government, (according as the lands may be annam or otherwise,) with which they may be so assessed.

Ninth. If the original grantee shall die within five years from the date of the grant, his heirs shall continue to hold the lands rent-free until the said period of five years from the date of such grant shall have elapsed; at the expiration of which, the lands shall be assessed and held by them as directed in the two preceding clauses.

Tenth. Should any of the moccurrenydars aforesaid omit to discharge the amount of the government's rent and the malcannah payable to the zemindar, or the consideration to government, (according as the lands may be annam or otherwise,) their moccurreny leases, with the rights and privileges thereto annexed, are to be sold to the best bidder for the liquidation of the amount of the demands against them.

Eleventh. In order the men who may be placed on this establishment may be the better enabled to provide themselves with the implements of husbandry, and the means of cultivating the lands assigned to them, a gratuity in money shall be granted to them in the following proportions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Entitled to receive</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>600 begars</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>400 begars</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>200 begars</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>120 begars</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>100 begars</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do.</td>
<td>80 begars</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twelfth. Rule passed on the 24th December, 1790. To obviate any objections which the landholders may entertain to the allotment of waste lands to invalids, the whole amount of the fixed jumma to be assessed upon such lands after the death of the original

Landholders not to be subject to the payment of any increase of revenue to government for the rent herein specified.
original grantee, shall belong to the proprietor of the village in which such lands may be situated, and he shall not be subject to any additional demand on the part of government on account thereof, during the term of the engagements that may exist between him and government, at the time that the lands so granted may become liable to the payment of such jumma.

III. The annual register directed in clause sixth, to be kept by the resident and forwarded to the Governor General in Council, is from the date of the abolition of the residency, to be prepared by the collector, and forwarded by him to the Board of Revenue. (w)

IV. No provision in land shall be granted to invalids in future under the rules contained in section 11, which are to be considered as applicable to such grants only as have been already made in conformity to them.

---

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XLIV.

A REGULATION for removing certain restrictions to the operation of the hindoo and mahomedan laws, with regard to the inheritance of landed property subject to the payment of revenue to government, in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadoon 1902 Bengal era, the 28th Bhadoon 1295, Fasly; the 14th Bhadoon 1292 Willaity; the 28th Bhadoon 1852 Sumhut; and the 12th Suffer 1210 HGregree.

ON grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XI, 1793, for removing certain restrictions to the operation of the hindoo and mahomedan laws with regard to the inheritance of landed property subject to the payment of revenue to government, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, the following rules have been enacted for the province of Benares.

II. After the first day of the Fasly year 1204, if any talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, shall die without a will, or without having declared by a writing, oral verbally, to whom and in what manner his or her landed property is to devolve after his or her demise, and shall leave two or more heirs, who, by the mahomedan or hindoo law, (according as the parties may be of the former or latter persuasion,) may be respectively entitled to succeed to a portion of the landed property of the deceased, such persons shall succeed to the shares to which they may be so entitled.

III. If any talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, shall die subsequent to the period specified in section II, without a will, or without having declared by a writing, or verbally, to whom and in what manner his or her landed property is to devolve after his or her demise, and shall leave two or more heirs, who, by the mahomedan or hindoo law, (according as the parties may be of the former or the latter persuasion,) shall be respectively entitled to succeed to a portion of the landed property of the deceased under the rules contained in that section, such persons shall be at liberty, if they shall prefer so doing, to hold the property as a joint undivided estate. If one, or more, or all of the shareholders shall be desirous of having separate

(m) The duties, powers, and authority of the Court in Benares, have been transferred to the Commissioner appointed under R. 1, of 1816, who is to be authorized instead of the other, wherever the latter may be named as intended in this regulation.
possession of their respective shares, a division of the estate shall be made in the manner directed in Regulations XXV, 1792, and XXVI, 1795; (x) and such sharer or sharers shall have the separate possession of such share or shares accordingly. If there shall be three or more sharers, and any two or more of them shall be desirous of holding their shares as a joint undivided estate, they shall be permitted to keep their shares united accordingly.

IV. It is to be understood, that if any one or more of such sharers, shall apply to have the separate possession of his or their share or shares, the proportion of the public jumma charged upon the whole estate which is to be assessed upon such share or shares, is to be adjusted according to the rules prescribed in section VII, Regulation XXVII, 1795.

V. Nothing contained in this regulation, is to be construed to entitle any person to a share of an estate which may be now held entire by any individual, or that any interest in or to any individual prior to the beginning of the Fasly year 1204, in exclusion of the other heirs of the last proprietor, under the custom in virtue of which such individual may so hold or succeed to the whole of such estate, and for the future abolition of which this regulation is enacted; but such person or persons are to be considered bound in the cases specified in clause tenth, section XXXV, Regulation XXII, 1795, by what they had acquiesced in.

VI. Nor to prohibit any actual proprietor of land, bequeathing or transferring by will, or by a declaration in writing, or verbally, either prior or subsequent to the Fasly year 1204, his or her landed estate entire, to his or her eldest son, or next heir, or other son or heir, in exclusion of all other sons or heirs, or to any person or persons, or to two or more of his or her heirs, in exclusion of all other persons or heirs, in the proportions, and to be held in the manner, which such proprietor may think proper, provided that the bequest or transfer be not repugnant to any regulations that have been or may be passed by the Governor General in Council, nor contrary to the hindoo or mahomedan law, and that the bequest or transfer, whether made by a will or other writing, or verbally, be authenticated by, or made before, such witnesses and in such manner, as those laws and regulations respectively do or may require.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION XLV.

A REGULATION for empowering talookdars, zemindars, and all other descriptions of landholders, and farmers of land, in the province of Benares, to distrain and sell the personal property of under farmers, ryots, and dependent zemindars, and putteedars, and, (in certain specified cases,) their surteyes, for arrears of rent or revenue; and for preventing landholders and farmers of land in the said province, confusing or inflicting corporal punishment on their under farmers, ryots, and dependent zemindars, and putteedars, or their surteyes, to enforce payment of such arrears.—Pass by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadoon 1202 Fasly; the 14th Bhadoon 1902 Willaity; the 28th Bhadoon 1852 Symbnt; and the 12th Suffer 1910 Higereee.

The regulations not defining the nature and extent of the coercion which landholders and farmers of land might legally exercise over their under farmers,

Both these Regulations have been rescinded by R. 15, of 1814, S. 2, which contains the existing rules relating to the partition of estates, duty revenue to government,

ryots,
ryots, and dependent zemindars, and putteedars, to enforce payment of arrears of rent or revenue; many landholders and farmers, availing themselves of the sanction of former usage, had recourse to the most oppressive means for realizing arrears, and frequently employed the same severities for the purposes of extortion; whilst others, doubtful what measures they were empowered to adopt to enforce payment from defaulters, and apprehensive of subjecting themselves to prosecution for oppression, restrained from all compulsion, and were often defrauded of arrears to which they were justly entitled. These defects in the regulations tending to shun oppression and dishonesty on the one hand, and to discourage moderation and good faith on the other; and it being as essential to the prosperity of the country, and the punctual collection of the public revenue, that landholders and farmers of land, should have the means of compelling payment from defaulters, without being obliged to have recourse to the courts of justice, and incurring the delay and expense necessarily attending a law-process for the recovery of every arrear, as that under farmers, ryots, and dependent zemindars, and putteedars, should be protected from oppression and unjust demands; the Governor General in Council, with a view to the attainment of these important objects, has passed the following rules. (a)

II. Talookdars, zemindars, and other actual proprietors of land, and farmers of land who hold their farms immediately of government, are empowered to distrain without sending notice to any court of justice, or any public officer, the crops and produce of the earth of every description, the grain, cattle, (z) and all other personal property, whether found in the house or on the premises of the defaulter, or in the house or on the premises of any other person, within or without the limits of the estate or farm of the distrainer, belonging to their under-renters and ryots, and the dependent zemindars, and putteedars paying revenue through them, or arrears of rent or revenue, and to cause the said property to be sold for the discharge of such arrears. The same powers are likewise vested in independent zemindars, and putteedars, distinct or common, for the recovery of arrears of rent from their under farmers, and ryots, and also in under farmers who farm lands from talookdars, zemindars, putteedars, or other actual proprietors of land, or farmers of land, who hold their farms immediately of government, to enable such under farmers to enforce payment of arrears of rent or revenue from their dependent zemindars, putteedars, or under farmers, or ryots. The several descriptions of landholders and farmers of land above specified, are to exercise the powers hereby vested in them under the following rules and restrictions. (a)

III. Persons vested with the power of distraint, shall not distrain or sell the lands, houses, or other real property of their under farmers, and ryots, or of the zemindars or putteedars paying revenue through them; nor goods or advances belonging to the Company; nor the loom, thread, un wrought silk, or materials of manufacture, of any weaver or manufacturer; nor the tools of any tradesman or labourer standing towards them in the relation of under farmer, ryot, or dependent zemindar, or putteedar. All such distresses and sales are declared illegal and void. The defaulter shall stand acquitted of the arrear for which the distress may be levied, and the property shall be restored to him; or the distrainer shall be compelled to make good to him the value of it, if it shall be personal property, and shall have been destroyed, damaged, or injured, or shall not be forthcoming, and the distrainer shall be further obliged to pay him damages adequate to the loss which he may prove to have sustained in consequence of such attachment or sale, with all costs of suit.

(a) See additional rules in R. 5, of 1823, from S. 19 to S. 20, inclusive, and in R. 5, of 1812, S. 15 and 16.

(z) Bullocks and other cattle employed in agriculture, ploughs and other implements of husbandry, and tools of artisans, are not subject to distress and sale for arrears of rent, although the defaulter should not possess other property. See R. 5, of 1819, S. 14.

(a) The several descriptions of landholders and farmers of land have been empowered to delegate to their agents employed in the collection of their rents, the power of distraining on their behalf, who, in the exercise of this power are to be held responsible themselves, as well as their principals. See R. 5, of 1800, S. 24.
IV. The ploughs and implements of husbandry, the cattle actually trained to the plough, and the seed grain of under farmers, ryots, and dependent zemindars, or putteedars, shall not be distrained for arrears, provided the defaulter shall possess, and the distrainer shall have it in his power to attach other cattle, grain, or property, sufficient for the discharge of the arrear. Distrainers are enjoined to attend strictly to this rule, and every deviation from it shall be punished by an award to the party aggrieved of damages adequate to the injury he may have sustained, with all costs of suit. (b)

V. Under farmers, ryots, and dependent zemindars, and putteedars, shall not be considered to have defaulted until the arrears have been ineffectually demanded from them, and also from their surety, if they shall have given security, and the surety shall be forthcoming; (c) and when, as the last resource, an attachment shall be issued against the property of a defaulter, the responsibility of the surety shall not be thereby in any degree diminished.

VI. If any person vested with the power of distrain, shall attach, or cause to be sold, the property of any under farmer, ryot, or dependent zeminder, or putteedar, for arrears of rent or revenue, and it shall appear upon trial that no arrear was due, the distrainer shall be compelled to restore the property to the owner, or to make good to him the value of it, if it shall have been sold, damaged, injured, or destroyed, or shall not be forthcoming, and to pay him as damages a sum adequate to the value of such property, and all costs of suit.

VII. If the defaulter, in the presence of two credible witnesses, shall tender the arrears demanded of him, to the person deputed to attach his property, such person shall receive the arrears, and shall not proceed to the attachment.

VIII. Distrainers shall deliver to the person whom they may depute to attach the property of a defaulter, a writing under their signature, specifying the amount of the arrear for which the attachment may be issued, and the date on which such arrear became due. The person so deputed shall produce this writing as his authority for making the attachment, and on the day on which he may attach the property, shall deliver a copy of it to the stated distrainer, endorsing thereon a list or inventory of the property attached, and the name of the place where it may be lodged or kept, (d) with a notice that it will be sold on the fifteenth day commencing from the day following the day on which the attachment took place, or, if the property attached shall consist of crops or other ungathered products of the earth, within fifteen days calculating from the day following the day on which such crops or products may be stored as directed in section XI, unless the arrear and expenses of the attachment shall be previously discharged. (e) If the defaulter shall be absent, a copy of the above writing, with the prescribed endorsement, shall be fixed up or left at his usual place of residence, before the expiration of the third day, calculating from the day of the attachment. If any person vested with the power of distrain, shall cause property to be attached, without furnishing the agent whom he may employ for that purpose with the writing above directed, or if such agent shall be furnished with the writing prescribed, and shall omit to deliver a copy of it, with the required endorsement to the

---

(b) Modified by R. 5, of 1819, S. 14. See the note (a) to S. 2, of this regulation.

(c) Rescinded by R. 5, of 1800, S. 3. Under tenants to be considered defaulter for any arrears of rent withheld beyond the day on which they became payable. See the explanatory rules of that section.

(d) Modified by R. 5, of 1819, S. 15. The distrainer is required to furnish the defaulter with a written demand of the rent that may be due, accompanied with a process and caveat, exhibiting the grounds on which the distress may be made, either before or at the time of making the distress. This demand to be served on the defaulter personally in all practicable cases, otherwise to be affixed at his usual place of residence. Distrain and sale of property, if this rule be not observed, declared illegal and void.

(e) Rescinded by R. 5, of 1800, S. 4. The notice is required to state the rent due, and the intention of the distrainer to bring the property to an immediate sale, if the rent and expenses be not previously discharged.

---

When property is not to be distrained, if other sufficient property can be attached.

Penalty.

When under farmers, &c. are to be considered to have defaulted. Sureties not exonerated by the distrain of the property of defaulters.

Penalty for attaching property if no arrear be due.

Attachment not to take place if the defaulter shall tender the arrears upon demand.

Distrainers to furnish the person they may depute to distrain, with a writing specifying the amount of the arrear, and the date on which it became due.

Copy of the writing, with list of the property distrained, name of the place, where it is lodged, and notice that it will be sold, endorsed thereon, to be delivered to the defaulter, or left at his place of residence, in case of his absence.

Penalty.
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defaulter, or in the event of his absence, to leave such copy at his usual place of residence within the period limited, the distrainer shall not be entitled to recover the arrear for which the distress may have been levied, and he shall be compelled to restore the property to the defaulter, or the value of it, if it shall have been sold, damaged, injured, or destroyed, or shall not be forthcoming, and to pay all costs of suit.

IX. If the defaulter shall tender payment of the arrear demanded of him in the presence of two credible witnesses, after his property shall have been attached, and prior to the day fixed for its being put up to sale, and also of the necessary expenses attending the attachment, the distrainer shall receive the amount of such arrear and expenses immediately upon the same being tendered, and shall forthwith release the property. In case of any dispute arising respecting the expenses of the attachment, it shall be determined by the cauzy (f) of the pargunnah in which the distress may have been levied. The courts of dewanny adawlut, on complaint made to them, are to punish any distrainer who may act contrary to this regulation, by awarding against him in favor of the party injured, damages according to the circumstances of the case, with all costs of suit.

X. Distrainers shall not drive or convey distrained cattle or other property out of the limits of the pargunnah in which it may have been attached. The distrainer shall either leave the property upon the premises in the charge of any person he may think proper, or drive or convey it with due care to a proper place as near as possible to the premises within the limits of the pargunnah.

XI. Distrainers who shall attach the crops or any ungathered products of the earth belonging to their under farmers, ryot, or the zemindars, or putteetars, paying revenue through them, shall cause such crops or products to be reaped or gathered in due season, and store the same in proper houses, barns, or granaries, upon the premises, or, if there shall be no such places on the premises, in any barn or proper place which can be procured as near thereto as possible within the limits of the pargunnah. The expense of reaping, or gathering, and storing such crops or products, shall be paid by the owner upon his redeeming the property, or from the proceeds of the sale in the event of its being sold.

XII. Distrainers shall not work the bullocks or cattle, or make use of the goods or effects distrained. They shall provide the necessary food for the cattle or live stock, the expense attending which shall be paid by the owner upon his redeeming the property, or from the proceeds of the sale, in the event of its being sold.

XIII. If property distrained shall be stolen, or lost, or be damaged, injured, or destroyed, by the weather or otherwise, whilst in the possession of the distrainer, owing to his not having taken the necessary precautions for the due keeping and preservation of it, he shall make good the loss or damage to the owner.

XIV. The distress levied shall not be excessive, or in other words, the property seized shall be as nearly as possible proportionate to the amount of the arrear. If any person vested with the power of distrain shall attach any property the value of which shall be disproportionate to the arrear, and it shall be proved that he could have seized other property of less value, and which would have been sufficient for the liquidation of such arrear, the court of dewanny adawlut shall award to the owner damages according to the circumstances of the case, with all costs of suit.

XV. All attachments shall be made after sun-rise, and before sun-set. If any person vested with the power of distrain shall seize, or attempt to seize, the property of (f) Or the person who may be empowered to sell distrained property at the place where the attachment may be made. See K. 5. of 1800, S. 6.
any defaulter after sun-set and before sun-rise, for the discharge of arrears of rent or revenue, such distraiter shall not be entitled to recover the arrear, and, if the property shall have been attached, shall be compelled to restore it to the defaulter, or the value of it, if it shall have been sold, damaged, injured, or destroyed, or shall not be forthcoming, with all costs of suit.

XVI. If any under farmer, ryot, or dependent zemindar, or puttee, shall make a fraudulent conveyance or transfer of his property to prevent the attachment of it for arrears, the court of dewanny adawlut, upon proof thereof being made before it, shall cause the property to be delivered up to the distraiter, and compel the person to whom such transfer or conveyance shall have been made, to pay to the distraiter damages adequate to the value of one half of the property, with costs of suit.

XVII. If any under farmer, ryot, or dependent zemindar, or puttee, shall resist the attachment of his property, or shall forcibly or clandestinely take it away after it shall have been attached, the court of dewanny adawlut shall cause him, and all persons who may be proved to have been his aiders or abettors, to be imprisoned in the jail until he shall restore the property to the distraiter, and the arrear shall have been liquidated by the distraiter and sale of other property, or otherwise discharged, with the expenses attending the attachment, and costs of suit. (g)

XVIII. If any person not being the owner, shall be convicted of forcibly or clandestinely taking away property that has been distraint, the court of dewanny adawlut, upon proof thereof being made before it, shall cause such person or persons to be imprisoned until they restore the property, or make good the value of it to the distraiter, and pay to him as damages a sum equal to the value of such property, and all costs of suit.

XIX. Distrainters are empowered to force open any stable, cow-house, barn, golah, granary, or other building, and to enter any dwelling-house, the outer door of which may be open, (excepting the apartments in such dwelling-house which may be appropriated for the zemina or residence of women,) and to break open the door of any room in such dwelling-house, for the purpose of attaching any property belonging to a defaulter which may be lodged therein. But nothing contained in this regulation, shall be construed to authorize persons vested with the power of distraint, or their servants, or agents, to enter the zemina or apartments of women, whether the doors or passages leading thereto be open or not; nor to force open and enter any dwelling-house the outer door of which may be locked or barred. Persons entering the apartments of women, or forcing open the outer door of any dwelling house, shall be imprisoned for six months, the distraiter shall not recover the arrear for which the attachment may have been issued, and he shall be compelled to restore to the defaulter any property that may have been attached, or the value of it, if it shall have been sold, damaged, injured, or destroyed, or shall not be forthcoming, and the court shall further award against such distraiter heavy damages, with all costs of suit. And if any person shall enter a dwelling house, or break open any stable, cow-house, barn, golah, granary, or other building, not occupied by, or in the possession of, the defaulter, to distrain property belonging to him, and no such property shall be found therein, the distraiter shall be liable to prosecution by the occupant or possessor, for entering such house, or breaking open such stable, or other building, and the court shall award to him damages according to the circumstances of the case, with all costs of suit. (h)

XX. After the expiration of the fifth day, and before the elapse of the eighth day, calculating from the day following the day on which the attachment of the property

(g) See the additional penalties denounced against persons resisting the attachment of property attached for the recovery of arrears of rent, in R. 5. of 1800, s. 9.

(h) Modified by R. 5. of 1800, s. 10. The outer doors of dwelling houses, and the zemina, in which a defaulting property may be lodged, or supposed to be lodged, may be forced open and entered, under certain precautions.
of a defaulter shall have taken place, or, if the property attached shall consist of crops, or other ungathered products of the earth, after the elapse of the fifth day, and before the expiration of the eighth day, commencing from the day following the day on which such crops or products may have been stored as directed in section XI, the distrainer shall apply to the cauzy of the purgunnah to have the same appraised and sold. (i) Upon the receipt of such application, the cauzy shall proceed as follows. He shall fix up on the outer door of his own house, and at the place at which he may determine to dispose of the property, a list of the property attached, with a notice, which shall specify, first, the place at which the property is to be sold, which shall be on the spot where it may be lodged by the distrainer, or at the nearest gange, bazar, or haunt, or any place of public resort, where the cauzy may be of opinion it is likely to sell to the best advantage; secondly, the day on which it is to be sold, which shall be the fifteenth day, commencing from the day following the day on which the attachment may take place, unless the property shall consist of crops or other ungathered products of the earth, in which case, the sale shall be made on the fifteenth day, calculating from the day following the day on which such crops or products may be stored as directed in section XI; (j) and thirdly, the time of the day when the sale is to be made, which shall be during the hours of business when the greatest number of people may be supposed to assemble. The cauzy shall nominate two creditable persons, competent by their profession, trade, or occupation, to appraise the property. The persons so appointed, shall appraise the property according to the current price which the several articles may then bear in the country, and shall deliver the particulars of the appraisement in writing, and attest the same with their signatures, and shall certify in writing at the foot of the paper, that they have appraised the property according to the best of their knowledge and judgment. (k) The cauzy shall affix his seal to the paper of appraisement, and cause it to be stuck up on the outer door of his own house, and at the place where the property is to be sold. The property shall be brought to the place of sale on the morning of the day of sale, in order that it may be examined by the persons intending to bid, unless it shall consist of grain or other products of the earth, the removal of which would be attended with considerable expense, in which case, samples only, indiscriminately taken from each article, shall be brought to the place of sale, and exposed for the purpose abovementioned. The property shall be put up to sale in one lot, or in two or more lots, as the cauzy may think advisable. The property shall be disposed of for the highest price that may be offered for it. (l) If the property shall sell for more than the amount of the arrear, the surplus, after deducting the charges attending the attachment and sale of it, shall be returned to the defaulter. If the proceeds of the sale shall be insufficient for the discharge of the arrear and the expenses attending the attachment and sale, the distrainer shall be at liberty to attach other property belonging to the defaulter, and to cause it to be sold to make good the deficiency. The cauzy is in every case to examine the defaulter’s statement of the expenses consequent to the attachment and sale of

(i) The application should state the description of the property, the amount of the arrear due, and the place where the property may be, or intended to be removed. See R. 5, of 1833, S. 4. The cauzies are not now generally empowered to act as sellers of distrained property; the application therefore should be made to the person who may be empowered to sell such property, whether he be the cauzy, or other person holding an express commission, or a commissioner appointed under R. 25, of 1814, for hearing and deciding civil suits, or a tehsildar of the land revenue; the last are generally empowered as sellers of distrained property, so long as they retain their commission or office. See S. 6, of the same regulation.

(j) Rescinded by R. 5, of 1833, S. 4. The sale to take place on as early a day as possible, allowing five days after the attachment. A publication of the sale to be made by beat of drum on one market day at least before the day of sale, as well as in the morning of the day of sale.

(k) The appraisers are to be persons competent with the purchase and sale of the property to be sold; and the particulars of the appraisement are to be communicated to the defaulter, at least three days before the sale. See R. 5, of 1812, S. 19.

(l) The sale is to be postponed until the ensuing market day, should the price offered be less than the appraised value, when it is to be sold, whatever price, not less than the amount hidden on the first day of sale, may be offered for it. See R. 5, of 1812, S. 19.
the property, and to reject any part of it that may appear to him unreasonable. If any person vested with the power of distraint, shall sell or dispose of property which he may have attached for arrears of rent or revenue, in any other mode than that prescribed in this section, he shall forfeit the arrear for which the distress may be levied to the defaulter, and make good to him the value of the property sold or disposed of, with all costs of suit. (m)

XXI. The cauzy (n) is to be careful to prevent any unfair practices either in the appraisement, or sale of property. Upon proof being made before the court of dewanny adawlut of the city or zillah, of his conniving at any such practices, the court shall cause him to make good any loss or injury that the defaulter may have thereby sustained, with costs of suit, and shall immediately report the circumstances of the case to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for the information of the Governor General in Council, who, provided there shall appear to him sufficient reason for so doing, shall dismiss such cauzy from his office.

XXII. The distrainer, the cauzy, (n) and the appraisers, are prohibited purchasing, directly or indirectly, any part of the property. Any cauzy or appraiser offending against this prohibition, shall be compelled to restore the property to the defaulter, or the full value of it, in the event of its being injured, damaged, destroyed, or not forthcoming, and shall forfeit the purchase money, which shall be appropriated to the liquidation of the arrear, and pay all costs of suit; and the court shall report the circumstances to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for the information of the Governor General in Council, who, if there shall appear to him sufficient ground for so doing, shall dismiss such cauzy from his office. Distrainers acting contrary to the prohibition contained in this section, shall be compelled to restore the property to the defaulter, or the full value of it, if it shall have been injured, damaged, or destroyed, or shall not be forthcoming, and shall likewise forfeit to him the arrear for which the property may have been attached, and pay all costs of suit.

XXIII. Neither the defaulter, nor any person on his behalf, shall be permitted to bid for, or purchase the property.

XXIV. The property shall be paid for in ready money at the time of sale, and the purchaser shall not be permitted to carry away any part of the property which shall not have been paid for. Should the purchaser fail in the payment of the whole or part of the purchase money within five days, calculating from the day following the sale, the whole of the property, or the part of it which may be unpaid for, shall be resold by the cauzy on such day as he shall fix, for the best price that may be offered for it. The first purchaser shall forfeit to the distrainer, ten per cent on the amount of the price at which he shall have purchased the property so resold, and make good to him any loss that may arise, as well as the expenses that may be incurred on the re-sale. If any profit shall accrue on the re-sale, it shall be carried to the credit of the defaulter.

XXV. Persons who tenant or underfarm lands in the name of their children, dependents, or others, or in the names of fictitious persons, and give themselves as the ostensible sureties for the performance of the agreement, but retain the actual management of the lands, and in fact are themselves the under farmers, or ryots, of such lands, shall to all intents and purposes be considered as the under farmers, or ryots, of such lands, and their property shall be liable to be distrained and sold for arrears under this regulation, in the same manner as if the engagement for the lands had stood in their own names.

(m) The sellers of distrained property are allowed a commission of one anna in the rupee on the amount proceeds of the sale, chargeable to the defaulter in common with other expenses. See R. 5, of 1800, S. 5.

(n) Or the person who may be employed in the sale of the property. See notes (f) and (g) to sections 39 and 71, C. 1, of this regulation.
XXVI. Landholders, and farmers of land, are prohibited confining or inflicting corporal punishment, on any under farmer, ryot, or dependent zemindar, or putteeedar, or their sureties, to enforce payment of arrears of rent or revenue. If any landholder or farmer of land, shall offend against this prohibition, the person so punished, or confined, shall be at liberty either to prosecute the offender for assault or imprisonment in the criminal court, or to institute a suit against him in the dewanny adawlut of the jurisdiction, which court shall award damages against such offender according to the circumstances of the case, with costs of suit.

XXVII. First. In the event of the absence of the caunzy, or of there being no such officer stationed in the purgunnah, the amil or tehsildar, or in case of his absence, or of there being no such officer in the purgunnah, such person as the judge of the dewanny adawlut of the jurisdiction shall think proper to vest with authority for that purpose, may and shall respectively do all such acts as the caunzy is authorized or directed to perform by this regulation; and under the like restrictions and penalties, as far as the latter can be inflicted. (a)

Second. To facilitate further the sale of distrained property, every person having a commission from the judge of the jurisdiction to hear and determine civil suits not exceeding fifty rupees, under Regulations XI, 1793, and XXVI, 1795, (p) is authorized and required to dispose of under the rules prescribed to caunzy in this regulation, any property that may be distrained in the purgunnah in which he may reside, and for the sale of which application may be made to him; and where the number of persons vested with this authority in any purgunnah or district, shall be found insufficient, the judge is empowered to appoint such numbers as may appear to him requisite. But no person vested with the power of disposing of distrained property under this regulation, shall sell property that may have been distrained for arrears due to himself. Persons of this description, having occasion to levy arrears by distress, are to apply to some other person duly empowered for the sale of the property.

XXVIII. Upon the death of any person vested with the power of distrain by this regulation, his heirs or successors, who may be entitled to the arrears due to him, shall be at liberty to distrain the property of the defaulters, and their sureties, in the cases authorized for the recovery of the same agreeably to this regulation. It is to be understood likewise, that managers of undivided estates belonging to two or more proprietors, are authorized to exercise the same powers for the recovery of arrears of rent or revenue, as the proprietors of the estates committed to their charge would be entitled to exercise under this regulation, were they intrusted with the management of their own estates, subject however to the same rules, restrictions, and penalties.

XXIX. If any gomastah, agent, servant, or officer, of any person vested with the power of distrain, shall attach or cause to be sold the property of any under farmer, ryot, or dependent zemindar, or putteeedar, or their sureties, or do any act in the attachment or sale of it contrary to this regulation, the party aggrieved shall have his remedy against the principal of the offender for such illegal attachment, sale, or act, whether the same took place or was done by the orders, or with the knowledge of such principal or not. Nothing however contained in this section, shall subject a distrainer to imprisonment in the event of any person deputed by him to attach property, entering the zenana or apartments of women, or breaking open a dwelling house in opposition to the prohibition contained in section XIX, unless it

(a) Modified by R. 5, of 1800, S. 6. The caunzy are not now generally empowered as sellers of distrained property; they must have an express authority in writing for that duty. Commissioners appointed for the hearing and deciding of civil suits under R. 29, of 1814, and tehsildars of the land revenue, are, ex-officio, commissioners for the sale of distrained property.

(p) Both these Regulations have been revised by R. 23, of 1814, S. 2, in which will be found the rules regarding amils or native commissioners, and of suddar amils or head commissioners.
shall be proved that such acts were done by the order, or with the consent or knowledge of such distrainer. (q)

XXX. Nothing contained in this regulation shall be construed to prohibit persons entitled under this regulation to distrain, from attaching the standing crops of the under-ryots who cultivate on the betay tenure, and appropriating the moiety in value or kind, or such other proportion thereof, as they shall be entitled to, under the rules contained in Regulation 11, 1793, leaving to such ryots who shall deem themselves aggrieved by any act of the landholder or superior renter exercising this right, his remedy by application to the adwalt.

XXXI. Nothing contained in this regulation shall be construed to prohibit any persons whose property may have been distrained or sold, from instituting a suit in the court of dewanny adwalt of the jurisdiction, against the distrainer, for any injury which they may think they have thereby sustained. (r) Nor to prevent the several descriptions of landholders, or farmers of land, or other persons vested with the power of distrain, from prosecuting in the court of dewanny adwalt of the jurisdiction, for arrears due to them from any under farmer, ryot, or dependent zamindar, or putteedar, or their sureties, should they prefer the last mentioned mode of procedure, to distraining and selling the personal property of the defaulter, or, in the cases authorized, of his surety, for the recovery of the arrears under this regulation.

XXXII. All suits that may be instituted under this regulation, are to be heard and determined previous to any other suits which may be depending. (s)

A. D. 1795 REGULATION XLVI.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXXIII, 1793, entitled, A Regulation for re-enacting with modifications, the rules passed on the 11th February and 21st October 1791, for repairing the embankments kept in repair at the public expense; and for encouraging the digging of tanks or reservoirs, and watercourses, and making embankments.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadoon 1202 Fasly; the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Willaity; the 28th Bhadoon 1852 Sumbut; and the 12th Suffer 1210 Higeree.

The reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation XXXIII, 1793, for providing for the repair of the embankments which are kept in repair at the public expense,

(q) Modified by R. 5, of 1800, S. 2.—See the note (a) to S. 2, of this regulation.

(r) See the provisions of R. 5, of 1800, S. 12, for discouraging and punishing unfounded actions or complaints against persons attaching property for arrears of rent, or against officers employed in the collection of rent, as well as for preventing their being summoned as witnesses, merely to create embarrassment and delay in the collections. This section is explained by section 13 of the same regulation: the jurisdiction of the native commissioners for the trial of civil suits, under R. 23, of 1814, not restricted, or persons having suits to prefer under this section, not debarred from applying to them for redress.

(s) The civil courts are moreover required to appropriate one, two, or more days in each week, if necessary, for the trial of suits regarding the rent of lands, or the public revenue assessed thereon. The native commissioners appointed under R. 23, of 1814, are also directed to hear and determine all cases depending before them, regarding rent or revenue, in preference to others. See R. 5, of 1800, S. 13.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XLVII. (1)

A REGULATION for levying a tax on intoxicating liquors and drugs, and for preventing the illicit manufacture or vend of them, in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1793; corresponding with the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadoon 1202 Fasly; the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Wiliaity; the 28th Bhadoon 1852 Sumbul; and the 12th Suffer 1210 Hijreee.

On grounds similar to those stated in the preamble to Regulation XXXIV, 1793, for establishing a tax on intoxicating liquors and drugs, and for preventing the illicit manufacture or vend of them, in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, the following rules have been enacted for the province of Benares.

II. All persons are prohibited from manufacturing spiritsuous liquors without a license from the collector. No tax or duty is to be levied on spiritsuous liquors but by government. Claims for compensations or deductions.

III. No tax shall be levied on the manufacture or sale of spiritsuous liquors, excepting on the part of government. Any persons having claims to deductions or compensations on account of duties or taxes levied by them in jaghires, or in talookas, or places, to which the general settlement concluded, in 1797 Fasly did not extend, are to prefer their claim to the collector, that he may investigate and report upon it to the Board of Revenue, who are to decide upon it, and submit their decision for the confirmation of the Governor General in Council. The courts of judicature are not to take cognizance of such claims, but where a compensation shall have been granted, and the payment of it shall be withheld, they are empowered to take cognizance of suits to obtain payment.

IV. The rules contained in sections IV, V, VI, and VII, Regulation XXXIV, 1793, are hereby extended to the province of Benares.

V. As granting licenses for working stills in the neighbourhood of the city of Benares, or the towns of Mirzapore, Ghuzepore, or Jussapore, would not only defeat the object of this regulation as far as it regards the police of the said city and towns, by affording a harbour for disorderly persons in the vicinity of them, but also injure the public revenue, by enabling the distillers in such places to undersell those residing in the said city or towns; the collector is not to grant licenses for working stills within such a distance of the city of Benares, or of the towns above mentioned, as may be likely to affect the police, or the produce of the tax on the stills worked therein. This rule is also to be applied as far as may be necessary to any other large towns.

(1) Rescinded by R. 10, of 1819, s. 2.
towns, where circumstances may require it; and where any large town may be situated contiguous to the city of Benares, or to either of the three towns above mentioned, the collector is to grant licenses in such large town, as if it formed a part of the said city or the town to which it may be so contiguous, or to adopt such arrangements as may appear to him calculated to obviate the consequences above stated.

VI. The rules contained in sections IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, Regulation XXXIV, 1793, are hereby extended to the province of Benares.

VII. The collector is not to authorize the establishment of stills for the manufacture of spirituous liquors, within two coss of the military station at Chunar. The commissary of bazar, and the collector, are to proceed in respect to shops for the sale of spirituous liquors established within the limited distance, in the mode prescribed for similar cases in section XVII, Regulation XXXIV, 1793.

VIII. The rules in section XVIII, Regulation XXXIV, 1793, are hereby extended to the province of Benares.

IX. The rules contained in sections II, III, IV, V, and VI, Regulation I, 1794, are hereby extended to Benares, with this exception, that the duties therein assigned to the daroghas of the police jurisdictions in the zilahs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are, in the province of Benares, to be performed by the tehsildars, wherever the police jurisdiction vested in them by Regulation XVII, 1793, may extend.

X. For the more expeditious trial of persons charged with the offences specified in this regulation, and the sections of Regulation XXXIV, 1793, and Regulation I, 1794, above declared to extend to the province of Benares, upon any such person being brought before the judge, the collector is to order the vakeel of government to exhibit the information and proofs against him, and the judge shall without delay make a summary inquiry into the matter, and pass such decision as may appear to him equitable. If a person convicted of any of the said offences shall omit or refuse to discharge the penalty which may be imposed on him, the judge is to commit him to close custody, and proceed to levy the penalty by issuing the same process against his property, as is prescribed for enforcing decrees of the court. If property belonging to the offender sufficient to make good the penalty, shall not be found, the judge is to commit him to the jail of the criminal court, and keep him to hard labor for one month, and then discharge him.
A.D. 1795. Regulation XLVIII.

A regulation for prohibiting covenanted civil servants of the Company employed in the administration of justice, or the collection of the public revenue, in the province of Benares, from lending money to talookdars, zenindars, putteedars, or other actual proprietors of land, or to farmers of land holding farms immediately of Government, or the under farmers, or ryots, of the several descriptions of proprietors and farmers of land above mentioned, or their respective sureties; and for prohibiting in the said province, covenants of any description, holding possession of lands that may be mortgaged to them, or purchasing or renting lands, for erecting houses, or buildings for carrying on manufactures, or other purposes, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 11th Bhadoon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadoon 1202 Hijry; the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Williaoy; the 28th Bhadoon 1852 Siinbut; and the 12th Safar 1210 Hijry.

The reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation XXXVIII, 1793, passed for the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, for preventing the covenanted civil servants of the Company employed in the administration of justice, or the collection of the revenue, from lending money to the landholders, or farmers, or others concerned in the collection or payment of the revenue, and for restricting all Europeans from purchasing or holding lands out of the limits of Calcutta, excepting for the erection of dwelling houses, or buildings for carrying on manufactures, or for other commercial concerns, and prohibiting them from purchasing or holding such lands even for those purposes, without the sanction of the Governor General in Council, being equally applicable to the province of Benares, the following rules have been enacted.

II. The judges and magistrates of the city court, and the zillah courts, the judges of the provincial courts of appeal, and the courts of circuit, and the registers to the several courts, and their assistants, or other officers being covenanted servants of the Company, and the collector of the revenue, and his assistants, are prohibited from lending money, directly or indirectly, to any proprietor or farmer of land, or dependent zemindar, or under farmer, or ryot, or their sureties; and all loans which may be made in opposition to this prohibition after the commencement of the Fasly year 1203, are declared irrecoverable in any court of judicature.

III. No European of whatever nation or description, shall purchase, rent, or occupy, land without the sanction of the Governor General in Council; and all persons now so holding land, without having obtained such permission, either directly from Government, or from any of the residents, or who may hereafter unauthorizedly purchase, rent, or occupy land, shall be liable to be dispossessed of the same at the discretion of the Governor General in Council, nor shall they be entitled to any indemnification for buildings which they may have erected thereon, or other account.

IV. Europeans who are not prohibited under Regulation XXXIII, 1796, or otherwise, from lending money to proprietors, or farmers of land, dependent zemindars, putteedars, under farmers, or ryots, and who may make loans to them on the security or mortgage of their lands or leases, shall not be allowed, directly or indirectly, to hold possession of the lands, the proprietary right in which, or lease whereof, may be mortgaged to them as security for the loan, nor to make or appropriate
A. D. 1795. REGULATION XLIX.

A REGULATION for appointing the head cauzy of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, head cauzy of the province of Benares, and for extending to that province, the rules contained in Regulation XXXIX, 1793, regarding the cauzies stationed in the cities, towns, and other places, in the three first mentioned provinces.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadon 1202 Fasly; the 14th Bhadon 1203 Wiladity; the 28th Bhadon 1832 Sambat; and the 12th Suffer 1310 Higeree.

CAUZIES are stationed in the city of Benares, and the towns of Mirzaeeoor, Ghazepoor, and Jummaoor, and in the purgunmah of Benares, for the performance of the same duties as are assigned to the cauzies in similar situations in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa; and the prescriptions contained in that regulation, with the exception hereafter specified, being equally applicable to the province of Benares, the following rules have been enacted.

II. First. The head cauzy of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, shall also be head cauzy of the province of Benares, and shall be appointed under the rules prescribed in clause first, section II, Regulation XXXIX, 1793 (w).

Second. The following inscription is to be substituted on the seal of the head cauzy, in lieu of that prescribed in clause second, section II, Regulation XXXIX, 1793.

"The seal of the Caaz-y at Corzat of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, Orissa, and Benares."

(Name of the head cauzy) (v)

(v) To the Commissioner for Behar and Benares, appointed under R. 1, of 1816, instead of the Board of Revenue.

(w) The head cauzy of Bengal, Behar, Orissan, and Benares, is also head cauzy of the ceded and conquered or western provinces. See R. 40, of 1808, S. 2, C. 1, R. 9, of 1805, S. 29, C. 1, and R. 10, of 1805, S. 3.

(w) The seal of the head cauzy now bears this inscription, agreeably to R. 46, of 1903—The seal of the Caaz-y at Corzat of the provinces of Bengal, Behar, Orissa, Benares, and Ceded Provinces; but, probably, the last word has been altered by the substitution of Ceded and Conquered or Western Provinces, since their acquisition.
III. The rules contained in the several sections of Regulation XXXIX, 1793, from section III, to section XI, regarding the canaries stationed in the cities, towns, and pargannahs in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, are hereby extended to the canaries stationed in the city of Benares, and in the towns of Mirzapoor, Ghazipoor, and Janapoor, and the several pargannahs in the province of Benares, with this exception, that instead of Regulations XVII and XXIV, 1793, they are to consider the prescriptions contained in Regulation XLV, 1795, and Regulation XXXIV, 1795, as the rules for their guidance, with regard to the sale of property distrained for arrears of rent or revenue, and the payment of pensions. (x)

A. D. 1795. REGULATION L.

A REGULATION for prohibiting talookdars, seindars, or other proprietors of land paying revenue, in the province of Benares, from fixing the jumna of dependent tenants, (whether seindars or puthdars,) or granting leases or pottahs for a term exceeding ten years; and, in cases of lands being disposed of at public sale for the discharge of arrears of the public revenue, for rendering null and void all engagements, (with certain exceptions,) subsisting between the defaulting proprietor, and his dependent seindars, puthdars, under farmers, and ryots, for the payment of rent or revenue on account of the lands so sold.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Bengali era; the 28th Bhadoon 1202 Fasly; the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Willaity; the 28th Bhadoon 1832 Sambut; and the 12th Suffer 1210 Higecce.

The public demand upon the estates of the proprietors of land, with whom a settlement has been or may be concluded under the original regulations for the quinquennial and decennial settlements, having been declared fixed for ever; it is to be apprehended that many proprietors, either from improvidence, ignorance or with a view to raise money, or from other causes or motives, may be induced to dispose of dependent zamindaries, or other tenancies, to be held at a reduced jumna; or fix the jumna of such dependent tenancies of this description as now exist in their respective estates, at an under rate; or let lands in farm, or grant pottahs for the cultivation of land at a reduced rent, for a long term, or in perpetuity. Such engagements, if held valid, would leave it in the power of weak, improvident, or ill disposed proprietors, to render their property of little or no value to their heirs; promote vice and injustice; occasion a permanent diminution of the resources of government arising from the lands, in the event of the rent or revenue reserved by such proprietors, being insufficient for the discharge of the amount of the public demand upon their estates; be an abuse of the great and lasting benefit which has been conferred upon the landholders, by the possession of their lands being secured to them in perpetuity at a fixed assessment; and moreover, be repugnant to the ancient and established usages of the country, according to which the dues of government from the lands, (which consist of a certain proportion of the annual produce of every begah of land, demandable, according to the local custom, in

(x) That part of the provisions of R. 45, of 1793, which relates to canaries, describing them to be generally empowered as sellers of distrained property, is modified by R. 5, of 1803, S. 6, whereby such canaries only are competent to sell distrained property, as may have an express commission for that purpose. The provisions of it, S. 34, of 1795, relative to the payment of pensions not exceeding fifty rupees per annum by canaries, appear to be modified also by R. 11, of 1812, S. 5, by which any officer, deputed by the collector, may pay the pensions.
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money or kind, unless government has transferred its right to such proportion to individuals for a term or in perpetuity, or fixed the public demand upon the whole estate of a proprietor of land, leaing him to appropriate to his own use the difference between the value of such proportion of the produce, and the sum payable to the public, so long as he continues to discharge the latter, are unalienable without its express sanction. It is at the same time essential that talookdars and proprietors of land, should have a discretionary power to fix the revenue payable from their dependent tenancies, and to grant leases, or fix the rents of their lands, for a term sufficient to induce their dependent zemindars, under farmers and ryots, to extend and improve the cultivation of their lands, and that such engagements should be held invariable in all cases, excepting where they may interfere with or affect in any shape the paramount indefeasible rights of government. Upon the above ground, and as the proprietors of land previous to the quinquennial and decennial settlement being declared perpetual, were not entitled to enter into any engagements with their dependent zemindars, putteeards, under farmers, or ryots, for a period extending beyond the terms of their own engagements with the public: the Governor General in Council has enacted as follows.

II. No talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, nor any person on their behalf, shall dispose of a dependent tenancy to be held at the same or at any jumma, or fix at any amount the jumma thereof for a term exceeding ten years, nor let any lands in farm, nor grant pottals to ryots or other persons for the cultivation of lands, for a term exceeding ten years. Nor shall it be lawful for any talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, who may have entered into an engagement with any dependent zemindar, fixing the jumma of his tenancy for a term not exceeding ten years, nor let any lands in farm, or granted pottals for the cultivation of lands for a term not exceeding ten years, to renew such engagement, lease, or pottal, at any period before the expiration of it, excepting in the last year, in any time during which it shall be lawful for the parties to renew such engagement, lease, or pottal, upon the same or any other terms, for a period not exceeding ten years, calculating from the expiration of the year in which such renewal may take place. All evasion of the prohibitions contained in this section, by entering into two separate engagements, leases, or pottals, at the same time; dating an engagement, lease, or pottal, subsequent to the period at which it may have been actually executed; or by any other device; shall be considered as an infringement of them; and every engagement fixing the jumma of a dependent tenancy, and every lease, or pottal, which has been or may be concluded, or granted, in opposition to such prohibitions, is declared null and void. (y)

III. Where a division of a joint estate shall be made at the request of the proprietors, or pursuant to the decree of a court of justice, the fixed public revenue assessed upon the whole estate, shall be apportioned on the several shares, agreeably to the principles prescribed in section VII, Regulation XXVII, 1793, without regard to any engagements that may subsist between the proprietors and their dependent tenants, under farmers, or ryots. But the sharers shall not demand from the dependent tenants, under farmers, or ryots, in their respective shares, any sum beyond the amount specified in the engagement, lease, or pottal, which may have been entered into between them and the proprietors jointly previous to the division of the estate, provided that such engagement, lease, or pottal, be not repugnant to the rules prescribed in section II, and such dependent tenants, under farmers, or ryots, shall duly perform their part of it; but it shall remain in full force, except-

(y) This section is rescinded by R. 5, of 1819, S. 2. Proprietors of land are competent to grant leases for any period which they may deem convenient and conducive to their interests.
IV. If the whole or a portion of any estate, shall be transferred by public sale, (excepting it be so disposed of for the discharge of arrears of the public revenue,) or by private sale, gift, or otherwise, or devolve to any person upon the death of the former proprietor, according to the Hindu or Mahomedan law of inheritance, the person or persons to whom the lands shall be so transferred, or may so devolve, shall not demand from the dependent tenants, under farmers, or ryots, in the lands transferred, any sum beyond the amount specified in the lease, cottah, or other engagement, for the payment of rent or revenue, which may have been entered into between them and the former proprietor previous to the transfer, or devolution, provided that such engagement be not repugnant to the rules prescribed in section XI, and that such dependent tenants, farmers, or ryots, shall perform their part of it, but it shall remain in full force until the term of it shall have expired.

V. Whenever the whole or a portion of the lands of any talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land, shall be disposed of at public sale for the discharge of arrears of the public assessment, all engagements which such proprietor shall have contracted with dependent tenants, whose tenancies may be situated in the lands sold, as also all leases to under farmers, and cottahs to ryots for the cultivation of the whole, or of any part of such lands, (with the exception of the engagements, pottah, and leases, specified in section VII,) shall stand cancelled from the day of sale, and the purchaser or purchasers of the lands, shall be at liberty to collect from such dependent tenants, and from the ryots, or cultivators of the lands let in farm, and the lands not farmed, whatever the former proprietor would have been entitled to demand, according to the established usages and rates of the pargunnah or district in which such lands may be situated, had the engagements so cancelled never existed. (a)

VI. Nothing contained in this regulation shall be construed to prohibit any talookdar, zemindar, or other actual proprietor of land selling, giving, or otherwise (as far as he may be legally competent) disposing of any part of his lands as a dependent tenancy, whether as a zemindar, or putteedary.

VII. Nor to prohibit actual proprietors of land granting without the sanction of government, or its officers, to any person not being a British subject, or an European, a lease or cottah for ground, for any term of years, or in perpetuity, for the erection of dwelling houses, or buildings for carrying on manufactures, or other purposes, and for offices for such houses or buildings, or for gardens.

(a) This and the next section have been reissued by R. 18, of 1812, S. 3, and other rules prescribed in their stead.

(a) The operation of this section to be suspended in all cases of sales of land taking place after the second month of the local year, during the year, but not applicable to engagements, pottahs, or leases, evidently collusive. See R. 1, of 1801, S. 9. See also the explanatory rules in R. 5 of 1812, S. 5, regarding the collection of rent according to the established usages and rates of the pargunnah.
A D. 1795. REGULATION LI.

A REGULATION respecting ryotty pottahs in the province of Benares.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhaadon 1202 Bengal era; the 28th Bhaadon 1202 Fasly; the 14th Bhaadon 1202 Willay; the 28th Bhaadon 1832 Sambat; and the 12th Suffer 1210 Higeree.

To prevent undue demands being made on the ryots, or cultivators of the soil, by the amoons, zemindars, farmers, or others, entitled from them the bakhme or government's proportion of the produce, amoons were depayed by the resident at Benares on the 12th February 1795, to cause pottahs to be granted to the ryots agreeably to certain forms, by which their payments were to be regulated. For reasons hereafter stated, these amoons were recalled before they had completed the issue of the prescribed pottahs. The instructions to these officers, with alterations and additions, calculated for the more effectual accomplishment of the object of those instructions, are now enacted into a regulation, and are to be considered as the rules respecting ryotty pottahs throughout the district in the province of Benares to which the settlement concluded by the resident extended. (b)

11. First. Orders were repeatedly issued to the amoons, and camnogius, to cause the zemindars and farmers to issue to their ryota bimokka pottahs, i.e., pottahs with the main and abwasb consoliated, for the rehby or money part of the rent payable to them, and to specify therein, where the rent is estimated according to the produce, the mode of the bente or division of the crop, and also the proportions in which the division was to be made, viz., whether in equal proportions, or in the proportions of seven to nine, or of five to two, or of two to one, or according to whatever local zemindar or custom might be prevalent in each place; and the amoons were also repeatedly enjoined to issue similar pottahs, in those parts of the purvonnas which contained banebunya. There being ground to believe, however, that notwithstanding these orders, the prescribed pottahs had not been sufficiently issued, amoons were ordered, on the 12th of February 1793, to cause them to be granted, throughout all that part of the four districts, to which the general settlement had extended. The amoons thus deputed, were accordingly furnished with instructions to cause the talookdars, zemindars, and farmers, in the musheekhesee mozas, or villages, for which a settlement had been concluded, and the amoons, in the villages in which remained banebunya, to grant the prescribed pottahs to the ryots and cultivators in conformity to a draft prepared for the purpose; the pottahs to be granted to every ryot and cultivator, in the musheekhesee villages to specify with precision, the rates of payment according to the two last years, as far as regarded the sookly, or money part thereof; and also the modes, and proportions of the bente, where the payments of the ryots were estimated in kind, or upon the produce; and in the event of the rates to be thus inserted in the pottahs being, any where disputed between the amoons or malghuzars on the one part, and the ryots on the other, such disputed rates were directed to be regulated and adjusted, in reference to the a counts of the pottahs, and with the assistance of the camnogius: so that, consideration being had to the present condition of the ground, and the cost of the cultivator, the bimokka rate, or rate, inclusive of main and abwasb, on account of such ground, might be fixed at the same rate as that at which a cultivator of the same cast would have been assessed for it, in the Fasly year 1817.

(b) With exception of S. 9, and parts of sections 1 and 13, the whole of this Regulation is not in force. See R. 5, of 1812, S. 2, and S., of 1813, S. 2, which allow lessees, tenants, &c., to grant leaves for any length of time, for any rent, and in whatever form they and their tenants please, excepting the imposition of arbitrary or inconsiderate rates.
Second. Under these instructions, where the custom of mootry, (or the payment of one general rate for different kinds of ground and of crops,) was found to prevail, the amnees were directed to continue it, and even to endeavour to extend it, wherever the parties concerned might voluntarily agree to its adoption.

Third. In pottahs issued for a money rent, with the exception of those granted for mootry tenures, the number of begahs, the description of begah, (viz. whether the begah computed by the rod of three deras ilahiee, the begah of the measure prevalent in the purgnah, or the dherawat, or begah ascertained by estimate,) and the bil-mokta rye or consolidated rate of assessment on each of such begahs, were directed to be specified, so as to preclude the necessity of supradding to such rate the keevrat, or difference of rate proportionate to the variation in the extent of the several descriptions of begahs. For this purpose it was ordered that the malignant and ryots, with the assistance of the opinions of the cannaoogees, and the approbation of the amnees, should fix at once the bil-mokta rye, or consolidated rate, in one sum, in proportion to the extent of the begah, leaving it to the parties to determine on which of these three descriptions of begahs the calculation of the rye should be made, instead of confining them to one description of begah, as had been prescribed by the rule contained in section IV, Regulation 11, 1795.

Fourth. In the event of any of the putteedars, being desirous of obtaining pottahs for the land cultivated by them, the amnees were instructed to cause the pottahs, or persons holding pottahs of government, to grant pottahs accordingly, in conformity to the principles above prescribed. But if such putteedars should not apply for pottahs, the amnees were informed that they were not to cause pottahs to be granted to them, but were to leave them to continue to pay as formerly, i. e. subordinately to, and in conjunction with, their principals.

Fifth. In the musheekcheeny lands, these pottahs were directed to be issued with the concurrence of the amnees, and under the signatures of the grantors, (i.e. the pottahdars of government,) and to be attested also by the cannaoogees. In the villages which were continued amaneeny, it was directed that the said pottahs should be issued by the amnees, under their signature, and the attestation of the cannaoogees, and that they should also be counter-signed by the amnees; as for the future, the amnees neither had, nor were to possess, any authority to augment or diminish the rental of government, their duties being limited to the realizing of the fixed revenue; the preservation of the peace throughout their respective limits; and the execution of such orders as might occasionally be addressed to them.

Sixth. The zeyl, or detailed particulars, annexed to the form of pottah, with which the amnees were furnished, contained an enumeration of the different modes of ryott payments, whether of mootry, nekdy, herkowlia, or betay, and of purtee, keel, and jungle, &c. one or other of which would necessarily be found applicable to the land and circumstances of every cultivator; and it was pointed out to the amnees that the pottahs of those ryots only whose cultivation was carried on agreeably to the practice termed mootry, and no other, were to specify the amount of the rent annexed to their pottahs under that single head only; whilst in instances in which ryots cultivated not only on mootry, but also on nekdy and betay agreements, this form of pottah also prescribed how the particulars of the zeyl, were under such circumstances, to be subjoined; at the same time that it comprehended under the several heads of cultivation, a specification of the denomination of begah, in order that as all the three descriptions of begahs particularized in clause third, were more or less in use in the province, it might be left to the option of the malignant and ryots, to adopt in their engagements whichever of these three standards they might prefer, the amnees being required only to see that the description of begah agreed on should in every instance be specified.
Seventh. The following is a translate of the general form of potah with which the aumeens were furnished:

"A potah of engagement and stipulation in the name of—according to the zeyl, without abwaaub or serf; the fota or rent for the entire year of the cultivation, shall be taken bilmota, or according to one rate; and exclusive of that, neither a daam or dhirm shall be taken."

Zeyl or annexed specification of Rent.

Nekdy or money rent.

1st. Mootry 12 begahs (either of 3 dera ilahoe, or purgunnah begahs, or dherawat or estimated begahs:) at 3 rupees 2 annas per begah, rupees - 37 8 0

2d. Kwyrour &c. (being for the more valuable articles of cultivation,) 13 begahs (whether of 3 dera ilahoe, or purgunnah measurement, or dherawat,) viz.

Sugarcane 10 begahs at 5 rupees 1 anna per begah, - 50 10 0

Tobacco 2 begahs at 6 rupees per begah, - 12 0 0

Moolee or vegetables, 1 begah, at 2 rupees 1 anna per begah, 2 1 0

Sums total: 64 11 0

And where from the change in the cultivation, a new potah shall become necessary, it shall be granted according to the rates of the two last years, with the privity of the canooners, according to the shirabundy, or established rates of the purgunnah, and I (the zamindar or farmer;) shall certainly not object to give a potah.

III. First. On the departure of these aumeens, the strongest assurances were published to all the zamindars and farmers, that the object of their deputation, was solely to ensure from them, that justice to their ryots, which government had bound itself to observe to them by concluding with them a permanent settlement, the conditions of which would on no account be infringed. A considerable degree of jealousy however was manifested by the zamindars and farmers during the progress of the aumeens; several of whom represented the difficulties which they experienced in the execution of their instructions, both from the above and other causes. These difficulties are stated in the following clauses, with a view to future eventual arrangements.

Second. The aumeen in the topah of Ophroude, in the purgunnah of Cheurassy, represented, that several places in that topah were without putwarries; and as similar complaints were received from other parts of the district, the aumeens were, in reply directed to cause the proprietors, and farmers, to appoint putwarries wherever they were wanted; and in the mean time, to oblige the gomastahs of the said proprietors or farmers, or the officers entertained for keeping such written or other village accounts as are kept, to produce them to the courts of judicature, or to the collector, in the instances in which either are empowered by the regulations to require them.

Third.
Third. Several ryots in the purgannah of Chownasa, and other parts, who had been used to divide the grain with the zendimar or farmer in the mode called agore, according to the produce, would not take pottahs specifying either any rent per begin, or even the number of begahs which they cultivated; circumstances that are adverted to, and in some measure provided for, in section XXI, Regulation 11, 1795.

Fourth. The aanmeen in the tuppah of Kone, in the purgannah of Chourassy, represented, that sundry zendimars had mortgaged a part of their lands to other zendimars, and had in consideration thereof, given them pottahs at lower rates than the established ones, so as merely to prove equal to the payment of government’s jumma; whilst the mortgagees caused the grounds in question to be cultivated by other ryots, from whom they took the usual rate of rent. The aanmeens desired instructions whether they should cause pottahs to be given to these mortgagees, according to those which they held from the zendimars; or whether the pottahs should be issued at such rates as the mortgagees exacted from the ryots. In reply to this application, the adwaaz were directed to cause pottahs of the last mentioned description to be issued to the ryots, not however by the proprietors, but by the mortgagees; and they were further informed that this rule was to be observed in all similar cases.

Fifth. It appearing by a representation from the aanmeen at Murreehoo, that the zendimars and farmers concealed the revenue lands in their occupancy, by pretending to have assigned them in larger proportions, than was ever usual, to the putuaries, for their maintenance or otherwise; the aanmeen was instructed not to admit of this abuse, but to cause pottahs to be issued for all grounds over and above the usual quantity granted to the putuaries for their maintenance in their official situations.

Sixth. The aanmeen in the purgannah of Baleeab, represented, that although his instructions required that the rate of rent should be fixed i.e. or in one anna, there were circumstances which rendered the observance of this rule in some instances impracticable, such as various abwaabs proportionally added in the beyty ryotty tenure to the money result of the jumma or valuation of the crop, according to the market prices of grain; these abwaabs being either at the rate of one anna or of two annas, per rupee, on the valuation of the crop; on account of batta; and perhaps, of three annas for the deh-kher h per begah; whilst in several other villages, these articles of batta and khera, were levied uniformly at a certain rate per rupee, on the amount of the valuation of the crop, as aforesaid. That it was therefore evident, that these money rates could not be taken into account, so as to admit of their amount being ascertained in a beyty pottah, further than by fixing their proportional rates in the rupee on the amount of the valuation of the crop, or on the begah of the cultivation, as the local custom might in either case require. This aanmeen was accordingly instructed to confine himself to the insertion of these proportionate rates of abwaabs.

Seventh. It appeared that in sundry villages in the purgannah of Kureeendeh, it had been and continued the custom amongst the mughars and assamies (i.e. the zendimars or farmers, and the ryots,) to carry on their cultivation, and keep their accounts, according to the practice termed by them eucha dherawat gontar, that is, where the begahs are measured by steps, of which one begah is equal only to eight pukhata bimaas; and two and a half eucha begahs to one pukhata begah. The aanmeen in that purgannah, having hereon reported, that the ryots in such places, could not be made, without great difficulty, to comprehend the advantage of calculating by the pukhata, instead of the eucha begah, directions were given that their own customs should be continued, on condition that the description of the begah, and the mode of measurement, should be clearly specified in the pottahs to be granted in such places.

Eighth.
Eighth. In the said purgunnah of Kureendeh, it was on the same day ordered, in reply to a query from the aumneen, that where the serberakars or managers, (mentioned in section XVII, Regulation II, 1795,) were on terms of good understanding with the zemindars, they might, if they pleased, affix their signatures to the pottahs to be granted to the ryots; but that wherever it became a question which of them should have the preference, it must be allowed to the serberkar, as long as the latter remained responsible for the revenue.

Ninth. The same aumneen having reported, that in Pehaurpoor, and some other villages in Kureendeh, he had issued the pottahs, in the terms of his instructions, although in fact it had been and still was customary for the zemindars, putteesars, and other chupperbund assameseeyar or ryots, to meet together, and lay on such a money-assessment on the government's half of the grain, as might make up the public revenue; it was thereupon ordered that those who preferred this mode, might adhere to it, and even have this condition inserted in their pottahs, without the stipulation that such assessment should be founded on the market price, as is the rule in general, for all other places.

Tenth. The aumneen in the purgunnah of Mohammadabad, reported that certain persons in that district, claiming to be the descendants of the ancient zemindars of villages now rented to farmers, refused to receive pottahs for the ground which they cultivated from the latter, alleging that they should thereby suffer degradation.

IV. The deputation of the aumneens, and their proceedings, having been reported to the Governor General in Council, he observed in his reply of the 24th June 1795, that difficulties similar to those stated by the aumneens in Benares, had been experienced in enforcing the regulations regarding pottahs in the other provinces. That in many places, the ryots had omitted to take out pottahs, or objected to receive those tendered to them agreeably to the regulations; and that owing to the variation in the rates in the different purgunnahs and districts and other local circumstances, disputes had been occasioned where both the proprietor and the cultivator of the lands were before satisfied with the rates of assessment that had been mutually agreed upon between them. That the rules regarding pottahs contained in Regulation IV, 1794, for the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, had in consequence been passed, under which, if any dispute arose between a proprietor or a farmer of land, and a ryot, regarding the rates of pottahs, the latter, by application to the court of judicature, could always obtain a pottah at the ancient and established rates of the district; and that where no such dispute existed, the interference of government was of course unnecessary. That from these considerations, and as the variations in the rates in the different districts, and in the quality of the lands in Benares, might render it extremely difficult for the aumneens to fix the rates and the terms of the pottahs to the satisfaction of both parties; and as there might be considerable danger of their often favoring one or other of them; the Governor General in Council directed the aumneens to be recalled, and ordered that rules similar to those contained in Regulation IV, 1794, should be adopted in Benares, it being presumed that the operation of them would gradually lead to the defining and fixing the rates to be paid for land in the different districts and villages, where any dispute might subsist respecting them: without incurring the inconveniences liable to arise from attempting to effect this object at once by the deputation of aumneens.

V. In pursuance of the directions in the preceding section, the pottah aumneens were recalled on the 8th of July 1795; and with respect to the progress which they had in granting pottahs, wherever it shall appear that they have caused pottahs to be granted in deviation from the letter and spirit of the instructions under which they acted, such pottahs are to be deemed invalid, and are to be so adjudged in any court of justice; whereas, on the other hand, the operation of those in which the parties...
ties have acquiesced are to be admitted. This last mentioned rule can be productive of no injury to either party, as all the pottahs, with the exception of those for the moony tenures, are liable to annual renewal, in consequence of the alteration that unavoidably takes place in the annual cultivation of the ryots.

VI. On the recall of the aumans, they were directed to make it known that it was expected and required of the talookdars, zemindars, and farmers, that they should complete the issuing of the pottahs to their ryots, in the form and manner required in section II. The proprietors and farmers of land are accordingly hereby allowed until the expiration of the Fuzly year 1904, for granting these pottahs, and after that period, no engagements for rent, (exclusive of the exceptions in the cases specified in clauses third, ninth, and tenth, section III, the usages detailed in which are to be admitted,) contrary to those ordered in that section, or such other as the collector, with the sanction of the Governor General in Council, may prescribe, shall be held valid: and the parties prosecuting under such informal engagements, shall be nonsuited with costs.

VII. To provide against the ryots refusing or omitting to take out or receive pottahs, although the persons from whom they are entitled to demand them, be ready to grant them, in the form and on the terms that now are, or may be hereafter prescribed by this or any future regulation, (c) it is declared, that if a proprietor or farmer of land shall fix up in the principal cutheries, in his estate, or farm, a notification in writing under his seal and signature, specifying that pottahs according to the form prescribed in clause seventh, section II. or such other form as the collector with the sanction of the Governor General in Council shall have approved, and at the established rates, (c) will be immediately granted to all ryots who may apply for them, and stating where, and when, and by whom, the pottahs will be delivered; the notification shall be considered as a legal tender of a pottah, and the proprietor of land or the farmer, shall be deemed to have complied with the order: and the persons so tendering pottahs shall be entitled to recover the rents due to them from such ryots, as fully and effectually to all intents and purposes, as if there existed written engagements between the parties.

VIII. The approbation of the collector in respect to the pottahs, is to be considered to extend to the form only; as far as regards which, he is, under the orders of government, authorized either to adhere to that contained in clause seventh, section II., or to adopt such other forms as the local circumstances of the district may in any part thereof render more expedient. But in all cases of deviation from the form aforesaid, the collector is to signify his approbation of the new form of pottah introduced, by superscribing it with his name and official appellation; and thereupon, he is to register a copy of such form or forms in the dewanny adawlut of the city, or zillah, within the jurisdiction of which such pottahs are to be issued; and to cause a copy thereof to be deposited in each of the principal cutheries of the estate, or farm, or talookah, in which such pottahs are to be granted.

IX. If a dispute shall arise between the ryots, and the persons from whom they may be entitled to demand pottahs, regarding the rates of the pottahs, (whether the rent be payable in money or kind,) it shall be determined in the dewanny adawlut of the city, or zillah, in the jurisdiction of which the lands may be situated, according to the rules established in the pargannah, or tuppah, or talookah, for lands of the same description and quality, and for the same cast of cultivators, as those respecting which the dispute may arise.

X. The rules in the preceding section, are to be considered applicable only to the pottahs which the ryots are entitled to demand in the first instance, but also to the renewal of pottahs which may expire or become cancelled; and it is declared that...

(c) These parts are not in force. See the note to the preamble of this regulation.
no proprietor or farmer of land, nor any other person, shall require ryots, whose pattahs may expire or become cancelled, to take out new pattahs at higher rates than the established rates of the purgannah, for lands of the same quality and description; due consideration being had, as far as may be required by the custom of the district, to the alteration of the species of culture, and the cost of the cultivator. Under this rule, khodcasht or chupperbund ryots, will be entitled to have their pattahs renewed at the established rates, upon making application for that purpose to the person by whom the pattahs are to be granted, as are also paykasht ryots, provided the proprietor or farmer chooses to permit them to continue to cultivate the land, which they have the option to do or not as they may think proper on the expiration of all paykasht leases; whereas khodcasht ryots cannot be dispossessed as long as they continue to pay the stipulated rent.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION LII.

A REGULATION for licensing the importation of salt into the port of Calcutta, on ships built, and fitted out within the provinces of Bengal, or Behar, or that part of Orissa which is under the dominion of the Company, and being the property of British subjects, or of natives residing within the said provinces, and subject to the Company's government, passed by the Governor General in Council on the 28th August 1795, corresponding with the 14th Bhadon 1292 Bengal era; the 28th Bhadon 1292 Fasli; the 11th Bhadon 1292 Willyat; the 28th Bhadon 1852 Sambat; the 12th Safar 1210 Hijri.

THE Governor General in Council being of opinion, that the importation of the coast salt into Bengal may be allowed, under particular restrictions, so as to obviate in a great degree the unfavorable operation of the existing prohibition to its importation, on certain branches of the commerce, and industry of both countries, without at the same time affecting the revenue derived by the Company from reserving to themselves the exclusive privilege of manufacturing salt in Bengal; the following rules have been enacted.

11. Licence will be given for the importation of salt into the port of Calcutta on ships built and fitted out within the provinces of Bengal, or Behar, or the portion of Orissa under the dominion of the Company, and being the property of any British subjects or natives, residing in either of the said provinces under the Company's government, subject to the following rules and conditions.

III. All persons desirous of availing themselves of the privilege granted in the preceding section, must apply to the secretary to the Board of Trade in the salt department for permits, and must specify in their application the following particulars:

Name of the ship.
Name or names of the owner or owners, and his, or their, place or places, of residence.
Name of the commander.

(d) These parts are not in force. See the note to the preamble of this regulation.

(e) Extended to the zillah of Cuttack by R. 92, of 1814, S. 2. See R. 6, of 1801, S. 3, 4, and 5, prohibiting the importation of foreign salt generally without a license; for authorizing the importation of Mosseu salt under certain restrictions; and for the penalties to which venias and owners are liable for importing salt without a license.

By
By whom, where, and when, the ship was built, and the burden by carpenter's measurement.

Where bound.

Return when expected.

Quantity of salt to be imported.

IV. The name of the ship shall be painted in English and Bengalese, upon some conspicuous part of the stern, in letters not less than four inches in length; and to prevent mistakes, the name in Bengalese characters will be furnished upon application at the salt office. Should the above injunction with regard to painting the name on the stern be neglected, or either the English or the Bengalese name be obliterated, concealed, or defaced, at the departure or return of the ship from or into this port, the owner shall be liable to the payment of a penalty of one hundred sicca rupees, one half to go to the informer, and the other half to the Company. The amount of the penalty, if not otherwise made good, shall be stopped from any money which is or may become due to the owner for salt, and the custom master shall refuse a port clearance until the penalty be paid, or security be given for the payment thereof.

V. The name of the ship shall not be changed at any time without the permission of the Board of Trade, and in case of any deviation from this rule, the owners of the ship shall be considered as having forfeited all claim to the privilege of importing salt.

VI. The salt shall be delivered on shore, at such place within the limits of the port of Calcutta as the Board of Trade, shall direct, at the rate of sicca rupees fifty seven for every hundred maunds, each maund to weigh forty seers, of eighty-two sicca weight to the seer; and shall be paid for at the salt office within ten days after the receipt of the Company's gold keeper for the salt, shall have been produced there. At the time of producing the receipt, the permit under which the salt may have been imported, shall be surrendered, in default of which, such payment shall not be made.

VII. The salt shall be of a good merchantable quality, or should any objection be made to it in this respect, the quantity objected to, shall be separately sold at the first Company's salt sale which may take place after the delivery; and the owners of the ship shall make good to the Company the difference between the average selling price of the merchantable salt of the same description, and the average selling price of the salt objected to; and payment for the latter shall be delayed until the said difference can be ascertained.

VIII. If the deliverers of the said salt shall dispute the validity of the objection made thereto, the same shall be referred for determination to two or more persons, who usually make purchases at the Company's sales, or, if the Board of Trade shall deem it proper so to do, recourse shall be had to an analysis of small quantities, as samples, to be fairly taken from the mass; the analysis to be made by the Board of Trade, or such person as they may nominate.

IX. The whole of the salt which may be imported on the ship, shall be delivered to the Company, excepting a reserve not exceeding five maunds which may remain on board, provided that it be bona fide for the use of the mariners, whilst on board, and any salt exceeding the quantity so authorized to be reserved, which may be found on board, shall be confiscated, and the owners of the ship shall be further liable to the payment of a penalty on such excess, at the rate of ten sicca rupees per maund.

X. When the ship is reported cleared, the Company's officers shall have the privilege of examining the ship, to ascertain whether there be any quantity of salt remaining on board exceeding that authorized to be reserved. The Company's officers shall have free access to every part of the ship, and be treated with attention and civility on board.

XI.
XI. The permit must be kept on board of the ship in the possession of the master, in order that it may be produced to the pilot, and the salt officers on the return of the ship to the river, as the authority for the salt being on board. In case of a ship returning without importing salt, the permit must be immediately surrendered at the salt office.

XII. If any circumstances should keep the ship out longer than the time specified in the permit, the Board of Trade, on application from the owners, and on their being satisfied as to the cause of her detention, will allow such extension of the period as may appear to them reasonable.

XIII. A fee of sixteen sica rupees shall be paid at the salt office, on the issuing of each permit. The following shall be the form of the permit:

**Form of the Permit.**

"This is to certify, that the (description of the vessel) (name) of Calcutta, whereof (master's name) is at present master and (owner's name or owners' names) and place (or places of residence) is (or are) owner (or owners) built by (builder's name) at (place where) in the year (17) burthen (—) tons, rowlying in the river Hooghly, bound on a voyage to (insert place or places) and expected to return within (—) months, has permission to import (—) mounds of salt to be delivered on shore upon account of the Honorable Company, at such golas or places within the limits of the port of Calcutta, as the Board of Trade may appoint.

This permission to be in force for the above specified voyage only, and for the space of (—) months."

XIV. On the arrival of the ship in the river, the master shall deliver to the pilot in charge of the ship, a report addressed to the deputy secretary to the Board of Trade, containing the following particulars:

The quantity of salt on board of his ship.

At what place or places shipped, and the quantity shipped at each place.

The ship's draft of water.

XV. If there shall not be any salt on board, the master shall nevertheless deliver to the pilot, a report addressed as above directed, signifying that there is not any salt on board, and stating the ship's draft of water.

XVI. The pilot shall forward the report to the salt office by the chokey boat, or, in case a chokey boat shall not reach the ship, he shall deliver it on the arrival of the ship at Calcutta to the master attendant, by whom it must be sent to the salt office. If the pilot shall neglect to transmit a report so delivered to him, he shall be liable to the payment of a fine of five sica rupees for each instance of neglect, to be stopped by the marine paymaster from his pay; and in case of there being salt in the ship, he shall be entitled to a fee of five sica rupees, payable from the salt office for forwarding the report. The pilot shall certify whether or not the ship's name be duly painted upon the stern.

XVII. In the event of the master refusing or neglecting to deliver the required report, he shall be liable to a penalty of one hundred sica rupees, and until the same shall be paid by the owners, the ship shall not be allowed a new port clearance.

XVIII. If the report shall signify that there is not any salt on board, and it shall appear afterwards, that there was salt on board, or if the report shall specify less than the quantity shipped, the salt so attempted to be concealed, shall be liable to confiscation, and the master or owners shall be liable to a penalty of ten sica rupees per mound on any salt that may be confiscated, or that may be proved to the satisfaction of the Board of Trade and the Governor General in Council, or of the Governor General.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION LIII. (f)

A REGULATION for putting a stop to the illicit trade in opium carried on in the province of Bengal, by means of the cloths and earthen vessels, termed cappah and dogah; and for preventing the poppy being cultivated in the said province without the knowledge of the contractor.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th August, 1795; corresponding with the 14th Bhadoon 1203 Bengali era; the 28th Bhadoon 1202 Farsly; the 14th Bhadoon 1202 Williatty; the 25th Bhadoon 1852 Sumbut; and the 12th Safar 1210 Hij育儿.

THE Governor General in Council having received information that an illicit trade in opium is carried on in the province of Bengal, by means of certain cloths and earthen vessels termed cappah and dogah, and that in the zillahs of Rungpooor, Dinagepooor, and Punneah, and other places in the said province, individuals frequently cultivate the poppy without the knowledge of the contractor, and clandestinely dispose of the opium produced therefrom; and these practices being equally injurious to the contractor and to the Company; the following rules for preventing the continuance of the same have been enacted.

11. All the opium cloths known by the name of cappah, and the earthen vessels termed dogah, in which the crude opium collected from the poppy is deposited, and which, from their porousness, absorb a part of the opium, shall be delivered by the opium cultivators to the contractor, who shall pay to them for the quantity of opium which such cloths and vessels may yield, at the rates established for the crude opium by Regulation XXXII, 1795.

III. First. Persons who may choose to cultivate the poppy without taking advances from the contractor, shall notify to him or his agent, the quantity of land which they may propose to cultivate, and shall obtain from him, or his agent, a writing acknowledging the receipt of such notification, and such persons shall deliver the opium produced from the lands cultivated by them to the contractor, at the fixed price received by the cultivators who may have taken advances.

Second. If any person shall cultivate the poppy without apprising the contractor or his agent, and receiving from either of them, the writing prescribed in the preceding clause.

(f) This Regulation though not expressly rescinded, is not in force. At the time it was passed, opium was provided by contract, but now by agency. See R. 12, of 1816, entitled, A Regulation for reducing into one Regulation, with alterations and amendments, the rules at present in force respecting the manufacture and sale of opium.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION LIV.

A REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, the rules contained in certain sections of Regulations VIII, 1794, and XXXVI, 1795, with modifications.—

Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 1st September 1795; corresponding with the 18th Bhadoon 1202 Bengal era; the 2d Bhadoon 1202 Fasly; the 18th Bhadoon 1202 Willaity; the 2d Bhadoon 1202 Sumbut; the 16th Suffer 1210 Higere.

The reasons assigned in Regulations VIII, 1794, and XXXVI, 1795, for extending and defining the powers given by section VI, Regulation XLI, 1793, to the registers of the zillah and city courts in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, to try and decide causes referred to them by the judges; and for empowering those courts in certain cases to refer rent and revenue accounts to the collectors for report; and for declaring the decisions passed by the registers to the said zillah and city courts, in all suits for real property, and in suits for money or personal property the amount or value of which may exceed twenty-five sica rupees, appealable to the judges of those courts; and for making final the decrees passed by the judges in appeals from the decisions of their registers, in all suits for money or for personal property, and also in appeals from the decisions of the native commissioners; being equally applicable to the province of Benares, the following rules have been enacted, to be in force from the date of their receipt by the city and the zillah courts respectively.

II. First. The rules in section VI, Regulation XLI, 1793, are hereby declared to be rescinded in the province of Benares, from the date on which this regulation may be received by the city and zillah courts respectively in that province; (g) and from the same date, the rules contained in sections III, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX, XI, XII, and XIII, Regulation VIII, 1794, and sections III, IV, and VI. Regulation XXXVI, 1795, are hereby declared to be extended to the province of Benares, with the following modifications, applicable to that province.

Second. Instead of the following clause in section IX, Regulation VIII, 1794, or by the authorized vakeels of the court under Regulation VII, 1793, the undermentioned clause

Section VI, Regulation XLI, 1793, abolished in Benares.

Rules in certain sections of Regulations VIII, 1794, and XXXVI, 1795, extended to Benares, with Modifications.

(g) Sec. 6, R. 19, of 1793, has been already rescinded by R. 8, of 1794, Sec. 2.
clause is to be substituted; or by the authorized vessels of the court under Regulations VII, 1793, and XIII, 1795. (h)

Third. In lieu of the following clause in section XI, Regulation VIII, 1794, nor to prevent them referring to the native commissioners such suits as are cognizable by them under Regulation XL, 1793, the undermentioned clause is to be substituted, nor to prevent them referring to the native commissioners such suits as are cognizable by them under Regulations XI, 1793, and XXXI, 1795. (i)

Fourth. Instead of the following clause in section IV, Regulation XXXVI, 1795, "and also from the decisions of the native commissioners appointed to hear and determine "suits under Regulation XL, 1793," the undermentioned clause is to be substituted, for Benares; and also from the decisions of the native commissioners appointed to hear and determine suits under Regulations XL, 1793, and XXXI, 1795. (j)

A. D. 1795. REGULATION LV.

A REGULATION for prohibiting the courts of civil judicature from requiring security from guardians of disqualified landholders when parties in suits with their wards, under section XXXII, Regulation X, 1793.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 1st September 1795; corresponding with the 18th Bhadoon 1202 Bengal era; the 2d Bhadoon 1202 Fusly; the 18th Bhadoon 1202 Willalty; the 2d Bhadoon 1832 Sambat; and the 16th Suffer 1210 Higeree.

DOUBTS having arisen whether guardians sued jointly with their wards, under clause first, section XXXII, Regulation X, 1793, are not liable under the regulations to give the same securities as are required from defendants in general; and it not having been intended by the rule contained in the abovementioned clause, that guardians should incur any personal responsibility on account of such suits, they being intrusted only with the care of the person, maintenance, and (if a minor,) the education of the ward; and the estate of the ward being answerable for all claims upon it; the Governor General in Council has been pleased to enact the following rule, which is to be considered in force from the date of its receipt in the several courts respectively.

II. In cases in which a guardian may be a party jointly with his ward, under clause first, section XXXII, Regulation X, 1793, in any civil suit, the securities required by the regulations to be taken from parties in suits, shall not be demanded from the guardian.

(h) Both R. 7, of 1798, and R. 13, of 1795, have been rescinded by II. 27, of 1814, S. 2. The modification therefore should be, or by the authorized vessels of the court under R. 31, of 1814.

(i) Both R. 40, of 1795, and R. 31, of 1795, have been rescinded by R. 29, of 1814, S. 2; the modification should therefore be, nor to prevent them referring to the native commissioners such suits as are cognizable by them under R. 29, of 1814.

(j) Both these Regulations have been rescinded by R. 29, of 1814, S. 2; the principle of the modification stated in the preceding note, applies also to the modification of this clause.

REGULATION LVI.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION LVI. (k)

A REGULATION for allowing the heirs of invalids in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, to hold their land rent-free to the expiration of the tenth year from the date of the original grantee's being put in possession, in case of his dying within ten years from such date; and for providing for the absence of invalids from their tannuhs in the said provinces at the time of inspection, in consequence of permission, or from sickness, or other unavoidable cause.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 1st September 1795, corresponding with the 18th Bhadon 1293 Bengal era; the 2d Bhadon 1909 Fusly, the 18th Bhadon 1292 Wiladity; the 2d Bhadon 1852 Sumbut; and the 16th Suffer 1210 Hijriye.

By clause seventh, section V, Regulation XLIII, 1793, it is directed to be made a stipulation in the leases which have been or may be obtained from any zamindars or other proprietors for lands to be allotted to the invalids under the conditions contained in that section, that if the original grantee shall die within seven years from the date of his being put in possession of his lands, his heirs shall continue to hold them rent-free until the expiration of such period of seven years, from which time the lands are to become subject to the conditions in clauses fifth and sixth, of the abovementioned section of the said regulation, in the same manner as if the heir had first succeeded to them, and his ancestor had held them for a term exceeding seven years; and by section VII, of the same regulation, this rule is made applicable to cases in which the grants may form part of lands the property of government. It having been deemed proper however, in consideration of the peculiar disadvantages to which invalids must often be subject, in bringing their lands into cultivation, from want of skill, or from bodily infirmity, and the consequent necessity of employing persons to cultivate their lands at a heavy expense, to extend the period for which such lands are to be so held free of rent, to ten years, in order to ensure to the heirs of invalids the full benefit which it was intended they should derive from the grants; and it often occurring that invalids are absent from their tannuhs at the period of inspection, by permission, or from sickness, or other unavoidable cause; and doubts having arisen whether invalids so circumstanced, are not subject to the operation of the rule in section XXX, Regulation XLIII, 1793, which directs that invalids not present at their respective tannuhs at the periods of inspection and payment of the proportion of their pay which government may continue to them in addition to their provision in land, shall be struck of the establishment; the following rules have been enacted.

II. First. The rule in clause seventh, section V, Regulation XLIII, 1793, is hereby rescinded, and from the date of the receipt of this regulation in the several zillahs and cities, and in all cases in which any lands, whether the property of government, or of individual proprietors, may be assigned to invalids after such date, it shall be made a condition of the grant, that if the original grantee shall die within ten years from the date of his being put in possession of the lands, his heir shall continue to hold them rent-free, until the expiration of such period of ten years, from which time the lands are to become subject to the conditions specified in clauses fifth and sixth, section V, Regulation XLIII, 1793, in the same manner as if the heir had then first succeeded to them, and his ancestor had held them for a term exceeding ten years.

(k) The whole of this Regulation has been rescinded by R. 1, of 1801, S. 2.

Second.
SECOND. In cases in which an original grantee whose lands were obtained from a proprietor on lease during the time when clause seventh, section V, Regulation XLIII, 1793, was in force, shall die subsequent to the expiration of seven years from the date of his grant, and previous to the expiration of ten years from such date, government will indemnify the proprietor for the amount which he would have been entitled to receive if the said clause had remained in force. If the grant shall form a part of land the property of government, the Governor General in Council will relinquish to the heir the amount which would have been demandable from him under the said clause.

III. The clause in section XXX, Regulation XLIII, 1793, which declares that the invalids, who shall not be present at their respective tannahs at the periods of inspection and payment of the proportion of their pay which government may judge it proper to continue to them in addition to the provision in land, shall be struck off the establishment, is declared not to extend to those invalids who may be absent at such period with permission, or from sickness or other unavoidable cause, that may appear satisfactory to the regulating officer, or in his absence, to his assistant.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION LVII. (1)

A REGULATION for enacting into a regulation, certain orders issued by the Governor General in Council, for the abolition of the collection heretofore made on grain imported into Calcutta, under the denomination of kyaaule duster, and for the appropriation of the proceeds of confiscated goods and merchandise at the Manjee custom house; and for levying the Calcutta export duties on the Calcutta price of the goods, instead of the aurung price or prime cost, as prescribed by section XVII, Regulation XXXIX, 1795.—PASSED by the Governor General in Council on the 28th September 1795; corresponding with the 14th Assin 1292 Bengal era; the 29th Bhadoon 1802 Fasly; the 14th Assin 1293 Willaity; the 29th Bhadoon 1852 Sumbut; and the 14th Rubbee ud Waul 1310 Higeree.

On the 21st October 1788, the Governor General in Council directed that the collection made by the custom master under the denomination of kyaaule duster on grain imported into Calcutta, should be suspended until the bazar price of that kind of rice which is usually consumed by the lower orders of the people, should fall to a certain price. On the 12th of September 1794, this species of rice had fallen to the limited price; but instead of reviving the collection, it was resolved to discontinue it altogether, including the collection on mustard seed, and teel seed, from the considerations that it fell chiefly on the lower orders of the people, and impeded the exportation of grain, to the prejudice of the agriculture of the country. For the final abolition of the above mentioned collection; and to extend to the officers of the Manjee custom house the same encouragement for the detection of illicit trade, as has been granted to the officers of the custom house at Calcutta; and to obviate the inconveniences experienced at the Calcutta custom house in levying the export duties on the aurung, or prime cost of the goods, owing to the importers from the interior parts of the country seldom or ever showing their invoices to the purchasers of them for exportation, and the consequent difficulty of determining the amount on which the duty is leviable; the following rules have been enacted.

(1) The whole of this Regulation is rescinded by R. S. of 1810, S. 2.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION LVIII.

II. The collection heretofore made by the custom master on grain imported into Calcutta, including mustard seed, and teel seed, under the denomination of kyavlee dustoor, is declared to be finally abolished.

III. In the event of goods or merchandise seized by the officers of the customs at Manjee, being confiscated, the proceeds shall be divided as follows:

One-fifth to the collector of the customs.
Two-fifths to the informer or seizer.
Two-fifths to the Company.

IV. From the 6th of October next, the duty on exports from Calcutta, will be calculated on the Calcutta price of the goods, deducting one tenth, instead of the auring or prime cost, as prescribed by section XVII, Regulation XXXIX, 1795.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION LVIII.

A REGULATION for granting to the collectors a commission on the jumma of lands which may be subjected to the payment of revenue under section XXVI, Regulation XIX, and section XXI, Regulation XXXVII, 1793, and section XXVI, Regulation XLIX, and section XXI, Regulation XLII, 1795; and for determining on what amount such commission, and the commission granted to collectors in cases of lands being adjudged liable to the payment of revenue in consequence of prosecutions, shall be calculated; and for requiring the zillah and city courts in the four provinces, to transmit to the collectors and the Board of Revenue, copies of certain decrees in suits between individuals respecting the right to land exempted from the payment of revenue; and for defining what decrees regarding malguzarry land, the zillah and city courts are to furnish the collectors and the Board of Revenue with copies under section IX, Regulation IV, 1793, and section IV, Regulation VIII, 1795.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 28th September 1795; corresponding with the 14th Assin 1202 Bengal era; the 29th Bhadoon 1202 Fastly; the 14th Assin 1903 Williatty; the 29th Bhadoon 1832 Sambut; and the 14th Rubbee ul Aawul 1210 Higeree.

IT being deemed equitable that the collectors should be permitted to draw the same commission on the jumma of lands subjected to the payment of revenue in consequence of their not being registered, agreeably to Regulations XIX and XXXVII, 1793, and XLIX and XLII, 1795, as they are allowed on the jumma of lands adjudged liable to the payment of revenue in consequence of prosecutions on the part of government; and to determine on what amount such commission may be granted in the event of a settlement of the resumed lands not being immediately concluded in perpetuity; and to provide for the regular transmission to the collectors, and to the Board of Revenue, of copies of all decrees passed in suits between individuals, affecting the right in possession of, landed property exempted from the payment of revenue to government, that the alterations in such right or possession made by the said decrees, may be duly entered in the quinquennial registers; and doubts having arisen as to the description of decrees regarding or concerning land subject to the payment of revenue, of which copies are to be transmitted by the judges of the zillah and city courts to the collectors and the Board of Revenue; the Governor General in Council has enacted the following rules.
Colletors to receive a commission of twenty-five per cent on the amount of the annual jumma, which may be assessed in perpetuity, on lands finally resumed and declared liable to be assessed with public revenue, under section XXVI, Regulation XIX, 1793, or section XCI, Regulation XXXVII, 1793, or section XCI, Regulation XLII, or section XCI, Regulation XLII, 1793. The commission shall be paid to the collector who shall discover and report to the Board of Revenue (m) the omission of the registry of the lands, unless the Governor General in Council should deem it equitable in any particular case, to give the whole or a part of the commission to any other collector. If circumstances should prevent the forming of a permanent settlement of such lands, or of lands on which the collectors may be entitled to a commission under section XII, Regulation XIX, and section VIII, Regulation XXXVII, 1793, and section XIII, Regulation XLI, and section VIII, Regulation XLI, 1795, it shall be at the option of the Governor General in Council to grant a commission on whatever amount he may deem an equitable jumma for such lands.

III. The judges of the zillah and city courts in the four provinces, shall furnish the collectors of the districts in which the land may be situated, and the Board of Revenue, with a copy of every decree in suits between individuals, which they may pass, or which may be sent to them by superior courts to enforce, by which the right in, or possession of, any lands held exempt from the payment of public revenue, under whatever description of grant the same may be so held, may be affected, in order that the collectors may be enabled to make the necessary entries of the alterations in such right or possession, to be inserted in the quinquennial registers of lands held exempt from the payment of revenue, directed to be kept by Regulations XIX and XXXVII, 1793, and XLI and XLII, 1795. The copies of such decrees shall be transmitted by the judge within twenty days after the same may be passed or received by him.

IV. The decrees regarding malguzarry land which the judges of the zillah and city courts in the four provinces are directed by section IX, Regulation IV, 1792, and section IV, Regulation VIII, 1793, to transmit to the collector of the zillah, and to the Board of Revenue, are hereby declared to be such decrees only as affect the proprietary right in, or possession of, the land.

(m) A Commissioner is appointed by R. 1, of 1815, instead of the Board of Revenue, for the superintendence of the revenues of the province of Benares, and that part of the province of Behar which is comprised in the zillahs of Behar, Shahabad, Saran and Tirhoot, and for the general control of the collectors in the discharge of their several public duties: the Commissioner therefore is to be understood wherever the Board may be named or intended in this Regulation, with reference to Benares and the part of Behar above mentioned.

REGULATION LIX.
A. D. 1793. REGULATION LIX.

A REGULATION for further postponing to the 10th April 1793, the operation of parts of sections XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXIII, Regulation XXXV, 1793, as regard the silver coin.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 29th September, 1795; corresponding with the 15th Assin 1202 Bengal era; the 1st Assin 1903 Fusly; the 15th Assin 1903 Willaity; the 1st Assin 1852 Sumbut; and the 15th Rubbee-ul-Awul 1210 Higeree.

The reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation VI, 1794, for suspending certain rules in Regulation XXXV, 1793, until the 10th April 1795, continuing to operate, and consequently rendering it necessary that the enforcement of those rules should be further postponed; the Governor General in Council has enacted as follows.

II. Such parts of sections XVIII, XIX, XX, (n) and XXIII, Regulation XXXV, 1793, as regard the silver coin in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Oрис‰na, shall not have effect until the 10th of April 1796, corresponding with the 31st Chyte 1202 Bengal era; the 18th Chyte 1903 Fusly; the 31st Chyte 1903 Willaity; the 18th Chyte 1853 Sumbut; and the 1st Showl 1210 Higeree; after which period, all the rules contained in those sections are to be considered in full force. (o) Until the arrival of that period, rupees of sorts shall be received at the public treasuries in those provinces, and shall be current therein, under the rules that were in force regarding them previous to the 10th April 1794; but the rupees which may be so received, are not on any account to be disbursed from the said treasuries, but are to be sent to the mint to be recoined into siccas of the nineteenth sun, as prescribed in section XVII, Regulation XXXV, 1793. (p)

(o) This section has been rescinded by R. 13, of 1807, S. 2, and sections 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of that Regulation have been enacted in its stead.

(p) In the sills of Cuttack, and the pargunnahs of Pattpesore, Kammaddichour and Bogerne, the currency of rupees of sorts was allowed until the expiration of the Willaity year 1815, and bonds, engagements, and agreements, written or verbal, stipulating for the payment of money in any other species of rupees or goldmohurs than the mean rupees or goldmohurs of the nineteenth sun, were deemed valid until the proclamation of R. 15, of 1807. See: R. 6, S. 9 and 19, and R. 13, S. 7, of 1807.
A. D. 1795. REGULATION LX. 
(9)

REGULATION for extending to the province of Benares, Regulation XXXVIII, 1795; entitled, A Regulation for prescribing the payment of certain fees on the institution and trial of suits in the courts of civil judicature; and on petitions presented to those courts; and on the institution of suits before the moonsifs under clause sixth, section V, Regulation XL, 1793.—Passed by the Governor General in Council, on the 13th November 1795; corresponding with the 30th Kautick 1802 Bengal era; the 17th Kautick 1803 Fasly; the 30th Kautick 1803 Willaity; the 17th Kautick 1833 Sumbut; and the 30th Rubbee-us-Saneec 1210 Hicare.

The reasons assigned in the preamble to Regulation XXXVIII, 1795, for prescribing the payment of certain fees on the institution and trial of suits in the courts of civil judicature in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, and on petitions presented to those courts, and on the institution of suits before the moonsifs under clause sixth, section V, Regulation XL, 1793, being with little exception applicable to the province of Benares, the following rules have been enacted.

II. The rules contained in Regulation XXXVIII, 1795, are hereby extended to the province of Benares.

A. D. 1795. REGULATION LXI.

A REGULATION for determining what sicca rupees of the nineteenth sum shall be considered as of standard weight in payments in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 13th November 1795; corresponding with the 30th Kautick 1802 Bengal era; the 17th Kautick 1803 Fasly; the 30th Kautick 1803 Willaity; the 17th Kautick 1833 Sumbut; and the 30th Rubbee-us-Saneec 1210 Hicare.

AGREEABLY to the ancient usage of the country, all payments in silver are made by weight. This usage was established to keep up the circulating coin to its full standard weight, by obliging the holders of light coin to carry it to the mint for recoinage; and as the demand of government on the proprietors of estates with whom an agreement has been made, is fixed in perpetuity at a specific amount in money; it is essential to the interests of the state, that this, as well as all other rules calculated to prevent the circulation of light coin, should be adhered to as strictly as may be possible. A practice however obtained under the native administration, and which continued to prevail under the British government, of receiving light rupees in payment of private, and not unfrequently of public demands, with an allowance or batta adequate to the deficiency; individuals often finding it more convenient or advantageous to make good this deficiency, than to send their light coin to the mint, or to dispose of it to a shroff for coin of full weight. By the abuse of this practice, in progress of time the circulation became filled with coin rendered deficient in its weight by wear.

(9) Regulation 39, of 1794, which this Regulation extends to the province of Benares, being rescinded, this Regulation of course stands extended also.
or artificial means. The landholders and farmers of the revenue, availed themselves of this defective state of the currency to exact large sums from their ryots and tenants, on account of the deficiency in its weight, urging that similar demands would be made on them when they tendered it in discharge of their revenue; and they levied similar impositions in private transactions. To obviate these and other evils, it was determined by Regulation XXXV. 1793, that after a certain period, rupees should be considered as a legal tender of payment excepting the rupees of the nineteenth sun of the weight and standard specified in that regulation. In weighing however the rupees received into the treasuries, against standard weights, with a view to a strict adherence to the letter of the regulation, instead of a specific number of the newest coin procurable, as had been generally the practice, it was found that the nineteenth sun sicia rupees, almost immediately after their introduction into circulation, were generally from two to four annas per cent deficient in weight; and on inquiry, it was ascertained that from the number of points in the inscription, and the weakness of the silver, this deficiency invariably arose on the first introduction of new coin into circulation, although it would circulate several years without suffering any further considerable diminution in its weight. In order therefore to preserve the salutary custom of receiving the coin by weight, and at the same time to obviate the loss and inconvenience that would have resulted both to the publick and individuals by rejecting the new coin in payment on account of the smallest deficiency in weight, and consequently compelling the holders to return it to the mint almost immediately after its being issued from thence, certain orders were issued and communicated to the Board of Revenue and to the collectors on the 22 October 1793. These orders, with modifications, are now enacted into a regulation, which is to be in force from the date of its receipt in the several zillah and city courts in the provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Oosse.

11. All sicia rupees of the nineteenth sun, which shall not have lost by wear a greater proportion of their full standard weight than six annas per cent, or six sixteenths of a rupee in one hundred rupees, shall be considered as of standard weight, and be received as such in all public and private transactions.

111. The above rule however is to be considered applicable to those nineteenth sun rupees only, in which the loss of weight has been occasioned by wear. Whenever rupees of the above description may have lost any part of their full weight, although such loss shall not exceed six annas per cent, by filing, clipping, or other artificial means, they shall not be considered as of standard weight, and, if tendered in payment at any of the public treasuries, or offices, they shall be received at their intrinsic value as hereafter directed, and the pounders, or examiners of the public money, are required to separate all such rupees.

IV. First. Rupees of the nineteenth sun deficient in weight from any other cause excepting wear, or deficient in weight from wear in a greater amount than six annas per cent, are to be received agreeably to the following rule.

Second. For one hundred sicia weight of such light nineteenth sun sicia rupees, the payer is to receive credit for one hundred nineteen sun sicia rupees. The light rupees thus received at the public treasuries, are not to be disbursed again, but are inviolably to be sent to the mint to be received.

V. The mint master at Calcutta is required to supply the Board of Revenue for the use of the collectors, with stamped metal weights of sicia sicia weight each, or such other weight as may be required by them, and all receipts and payments at the public treasuries are to be regulated agreeably to such standard weights.

VI. The foregoing rules are to be considered equally applicable to the half rupees and quarters of the nineteenth sun sicia rupee.
A.D. 1798. REGULATION LXII.

REGULATION for withdrawing the mint established at Moorshodabad under Reg. XXXV. 1793.—Passed by the Governor General in Council on the 11th Oct. 1796; corresponding with the 28th August 1802, Bengal era; the 15th August 1806, Farsi; the 28th August 1808, Willacy; the 15th August 1809, Jumna, and the 30th Jamshed of Asal 1210, Hijri.

The continuance of the mint established at Moorshedabad being deemed unnecessary, in consequence of the inconsiderable quantity of coin and bullion brought to it for coinage, the Governor General in Council has enacted as follows:

II. The mint established at Moorshedabad, under Regulation XXXV. 1793, is directed to be withdrawn.

FINIS.